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Preface

The advancement of flexible electronics has spanned the past forty years ranging
from the development of flexible solar cell arrays made from very thin single-crystal
silicon to flexible organic light-emitting diode displays on plastic substrates. The
recent rapid development of this field has been spurred by the continuing evolution of large-area electronics with applications in flat-panel displays, medical image
sensors, and electronic paper. Many factors contribute to the allure of flexible electronics; they are typically more rugged, lighter, portable, and less expensive to manufacture compared to their rigid substrate counterparts. Demonstrations of flexible
electronics promise the availability of robust, lightweight, and low-cost electronics
in the near future and this book is arranged to give the reader a survey of the materials that are used to fabricate these devices on flexible media. Subsequent chapters
are organized to provide an overview of the different applications that can be created
with a wide variety of materials systems. The range of polymeric to inorganic materials encompasses a wide array of performance benchmarks. It is these benchmarks
of device characteristics (both electrical and mechanical) and performance, and the
processes involved to make the device that will ultimately determine the suitable
applications. It is not the intent of this book to give an exhaustive review of the
technology but rather to provide a starting reference for a wide array of materials and
applications; the chapters presented are also intended to augment existing literature
in the field of flexible electronics.
The materials, processes, and applications for flexible electronics cover many
different areas and we begin the book with a general overview of the field and the
evolution of the technology. The mechanical stability of thin films on foil substrates
is an area of active study and the understanding of these characteristics needs to
be developed in order to fabricate multilayer structures with minimum offset in
layer-to-layer alignment (Chapter 2). A review of processing conventional inorganic
thin-film materials at low temperatures is given in Chapter 3. The chapter provides an overview of the materials and device characteristics for low-temperature
silicon-based thin-film dielectrics and semiconductors. Chapter 4 describes how
the understanding of the mechanical stability of thin films on foil substrates and
low-temperature processing of conventional inorganic materials, such as amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), can be used for integration onto low melting point plastic
platforms. These semiconductor materials have already been optimized for flat panel
v
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display applications and the transition to flexible electronics enables integration with
organic light emitters to create applications in flexible emissive displays. The transition metal oxides (TMO) have the potential for creating high-performance thin-film
transistor (TFT) devices beyond the performance offered by a-Si:H or poly-silicon
TFTs. Chapter 5 provides an overview of the TMOs and demonstrates a novel
nano-imprint lithography approach that can be used to fabricate flexible backplanes
in a roll-to-roll process. Applications towards large-area flexible image sensors are
another active area of research. Chapter 6 reviews ink-jet patterning techniques for
fabricating a-Si:H based x-ray image sensors for medical imaging applications and
ink-jet patterning for all-additive processing of backplane arrays.
The development of organic and polymeric materials for flexible electronics
is progressing at a rapid rate with organic semiconductor materials producing
devices that rival the performance of conventional a-Si:H TFTs. Small molecule
semiconductors such as pentacene have been used to make organic TFTs and
have shown performance exceeding silicon-based TFTs. Chapter 7 discusses two
applications, image sensing and micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), where
organic materials compete well with silicon-based devices in flexible applications.
In Chapter 8, the impact of materials and device physics on device and circuit design
is discussed in the context of specific applications (displays and radio-frequency
identification tags) based on pentacene active layers.
The transition to solution processable materials provides a potentially limitless
choice of flexible electronics applications and processes (Chapter 9). These materials offer low-cost processing capabilities from simple spin casting to jet printing
for device fabrication. The major limitation of the materials system is its relatively
low performance for TFT applications. As these materials continue to improve,
the appeal of low fabrication cost is also a catalyst for using polymeric semiconductors in photovoltaic applications. A review of excitonic solar cell properties
and characteristics is presented in Chapter 11 along with an assessment of the
applications for low-cost large-area power sources based on polymeric “green”
technologies (Chapter 12).
Nano-scale materials are also suitable for flexible electronic applications. The
size scale and electrical characteristics of randomly oriented carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) mats provide a material that is highly compliant, conductive, and transparent in the visible spectrum. These three attributes give CNTs an advantage for
use as transparent conductors for applications in solar cells and flexible displays
(Chapter 10). Finally, none of these materials will have much functionality if a
suitable substrate is unavailable. Chapter 13 reviews the characteristics required for
flexible platforms for use in electronic applications and the processes and barrier
materials that are required in order to make the plastic films optimal for device
applications.
Lastly, we would like to thank all the contributing authors for their time and effort
in preparing the manuscripts presented in this book. It is the work of these people
and all the scientist, researchers, and engineers in the field that make the technology
of flexible electronics exciting and challenging. We are also grateful to the Palo Alto
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Research Center and Stanford University for providing support of the project and
the many colleagues whom we worked with in making this book a reality.
Palo Alto, CA, USA
January 2009

William S. Wong
Alberto Salleo
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Chapter 1

Overview of Flexible Electronics Technology
I-Chun Cheng and Sigurd Wagner

Abstract This chapter provides an overview of the history, concepts, and possible
applications of flexible electronics from the perspectives of materials and fabrication technology. The focus is on large-area capable electronic surfaces. These are
made of backplane and frontplane optoelectronics that are fabricated as fully integrated circuits on flexible substrates. The discussion covers flexible electronics, and
reaches back to rigid-substrate precursor technology where appropriate. Flexible
electronics is a wide-open and rapidly developing field of research, development,
pilot production, and field trials. The chapter puts a perspective on the technology
by systematizing it and by describing representative examples.

1.1 History of Flexible Electronics
Flexible electronics has a long history. Anything thin is flexible. Forty years ago
single-crystalline silicon solar cells were thinned to raise their power/weight ratio
for use in extraterrestrial satellites. Because these cells were thin, they were flexible and warped like corn flakes. Today, silicon-integrated circuits are thinned to
become compliant so that the owner of a smart card does not break it when he
sits on it. Flexible can mean many qualities: bendable, conformally shaped, elastic,
lightweight, nonbreakable, roll-to-roll manufacturable, or large-area. The field has
open boundaries that move with its development and application. In this chapter we
cover a newly emerging segment of flexible electronics that is largely connected
with active thin-film transistor (TFT) circuits. Therefore, this survey is representative but incomplete. To the industrial community today, flexible electronics means
flexible displays and X-ray sensor arrays. To researchers flexible means conformally
shaped displays and sensors, electronic textiles, and electronic skin.
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The development of flexible electronics dates back to the 1960s. The first flexible
solar cell arrays were made by thinning single crystal silicon wafer cells to ∼100 μm
and then assembling them on a plastic substrate to provide flexibility [1, 2]. The energy
crisis in 1973 stimulated work on thin-film solar cells as a path to reducing the cost
of photovoltaic electricity. Because of their relatively low deposition temperature,
hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) cells lend themselves to fabrication on flexible metal or polymer substrates. In 1976, Wronski, Carlson, and Daniel at RCA
Laboratories reported a Pt/a-Si:H Schottky barrier solar cell made on a stainless steel
substrate, which also served as the back contact [3]. In the early 1980s, n+ –i a-Si:H/Pt
Schottky barrier and p+ –i–n+ a-Si:H/ITO solar cells were made on organic polymer
(“plastic”) film substrates by Plattner et al. [4] and by Okaniwa et al. [5–7], respectively. Okaniwa and coworkers also studied the flexibility of their solar cells. Around
the same time, the CdS that had been developed for CdS/Cu2 S solar cells on glass
substrates was made by continuous deposition on a moving flexible substrate in a
reel-to-reel vacuum coater [8]. Beginning in the early 1980s, the roll-to-roll fabrication of a-Si:H solar cells on flexible steel [9] and organic polymer substrates [10] was
introduced. Today, a-Si:H solar cells routinely are made by roll-to-roll processes.
The first flexible TFT dates back to 1968, when Brody and colleagues made a
TFT of tellurium on a strip of paper and proposed using TFT matrices for display
addressing. In the following years, Brody’s group made TFTs on a wide range of
flexible substrates, including Mylar, polyethylene, and anodized aluminum wrapping foil. The TFTs could be bent to a 1/16 radius and continued to function. They
could be cut in half along the channel direction, and both halves remained operational [11, 12].
In the mid-1980s, the active-matrix liquid-crystal display (AMLCD) industry
started in Japan by adopting the large-area plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) machines that had been developed for a-Si:H solar cell fabrication. The success of the a-Si:H TFT backplane-based AMLCD industry and the
demonstration of a-Si:H solar cells on flexible substrates stimulated research on
silicon-based thin-film circuits on novel substrates. In 1994, Constant et al. at Iowa
State University demonstrated a-Si:H TFT circuits on flexible polyimide substrates
[13]. Their demonstration included two approaches to achieving overlay registration in photolithography: (1) the edge of the polyimide substrate was affixed to
a rigid silicon wafer by using vacuum compatible epoxy resin and (2) a conformal coating of polyimide was applied to a silicon wafer to form a polyimide film;
after the TFT circuitry had been fabricated on top of the polyimide film, it was
detached from the wafer. In 1996, a-Si:H TFTs were made on flexible stainless
steel foil [14]. In 1997, polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) TFTs made on plastic substrates using laser-annealing were reported [15, 16]. Since then, research on flexible
electronics has expanded rapidly, and many research groups and companies have
demonstrated flexible displays on either steel or plastic foil substrates. For example,
in 2005 Philips demonstrated a prototype rollable electrophoretic display [17] and
Samsung announced a 7 flexible liquid crystal panel [18]. In 2006, Universal Display Corporation and the Palo Alto Research Center presented a prototype flexible
organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display with full-color and full-motion with a
poly-Si TFT backplane made on steel foil [19].
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1.2 Materials for Flexible Electronics
A generic large-area electronic structure is composed of (1) a substrate, (2) backplane electronics, (3) a frontplane, and (4) encapsulation. To make the structure
flexible, all components must comply with bending to some degree without losing
their function. Two basic approaches have been employed to make flexible electronics: (1) transfer and bonding of completed circuits to a flexible substrate and
(2) fabrication of the circuits directly on the flexible substrate.
In the transfer-and-bond approach, the whole structure is fabricated by standard
methods on a carrier substrate like a Si wafer or a glass plate. Then it is transferred to
[20–23] or fluidic self-assembled on [24] a flexible substrate. The transfer-and-bond
approach has been extended to the bonding of ribbons of Si and GaAs devices to a
stretched elastomer, which upon relaxation forms a “wavy” semiconductor that can
be stretched and relaxed reversibly [25, 26]. The transfer approaches have the advantage of providing high-performance devices on flexible substrates. These processes
are sophisticated advances over the original flexible wafer-based solar cell arrays
[1, 2]. Their drawbacks are small surface area coverage and high cost. Bonded circuits will likely be added to large-area electronic surfaces at low density for highspeed communication and computation, lasing, and similarly demanding functions.
In many applications, the majority of the surface will be covered with electronics fabricated directly on the substrate. There are many approaches to integrating
disparate materials and oftentimes flexible substrates are not fully compatible with
existing planar silicon microfabrication processes. Direct fabrication may require
(1) relying on polycrystalline or amorphous semiconductors because these can be
grown on foreign substrates, (2) developing new process techniques, (3) introducing new materials, and (4) striking a compromise between device performance and
low process temperatures tolerated by polymer foil substrates. Direct fabrication on
flexible substrates is a hotbed of process research. New process techniques include
the printing of etch masks [27, 28], the additive printing of active device materials [29–31], and the introduction of electronic functions by local chemical reaction
[32]. Nanocrystalline silicon and printable polymers for OLEDs [33] are also materials of intense research. We will concentrate on the direct fabrication on flexible
substrates, as it is the most direct, and sometimes more innovative, approach to the
manufacturing of large-area electronic surfaces.

1.2.1 Degrees of Flexibility
Flexibility can mean many different properties to manufacturers and users. As a
mechanical characteristic, it is conveniently classified in the three categories illustrated by Fig. 1.1 : (1) bendable or rollable, (2) permanently shaped, and (3) elastically stretchable. The tools for microfabrication have been developed for flat substrates. Therefore, at present all manufacturing is done on a flat workpiece that
is shaped only as late as possible in the process. This approach benefits from the
tremendous technology base established by the planar integrated circuit and display
industries.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 1.1 (a) A bendable wristband display [Courtesy of Dr. Yu Chen, E Ink Corporation, 2001].
(b) Silicon islands on a spherically shaped foil substrate [34]. (c) Concept for a conformably shaped
digital dashboard [Courtesy Professor Miltiades Hatalis, Lehigh University]. (d) Stretchable interconnects on an elastomer [Dr. Stéphanie P. Lacour, Princeton University]

When a mechanically homogeneous sheet of thickness d is bent to a cylindrical
radius r, perpendicularly to the axis of bending, its outside surface expands and its
inside surface is compressed by the bending strain ε = d/2r. When the sheet is not
homogeneous, as is the case for an a-Si:H TFT layer on a plastic foil, the strain
in the surfaces is modified from this simple expression, which however remains a
useful approximation. In TFT backplanes or in entire displays, the strain ε must
be kept below a critical value. The straightforward approach to keeping ε low even
in sharp bending, to small r, is to make the structure thin. In this way, the strain
experienced by the active devices in bendable or rollable electronics can be kept
small, particularly when the devices are placed in the neutral plane.
Conformally shaped electronic surfaces are also made by existing planar fabrication techniques. Continuous, unbroken, surfaces are shaped to the desired geometry by plastic deformation [35, 36]. The extent of deformation can easily exceed
the critical tensile strain, for fracture or necking, of thin-film inorganic semiconductors or metals, which typically lies between 0.1 and 1%. Therefore, the devices
are protected by placement onto rigid islands. However, if only materials that can
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undergo large plastic deformation are employed, a flat electronic surface may be
shaped without causing damage to unprotected devices [37].
Elastically stretchable electronics can undergo large and reversible deformation.
When the substrate is an elastomer, devices are placed on rigid islands and are interconnected with elastically stretchable conductors [38, 39]. Alternatively, a substrate
configured as a net-like open surface can be deformed reversibly without damaging
the electronics that are made on the ribs of the net [40].

1.2.2 Substrates
Flexible substrates that are to serve as drop-in replacements for plate glass substrates
must meet many requirements:
(1) Optical properties – Transmissive or bottom-emitting displays need optically
clear substrates. In addition, substrates for LCDs must have low birefringence.
(2) Surface roughness – The thinner the device films, the more sensitive their
electrical function is to surface roughness. Asperities and roughness over short
distance must be avoided, but roughness over long distance is acceptable. Asreceived metal substrates usually are rough on both scales, while plastic substrates may be rough only over long distance.
(3) Thermal and thermomechanical properties – The working temperature of the
substrate, for example the glass transition temperature (Tg ) of a polymer, must
be compatible with the maximum fabrication process temperature (Tmax ). Thermal mismatch between device films and substrate may cause films to break
during the thermal cycling associated with fabrication. A rule of thumb for tolerable mismatch is|ΔCTE·ΔT| ≤ 0.1–0.3%, where ΔCTE is the difference in
coefficients of thermal expansion between substrate and device film, and ΔT
is the temperature excursion during processing. Silicon-based circuits benefit
from substrates with low CTE. High thermal conductivity may be important for
the cooling of current-load circuits. Dimensional stability during processing is
a concern with plastic substrates.
(4) Chemical properties – The substrate should not release contaminants and should
be inert against process chemicals. Of advantage are substrates that are good
barriers against permeation by atmospheric gases: for OLED application the
water vapor permeation rate should lie below 10–6 g/m2 /day and the oxygen
permeation rate below 10–3 to 10–5 cm3 /m2 /day.
(5) Mechanical properties – A high elastic modulus makes the substrate stiff, and a
hard surface supports the device layers under impact.
(6) Electrical and magnetic properties – Conductive substrates may serve as a common node and as an electromagnetic shield. Electrically insulating substrates
minimize coupling capacitances. Magnetic substrates can be used for the temporary mounting of the substrate during fabrication, or for affixing the finished
product.
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Table 1.1 Properties of substrates for flexible backplanes [after ref. 41]

Property

Unit

Glass
(1737)

Plastics
(PEN, PI)

Stainless steel (430)

Thickness
Weight
Safe bending radius
Roll-to-roll processable?
Visually transparent?
Maximum process
temperature
CTE
Elastic modulus
Permeable to oxygen, water
vapor
Coefficient of hydrolytic
expansion
Prebake required?
Planarization required?

μm
g/m2
cm
–
–
◦
C

100
250
40
Unlikely
Yes
600

100
120
4
Likely
Some
180, 300

100
800
4
Yes
No
1,000

ppm/◦ C
GPa

4
70
No

16
5
Yes

10
200
No

ppm/%RH

None

11, 11

None

–
–

Maybe
No

Yes
No

No
Yes

Buffer layer required?
Why?

–

Maybe

Electrical conductivity
Thermal conductivity
Plastic encapsulation to
place electronics in
neutral plane
Deform after device
fabrication

–
W/m·◦ C
Substrate
thickness

None
1
5×

yes: adhesion,
chemical
passivation
None
0.1–0.2
1×

yes: electrical
insulator, chemical
passivation
High
16
8×

–

No

Yes

No

Three types of substrate materials are available for flexible applications: metals,
organic polymers (plastics), and flexible glass. Properties of typical materials are
listed in Table 1.1 for 100-μm-thick foils.
1.2.2.1 Thin Glass
Glass plates are the current standard substrates in flat panel display technology.
Plate glass becomes flexible when its thickness is reduced to several 100 μm
[42, 43]. Glass foils as thin as 30 μm can be produced by the downdraw method.
Foil glass retains all advantages of plate glass: optical transmittance of >90%
in the visible, low stress birefringence, smooth surface with RMS roughness of
1 nm or less, temperature tolerance of up to 600◦ C, high dimensional stability,
a low coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of ∼4×10–6 /◦ C, which matches
those of silicon device materials, resistance to most process chemicals, no outgassing, impermeability against oxygen and water, scratch resistance, and electrical insulation. However, flexible glass is fragile and difficult to handle. To reduce
breakage during handling, foil glass can be made to resist crack propagation by
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(1) laminating it with plastic foil, (2) applying a thin hard coat, or (3) applying a
thick polymer coat.
1.2.2.2 Plastic Film
Polymer foil substrates are highly flexible, can be inexpensive, and permit roll-toroll processing. However, they are thermally and dimensionally less stable than glass
substrates and are easily permeated by oxygen and water. A glass transition temperature, Tg , compatible with the device process temperature is essential. However, a
high Tg alone is not sufficient. Dimensional stability and a low CTE are also important factors. Typical polymer films are shrunk by heating and cooling cycles. They
shrink less if prestabilized by prolonged annealing [44]. Because the elastic modulus of polymer substrates is a factor of 10–50 lower than that of inorganic device
materials, a small thermal mismatch stress can make the free-standing workpiece
curve and cause misalignment during the overlay registration of the flattened piece.
A large CTE mismatch coupled with a large temperature excursion during processing can break a device film [45]. Polymer substrates with CTE below 20 ppm/◦ C are
preferred as substrates for silicon-based device materials.
Candidate polymers for flexible substrates include (1) the thermoplastic
semicrystalline polymers: polyethylene terephthalate (PET) and polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), (2) the thermoplastic noncrystalline polymers: polycarbonate (PC)
and polyethersulphone (PES), and (3) high-Tg materials: polyarylates (PAR), polycyclic olefin (PCO), and polyimide (PI). PC, PES, PAR, and PCO are optically
clear and have relatively high Tg compared to PET and PEN, but their CTEs are
50 ppm/◦ C or higher, and their resistance to process chemicals is poor. Much
research has been conducted with PET, PEN, and PI, with their relatively small
CTEs of 15, 13, and 16 ppm/◦ C (Kapton E), respectively, relatively high elastic moduli, and acceptable resistance to process chemicals. Both PET and PEN are optically
clear with transmittance of >85% in the visible. They absorb relatively little water
(∼0.14%), but their process temperatures are only ∼150 and ∼200◦ C, even after
prestabilization by annealing. In contrast, PI has a high glass transition temperature
of ∼350◦ C, but it is yellow because it absorbs in the blue, and it absorbs as much as
1.8% moisture [46, 47]. No polymer meets the extremely demanding requirement
for low permeability in OLED applications. The typical water and oxygen permeation rates of flexible plastic substrates are 1–10 g/m2 /day and 1–10 cm3 /m2 /day,
respectively, instead of the required 10−6 g/m2 /day and 10−5 cm3 /m2 /day [48]. Barrier layer coatings can reduce absorption and permeability by gas, raise resistance to
process chemicals, strengthen adhesion of device films, and reduce surface roughness.
1.2.2.3 Metal Foil
Metal foil substrates less than ∼125 μm thick are flexible and are attractive substrates for emissive or reflective displays, which do not need transparent substrates.
Stainless steel has been most commonly used in research because of its high
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resistance to corrosion and process chemicals, and its long record of application
in amorphous silicon solar cells. Stainless steel substrates can tolerate process temperature as high as 1,000◦ C, are dimensionally stable, present a perfect permeation
barrier against moisture and oxygen, can serve as heat sink, and can provide electromagnetic shielding. Certain magnetic steels lend themselves to magnetic mounting
and handling. In general, stainless steel substrates are more durable than plastic and
glass foils.
A typical stainless steel foil comes with sharp rolling marks and micrometer-size
inclusions, which may cause devices to fail. The most carefully rolled steel has a
surface roughness of ∼100 nm, in contrast to display glass with less than 1 nm. To
ensure the electrical integrity of the thin-film devices made on them, steel foil substrates must be either polished well [49, 50] or planarized with a film [14, 51, 52].
The planarization layer may be organic, inorganic, or a combination. Commercially
available materials for planarization include (1) organic polymers, (2) methylsiloxane spin-on-glass, and (3) silicate spin-on-glass. The higher the organic content of
the planarizing material, the thicker the film that can be applied without forming
cracks and the smoother the resulting surface. This is particularly important for
OLEDs, which need a surface roughness of less than 5-nm RMS. However, the
organic content imposes a ceiling on any subsequent, sustained process temperature. An organic polymer-planarizing layer can be protected against excessive transient heating with an inorganic overlayer by pulsed-laser processing. The typical
process steps for applying the planarization layer include spin-on, hot-plate bake,
and high-temperature cure. As a rule of thumb, the final curing temperature sets the
upper temperature limit for the subsequent device process. Incorporation of getter
materials, for example phosphorus in a spin-on silicate film, enhances the barrier
properties against possible contaminants that may originate in the steel substrate.
Metal substrates are electrically conducting. In some applications they can serve
as back contact, as in solar cells. For other applications metal must be coated with
an insulating layer to provide circuit isolation. SiNx or SiO2 layers are commonly
used for this purpose on steel substrates. The electrical insulation also functions as
adhesion layer and as barrier against process chemicals. SiNx :H, a standard material
in the a-Si:H TFT process, is also an excellent diffusion barrier. However, the high
hydrogen content of SiNx :H may cause the film to crack or ablate during subsequent
processing at high temperature or during laser annealing. In such cases, an SiO2 film
is deposited instead and provides the added advantage of a lower dielectric constant
than that of SiNx :H, which helps reduce the capacitive coupling between the substrate and the electronics. A barrier layer of 0.2–0.4 μm suffices for electrical insulation as it reduces the leakage current at a potential difference of 50 V to 1 nA/cm2 .
An active-matrix circuit driven at video rate may require a thicker layer to reduce
the coupling capacitance to 1 nF/cm2 .

1.2.3 Backplane Electronics
Backplanes provide or collect power and signal to or from frontplanes. Backplanes
may be passive or active. The ideal flexible active-matrix backplane should be
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rugged, rollable or bendable, capable of CMOS operation, and should lend itself
to low-cost manufacturing. Today’s TFT backplane technologies are best described
by their active semiconductor, which may be amorphous, nanocrystalline, or polycrystalline silicon, a II–VI compound semiconductor, or an organic semiconductor
in polymer or molecular form. As thin-film semiconductor technologies develop
away from glass substrates and toward flexible substrates, the backplanes differentiate further by the type of substrate. The substrate material defines a region of TFT
fabrication conditions in temperature–time space. The maximum tolerable process
temperature is set by the type of substrate materials: <300, <600, and <1,000◦ C
for organic polymer, glass, and steel substrates, respectively. We now briefly review
the active materials for TFT backplanes and the associated fabrication technologies.
1.2.3.1 Silicon Thin-Film Transistors
Silicon-based materials benefit from the advantages of a well-established technology and a native oxide that is a high-quality insulator. Three approaches can be
taken to preparing TFT-grade silicon on foil substrates: (1) direct deposition of the
channel semiconductor, (2) deposition of a precursor film followed by crystallization, and (3) physical transfer of separately fabricated circuits. Techniques (1) and
(2) are explored for large-area display applications. Direct deposition can provide
the full range of devices, from low OFF current amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) TFTs to
CMOS capable TFTs of nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si:H). The highest ON current
is obtained in TFTs of both polarities in polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) made by
the crystallization of an amorphous silicon precursor film.
a-Si:H made from a glow discharge was first reported in the late 1960s and the
first a-Si:H TFT was demonstrated by Snell and coworkers in 1981 [53]. Since
the mid-1990s, a-Si:H TFTs have been made on flexible substrates, including PI
films [13] and stainless steel foil [14]. Today’s baseline growth process for a-Si:H
TFTs is PECVD at a substrate temperature of 250–350◦ C. a-Si:H is a material with
reproducible optoelectronic properties that provides TFTs with electron field-effect
mobilities of ∼0.5–1 cm2 V−1 s−1 . The a-Si:H growth process has been adapted to
low-temperature polymer substrates with process temperatures of 150◦ C or less
[54]. The only useful a-Si:H TFTs are n-channel devices as the hole mobility of
∼0.003 cm2 V−1 s−1 is too low to be useful.
nc-Si:H is a promising candidate material for fully integrated electronics on
plastic because it is CMOS capable and can be made by PECVD at low substrate
temperature. The top-gate geometry has produced the highest mobilities to date.
However, the nc-Si:H TFT fabrication process needs considerably more research.
The nc-Si:H growth schedule (direct or prenucleation), the location of source/drain
contacts (in-plane or staggered), efficient source/drain doping (particularly p+ ), the
type of gate dielectric (SiO2 or SiNx ), and the techniques for post-process annealing
are not settled.
Poly-Si can be either directly deposited by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) or formed by the crystallization of a precursor film, typically a-Si:H.
Crystallization produces the superior material, with larger grain sizes and smoother
surface than obtained by LPCVD. a-Si:H can be crystallized by furnace anneal at
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600◦ C or higher, or at ∼550◦ C by silicide-mediated crystallization (also known as
metal-induced crystallization), and by pulsed excimer laser annealing. Poly-Si TFTs
have been made on steel foil substrates since the late 1990s [55, 56]. While furnace
crystallization is not compatible with organic polymer substrates, the spatial and
temporal confinement of heat in excimer laser annealing permits making poly-Si on
plastic, as first demonstrated with poly-Si TFTs made on plastic in 1997 [16]. Controlling the geometry of the laser spot produces large grain sizes [57], and poly-Si
TFTs with high performance have been made on flexible steel substrates [58, 59].

1.2.3.2 Organic Thin-Film Transistors
The first demonstration of the field effect in a small-molecule organic material dates
back to 1964 [60]. In 1983, the field effect in a polymer structure made by a solution
process was reported [61]. Since then the performance of organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) has been raised impressively by the introduction of new organic channel materials and by improved fabrication [62]. In the late 1990s, OTFTs with ON
currents comparable to those of a-Si:H TFT were reported [63]. In 2000, pentacene
TFTs with a hole field-effect mobility of 3.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 and an ON/OFF ratio of
>109 were demonstrated [64]. Because in most organic materials the hole mobility
is higher than the electron mobility, most OTFTs are p-channel devices.
Organic polymers are soluble, and small molecules can be derivatized to soluble
precursors. Therefore, OTFTs can be fabricated by solution processing near room
temperature [31], compatible with low-temperature plastic substrates. Since the late
1990s, OTFTs and circuits have been made on flexible plastic substrates, including
PI [32, 65], PEN[66], PET [67–69], PC [70, 71], and on paper [72]. More recently,
displays have been made on OTFT backplanes on flexible polymeric substrates. The
displays include reflective LCDs [73, 74], electrophoretic displays [75], and OLED
displays [76–79].

1.2.3.3 Transparent Thin-Film Transistors
TFTs made of transparent materials [80, 81] may not need shielding from visible
light to suppress photoconductance, and can raise the pixel aperture of transmissive
displays, for example on windscreens of cars. They have been developed from the
conventional wide-bandgap compound semiconductors: GaN or SiC, and from the
transparent oxide semiconductors: ZnO [82], In2 O3 [83, 84], and SnO2 [85]. The
first flexible transparent TFT was made by Nomura et al. in 2004 from the amorphous In–Ga–Zn–O system on PET. Saturation mobilities reached 6–9 cm2 V−1 s−2 ,
and device characteristics were stable under mechanical bending [86].
More recently, flexible transparent TFTs have been demonstrated with organic
channel materials, including a conductive polymer [69] and single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWNT). SWNTs have enabled flexible transparent organic TFTs with
mobilities comparable to that of a-Si:H TFTs [87–89].
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1.2.3.4 Materials for Interconnects and Contacts
Transparent Conductive Oxides
Typical electrode and contact materials are metallic. Displays and thin-film solar
cells, however, need electrodes that are transparent electrical conductors. To date,
these have been metal oxides [90–92]. The first transparent conducting oxide (TCO),
CdO, was reported by Baedeker in 1907 [93]. Transparent conducting tin-doped
indium oxide (ITO), originally developed for the defrosting of aircraft windshields,
is the most widely used TCO. It is the transparent electrode in flat panel displays,
is used for electromagnetic shielding, and is deposited on optical grade polyester
(PET) substrates by roll-to-roll dc sputtering for touch screens. In the trade-off
between electrical conductivity and optical transparency, ITO has reached a performance plateau at a resistivity of ∼10−4 Ω·cm. New TCO materials based on ZnO
and SnO2 , and mixed ternary and quaternary oxides are under development.
Depositing ITO on organic polymer foil substrates presents two challenges: optoelectronic quality and mechanical integrity. The best-quality display grade ITO on
glass is dc-magnetron sputtered at a substrate temperature of 300–400◦ C, or first
sputtered on the cold substrate and then annealed at 200◦ C in a controlled oxygen environment. Because polymeric substrate materials are heat sensitive, ITO is
deposited on them at low temperature as an amorphous phase. Fortunately, amorphous ITO films deposited at room temperature have an optical transparency and an
electrical conductivity that is adequate for present display technologies. The mismatch in mechanical properties between the ITO and the polymeric substrate is a
challenge. ITO is stiff and brittle with an elastic modulus of ∼118 GPa. Depositing
it on a compliant substrate may cause cracks and delamination during fabrication or
in use. The mechanisms of cracking and the effect of cracking on the electrical properties of ITO films on PET substrates have been investigated by Cairns et al. The
critical strain for cracking is reciprocal to the square root of film thickness, similar to what observed in a typical ceramic film [94]. ITO cracks at a strain of ∼1%.
Prior to electrical failure, small cracks form and may grow by fatigue under cyclic
loading. The onset of ITO conductivity loss in tension can be delayed by reducing
the ITO layer thickness, by using a high-modulus but nonbrittle undercoat for the
ITO, or by introducing compressive prestress into the ITO layer. Under compressive
load, the brittle ITO film may delaminate and then buckle and crack. The strain at
which buckling occurs depends on the strength of adhesion between the ITO and
the substrate [95].
Conducting Organic Polymers
We just described how the mismatch of mechanical properties between inorganic
device films and polymeric substrates can break the films during processing and
use. These risks of film fracture provide one motive for using conductive polymers
as contact and interconnect materials as part of all-organic flexible electronics [96].
In 1976, Heeger, MacDiarmid, and Shirakawa made the discovery that polyacetylene exhibits a high electrical conductivity when doped with the oxidant iodine.
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Today, such “self-doped” conductive polymers are available commercially. Polyaniline (PANI) and polypyrrole (PPY) are used as antistatic materials, polythiophene
derivatives, e.g., polyethylene dioxythiophene (PEDOT) replace inorganic ITO in
some device applications and also function as hole injectors and transport layers
in OLEDs, and polyphenylene vinylene (PPV) derivatives are active materials in
polymer light-emitting diodes (PLEDs). Conductive polymers need much further
research as they are not yet well defined and have suboptimal device properties.
Stretchable Interconnects
Flexible electronic surfaces that undergo large plastic deformation need stretchable interconnects. One-time deformation, for example to a conformally shaped
surface, needs interconnects that can be deformed plastically. Under certain conditions, metal films can be deformed once and remain electrically conducting [35–37].
Repeated deformation, as experienced by electronic skin, requires elastic interconnects. Several approaches have been demonstrated to realizing elastically stretchable
interconnects. They include making “filled” elastomers conducting by blending in
conductive polymers [97–99] or by embedding metal particles [100]. Conductorfilled elastomers are used mainly for forming interconnects between rigid components. [101, 102]. Often the electrical conductivities of these conducting elastomers
are insufficient for electrical interconnects. Because the filled-elastomer conductors
are applied with thick-film techniques, they are not directly compatible with thinfilm circuits. The search for elastic thin-film interconnects has focused on metal
films deposited on or encased in elastomers. Microfabricated gold-film serpentines
encased in a silicone elastomer conduct up to 54% tensile strain [103]. Stripes of
thin gold film patterned on prestretched or flat elastomeric membranes remain electrically conducting when the membranes are stretched up to twice their initial length.
Such stretchable interconnects were used in the demonstration of an inverter circuit
made of a-Si:H TFTs on a silicone membrane [38, 104, 105].

1.2.4 Frontplane Technologies
Frontplanes carry the specific optoelectronic application. The frontplane materials
of displays include liquid crystals for transmissive displays, reflective-mode liquid
crystals and electrophoretic foils for reflective displays, and OLEDs for emissive
displays. The frontplane might also be an X-ray sensor, an image sensor, a pressure
sensor, a chemical sensor, an actuator or an artificial muscle in a smart textile.
1.2.4.1 Liquid Crystal Displays
The LCD is a light intensity filter that is controlled by the electric field between
two transparent electrodes. These are fabricated on glass plates that are held ∼5 μm
apart by transparent spacers [106]. To make the LCD flexible, the liquid is encapsulated in a polymer foil. The first examples were the polymer-dispersed liquid
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crystal (PDLC) [107] and the nematic curvilinear aligned phase (NCAP) [108, 109].
The phase separation procedure developed for PDLCs can also be used for bistable
cholesteric liquid crystal [110]. Today, the term PDLC is used to describe liquid
crystal droplets in encapsulated form. The PDLC dispersion techniques do not
require alignment layers or polarizers, and large devices are relatively simple to
fabricate.
The first LCDs fabricated on flexible plastic substrates date back to 1981
[111, 112]. In the meantime, full-color reflective cholesteric displays on plastic
substrates have been developed [113–116], and twisted nematic LCDs made on a
transparent flexible plastic substrate were demonstrated with low-voltage operation
and high contrast [117]. A paintable LCD technology, a sequence of coating and
UV curing, is under development for making flexible LCDs [118].
1.2.4.2 Electrophoretic Displays
Electrophoretic displays are reflective-type bistable devices. Bistable displays
consume power only when they are overwritten. Because they combine low-power
consumption with adequate contrast and full viewing angle, they are particularly
suitable for electronic books. In electrophoretic displays, the electric field across
the electrophoretic material controls the location and orientation of charged objects
that are suspended in a liquid. Metcalfe and Wright first used electrophoresis for
creating an image in 1956 [119]. In the early 1970s, displays using electrophoresis to create reversible images were demonstrated [120, 121]. These electrophoretic
displays suffered from sticking particles, discoloration of dyes, and migration of particles to electrode edges. To limit the lateral migration of the particles, microcellular
electrophoretic films were developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s, by using
photoresist to create a square grid of confining ribs [122, 123]. In the late 1990s,
microencapsulated electrophoretic display films were developed by E-Ink Corporation [124] and by NOK Corporation [125]. Instead of filling the electrophoretic fluid
into microcellular structures, the fluid is microencapsulated by means of polycondensation of urea and formaldehyde, which produces discrete, mechanically strong
and optically clear, microcapsules. These microcapsules are subsequently spread on
ITO-coated polyester foil, and then rear electrodes are printed. Microencapsulation
not only solves the problem of particle clustering, agglomeration, and lateral migration, but also maintains the cell gap during deformation. Normally, electrophoretic
displays are bicolor (black and white). Schemes for obtaining full color include
(1) using three combinations of two-color electrophoretic fluids in a subpixellated
scheme to form various combinations of red, green, and blue, (2) combining an
external color filter over a black and white electrophoretic film, and (3) stacking
three imaging films over each other [126].
The current electrophoretic film produced by E Ink Corporation is a dual-particle
formulation. It contains positively charged white particles and negatively charged
black particles that are suspended in a clear fluid. It has a black-to-white update
time of less than 30 ms at 15 V drive voltage, and gray tones are obtained by partial addressing between black and white states [127]. Active-matrix electrophoretic
displays with a-Si:H TFTs on steel foil substrates have been demonstrated by E Ink
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[128, 129]. E Ink’s microencapsulated electrophoretic films have been integrated
with Plastic Logic Limited’s active-matrix organic TFT backplane made by solution processing on a plastic substrate. Paper-like displays and prototypes of rollable
displays based on E Ink’s electrophoretic films have been demonstrated by Philips
[130, 17].

1.2.4.3 Organic Light-Emitting Displays
Since the discovery of OLEDs in the late 1980s, the technology has developed
rapidly and OLED displays encapsulated in glass are commercially available.
OLEDs have wider viewing angles, faster response time, lower voltage operation,
and possibly lower power consumption than backlit AMLCDs. Because of their
thin-film structure, OLEDs are a natural choice for flexible displays. The two types
of OLED materials are small-molecule, with the higher efficiency, and conjugated
polymers. Small-molecule OLEDs are usually prepared by thermal evaporation, and
polymer OLED by solution processing. The latter enables many potentially inexpensive fabrication steps, such as spin coating, ink-jet printing, and spraying, and is
easily compatible with roll-to-roll manufacturing. Therefore, efforts are underway
to develop solution-processable precursors for small-molecule OLED fabrication,
as mentioned earlier.
Electroluminescence in organic materials was first studied in the 1960s
[131–133]. Interest in organic electroluminescence was revived by Tang and
VanSlyke’s discovery of electroluminescence in small-molecule organic thin-film
diodes made by thermal evaporation [134]. Visible light emission from polymer organic light-emitting diodes (PLEDs) reported by Burroughes et al. in 1990
attracted further attention. The PLED was deposited by spin coating a solutionprocessable precursor polymer, which then was converted to a conjugated polymer
by heating to 250◦ C [135]. A year later, in 1991, Braun and Heeger reported the use
of a soluble conjugated polymer that eliminated the need for high-temperature processing [136]. Soon thereafter a flexible OLED display on PET was demonstrated
by Gustafsson et al., who employed solution-processable MEH–PPV as the active
material and the conductive polymer PANI as the hole-injecting contact [137]. In
1997, a-Si:H TFTs on steel foil were integrated with a printed top-emitting OLED
[33]. Many research groups now have demonstrated active-matrix OLEDs on flexible plastic or steel substrates [138–140]. A typical pixel cross section of an activematrix bottom-emitting OLED on a clear plastic substrate is shown in Fig. 1.2 .
In OLEDs and PLEDs, an ∼100-nm-thick organic stack is sandwiched between
an anode and a cathode. In bottom-emitting (through-the-substrate) OLEDs, the
anode is usually ITO with high work function, and the cathode is a metal with low
work function, such as Ca or Mg, which is covered by an interconnect metal like
Al. Because top-emitting OLEDs need a transparent cathode, they are coated with a
very thin layer of the cathode metal, which is then covered with ITO. Electrons and
holes injected under forward bias combine to bound polaron–excitons. These radiatively decay via electron–hole recombination to produce the electroluminescence.
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic cross section through an a-Si:H TFT and an OLED on a clear plastic substrate
[Dr. Ke Long, Princeton University]

The OLED stack contains charge injection and transport layers that serve to keep the
excitons away from nonradiatively recombining at the contacts. The injection and
transport layers are also made of organic materials, for example PEDOT/polystyrene
sulfonate or PANI [142]. Alternative OLED architectures include inverted topemitting OLEDs that have the cathode in contact with the substrate, and transparent
OLEDs whose anodes and cathodes both are transparent [143, 144]. The biggest
challenge to making flexible OLED display is the demand for extremely low rates
of permeation of moisture and oxygen to ensure acceptably long OLED lifetime.
Oxidation at the organic–cathode interface can inhibit charge injection and results
in black spots.
1.2.4.4 Sensors
Flexible sensors have captured the imagination for applications in biomedicine, artificial skin, and wearable electronics. We describe some recent examples. The shearstress sensor skin by Xu et al. integrates microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
and ICs onto a flexible Parylene (poly-para-xylylene) “skin,” which can be affixed
to the human body like a Band-Aid [145]. A hand posture and gesture monitoring
glove has been made by integrating strain sensors with fabric [146]. The electrical
characteristics of resistive, capacitive, or field-effect devices made of conducting or
semiconducting polymers change upon gas absorption. This is the operating principle of chemical sensing transistors made on fibers for wearable electronics. [147]. A
conformal H2 -sensing skin for the safety monitoring of H2 fuel tanks is based on a
piezoelectrically driven sound resonance cavity. The skin itself consists of a porous
PVDF polymer layer that allows leaked H2 to diffuse freely, and an impermeable
silicone rubber that serves as the seal for the porous polymer [148]. Electronic skin
developed by Someya and coworkers is made flexible and conformable by a net-like
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structure that carries thermal and pressure sensors made of organic materials on
its filaments. Conductive rubber functions as pressure sensor and organic diodes as
thermal sensors [149–151, 40]. A plastic film with pentacene TFT-based electronic
circuits is processed to form the net-like structure that allows the large deformation of the electronic skin. For ultra-high flexibility, the OTFTs are embedded at a
neutral strain position [152]. A pressure sensor and microphone based on a ferroelectric polymer foil have been combined with an a-Si:H TFT on a PI foil substrate.
Depending on the function, the TFT is used as a switch or amplifier [153].
1.2.4.5 Actuators
A soft electrically insulating polymer functions as dielectric in a capacitor with
mechanically compliant electrodes. This electroactive polymer is compressed when
the electrodes are charged and, by conservation of volume, expands parallel to the
planes of the electrodes. Large deformation has been demonstrated in appropriately
designed dielectric elastomer actuators [154, 155]. Electroactive polymer actuation
has been switched by thin films on polymer foil, pointing to a possible technology
for large-area actuation [156]. Potential applications include artificial muscles for
biologically inspired robots, animatronics, prosthetics, conformally shaped loudspeakers, and smart skin which can modulate electromagnetic properties, control of
airflow and heat transfer, and control of the texture of large surfaces.
1.2.4.6 Electronic Textiles
Low stiffness is inherent in textile fabric. E-textiles, or smart textiles, have electronic
circuitry woven into or integrated onto the fabric [157, 158]. A circuit has been
woven of yarns that carried a-Si:H TFTs or conductors, or functioned as insulating
spacers [159]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the concept of an e-suit. E-textiles have been
developed and test-marketed for wireless communication, entertainment, health, and
safety. Electrically conducting fibers are a prerequisite. They can be made of wire
or by coating fibers with metals, metallic salts, or conductive polymer. Input and
output devices, sensors, actuators, and power supplies are integrated by application
or weaving. One particular goal is a power supply obtained by integrating photovoltaics into the fabric. Nanotechnology and MEMS are expected to increasingly
enable the direct integration of electronic devices. A number of practical issues that
include conformal encapsulation of active-device yarn remain to be addressed.

1.2.5 Encapsulation
Thin-film encapsulation has been researched and applied for decades. Single-layer
metallic barrier coatings [160–162] were followed by single-layer transparent barrier coatings [163–166] and now multilayer composite (oxide or nitride/polymer)
barrier coatings. Since the early 1970s, thin aluminum films evaporated onto polymeric substrates have been applied commercially as gas barriers in food packaging.
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Fig. 1.3 Concept of an e-suit [Givenchy Fall 1999 collection]

Today, metallized plastic foil is widely used for packaging not only of food but also
of medical supplies and sensitive electronic components. A 10- to 100-nm-thick aluminum film reduces the permeability by atmospheric gases to 1/1,000 of that of the
bare polymeric foil. For microwaveability and product visibility, transparent oxide
barrier coatings applied by sputtering or chemical vapor deposition entered development in the 1980s. Today, polymeric substrates are routinely coated with thin layers
of brittle oxides, which become flexible when made thin.
The typical inorganic barrier materials such as SiO2 , SiNx , and Al2 O3 are highly
impermeable to atmospheric gases. If it were perfect, a single thin layer could reduce
the gas or vapor permeation to nondetectable values. However, microscopic defects,
in particular granular film growth, cracks above occluded dust particles, and pinholes provide diffusion paths for gas and vapor [160, 166]. To slow down the ingress
of atmospheric gas molecules, the length of their diffusion path is increased by
stacking and alternating thin inorganic barrier layers and thick polymeric layers to
a multilayer barrier. The polymeric layers stop the upward propagation of defects
in the inorganic barrier layers, and make the composite structure more flexible than
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a single thick inorganic barrier structure would be. The entire multilayer barrier is
typically several micrometers thick. In 1994, aluminum layers as barriers alternating with acrylate polymer layers were found to reduce the oxygen permeation rate
through a polypropylene substrate by four orders of magnitude [167]. In 1996, oxygen and water permeation rates below the detection limit of <0.015 cm3 /m2 /day
were obtained by using a three-layer barrier structure of 1-μm acrylate/25-nm
AlOx /0.24-μm acrylate on a PET substrate [168].
Making impermeable thin-film barrier coatings has become the major challenge
to making flexible OLED displays. Polymeric substrates needed a barrier on the
substrate side (“passivation”) and on top (“encapsulation”) of the device to ensure
long life. The barrier through which the light is emitted needs to meet the additional criteria of high optical transparency of 85–90% over the visible spectrum,
control of optical microcavity effects, and, if on top of the OLED, low stress to
avoid shear damage to the OLED, dense and conformal coating to avoid throughlayer and edge leakage, and low process temperature. Multilayer organic/inorganic
barrier coats have been proven to extend the operating life of OLEDs [48, 169–173].
For the purpose of reducing the cost and barrier complexity, single, dense, inorganic
barrier layers of aluminum oxide made by atomic-layer deposition remain under
study [174, 175].
An important complement to the development of the barrier technology itself is
improved techniques for the evaluation of barrier quality, and with sufficient sensitivity for relevance to OLEDs. Direct identification and characterization of the
defects that cause permeation are parts of this task in the development of flexible
OLEDs.

1.3 Fabrication Technology for Flexible Electronics
1.3.1 Fabrication on Sheets by Batch Processing
Electronic devices and circuits and display panels are made by batch processing.
Flexible foil substrates, cut to sheets, will be the drop-in replacement for the rigid
glass plates or silicon wafers.
Flexible sheet substrates may be handled in several ways during processing:
• on a rigid carrier, facing up and loose;
• on a rigid carrier, facing up or down and bonded to the carrier for the duration of
processing;
• in a tensioning frame, facing up or down;
• in a frame, facing down and loose;
• electrostatically bonded to a rigid carrier;
• magnetically attached to a rigid carrier.
Rigid substrates are best suited to free standing and loose mounting. The flexibility of the substrate is given by its flexural rigidity D = Et3 /12(1–ν 2 ), where E is
Young’s modulus, t is the thickness of the substrate, and ν is its Poisson ratio.
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a-Si TFTs have been made on polymeric substrates held loosely in a frame [54].
The substrate was flattened and temporarily bonded with water to plate glass for
photolithography. However, holding the substrate loosely is a technique confined
to the laboratory, because device films may crack or the sample may curve from
mismatch strain between the deposited films and the substrate. Since varying curvature corresponds to varying size of the flattened sample, any variation of the stressinduced curvature between alignment steps is synonymous with misalignment in
mask overlay [45].
Temporarily bonding the foil substrate to a rigid carrier for processing can
improve the substrate’s dimensional stability. Bonding may be particularly advisable if inorganic device materials are deposited on compliant polymer substrates,
because of the large strain this combination may generate. The adhesive must provide sufficient shear strength between the substrate and the carrier, resist the process chemicals, degas little and release few contaminants. At the end of processing
it must be removed without damaging the electronics. Thermoplastic adhesives provide the necessary resistance against solvents and can be detached by heating. However, they impose a ceiling on the process temperature that necessarily is lower than
the highest working temperature of the substrate. This requirement makes the process window narrow and therefore may degrade device performance. Because the
mechanical force needed for debonding may cause damage to the devices and may
reduce the yield, special equipment will be needed for debonding in a manufacturing
setting.

1.3.2 Fabrication on Web by Roll-to-Roll Processing
Flexible electronics are naturally associated with roll-to-roll processing [174].
Roll-to-roll fabrication of large-area electronics, including solar cells, is desirable
for cost reduction. Indeed, amorphous silicon solar cells are manufactured on flexible steel [177] and PI foils [178] by roll-to-roll processes. The solar cells on PI
even take advantage of the easy through-substrate connection that can be had by
punching holes into the plastic foil substrate. In contrast to solar cell manufacture,
making displays and other active electronic circuitry requires a large number of
patterning steps. The device layers can be patterned by the additive processes of
directly printing the active materials, shadow masking, or subtractive patterning by
photolithography. All of these techniques can be adapted to web processing. The
big challenge is that backplane circuits need high precision, accuracy, and yield.
The roll-to-roll photolithography and etching tools available today are not capable
of 2-μm resolution and overlay registration, particularly when combined with the
tensioning applied for winding and with process cycles at elevated temperature, both
of which cause substrate deformation. The goal of roll-to-roll fabrication of flexible electronics is stimulating innovations in equipment and process design [179],
process recipes, and system integration. Tools for roll-to-roll processing that are
available today include web cleaner, PECVD, sputtering, plasma etcher, develop
etch strip line (for printed circuit boards with high-density interconnects), die punch
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(which can be modified for control of alignment and winding/unwinding), evaporator (with linear source to improve film uniformity in roll-to-roll applications), laser
writer, inkjet printer, screen printer, and inspection devices.

1.3.3 Additive Printing
If flexible electronics could be fabricated by additive printing, their cost could
become as low as a few dollars per square meter [180]. Additive printing is rollto-roll process compatible, is a high-throughput process, uses device materials
efficiently, may not require vacuum, and may provide a solution to overlay registration problem through digital compensation. Noble-metal conductors, organic conductors, semiconductors, and insulators can be printed. The printability of organic
materials has stimulated experiments on the printing of TFTs [29, 31]. Masks for
etching or lift-off patterns, as well as certain inorganic materials [30, 181], can be
printed [27, 28]. Printing metallic conductors from nanoparticles may reduce the
required sintering temperature to values acceptable for plastic substrates. The printing of high-quality gate dielectrics and the operational stability of printed devices
are issues that remain to be resolved.

1.4 Outlook
Most of the present industrial development of flexible electronics is for flexible
displays and X-ray sensor arrays. Conformally shaped electronics are perhaps five
years away from industrial development, and elastically stretchable electronic surfaces, ten years. Research laboratories are inventing many new flexible technologies
that range from elastically conforming sensor surfaces to electronic nets. The task
of the researcher is to offer the industrialist a choice of new applications and show
the path to them by developing the necessary architecture, circuits, materials, and
fabrication technology.
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Chapter 2

Mechanical Theory of the
Film-on-Substrate-Foil Structure: Curvature
and Overlay Alignment in Amorphous Silicon
Thin-Film Devices Fabricated on Free-Standing
Foil Substrates
Helena Gleskova, I-Chun Cheng, Sigurd Wagner, and Zhigang Suo

Abstract
Flexible electronics will have inorganic devices grown at elevated
temperatures on free-standing foil substrates. The thermal contraction mismatch
between the substrate and the deposited device films, and the built-in stresses in these
films, cause curving and a change in the in-plane dimensions of the workpiece. This
change causes misalignment between the device layers. The thinner and more compliant the substrate, the larger the curvature and the misalignment. We model this situation with the theory of a bimetallic strip, which suggests that the misalignment can be
minimized by tailoring the built-in stress introduced during film growth. Amorphous
silicon thin-film transistors (a-Si:H TFTs) fabricated on stainless steel or polyimide
(PI) (Kapton E® ) foils need tensile built-in stress to compensate for the differential
thermal contraction between the silicon films and the substrate. Experiments show that
by varying the built-in stress in just one device layer, the gate silicon nitride (SiNx ),
one can reduce the misalignment between the source/drain and the gate levels from
∼400 parts-per-million to ∼100 parts-per-million.

2.1 Introduction
Flexible displays built on metallic or plastic foil substrates are becoming a reality.
Many flat panel display companies around the world have manufactured flexible
display prototypes using a variety of thin-film technologies [1].
The inorganic device films are typically grown at an elevated temperature while
the substrate is held flat. Upon cooling, a stress field arises due to the difference
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in thermal contraction between the film and the substrate. If the substrate is thick
and stiff, for example a silicon wafer or a plate of glass, the film-on-plate structure
remains almost flat (it forms a spherical cap with a very large radius of curvature),
even when the stress is large. The stress in the film is much bigger than in the
substrate. If the stress in the film becomes too large or the bond between the film
and the substrate is weak, the film may crack or peel off the substrate [2].
When the substrate’s thickness is reduced, its strength, the product of thickness
with Young’s modulus, may become comparable to that of the deposited device film.
Upon cooling, such a film-on-substrate-foil structure rolls to a cylinder with the film
facing outward (film in compression) or inward (film in tension). When flattened for
circuit fabrication, the workpiece has a different size from before film deposition.
This change in size leads to an error in mask overlay alignment.
In flexible electronics, the rigid plate glass substrate of current liquid crystal displays is replaced with plastic or metallic foils. Among metallic materials, stainless
steel, molybdenum, and aluminum foils have been utilized as substrates in the fabrication of thin-film transistors and solar cells. A number of plastic (organic polymers)
substrates have also been tested successfully in a variety of thin-film applications.
Table 2.1 lists the thermo-mechanical properties of the common foil substrates and
of silicon nitride (SiNx ) and hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) deposited by
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
Foil substrates with thicknesses ranging from a few to several hundred micrometers were either free-standing during the whole fabrication process, or temporarily

Table 2.1 Thermo-mechanical properties of substrates used for flexible electronics, and of some
TFT materials

Material
Stainless steel
Polyethylene
naphthalate
(PEN)
Polyethylene
terephthalate
(PET)
Polyimide (PI)

Polyimide (PI)
PECVD silicon
nitride
PECVD
amorphous
silicon

Brand
name

Upper working
temperature
(◦ C)

Young’s
modulus
(GPa)

CTE (K−1 )
−6

Source

AISI 304
Kaladex,
Kalidar

∼1,400
155

190–210
5–5.5
(biaxial)

18×10
21×10−6

Goodfellow
Goodfellow

Arnite,
Dacron,
Mylar, etc.
Kinel,
Upilex,
Upimol,
etc.
Kapton E®
–

115–170

2–4

30–65×10−6

Goodfellow

250–320

2–3

30–60×10−6

Goodfellow

>300

–

5.2
183

16×10−6
2.7×10−6

DuPont
[3, 4]

–

140

3.0×10−6

[5]

–
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attached to a carrier during the fabrication and separated after the fabrication was
completed. Each approach faces different challenges. We focus on the mechanics of
thin-film devices fabricated on free-standing foils because of our experience with
them, and because of their relevance to roll-to-roll processing. The simple thermomechanical theory introduced in this chapter addresses two important issues that
arise when the device films are deposited on the foil substrates at an elevated temperature: (1) the change in the dimensions of the flattened workpiece and (2) the
curving of the workpiece.
Mechanical strain is defined as a relative change in dimensions. Therefore, the
terms change in dimensions and strain are interchangeable and they both require
a reference point. For any given temperature, the substrate and the film have different reference points: they are their respective in-plane dimensions, were they
relaxed instead of bonded together. For example in Fig. 2.1 , εs (Td ) < 0, εf (Td ) > 0,

(a) Substrate at room

αs(Td – Tr)

temperature Tr

(b) Substrate at deposition
temperature Td

εs(Td)
εbi

(c) Free-standing film at Td

εf (Td)

(d) Workpiece at Td
after film growth
αf (Td – Tr)

(e) Film and substrate at Tr
if they were separated

εf (Tr)

(f) Workpiece at Tr
when held flat

εs (Tr)

(g) Workpiece at Tr
when released from
the substrate holder

R

Fig. 2.1 Length or width of a film-on-foil structure at room and growth temperatures
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εs (Tr ) > 0, and εf (Tr ) < 0, where the subscripts s and f are for the substrate and film,
respectively, and Td and Tr are for deposition and room temperatures, respectively.
Figure 2.1d represents a film grown on a free-standing foil substrate at an elevated
temperature. The substrate is held flat during film growth. It expands when heated
to the deposition temperature but remains stress-free (Fig. 2.1b). The growing film
may develop a built-in strain εbi (Fig. 2.1c) that causes a built-in stress σ bi . The builtin strain arises from atoms deposited in out-of-equilibrium positions. If the substrate
is not constrained, the built-in strain εbi in the film forces the substrate to shrink or
expand. Figure 2.1d depicts film with a built-in tensile stress (σ bi > 0), which forces
the substrate into compression (εs (Td ) < 0). Next, the unconstrained workpiece is
cooled to room temperature. Since the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the
device film, α f , is typically much smaller than that of the substrate, α s , the substrate
wants to shrink more than the film, forcing the workpiece to roll into a cylinder with
the film on the outside (Fig. 2.1g). When flattened for photolithographic alignment,
the film and the substrate have the same in-plane dimensions. These dimensions are,
however, different from those that the substrate and the film would have, were they
not bonded together. Figure 2.1f shows that the substrate is in tension (εs (Tr ) > 0),
while the film is in compression (εf (Tr ) < 0). The cause of alignment error, εs (Tr ),
and the radius of curvature, R, of the workpiece are correlated.
For this chapter, we adapt in Section 2.2 the theory of a bimetallic strip to calculate the strains in the film and the substrate during film growth and after cooling
to room temperature. The formulae we develop can be used for any combination
of film/substrate materials. In Section 2.3, we provide a specific, quantitative guide
to controlling εs (Tr ) and R in amorphous silicon thin-film transistors (a-Si:H TFTs)
fabricated on free-standing foils of stainless steel and the polyimide (PI), Kapton E.

2.2 Theory
Several recent papers have adapted the classical theory of bimetallic strips to integrated
circuits on crystalline substrates [6]. We focus on aspects specific to the film-on-foil
structure [7]. The stress field due to misfit strains is biaxial in the plane of the film
and the substrate. A small, stiff wafer bends into a spherical cap with an equal and
biaxial curvature. However, a film-on-foil structure bends into a cylindrical roll. The
transition from cap to roll as the substrate becomes thinner and larger has been studied
extensively [6]. Foil substrates are on the roll side well away from the cap-to-roll
transition point. They bend into a cylindrical shape, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
The strain in the axial direction, εA , is independent of the position throughout the
sheet – a condition known as generalized plane strain. Let z be the through-thickness
coordinate, whose origin is placed arbitrarily. The geometry dictates that the strain
in the bending direction, εB , be linear in z, namely:
ε B = ε0 +
where ε0 is the strain at z = 0.

z
R

(2.1)
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εA
εB
Film

Foil substrate

R

Fig. 2.2 A film-on-foil structure bends into a cylindrical roll [7]. This illustration corresponds to
Fig. 2.1(g)

If the film and the substrate were separated, they would strain by different
amounts but develop no stress (Fig. 2.1e). Let e be the strain developed in an unconstrained stress-free material. For example, thermal expansion produces a strain e =
α ΔT, where α is the CTE, and ΔT, the temperature change (Fig. 2.1b). One may
also include in e the built-in strain εbi (Fig. 2.1c). Now, if the film and the substrate
are bonded to each other and cannot slide relative to each other, a stress field arises
(Fig. 2.1d, f). The two stress components in the axial and the bending directions,
σ A and σ B , are both functions of z (Figs. 2.1g and 2.2). Each layer of the material
is taken to be an isotropic elastic solid with Young’s modulus Y and Poisson ratio ν,
and obeys Hooke’s law σ = Yε. (Uniaxial tensile stress along the x-axis of a freestanding sample causes stretch along the x-direction coupled with shrinkage along
the unconstrained y and z directions, thus ν = -εy /εx = - εz /εx .) The film and the
substrate are dissimilar materials: e, Y, and ν are known functions of z. Hooke’s law
relates the strains to the stresses as:
εA =

σB
σA
−ν
+e
Y
Y

(2.2a)

εB =

σA
σB
−ν
+e
Y
Y

(2.2b)

The first term on the right-hand side is the strain caused by stress applied in the
same direction in which the strains εA and εB are measured, the second term is
the strain due to stress applied in the perpendicular in-plane direction, and e is the
strain developed in a stress-free material. Any changes in z-direction are neglected.
Equation (2.2) can be modified to:
Y
σA =
1−ν
Y
σB =
1−ν








ε A + εB
Y
ε A − εB
−e +
2
1+ν
2

(2.3a)




ε A + εB
ε A − εB
Y
−e −
2
1+ν
2

(2.3b)
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During film growth, the substrate is held flat but it is let loose upon cooling. No
external forces are applied and the substrate is allowed to bend. Force balance
requires that:



σ A dz = 0,


σ B dz = 0,

σ B zdz = 0.

(2.4)

By inserting Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3) into Eq. (2.4) and integrating, we obtain three linear
algebraic equations for three constants εA , ε0 , and R. The procedure outlined here is
applicable to any number of layers and arbitrary functions e(z), Y(z), and ν(z).
When the film and the substrate are bonded together and are forced to be flat,
the strains in the substrate and the film are equal at all times, and εA = εB = ε (see
Fig. 2.3). The corresponding stress components are also equal, σ A = σ B , but the
stress in the substrate, σ s , is different from that in the film, σ f . In this case, Eq. (2.2)
lead to:
ε=

σs
(1 − νs ) · σs
+ es = ∗ + es
Ys
Ys



1 − νf · σf
σf
ε=
+ ef = ∗ + ef
Yf
Yf

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

where ε, σ , ν, and Y are the strain, stress, Poisson ratio, and Young’s modulus,
Y
Ys
respectively. Y ∗f = 1−νf f and Ys∗ = 1−ν
are the biaxial strain moduli of the film and
s
the substrate, respectively.
For a flattened workpiece with no external in-plain force applied, Equations (2.4)
lead to:
σ f d f + σs ds = 0

(2.6)

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) lead to an expression for the strain ε of the workpiece at
an arbitrary temperature T:

df
ds

εB
εA

εA = εB = ε
σA = σB = σ
z

y
x

Fig. 2.3 Flattened film-on foil structure. This illustration corresponds to Fig. 2.1(d) and (f)
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Y ∗f d f
·
Ys∗ ds
Y ∗f d f
+ Y ∗ ds
s

es (T ) +
1
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e f (T )

(2.7)

where ef = αf (T – Td ) + εbi and es = αs (T – Td ). Td is the deposition temperature,
and α f and α s are the CTEs of the film and the substrate, respectively.
The in-plane strain in the substrate coated with a film (strain in the substrate of a
flattened workpiece) with respect to the uncoated substrate at the same temperature,
at any temperature T, can be expressed as:
εs (T ) = ε (T ) − es (T ) =





(Td − T ) αs − α f + εbi
1+

Ys∗ ds
Y ∗f d f

(2.8a)

Similarly, the in-plane strain in the film (strain in the film of a flattened workpiece)
with respect to the free-standing film at the same temperature, at any temperature T,
can be expressed as:
ε f (T ) = ε (T ) − e f (T ) = −





(Td − T ) αs − α f + εbi
1+

Y ∗f d f
Ys∗ ds

(2.8b)

2.2.1 The Built-in Strain εbi
The built-in strain εbi that develops in the film during its deposition manifests itself
by the built-in stress σ bi . At T = Td , the only stress in the film is the built-in stress
σ bi and Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) lead to:
εbi = −



Y ∗f d f
σbi
·
1
+
Y ∗f
Ys∗ ds

(2.9)

The minus sign indicates that, at the deposition temperature, a film with built-in
tensile stress (σbi > 0) forces the substrate to shrink, while a film with built-in compressive stress (σbi < 0) forces the substrate to expand. (If the deposition is done
at room temperature, the film with built-in tensile stress forces the substrate into
compression. If released, it will curve such that the film lies on the concave side.)
The term in the parentheses is the modification for a compliant substrate: when the
film strength, Y ∗f d f , becomes comparable to the substrate strength, Ys∗ ds , the substrate changes its dimension in response to film deposition. For stiff substrates when
Y ∗f d f << Ys∗ ds , this term equals 1.
Both εbi and σ bi can be complicated functions of the film’s through-thickness
coordinate z. Typically, neither εbi (z) nor σbi (z) is known. Therefore, an average
strain value εbi is extracted from experiments for a given film/substrate couple, for
example from the radius of curvature of the relaxed workpiece [8].
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For the remainder of this chapter, we will use the built-in strain εbi . Remember
that, following Eq. (2.9), the built-in strain is negative if tensile built-in stress is
grown into the film, and it is positive for compressive built-in stress.

2.3 Applications
2.3.1 Strain in the Substrate, εs (Td ), and the Film, εf (Td ),
at the Deposition Temperature Td
A growing film typically builds in strain εbi . This built-in strain arises from atoms
deposited in out-of-equilibrium positions. If the substrate is thin and/or compliant
and unconstrained, the growing film will relieve some of its built-in strain/stress by
forcing the substrate to shrink (tensile built-in stress in the film) or expand (compressive built-in stress in the film). The change in the substrate’s in-plane dimensions (strain in the substrate of a flattened workpiece) at the deposition temperature
Td can be calculated from Eq. (2.8a) by setting T = Td :
εs (Td ) =

εbi
1+

(2.10)

Ys∗ ds
Y ∗f d f

Equation (2.10) compares the in-plane substrate’s dimensions at the deposition temperature Td after and before film growth. Tensile built-in strain (εbi < 0) leads to a
negative εs (Td ), indicating substrate shrinkage during film growth (see Fig. 2.1d).
Compressive built-in strain (εbi > 0) leads to a positive εs (Td ), indicating substrate
expansion during film growth.
Setting T = Td in Eq. (2.8b) expresses the change in the in-plane film’s dimensions (strain in the film of a flattened workpiece) at the deposition temperature Td :
ε f (Td ) = −

εbi
1+

(2.11)

Y ∗f d f
Ys∗ ds

Equation (2.11) describes the in-plane strain in the film at the deposition temperature
Td when the built-in strain εbi is present (compared to the absence of εbi ). Tensile
built-in strain (εbi < 0) leads to a positive εf (Td ), indicating that the film is stretched
(see Fig. 2.1d). Compressive built-in strain (εbi > 0) leads to a negative εf (Td ),
indicating compression in the growing film.
εs (Td ) and εf (Td ) both equal zero if the film has no built-in strain/stress. For εbi
= 0 and a thick and rigid substrate (Y ∗f d f << Ys∗ ds ), all strain/stress is taken up by
the film, εf (Td ) = –εbi , leaving the substrate free of strain and stress, εs (Td ) → 0.
For compliant substrates, the denominator in Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) becomes a finite
number larger than 1, indicating that the built-in strain is now divided between the
Y ∗d f
film and the substrate depending on their relative strengths, Y f∗ ds .
s
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Fig. 2.4 Strain in the substrate, εs (Td ), and the film, εf (Td ), of a flattened workpiece at deposition
temperature after deposition of SiNx , as a function of film/substrate thickness ratio. (a) The upper
frame is for steel (Yf ∗ /Ys ∗ ∼
= 0.92) substrate and (b) the lower frame for Kapton E (Yf ∗ /Ys ∗ ∼
= 35)
substrate. The parameter εbi represents the built-in strains measured in SiNx films deposited by
PECVD. T stands for built-in tensile stress, C for built-in compressive stress, and N for no built-in
stress in the film

Figure 2.4 shows examples of the calculated strain in the substrate and the film
at the deposition temperature Td as a function of the film/substrate thickness ratio.
The upper frame is for steel, and the lower is for Kapton E. Three different values
of the built-in strain εbi , –0.002 (T for tensile built-in stress), 0 (N for no builtin stress), and +0.001 (C for compressive built-in stress) were chosen to match
the typical values of the built-in strain in SiNx films deposited by PECVD [8].
Other parameters used in the calculation are Yf ∗ = 183/(1–ν) GPa, Ys ∗ = 200/(1–ν)
GPa (AISI 304 steel) or 5.2/(1–ν) GPa (Kapton E), and ν = 0.3 for both steel
and Kapton E.
Strain develops in the film and the substrate at the deposition temperature only
under built-in stress. When the film is very thin compared to the substrate, all
strain/stress is taken up by the film and the substrate’s dimensions do not change.
With increasing film thickness, the strain in the film decreases and the strain in the
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substrate increases. If a 1-μm-thick SiNx film is deposited on a 100-μm-thick steel
foil, almost all strain is taken up by the film. However, if a 1-μm-thick SiNx film is
deposited on a 100-μm-thick Kapton E foil, approximately one-fourth of the built-in
strain is taken up by the substrate, which reduces the strain in the film.

2.3.2 Strain in the Substrate, εs (Tr ), and the Film, εf (Tr ), at Room
Temperature Tr
Precise overlay alignment is crucial for the fabrication of any integrated circuit.
Alignment errors between device layers can affect critical device tolerances, for
example, the overlap between the source/drain and the gate electrodes in a TFT.
Increasing the tolerances to avoid open circuits caused by misalignment raises parasitic capacitances and reduces circuit speed. When fabricating devices on a rigid
plate of glass, the alignment tolerances must increase as the exposure frame size
increases. When working with thinner (steel) and/or more compliant (organic polymer) substrates, the alignment tolerances must be increased even further. As a
result, one must either raise the tolerances at the cost of reduced circuit speed, or
use self-alignment, or find means to maintain the substrate dimensions unchanged
throughout the fabrication process. This section analyzes how the dimensions of the
substrate at room temperature are changed after film growth at elevated temperature.
By substituting T = Tr in Eq. (2.8) we obtain:
εs (Tr ) =





(Td − Tr ) αs − α f + εbi

ε f (Tr ) = −

1+

Ys∗ ds
Y ∗f d f





(Td − Tr ) αs − α f + εbi
1+

Y ∗f d f
Ys∗ ds

(2.12)

(2.13)

Equation (2.12) describes the strain of the substrate at room temperature, after film
deposition at elevated temperature (Fig. 2.1f). It compares the in-plane dimensions
of the flattened substrate/workpiece after and before film growth. For accurate overεs (Tr ) can be made small by minilay alignment, εs (Tr ) should be close to zero.

mizing the numerator (Td − Tr ) αs − α f + εbi and maximizing the denominator
Y ∗d
1 + Y s∗ d sf . This can be achieved by three ways:
f

(1) Choosing a substrate with a CTE close to that of the device layers. This is
challenging for plastic substrates whose CTE usually is much larger than those
of silicon device films.
(2) Minimizing (Td – Tr ) by lowering the deposition temperature. In a-Si:H thinfilm technology, lower deposition temperature leads to worse electronic properties. Here, organic electronics, for example polymer light-emitting diodes and
thin-film transistors, have an advantage.
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(3) Compensating
the
 strain built into the device films, such
 CTE mismatch with

that (Td − Tr ) αs − α f + εbi = 0 . The built-in strain depends on the deposition conditions and sometimes can be easily adjusted (see Fig. 2.12).
One can also (1) choose a thicker substrate, which however is not desirable for
flexing or “shaping” applications, (2) keep the device structure very thin, which
however may reduce the device yield, and (3) choose substrate with a large Young’s
modulus (not possible for plastic substrates). These measures may be combined.
Equation (2.13) describes the strain in the film after the flattened workpiece has
been cooled to room temperature. The larger the thermal misfit strain between the
substrate and the film, (Td – Tr )(αs – αf ), the larger the strain in the substrate and the
film. When αs > αf , a tensile built-in strain in the film (εbi < 0) helps to compensate
the thermal misfit and to reduce the strain in the substrate, which causes alignment
error, and in the film, which causes film fracture.
Figure 2.5 depicts the strain of the substrate at room temperature, εs (Tr ), after
film deposition, calculated from Eq. (2.12). Positive strain (tension) means that at
room temperature the substrate is elongated after film growth, while negative strain
(compression) indicates shrinkage. Three different values of the built-in strain
in the film εbi , –0.002 (tensile built-in stress), 0 (no built-in stress), and +0.001
(compressive built-in stress), were chosen to match typical values of the built-in
strain in SiNx films deposited by PECVD [8]. The calculations are done for two
different deposition temperatures Td = 150 and 250◦ C for three types of substrates:
steel, Kapton E, and a high-CTE plastic. The Young’s modulus and CTE for each
substrate are given below:
Young’s modulus
Steel: Ys ∗ = 200/(1–ν) GPa
Kapton E: Ys ∗ = 5.2/(1–ν) GPa
High-CTE plastic: Ys ∗ = 3/(1–ν) GPa
CTEs
Steel: α s = 18×10−6 K−1
Kapton E: α s = 16×10−6 K−1
High-CTE plastic: α s = 40×10−6 K−1
In all cases, Yf ∗ = 183/(1–ν) GPa, ν = 0.3, α f = 2.7×10−6 K−1 , and Tr = 20◦ C. For
the values of εbi used here, the steel substrate is seen to remain dimensionally stable
(εs (Tr ) ∼
= 0) up to df /ds ∼
= 0.01, Kapton E up to df /ds ∼
= 0.0003, and high-CTE plastic
for df /ds < 0.0001. It is clear that steel foil is dimensionally most stable during TFT
processing. For all substrates, built-in tensile stress is preferable to compressive or no
built-in stress because it can compensate differential thermal contraction. However,
deposition on a high-CTE plastic foil causes a substantial elongation of the substrate
regardless of the built-in stress in the film, even if the film is very thin (df /ds ∼ 10−3 ).
Note that brittle films withstand higher compressive strain than tensile strain, because
tensile strain lower than ∼5×10−3 may fracture the films. Yet fracture of device films
is commonly observed on high-CTE plastics.
Figure 2.6 depicts the strain of the SiNx film at room temperature, εf (Tr ), after
its deposition at elevated temperature Td , calculated from Eq. (2.13). Since all
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Fig. 2.5 Strain of the substrate at room temperature, εs (Tr ), after deposition of SiNx , as a function
of film/substrate thickness ratio. The three substrates illustrated are steel (Yf ∗ /Ys ∗ ∼
= 0.92, α s =
18×10−6 K−1 ), Kapton E (Yf ∗ /Ys ∗ ∼
= 35, α s = 16×10−6 K−1 ), and high-CTE plastic (Yf ∗ /Ys ∗ ∼
=
45, α s = 40×10−6 K−1 ). The calculations are done for two different deposition temperatures: (a)
Td = 150◦ C and (b) Td = 250◦ C. The parameter εbi is the built-in strain measured in SiNx films
deposited by PECVD. Other parameters are listed in the text. T stands for built-in tensile stress, C
for built-in compressive stress, and N means no built-in stress in the film

substrates presented here have CTEs substantially larger than that of SiNx film,
when the flattened workpiece is cooled from the deposition temperature, the film
is typically under compression. The compressive strain approaches 1% if the film is
grown on a high-CTE plastic at 250◦ C. The strain in the film remains constant for
steel up to df /ds ∼
= 0.03, Kapton E up to df /ds ∼
= 0.001, and high-CTE plastic for
∼
df /ds = 0.0001, and it is partially relieved if thick films are grown.
The effect of the film’s built-in strain εbi on substrate dimensions at room temperature, εs (Tr ), is shown in Fig. 2.7 for 100-μm-thick foil substrates after a
1-μm-thick SiNx deposition at the temperatures of 150, 200, and 250◦ C. Positive
strain (tension) means that at room temperature the substrate is elongated after
film growth, negative strain (compression) indicates shrinkage. εs (Tr ), given by
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Fig. 2.6 Strain of the SiNx film at room temperature, εf (Tr ), after its deposition at elevated
temperature Td , as a function of film/substrate thickness ratio. (a) Td = 150◦ C and (b) Td = 250◦ C.
Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.5

Eq. (2.12), is plotted as a function of the built-in strain in the film for steel
(upper frame) and Kapton E (lower frame) substrates. As mentioned above, the
film/substrate couple is held flat, as required for the alignment procedure. Because
the CTE of steel and Kapton E are larger than that of SiNx , both substrates are elongated after deposition and cooling if no built-in stress is grown into the film. The
steel substrate is elongated by ∼18 ppm for Td = 150◦ C, by ∼25 ppm for 200◦ C, and
by ∼32 ppm for 250◦ C; Kapton E by ∼450 ppm for Td = 150◦ C, by ∼620 ppm for
200◦ C, and by ∼800 ppm for 250◦ C. When the SiNx film is grown with built-in tensile stress, εs (Tr ) is reduced. For Td = 250◦ C for Kapton E, a built-in tensile strain
of ∼–3×10−3 completely compensates the CTE mismatch between the substrate
and the film, leaving the dimensions of the workpiece unchanged. Therefore, by tailoring the built-in strain/stress in the TFT layers, one can keep the film/substrate
couple dimensionally stable for accurate photomask overlay alignment. Built-in
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Fig. 2.7 Strain of the substrate εs (Tr ) after SiNx film deposition, as a function of the built-in
strain in a 1-μm-thick SiNx film deposited on 100-μm-thick (a) steel or (b) Kapton foil substrates
at three deposition temperatures Td = 150◦ C, 200◦ C, and 250◦ C

tensile strain in the film is needed to compensate for the CTE mismatch between
the substrate and the film.

2.3.3 Radius of Curvature R of the Workpiece
When Yf df << Ys ds , the substrate dominates and the film complies with it, as a
TFT does on a plate glass substrate. The stress in the substrate is negligible, and the
film/substrate couple curves only slightly, even when the film is highly stressed. The
strain is biaxial in the plane of the film, and the structure forms a spherical cap with
the radius of curvature given by:

R=

Y ∗d f

6 Y f∗ ds
s

1−
ds

·
e f − es

Y ∗f d 2f
Ys∗ ds2

2

Y ∗d f

+ 4 Y f∗ ds 1 +
s

1+

df
ds

df
ds

2

(2.14)
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where (ef – es ) is the mismatch strain between the film and the substrate. The mismatch strain has two dominant components. One is the thermal mismatch strain
caused by the difference between the CTE of the substrate, α s , and that of the film,
α f . The other is the built-in strain εbi grown into the film during its deposition. Therefore,


e f −es = α f ·(Tr − Td )+εbi −αs ·(Tr − Td ) = α f − αs ·(Tr − Td )+εbi

(2.15)

where (Tr – Td ) is the difference between the room and the deposition temperatures.
R > 0 when the film is on the convex side and R < 0 when the film is on the concave
side of the film-on-foil structure. When ef – es = 0, R → ∞, and the structure
becomes flat.
Since Yf df << Ys ds , the second fraction in Eq. (2.14) is typically neglected,
leading to the Stoney formula:
R=

Y ∗d f
6 Y f∗ ds
s

ds


e f − es

(2.16)

In such cases, R is very large.
A stiff film and a compliant substrate, for example an a-Si:H layer on an organic
polymer foil, may have similar products of elastic modulus and thickness, Yf df
≈ Ys ·ds . The structure rolls into a cylinder instead of forming a spherical cap. An
example is shown in Fig. 2.8, for a 500-nm-thick layer of SiNx deposited on two
different plastic substrates by PECVD at 150◦ C.
In such a case, the Stoney formula is no longer valid. The radius of curvature R
is now given by [9]:

R ~ 5 cm

ds = 50 μm
αs = 16 x 10–6 K–1

ds = 100 μm
αs = 51 x 10–6 K–1

2 cm

Fig. 2.8 500-nm-thick PECVD SiNx film deposited on two different plastic substrates. The substrate thickness and the CTE are shown for each substrate. The film is deposited on the top and the
structures roll into cylinders. The left picture shows the SiNx film in tension, and the right one in
compression [9]
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R=


+

3

6

Y f d f
Ys ds

Y f d f
Ys ds

⎧   2 2 
Y d
Y d
⎪
⎨ 1− Ysf ds2f +4 Yfs dsf

·
(e f −es ) ⎪
⎩

ds

2

d

1+ dsf

2





(1−νs2 )+

Y f d f
Ys ds



2
1−ν 2f




Y d f
Y d
1+ Yf d
(1−νs2 )(1+ν f )+ Yf d f 1−ν 2f (1+νs )
s s

s s



⎫
 Y d
Y d f
Y  d3
f
1+ f 3f ⎬
1−ν 2f +2 Yf d (1−νs ν f ) 1+ Yf d
Ys ds
s s
s s


Y d
2 1+ν + f f 1−ν 2 (1+ν )
⎭
1−ν
( s )( f ) Y  d
s
f

+
(2.17)

(1−νs2 )+

1+ dsf


Y d f
1+ Yf d

Yf
1−ν 2f

and Ys =

d

Here, Y f =

2

d

1+ dsf

d

1+ dsf

s s

s s

Ys
1−νs2

are the plane strain moduli of the film and

the substrate, respectively. (During the derivation of Eq. (2.17), the 1/(1–ν 2 ) factor accompanies each corresponding Young’s modulus. Therefore, the introduction
Y
of the plane strain modulus Y  = 1−ν
2 simplifies the expressions.)
If the Poisson ratios ν of the film and the substrate are identical, Eq. (2.17) simplifies to the form [7]:

R=

Y d
6 Yfs dsf

ds
·


e f − es (1 + ν)

1−

Y f d 2f
Ys ds2

2

Y d

+ 4 Yfs dsf 1 +
1+

df
ds

df
ds

2

(2.18)



The mismatch strain e f − es is again given by Eq. (2.15). The first fraction in
Eq. (2.18) is the Stoney formula divided by (1+ν), a factor arising from the generalized plane strain condition (cylindrical shape). The (1+ν) factor in the denominator
of Eq. (2.18) reflects the observation that a compliant substrate rolls into a cylinder,
rather than the spherical cap assumed in the Stoney formula. The second fraction is
identical to that of Eq. (2.14) and constitutes the deviation from the Stoney formula
for compliant substrates. When the mechanical properties of the film and the substrate and the radius of curvature R are known, one can extract the built-in strain εbi
of the film [8].
The normalized radius of curvature, calculated from Eqs. (2.16) and (2.18), is
plotted as a function of df /ds in Fig. 2.9. The Stoney formula, Eq. (2.16), which
is an approximation for Yf df << Ys ds , becomes invalid when the film thickness
approaches the substrate thickness, regardless of materials used. For typical TFT
materials on a steel substrate, Yf /Ys = 0.92, and the Stoney formula with the (1+ν)
factor included is a good approximation for df /ds ≤ 0.01. For Kapton substrate,
Yf /Ys = 35, and the Stoney formula is useful only for df /ds ≤ 0.001. In the
specific case of a 100-μm-thick Kapton E substrate, Eq. (2.18) must be used
for df > 100 nm.
Figure 2.10 shows the film-on-foil curvature 1/R as a function of the built-in
strain in the film calculated using Eq. (2.18). The calculation is done for a 1-μmthick PECVD SiNx film deposited on two different substrates, stainless steel and
Kapton E, at three deposition temperatures Td = 150◦ C, 200◦ C, and 250◦ C. The
following parameters were used in the calculations: df = 1 μm, ds = 100 μm, Yf
= 183 GPa, Ys = 200 GPa (steel) or 5.2 GPa (Kapton E), ν = 0.3, α f = 2.7×10−6
K−1 , α s = 18×10−6 K−1 (steel) or 16×10−6 K−1 (Kapton E), and Tr = 20◦ C.

Fig. 2.9 Normalized radius
of curvature as a function of
film/substrate thickness ratio.
Full lines are the solution for
a cylindrical roll, Eq. (2.18),
with ν = 0.3. Dashed lines
are the Stoney formula, Eq.
(2.16), for a spherical cap
formed by a thick, stiff wafer

Normalized radius of curvature
R [6 (e f – e s) / ds]
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Fig. 2.10 Curvature 1/R of the film-on-foil structure at room temperature as a function of the
built-in strain imposed by the film grown at an elevated temperature, calculated using Eq. (2.18).
A 1-μm-thick PECVD SiNx film is deposited on two different substrates of a 100-μm-thick (a)
steel or (b) Kapton E foil. The calculations are done for three different deposition temperatures Td
of 150, 200, and 250◦ C. The remaining parameters are listed in the text

A 100-μm-thick Kapton foil curves substantially more after the growth of a 1μm-thick PECVD SiNx film than a 100-μm-thick stainless steel foil coated with an
identical film. If the SiNx film is grown without built-in stress (σbi = 0 and εbi = 0),
the structure curves with the film on the outside. The room-temperature curvature
1/R of the SiNx -on-Kapton structure is 0.19 cm−1 (R = 5.3 cm) with a film grown
at 150◦ C, 0.26 cm−1 (R = 3.8 cm) at 200◦ C, and 0.34 cm−1 (R = 2.9 cm) at 250◦ C.
The room-temperature curvature 1/R of the SiNx -on-steel structure is 0.013 cm−1
(R ∼ 77 cm) with a film grown at 150◦ C, 0.019 cm−1 (R ∼ 53 cm) at 200◦ C, and
0.025 cm−1 (R ∼ 40 cm) at 250◦ C.
Both Kapton and steel have larger thermal expansion coefficients than the SiNx
film. Upon cooling from the growth temperature, the substrate shrinks more than
the SiNx film. The SiNx is forced to occupy the longer, outside perimeter of
the cylindrical roll. Built-in compressive stress in the film forces the film-on-foil
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structure to curve more, while built-in tensile stress in the film makes the structure more flat. When the built-in strain fully compensates the differential thermal
expansion between the film and the substrate, i.e. ef – es = 0, the denominator in
Eq. (2.18) becomes zero. R → ∞, and the film-on-foil structure becomes flat. For
each film/substrate couple and each deposition temperature, there is an optimal
amount of built-in tensile strain, as can be seen from Fig. 2.10. The higher the deposition temperature, though, the higher this compensating built-in tensile strain must
be. If the built-in tensile strain is increased beyond this optimal point, the structure
bends the other way, and the film faces inward.

2.3.4 Strain of the Substrate and the Curvature of the Workpiece
for a Three-Layer Structure
The preceding theory can be extended easily to any number of layers. The layer
design will benefit from a brief discussion of the strain of the substrate at room
temperature, εs (Tr ), and the radius of curvature, R, for a three-layer structure.
The strain of the substrate at room temperature (change in substrate dimensions)
is:
εs (Tr )
=









Y ∗f 1 d f 1 (Td − Tr ) αs − α f 1 + εbi1 + Y ∗f 2 d f 2 (Td − Tr ) αs − α f 2 + εbi2
Ys∗ ds + Y ∗f 1 d f 1 + Y ∗f 2 d f 2
(2.19)

Here, f1 and f2 denote the first and second films, respectively. The other symbols were
introduced earlier. Equation (2.19) is valid whether each side of the substrate is coated
with one film or both films are deposited on the same side. Similarly to a two-layer
structure, the higher the deposition temperature and the larger the CTE mismatch
between the substrate and either of the films, the larger must be the compensating
built-in tensile strain. εs (Tr ) = 0 unless the built-in strains induced by the growing
films are tailored appropriately.
If the Poisson ratio ν is the same for all layers, the radius of curvature R of the
relaxed three-layer structure (see Fig. 2.11) at room temperature is given by:
R = d1 ·
⎧  6(1+ν)
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⎩
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Fig. 2.11 Three-layer structure
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If both layers are deposited on the same side of the substrate, then the Subscript 1
denotes the substrate and the Subscripts 2 and 3 denote the films. Equation (2.20)
can also be used if one film is deposited on each side of the substrate. Then the
Subscript 2 denotes the substrate and the Subscripts 1 and 3 denote the films. From
analyzing Eq. (2.20), one can easily conclude that the deposition of identical layers
on both sides of the substrate always leads to a flat structure (R → ∞). In this case,
it is not necessary to tailor the built-in strain in the films to achieve the flat structure.
However, it is essential to tailor the built-in strain in the films, if the three-layer
structure should have the same dimensions as the initial substrate (see Eq. (2.19)).
If two dissimilar layers are deposited on the same side of the substrate, the only
way to keep the workpiece flat and at its initial size is to tailor the built-in strains
in the films to compensate the thermal contraction mismatches. The benefit of a
three-layer structure is that the two films work together to compensate the thermal
mismatch. It becomes possible to achieve εs (Tr ) = 0 and 1/R = 0, even if the
deposition of each film separately leads to εs (Tr ) = 0 and 1/R = 0.

2.3.5 Experimental Results for a-Si:H TFTs Fabricated on Kapton
As concluded above, to achieve flat flexible electronic surfaces that have identical
dimensions at each mask alignment step, one must tailor the built-in strains introduced by film growth. While this can be easily done in some materials, it is not
trivial in others. Figure 2.12a shows the curvature of a 50-μm-thick Kapton E foil
after PECVD deposition of SiNx at 150◦ C. The change in curvature was obtained
by varying the rf deposition power from 5 to 25 W. The SiNx film, which faces left,
is under tension for low deposition power and under compression for the highest
deposition power. Figure 2.12b shows two other materials, Cr and a-Si:H, whose
built-in strains are difficult to vary. Cr is typically under tension and a-Si:H under
compression.

(b)

(a)

bare

5W

12W

15W

25W SiNx bare

Cr

a-Si:H

Fig. 2.12 Curvature induced by (a) SiNx deposited over a range of rf power and (b) Cr and a-Si:H,
all on 50-μm-thick Kapton E polyimide substrates. All films are facing left. The 300−500-nm-thick
SiNx and the 250-nm-thick a-Si:H films were deposited at 150◦ C, and the 80-nm-thick Cr was
deposited by thermal evaporation without control of substrate temperature. The bare substrate is
also shown for comparison [8]
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1. front SiNx passivation
2. back SiNx passivation

3. 80-nm sputtered Cr gate metal

4. bottom Cr gate pattern by wet etch

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

5. ~300-nm 5W SiNx 5. ~300-nm 12W SiNx 5. ~300-nm 20W SiNx 5. ~300-nm 25W SiNx
6. 200-nm 6W (i)a-Si:H
7. 50-nm 4W (n+)a-Si:H

8. 80-nm evaporated Cr
Fig. 2.13 Curvature variation in a-Si:H TFT fabrication on Kapton foil at five steps from substrate
passivation to evaporation of the top Cr source/drain contact metal. For all four samples, the entire
process is identical except for the deposition of the gate SiNx , where the rf power was varied from
5 to 25 W. The square substrate is 7.5×7.5 cm2 [8]

The ability to vary the built-in strain in SiNx over a wide range was put to use
in TFT fabrication such that the gate and source/drain patterns aligned. Complete
a-Si:H TFTs were fabricated at 150◦ C in a non-self-aligned, back-channel-etched
geometry. We began by passivating a 50-μm-thick Kapton E substrate foil with an
∼0.45-μm-thick PECVD SiNx on both sides (see Fig. 2.13). Following substrate
passivation, the TFT fabrication process was carried out. An ∼80-nm-thick Cr film
was sputtered at room temperature and wet etched to create the first device pattern,
the bottom gate electrode. All samples are flat after this first Cr evaporation. Next,
a silicon stack composed of ∼300-nm SiNx gate dielectric layer, ∼200-nm (i)aSi:H channel layer, and ∼50-nm (n+ )a-Si:H source/drain layer was deposited by
PECVD, followed by ∼80-nm-thick thermally evaporated Cr for the source/drain
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metal contacts. The details of fabrication are described elsewhere [8]. Note that
only sample (a) is flat after the SiNx /(i)a-Si:H/(n+ )a-Si:H stack deposition. If a mask
were aligned to the gate pattern at this step, sample (a) would experience the smallest misalignment error. However, the situation changes after the source/drain Cr is
evaporated, which makes samples (b) and (c) flat instead. This sequence shows that
all four device layers work together to compensate the CTE mismatch.
We measured the misalignment between the first and second photolithography
levels, i.e. the bottom gate and the top source/drain. Steps 5–8 of Fig. 2.13 fall
between these two photolithographic steps. In all four samples of Fig. 2.13, we kept
these layers the same, except for intentionally varying the built-in stress in the gate

(a)

5 W

(b)

12 W

upper left

upper right

upper left

upper right

lower left

lower right

lower left

lower right

(c)

20 W

(d)

25 W

upper left

upper right

upper left

upper right

lower left

lower right

lower left

lower right

Fig. 2.14 Overlay misalignment between the first, gate, and the second, source/drain, photolithography levels in the back-channel-etched a-Si:H TFT process with (a) 5 W, (b) 12 W, (c) 20 W, and
(d) 25 W gate SiNx . The frames lie 52 mm apart near the corners of the substrate. The dashed
crosses mark the centers of the alignment marks at the gate level and the solid black crosses, at the
source/drain level [8]
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SiNx by tuning the rf deposition power from low to high, 5, 12, 20, and 25 W (22,
53, 89, and 111 mW/cm2 ).
Figure 2.14 shows the corresponding alignment marks for the gate and the
source/drain for all four samples. Both the gate and the source/drain patterns were
aligned at the center of the substrate, and the misalignment was measured on alignment marks in four corners of a 52-mm × 52-mm square. These marks are shown
in Fig. 2.14. The centers of the alignment marks are indicated by dashed crosses
for the gate level and solid crosses for the source/drain. On average, sample (a)
shrunk substantially, by ∼480 ppm, sample (b) shrunk slightly, by ∼96 ppm, sample (c) expanded slightly, by ∼115 ppm, and sample (d) expanded substantially, by
∼385 ppm. As expected, the dimensions for the flat samples (b) and (c) changed the
least. As fabricated, TFTs of all samples had similar electrical performance.

2.4 Conclusions
When inorganic devices are grown at elevated temperature on a rigid plate substrate,
the device films’ built-in stresses may affect the device performance, but have little
or no effect on the alignment error between device layers. The device films simply
are too weak compared to the substrate. However, if the devices are grown on a
flexible free-standing foil, built-in stresses in the films may cause substantial misalignment between device layers and unmanageable curving of the workpiece. The
thinner and more compliant the substrate, the larger the misalignment and the tighter
the curvature. With the help of theory of a bimetallic strip, the misalignment can be
minimized by adjusting the built-in strain in the device films during growth. a-Si:H
TFTs fabricated on foil substrates of stainless steel or Kapton E need tensile builtin strain to compensate for the differential thermal contraction between the device
films and the substrate.
Misalignment and curvature obtained in a-Si:H TFTs fabricated on 50-μm-thick
Kapton E foil prove that this approach is effective. By varying the built-in strain in
only the gate SiNx layer, one can reduce the misalignment from ∼400 to ∼100 ppm.
Further optimization of the a-Si:H TFT growth process is possible for lowering this
value even further.
Future work will address second-order misalignment effects caused by viscoelastic flow and nonreversible shrinkage of plastic substrate, and by modulation of local
mechanics caused by device patterns. To which extend the electrical and the mechanical properties may be varied independently of each other also remains to be explored.
Acknowledgment The work at Princeton University was supported by the United States Display
Consortium.
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Chapter 3

Low-temperature Amorphous
and Nanocrystalline Silicon Materials
and Thin-film Transistors
Andrei Sazonov, Denis Striakhilev, and Arokia Nathan

Abstract Low-temperature processing and characterization of amorphous silicon
(a-Si:H) and nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) materials and devices are reviewed. An
overview of silicon-based low-temperature thin-film dielectrics is given in the context of thin-film transistor (TFT) device operation. The low-temperature growth and
synthesis of these materials are also presented and compared to conventionally fabricated high-temperature processed devices. The effect of using nc-Si contacts on
a-Si:H TFTs and the stability of nc-Si TFTs is reviewed.

3.1 Introduction
Electronic devices and systems fabricated on flexible substrates are the subjects of
growing attention within both the research and the industrial community [1]. Rapid
development of wireless telecommunications increases demand in portable, lowpower, and inexpensive electronics. Here, the use of flexible substrates enables the
development of such new products as rollable light-weight displays, flexible solar
cells integrated into clothing, or cylindrical and spherical cameras for security applications. Furthermore, the fabrication cost of electronic devices on flexible substrates
can be reduced compared to existing planar or flat-panel technology due to implementation of high-throughput roll-to-roll technology. Here, a roll of thin plastic or
metal foil used as the substrate can be kilometers long and meters wide compared
to a silicon wafer diameter of 10–12 in integrated circuit technology, or a glass
sheet size of about 2 m×2 m in a flat-panel display (FPD) manufacturing process
[2, 3]. Based on this technology, a number of commercial products are already being
produced (such as solar cells [4]), and several others are in the prototyping stage
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(active-matrix organic light-emitting diode (AMOLED) displays, thin-film batteries, imaging arrays) [5–7], with more products to be developed.
Unlike traditional electronics, where the value is added by downscaling the
devices, the value is added by increasing the fabrication area in flexible electronics. The device size requirements are more relaxed. Therefore, the capital equipment cost in flexible electronics is lower, and a larger part of the product costs falls
onto the materials with a wide variety of electronic materials that can be used in
flexible electronics: organic semiconductors, high-temperature inorganic semiconductors, and low-temperature materials [8] in addition to the substrate materials that
replace conventional glass substrates.
Organic semiconductors are attractive due to low-temperature and large-area fabrication process compatibility. In particular, polymers can be deposited at room
temperature by low-cost spin coating, or by roll-to-roll technology compatible with
ink-jet printing. The carrier mobility in organic semiconductors is already comparable to that of amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) (∼1 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) [7]. These materials,
however, degrade in air and, therefore, need encapsulation, which is inorganic thinfilm based [9]. Thus, inorganic thin-film technology still has to be used in organic
electronics fabrication process, increasing its cost. Furthermore, the carrier transport
in organic semiconductors, such as pentacene, is sensitive to contamination and is
strongly interface-dependent, thus demanding very smooth substrates and various
interface preparation procedures [10]. The need for low-cost fabrication processes
and the nonuniformity of materials and device characteristics over large substrate
areas make the applications for organic semiconductors in large-scale flexible electronics a matter for the future. These areas of development are discussed in separate
chapters.
Another option is to transfer the existing high-temperature semiconductor technology to flexible substrates with high maximum working temperatures (e.g., hightemperature plastics such as polyimide (PI) [11], flexible glass, and metal foils [12,
13]) or by transferring the devices prefabricated on rigid substrates onto plastic foils
[14, 15]. This approach facilitates the utilization of high fabrication temperature
and electronic materials with improved device performance (e.g., polycrystalline Si
(poly-Si) with the carrier mobility exceeding 100 cm2 V−1 s−1 ). However, high substrate and process costs restrict this technology to a limited number of applications,
mainly very high added-value products (such as high-resolution flexible displays
and high-end radio frequency (RF) ID tags).
A more direct approach to integrate high-performance devices on low-melting
point platforms is to reduce the maximum fabrication temperature of inorganic thinfilm transistors (TFTs) to a level compatible with the thermal budget of the low-cost
substrates. This approach has several advantages:

– wider variety of substrate materials available, including low-cost plastics, paper,
or tissue;
– lower thermal budget materials can be integrated in the process, such as adhesives, polymers, and biomaterials;
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– thermal deformations of the substrate are reduced, and so is mechanical stress
occurring due to mismatch between thermal expansion coefficients of the substrate and the films;
– materials science, device physics, fabrication process, and equipment are already
well established, for example, in a-Si:H technology.
Therefore, accommodation of existing inorganic amorphous, nanocrystalline, or
polycrystalline thin-film technology to flexible substrates achievable by the reduction of deposition temperature seems to be the most promising approach to enable
flexible electronics in the near future.

3.2 Low-temperature Amorphous and Nanocrystalline
Silicon Materials
Due to the low maximum working temperatures of most low-cost plastics (the glass
transition temperatures, Tg , in the range of 80–150◦ C), the thermal budget in the
fabrication process is limited by 100–150◦ C. Process temperatures are too low to
enable the manufacturing techniques developed for crystalline silicon, such as thermal oxidation, diffusion, or epitaxy. Moreover, low thermal budget severely restricts
the process parameters of plasma deposition, sputtering, and photolithography.
Consider an example of hydrogenated a-Si:H. a-Si:H films with predominantly
monohydride bonding have been deposited at substrate temperature as low as 35◦ C
by use of hydrogen or helium dilution followed by postdeposition annealing at
150◦ C [16]. More recently, there have been reports of TFT fabrication at 150◦ C on
Kapton® E [17] and at 110◦ C on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [18], showing
performance characteristics close to those fabricated at 250–300◦ C.

3.2.1 Fundamental Issues for Low-temperature Processing
In traditional plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), thin-film silicon process used in FPD manufacturing, the substrate temperature, Ts, is in the
range of 200–300◦ C. Its reduction below 150◦ C leads to the change in deposition
mechanisms. The concentration of defects (dangling Si bonds) increases, the concentration of di- and polyhydride-bonded hydrogen in the films increases, the mass
density decreases, and the doping efficiency drops [19]. The films have low mass
density and high charge trapping, and their electronic properties are generally poor.
This change is usually attributed to reduced surface mobility of the film-building
radicals due to lower thermal energy on the growth surface [20]. The thermal energy
loss can be compensated by using “soft” ion bombardment by light ions (H+ , He+ )
with the energy less than 50 eV, or by producing exothermic chemical reactions
[20, 21]. Following this approach, the deposition parameters can be adjusted at low
substrate temperature to increase the surface energy and thus to provide the growth
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Table 3.1 The properties of a-Si:H deposited at 300, 120, and 75◦ C
Deposition temperature

Parameter

300◦ C [16]

120◦ C [17]

75◦ C [28]

Dark conductivity (σ300 ), Ω−1 cm−1
Optical gap (Eg ), eV
Urbach slope (E0 ), meV
Hydrogen concentration (CH ), %
Microstructure parameter R = SiHn /(SiH+SiHn )

10−10
1.75
–
∼10
<0.1

4×10−11
1.92
50
10.9
∼0

9×10−11
1.90
–
9.5
∼0

conditions similar to those at higher Ts but without overheating the substrate. More
thin-film deposition details are reported elsewhere [22–27].

3.2.2 Low-temperature Amorphous Silicon
In our experiments, we optimized the deposition process for a-Si:H films at 120◦ C
[28] and 75◦ C. The a-Si:H properties are presented in Table 3.1 together with those
of “device quality” material deposited by standard PECVD at higher temperature
(180◦ C). The films have dark conductivity below 10−10 Ω−1 cm−1 , optical bandgap
between 1.7 and 1.9 eV, Urbach parameter of 50 meV, hydrogen concentration of
about 10 at.%, and microstructure parameter R about zero, which is indicative of
predominant hydrogen monohydride bonding. As seen, these a-Si:H films deposited
at low temperatures have the properties suitable for electronic device applications
[22, 23].

3.2.3 Low-temperature Nanocrystalline Silicon
By comparison, the properties of nc-Si deposited at 75◦ C are presented in Table 3.2
together with those of “device quality” material deposited at higher temperature
(260◦ C) and those of highly doped n+ nc-Si contact layer deposited at 75◦ C. It is
seen that the low-temperature nc-Si is comparable with its high temperature counterpart. Both materials have average crystal size of 15–25 nm. The 100-nm-thick films
Table 3.2 The properties of undoped nc-Si deposited at 260 and 75◦ C and of highly doped
n+ nc-Si deposited at 75◦ C
Parameter

Undoped 250◦ C
[43]

Undoped 75◦ C
[18]

n+ -doped 75◦ C
[17]

Film thickness, nm
Dark conductivity (σ300 ), Ω−1 cm−1
Crystallinity, % (Raman)
Crystal grain size, nm (Raman, XRD)

100
10−6
82
∼30

100
3×10−7
75
∼20

70
0.3
72
∼15
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have the crystallinity of 75% and above, and low dark conductivity. Thus, as it follows from Tables 3.1–3.2, device quality a-Si:H and nc-Si films can be deposited at a
temperature as low as 75◦ C using existing industrial plasma deposition equipment.

3.3 Low-temperature Dielectrics
The gate dielectrics in a-Si:H TFTs and passivation dielectrics are usually based
on plasma deposited amorphous silicon nitride (a-SiNx) , whereas for poly-Si TFTs,
amorphous silicon oxide (a-SiOx ) gate dielectric is preferred [17]. In order to meet
the requirements for a good gate dielectric, the gate dielectric material has to withstand electric fields of about 2 MV/cm without breakdown, must have good insulating properties and low charge-trapping rate at lower electric fields, and should form
a high-quality interface with the a-Si:H semiconductor layer. While PECVD a-SiNx
gate dielectric technology at ∼300◦ C is well established, the reduction of deposition
temperature to 150◦ C for compatibility with flexible plastic substrates and organic
light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) often leads to a material with high hydrogen concentration and poor dielectric performance.

3.3.1 Characteristics of Low-temperature Dielectric Thin-film
Deposition
At low deposition temperatures (below 200◦ C), the leakage current through a-SiNx
and a-SiOx films goes up rapidly due to low film mass density [29, 30]. The highdensity a-SiNx films can be obtained by RF PECVD [31]. The oxide mass density
can be increased using high-density plasma systems (e.g., electron cyclotron resonance [32]). The maximum deposition area in such systems, however, is limited
by 10–12 , which is rather insufficient for large-area fabrication. Despite this, there
are research groups who have recently reported successful low-temperature fabrication of a-Si:H TFTs using PECVD silicon nitride (SiNx ) [31, 33, 34] and one can
observe a gradual progress in the performance of the devices [35].

3.3.2 Low-temperature Silicon Nitride Characteristics
The properties of our a-SiNx deposited by RF PECVD at 120 and 75◦ C are presented in Table 3.3 together with those of “device quality” material deposited at
higher temperature (260◦ C). As it is seen from Table 3.3, the electrical and mechanical properties of a-SiNx films (mass density, mechanical stress, electrical resistivity, and breakdown voltage) can be well controlled at low deposition temperature,
and high device quality can be achieved by adjusting the deposition conditions (RF
power and gas mixture composition). In Table 3.3, the film (a) deposited at 75◦ C
under high power density (100 mW/cm2 ) and high hydrogen dilution of silane and
ammonia mixture yielded the compressive stress of –221 MPa accompanied by high
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Table 3.3 The properties of a-SiNx deposited at 260, 120, and 75◦ C

Mass density, g/cm3
Stress, MPa
Dielectric constant
Resistivity at 1 MV/cm, Ω. cm
Breakdown field at leakage current
of 10−6 A/cm2 , MV/cm

260◦ C

120◦ C [20]

75◦ C (a) [28]

75◦ C (b) [28]

∼2.7
220
6.5
∼1015
3−8

2.1
−173
6.2
2×1015
5.5

2.57
−221
5.6
2×1015
10.8

2.44
−44
5.8
2×1014
7.4

resistivity (2×1015 Ω cm) and high breakdown field (10.8 MV/cm). In film (b),
deposited at 75◦ C under lower power density (50 mW/cm2 ) and lower hydrogen
dilution, the compressive stress goes down, achieving −44 MPa, whereas the resistivity and the breakdown field are still high (2×1014 Ω cm and 7.4 MV/cm, respectively). Thus, good electronic properties can be combined with low mechanical
stress in the film, which is important for mechanical integrity of devices fabricated
on flexible substrates.

3.3.3 Low-temperature Silicon Oxide Characteristics
The properties of our PECVD SiOx films deposited by conventional 13.56 MHz
glow discharge decomposition of silane and nitrous oxide mixture at 75 and 120◦ C
are presented in Table 3.4 together with those deposited at higher temperature
(250◦ C). Helium (He), nitrogen (N2 ), and argon (Ar) were used as diluent gases.
Table 3.4 Properties of RF PECVD SiOx films deposited at different conditions

Ts , C

Mass
density,
Diluent g/cm3

250

He

120

None

120

He

120

N2

120

Ar

75

He

1.70 ±
0.17
1.77 ±
0.18
1.71 ±
0.17
1.63 ±
0.16
1.66 ±
0.16
1.69 ±
0.17

Compressive
stress, GPa
ε
0.118 ±
0.006
0.061 ±
0.012
0.097 ±
0.001
0.134 ±
0.007
0.064 ±
0.002
0.086 ±
0.004

Break
down
field,
MV/cm

Leakage @
5 MV/cm,
A/cm2

7.17

>9

3.7×10−10

9.25

>9

10−8

7.20

8.4

9×10−9

6.93

4.8

10−8

7.43

>9

10−8

7.57

>9

2.2×10−8

Deposition
Refractive rate,
index
nm/min

2.03 1.32 ±
0.17
–
1.44 ±
0.06
2.75 1.27 ±
0.20
–
1.29 ±
0.17
3.57 1.15 ±
0.06
2.45 1.19 ±
0.16
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As one can see, all samples are characterized by low mechanical stress (below 100
MPa). The SiOx mass density is also lower in comparison with thermally grown
SiO2 (2.2–2.3 g/cm3 ) [36]. Moreover, poor thickness uniformity (more than 5%),
which is a well-known problem of PECVD SiOx [37], was observed in the film
deposited with no dilution. We used He, N2 , and Ar dilution to improve the film
uniformity.
The refractive index, which is related to the film density, increases with the
deposition temperature. However, it is lower than it was reported for PECVD SiOx
deposited at Ts > 250◦ C, which was in 1.47–1.60 range [37–39], again indicating
a lower film density. The SiOx films fabricated with no dilution are characterized
by the highest value of refractive index, which is close to thermally grown SiO2
films (n = 1.47). This refractive index corresponds to the highest film density. The
dielectric permittivity deduced from high-frequency (1 MHz) CV measurements on
metal–oxide–semiconductor (MOS) capacitors was in the range between 2.03 and
3.57, which is lower than the value of 4.1 observed for SiOx films deposited at Ts >
200◦ C [40].
In the investigated deposition conditions range, no strong correlation between
film density and mechanical stress was found. However, the film uniformity was
improved by using dilution, and the best uniformity was obtained with He dilution.
It was also reported that He or Ar dilution can decrease the concentration of undesirable Si–OH and Si–H bonds, which are responsible for the lower film density and
poorer electrical properties of these materials [38]. In our case, no presence of SiH
stretching at 2,000 cm−1 or NH-stretching vibrations at 3,320 cm−1 was found in
the Fourier Transformed Infra-Red (FTIR) spectra.
Dielectric breakdown at 8.4 MV/cm was observed for the SiOx film deposited
at 120◦ C with He dilution and at 4.8 MV/cm for the film deposited with N2 dilution. The films deposited at higher temperatures are characterized by lower leakage
current density, which was 3.7×10−10 A/cm2 for the sample deposited at 250◦ C,
9×10−9 A/cm2 at 120◦ C, and 2.2×10−8 A/cm2 at 75◦ C (all values are given for
5 MV/cm). Comparing the influence of different diluent gases on leakage currents
of the MOS capacitors, it should be noted that the best results are achieved for SiOx
films deposited from silane mixtures with He dilution. Thus, our SiOx films fabricated at low temperatures with He dilution are characterized by the lowest leakage
current, best uniformity, and reduced mechanical stress.

3.4 Low-temperature Thin-film Transistor Devices
In order to develop a reliable and industrially relevant TFT technology for flexible
electronics applications, the following goals have to be achieved:
– Maximum deposition temperature should not exceed the thermal budget of the
low-cost plastic substrates (∼80◦ C for PET substrates, 150◦ C in the case of
polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrates, and 300◦ C for PI substrates).
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– TFT technology should be compatible with existing FPD manufacturing process
(i.e., a thin-film silicon process is preferable).
– The use of existing fabrication equipment (large-area 13.56-MHz parallel plate
PECVD reactors) without major modifications is desirable.

3.4.1 Device Structures and Materials Processing
Pursuing these goals and based on the above described thin-film silicon-based materials, TFTs were fabricated at maximum process temperatures of 120 and 75◦ C.
Both bottom-gate (inverted-staggered) and top-gate (staggered) TFTs were designed
and fabricated on plastic foils. For a-Si:H TFTs, the inverted-staggered structure is
preferential due to lower defect density on top surface of SiNx gate dielectric. For
nc-Si devices, however, staggered structure is preferable to take advantage of better
electronic properties on top of nc-Si film.
The bottom-gate TFT fabrication process flow on plastic substrate is shown in
Fig. 3.1a [22]. After cleaning, the substrate was double-side coated by a 0.5-μmthick a-SiNx film. The purpose of this coating is to encapsulate the plastic foil and
protect it from aggressive chemicals, as well as to improve adhesion to the substrate. Furthermore, due to low a-SiNx thermal expansion coefficient, the alignment
error in the photolithography processes is reduced. On top of a-SiNx , a 100–120-nm
aluminum film was deposited at room temperature by RF magnetron sputtering and
patterned by wet etching to form the TFT gate electrodes. Then, a trilayer consisting
of a-SiNx (300 nm)/a-Si:H(50 nm)/a-SiNx (300 nm) was deposited by PECVD, and
source/drain contact windows were opened in the top nitride by wet etching. Next,
we deposited a 50-nm-thick n+ -doped nc-Si-based film and a 300-nm thick a-SiNx
passivation layer. After etching off the n+ layer around the source and drain contacts,
the a-Si:H layer underneath them was etched off to electrically isolate the devices
from each other. KOH solution was used for the etching. Finally, an ∼1-μm-thick
aluminum film was deposited at room temperature by RF magnetron sputtering, and
top contact pads were then formed by wet etching.
In comparison, a top-gate TFT fabrication process flow is shown in Fig. 3.1b.
After the substrate was cleaned, a 60-nm-thick Cr film was deposited by RF magnetron sputtering at room temperature, followed by a 70-nm-thick n+ nc-Si film
deposited by PECVD. Next, both films were patterned by a combination of dry
and wet etching, forming the source/drain contacts. After patterning, a bilayer consisting of a 100-nm-thick undoped nc-Si film and a 150-nm-thick gate dielectric
was deposited by PECVD and then dry etched to electrically isolate single devices
and get access to the source/drain contacts. Next, a 150-nm-thick dielectric film
was deposited by PECVD to passivate the exposed TFT sidewalls. The source/drain
contact windows were then opened in the dielectric by wet etching. Finally, a 1-μmthick aluminum film was deposited by RF magnetron sputtering at room temperature and patterned by wet etching to form the source/drain electrode contacts and
the gate electrode. TFTs were fabricated with various channel lengths (from 25 to
200 μm) and widths (from 100 to 200 μm).
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Fig. 3.1 The TFT fabrication process flow on plastic substrate: (a) bottom-gate structure and
(b) top-gate structure

3.4.2 Low-Temperature a-Si:H Thin-Film Transistor Device
Performance
Figure 3.2a,b shows the output and transfer characteristics, respectively, of a typical a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 300◦ C on glass substrates [42]. For TFT applications as
switching devices, a step-like TFT transfer characteristics is desired: if the gate voltage, VG , is below the threshold voltage, VT , (i.e., VG < VT ), then the drain current,
ID , is ideally zero; at VG > VT , the drain current, ID , is limited by the load resistance.
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Fig. 3.2 The output (a) and transfer (b) characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 300◦ C on
glass substrate [41]

In real TFTs, the leakage current, (Ioff ), flows through the TFT at VG < VT ; the
on-current, Ion , is limited by the channel conductivity, and the switching occurs
within the range of VG and is characterized by the subthreshold slope, S =

−1
∂(log I D )
[43].
∂ VG
The TFT drain current depends on the gate voltage as
ID = μFE· C · (W/2L) · (VG − VT )2 ,

(3.1)

where μFE , C, W, and L are the TFT field-effect mobility, the gate capacitance
per unit area, the channel width, and the channel length, respectively. Note that
the TFT mobility extracted from the transfer characteristics using Eq. (3.1) may be
significantly affected by the source/drain contact resistance and thus is lower than
the field-effect mobility in the channel.
The device in Fig. 3.2 is characterized by low Ioff (<0.1 pA), the Ion above 10 μA,
low threshold voltage (VT ∼ 2.5 V), and the subthreshold slope of 0.3 V/dec. The
field-effect mobility extracted from these characteristics using Eq. (3.1) is about
1 cm2 V−1 s−1 .

3.4.3 Contacts to a-Si:H Thin-film Transistors
In Fig. 3.3a,b, the transfer characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 120◦ C with
n+ nc-Si:H contacts is shown along with the dependencies of extracted μFE and VT
on the channel length [27]. The Ioff and VT values are similar to those at 300◦ C.
However, the S value increased to 0.5 V/dec, which is attributed to higher interface
defect density, and μFE decreased to 0.8 cm2 V−1 s−1 . The Ion decreased, and the
resulting Ion /Ioff ratio is about 106 −107 , lower than at 300◦ C. As seen from Fig. 3.3b,
the extracted μFE goes down in the shorter channel TFTs (L < 75 μm), which can
be explained by increased contribution of the source/drain contact series resistance
[42]. In its ON state, a TFT can be represented by a series of the channel resistance
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Fig. 3.3 (a) The transfer characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 120◦ C and (b) the dependencies of μFE and VT on the channel length [20]

(Rch ) and the source/drain resistances (RDS ):
VDS = I D (Rch + RDS ) = I D Rm .

(3.2)

Here, Rch is the function of the channel length, whereas RDS does not depend on
the channel length, L:
Rm = R DS + Rch = R DS + AL ,

(3.3)

where
A=

Vch
1
2
·
· ,
k (VG − VT ) W

(3.4)

Vch is the voltage drop across the channel, and k = μFE .C.
In the case of a long TFT channel or low RDS , we have Rch >> RDS and the μFE
value is not affected. If Rch and RDS are comparable, then ID is affected by RDS ,
and the extracted μFE value is lower than the true field-effect mobility. From the
Rm (L) dependence extrapolated to zero channel length, RDS can be extracted. The
results are given in Table 3.5. It is seen that at lower deposition temperatures, the
RDS increases, which is attributed to a lower doping efficiency in n+ -doped layer.
High RDS also explains the Ion reduction at lower deposition temperatures.
In Fig. 3.4a,b, the transfer characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 75◦ C
with n+ a-Si:H contacts is shown along with the dependencies of μFE and VT on the
channel length [25]. The Ioff is still below 1 pA, and so is the gate leakage current, Ig ,
indicating the high quality of the bulk gate dielectric. The Ion , however, decreased by
Table 3.5 The a-Si:H TFT source/drain
contact series resistance, RDS , at different
fabrication temperatures

Deposition temperature
RDS W, kΩ. cm

260◦ C
0.229

75◦ C
932
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Fig. 3.4 (a) The transfer characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 75◦ C and (b) the dependencies of μFE and VT on the channel length [26]

two orders of magnitude, VT increased to 10 V, and the S value went up to 2.1 V/dec.
Consequently, the extracted μFE dropped down to 0.03 cm2 V−1 s−1 . High VT value
is usually attributed to increased built-in charge in the gate dielectric and high trap
density in a-Si:H layer, and a large S value typically stems from high defect density at the interface between the gate dielectric and the channel [44]. As seen from
Fig. 3.4b, μFE increases with the channel length up to L = 200 μm, which means that
the source/drain series resistance is comparable with the channel resistance even in
long channel TFTs. The calculated RDS = (93.2 ± 3.7) MΩ (see Table 3.4) is four
orders of magnitude higher than at 260◦ C [44]. Therefore, extracted μFE value is
well underestimated in this case.

3.4.4 Low-temperature Doped nc-Si Contacts
From the results in Figs. 3.2–3.4, the a-Si:H TFTs fabricated at low deposition
temperature have increased source/drain series resistance and more defects at the
interface between the gate dielectric and the channel. The series resistance can be
reduced by using highly doped n+ nc-Si thin films [45–47]. In Fig. 3.5, a TFT transfer characteristics with n+ nc-Si contacts is shown in comparison with that of a TFT
with n+ a-Si:H contacts. In TFT with n+ nc-Si contacts, the Ion is one order of magnitude higher, whereas Ioff is one order of magnitude lower; thus, Ion /Ioff ratio is two
orders of magnitude higher.
Improving the interface between the gate dielectric and the channel can be
achieved by the plasma treatments of the gate dielectric surface prior to the channel
layer deposition [48] or by using a-SiOx as the gate dielectric (in a-SiOx , the interface states density is reported to be one order of magnitude lower than in a-SiNx )
[26]. In Fig. 3.6a,b, the transfer characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 75◦ C
with a-SiOx gate dielectric is demonstrated along with the dependencies of μFE and
VT on the channel length [26]. Despite high Ioff originating from the high oxide
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Fig. 3.5 TFT transfer
characteristics with n+ nc-Si
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based contacts (fabrication
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Fig. 3.6 (a) The transfer characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated at 75◦ C with a-SiOx gate
dielectric and (b) the dependencies of μFE and VT on the channel length [19]

porosity [26], the S value improved to 1 V/dec, and VT went down to 3 V. From
Fig. 3.6b, the contact resistance is much lower than Rch at L > 100 μm, which was
achieved by using n+ nc-Si contacts. Therefore, in this case, the contribution of RDS
into the estimated value of μFE is low. The calculations give us μFE = 0.6 cm2 V−1
s−1 – a dramatically improved result comparable to that of an a-Si:H TFT fabricated
entirely at 300◦ C.
Figure 3.7a,b shows the output and transfer characteristics of a top-gate nc-Si
TFT fabricated at 75◦ C on glass substrate with a-SiNx gate dielectric. No current
crowding is visible on the output characteristics, which demonstrates good quality
of the source/drain contacts. The device transfer characteristics show strong dependence on the gate voltage, with the Ioff varying between 10−9 A and 10−12 A, and the
Ion between 10−8 A and 10−6 A. The VT is below 10 V, and the subthreshold slope
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Fig. 3.7 The output (a) and transfer (b) characteristics of a top-gate nc-Si TFT fabricated at 75◦ C
with a-SiNx gate dielectric

is about 4 V/dec. Both values are very high, indicating poor interface between the
channel and the gate dielectric. The μFE is 0.02–0.05 cm2 V−1 s−1 . While further
device optimization is needed, the use of nc-Si as an active layer is advantageous
due to much higher μFE (about 40 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) that can be achieved compared to
a-Si:H TFTs [11].
Thus, high-quality TFTs can be fabricated at substrate temperatures below 150◦ C
by using standard industrial plasma-deposition equipment. Such a reduction in the
deposition temperature leads to increased series resistance of the source/drain contact layer, and to higher defect density at the interface between the channel layer and
the gate dielectric. To eliminate the high series resistance, n+ nc-Si has been used to
form the source and drain contacts, and the use of oxide-based gate dielectrics can
improve the interface. TFTs fabricated at 120C demonstrate the same performance
as their high temperature counterparts (μFE of 0.8 cm2 V−1 s−1 and VT of 4.5 V),
and can be used in AMOLED displays. The deposition temperature can be further
reduced to 75◦ C, and similar performance (including μFE of 0.6 cm2 V−1 s−1 and
VT of ∼ 4 V) can be achieved.

3.4.5 Low-temperature nc-Si TFTs
Although low-temperature processed a-Si:H TFT technology is highly compatible
with flexible plastic substrates, high throughput and hence low cost, and large-area
processing capability, the circuit performance of a-Si:H is limited when it comes
to application areas, which go beyond current flat-panel imagers and displays that
demand high speed and system-on-panel integration. In particular, there is a strong
quest for RF and higher frequency applications involving reduced power, reduced
bandwidth, and higher information content. While RF performance may potentially
be achieved with laser-recrystallized a-Si:H to yield high-mobility poly-Si, several issues remain with that technology, notably scalability, throughput and cost,
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nonuniformity, and more importantly, plastic substrate compatibility. Other siliconbased technologies have also been reported, including TFTs made from highly crystalline silicon thin films or nanowires using a variety of solution and dry processing,
and including transfer techniques with low thermal budget and with performance
matching that of single crystal devices (see [8] and references therein). While these
approaches offer potentially low cost and highly promising performance, they are
still very much at the research phase and have yet to demonstrate the reliability and
stability specifications dictated by the industry.
A possible technological solution that is economically viable, plastic-compatible,
and which can meet the immediate requirements of FPDs (liquid crystal and OLED)
is nc-Si. In particular, with AMOLED displays, a TFT field-effect mobility of
at least 5 cm2 V−1 s−1 can provide significant design leverage and considerably
enhances lifetime under low supply voltages [49]. A higher mobility also decreases
the settling time and/or the compensation error to meet frame rate requirements for
large-area displays. But can such TFT mobilities be achieved with nc-Si? Preliminary results are promising and show that it is indeed possible to obtain high fieldeffect mobilities using fine grain nc-Si with high crystallinity and passivated grain
boundaries. TFTs fabricated at plastic-compatible temperatures of 150◦ C show nand p-channel maximum mobilities of 450 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 150 cm2 V−1 s−1 ,
respectively [50]. However, the question remains on whether industrial scale RF
PECVD can be employed for fabrication of nc-Si TFT backplanes and at the same
time maintains the same cost position as a-Si:H.

3.5 Device Stability
Thin-film silicon-based TFTs exhibit threshold voltage (VT ) shift under bias stress
that causes the drain current to decrease with time. There are two main mechanisms of VT shift: (1) defect states generation in the channel layer and (2) charge
trapping in the gate dielectric [51]. Defect generation dominates in a-Si:H TFTs; in
that case, threshold voltage shift is temperature- and bias-dependent and irreversible
upon stress removal. Charge trapping prevails in poly-Si TFTs; here, ΔVT saturates
once the trap states at the gate dielectric interface are filled up, and returns back to
its initial state upon charge detrapping.
A decrease in deposition temperature down to the values compatible with lowcost plastic foils results in poorer electronic properties in a-Si:H and in higher
charge-trapping rate in the gate dielectric (see Section 3.3 in this chapter). This
behavior, in turn, causes the threshold voltage shift to increase. It was reported
that in a-Si:H TFTs fabricated at the substrate temperature of 110◦ C, a-Si:H
defect generation increased fivefold, whereas the charge trapping in the nitride gate
dielectric went up by one order of magnitude [33]. Therefore, optimization of both
low-temperature a-Si:H and a-SiNx is required in order to reduce ΔVT . Bias stressing performed on a-Si:H TFTs fabricated at 150◦ C using optimized a-Si:H and aSiNx gate dielectric shows that ΔVT decreased to the values similar to those measured in high-temperature devices [52].
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Fig. 3.8 Threshold voltage shift as a function of time for different stress currents and temperatures: (a) 22◦ C and (b) 75◦ C. Filled circles – a-Si:H TFT; open circles – nc-Si TFT; and
lines – calculations using stretched-exponential Eq. (3.1) for charge trapping. The a-Si:H data are
from [55]

Further ΔVT reduction can be achieved by using nc-Si TFTs. It was reported
that ΔVT in bottom-gate nc-Si TFTs is remarkably lower than in a-Si:H counterparts [53]. Esmaeili Rad et al. have shown that ΔVT in nc-Si TFTs is controlled by
the charge trapping in the gate dielectric [54]. Figure 3.8a,b, shows the VT shift in
bottom-gate nc-Si TFTs [54]. Here, the TFTs were subject to 50 h of continuous
constant current applied to the drain, while keeping the drain and gate terminals
shorted in a diode-connected configuration with the source grounded. This configuration allows on-line monitoring of the gate voltage and ΔVT extraction. Figure
3.8a,b shows ΔVT for stress currents of 2, 10, and 15 μA at 22 and 75◦ C, respectively. The data previously reported on a-Si:H TFTs are also shown for comparison
[55]. Here, two fundamental differences are noticeable. First, ΔVT in nc-Si TFT saturates at prolonged stress times, but does not in a-Si:H TFT. Second, ΔVT in nc-Si
TFT is weakly temperature-dependent, in contrast to ΔVT in a-Si:H-based device.
From Fig. 3.8, after 50 h stressing at 15 μA, ΔVT in nc-Si TFT is 3 V and 4 V
at 22 and 75◦ C, respectively, whereas ΔVT in a-Si:H TFT is 7.6 V and 21 V at
22 and 75◦ C, respectively. This behavior suggests a difference in the ΔVT mechanisms between a-Si:H and nc-Si TFTs. It should be noted that the initial threshold
voltage values are comparable in both devices (∼4 V for nc-Si and ∼2.6 V for
a-Si:H), and the initial applied gate bias is also comparable and less than 25 V
[55]. In this range of gate bias stress, the VT shift in a-Si:H TFTs is commonly
attributed to defect state creation in the channel [55]. Since the band tail carrier density (nBT ) remains unchanged during constant current stress, VT of a-Si:H TFT may
increase indefinitely until the gate voltage reaches the supply voltage or the density
of weak bonds (NWB ) becomes a rate limiting factor [55]. At higher stress voltages,
however, defect state creation in a-Si:H TFTs is no longer dominant [51]. In that
case, ΔVT is controlled primarily by charge injection from the channel into the gate
dielectric interface without subsequent penetration in the bulk, and this process is
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temperature-independent. Our measurement results show that ΔVT is only weakly
temperature-dependent, which is consistent with the results reported by Powell
et al. [51].
ΔVT can be quantitatively described by considering the stretched-exponent
model for the charge-trapping kinetics in a-Si:H TFTs:


   
t β
ΔVT = C 1 − exp −
τ

(3.5)

where C, τ, and β are the fitting parameters [51]. ΔVT calculations using Eq. (3.1)
are shown by solid lines in Fig. 3.8a,b. As seen, the stretched-exponential time
dependence fits well the measurement data. Values of the extracted parameters are
given in Table 3.6. The parameter C was set to (2/3)(VGS −VT ) in our calculations,
as opposed to (VGS −VT ) in [51]. Here, the difference is due to device operation
regime, which is saturation in our case and linear in the latter. ΔVT follows the
channel charge concentration, which at pinch-off (VDS = VGS −VT ) is about twothird of that in linear regime (VDS = 0). This relationship is nearly valid although
VDS = VGS in this series of experiments.
When the temperature increases from 22 to 75◦ C, the parameter τ changes in the
range 108 –107 s in nc-Si TFTs and 108 –105 s in a-Si:H TFTs [51]. Smaller τ leads
to larger ΔVT for a given stress time. One can see that an increase in temperature
reduces τ in nc-Si/a-Si:H TFTs by one order of magnitude, whereas in the case of
a-Si:H, its reduction is by three orders of magnitude. This result implies that nc-Si
TFTs have higher stability and long-term reliability even at high operation temperatures. From Table 3.6, one may also find that the parameter β is fairly constant at
various stress currents and temperatures.
Similar observations have been made for poly-Si TFTs [56] and even for ncSi TFTs made on PET foil by transfer process [57]. Thus, the threshold voltage
shift in nc-Si TFTs is controlled by the charge trapping in the gate dielectric, and a
control over the interface defect density is particularly important at low deposition
temperatures.

Table 3.6
Fig. 3.8a,b

Parameter values for Eq. (3.1) resulting from fit to measured data indicated in

Temperature (◦ C)

Stress current (μA)

C (V)

β

τ (h)

22
22
22
75
75
75

2
10
15
2
10
15

5
10
14
5
10
12

0.25 ± 0.01
0.2018 ± 0.001
0.187 ± 0.001
0.268 ± 0.0098
0.2374 ± 0.006
0.247 ± 0.009

10,000 ± 2,549
32,422 ± 1,894
42,730 ± 2,496
3,791 ± 701
3,262 ± 446
2,099 ± 345
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3.6 Conclusions and Future Prospective
A number of parameters for low-temperature growth of silicon materials have been
presented. Conventional thin-film silicon devices offer a wide range of advantages
including entrenched fabrication facilities, known properties, and low barrier for
entry into large-area electronics applications. Here, a number of issues need to be
addressed with implications on growth rate, gate dielectric quality and/or pertinent
interface modification, and device stability, in the low-temperature range, all of which
require significant further research. One of the key issues that must be addressed here
is the industrial implementation of nc-Si TFTs, in which a high growth rate is imperative. nc-Si films can be deposited at 0.01–0.1 nm/s using high dilution of silane with
hydrogen; high dilution and high flow rate tend to limit the growth rate. However, it
has been shown [58] that the growth rate can be increased to 2 nm/s at higher pressures (7–9 Torr) by increasing the very-high frequency power and moving into the
silane depletion regime. Films deposited at higher pressure have been found to consist of denser grains, limiting the oxidation to yield higher short-circuit current in
solar cells. Growth rates of 1.5–2 nm/s would be acceptable by the industry; however, further work is needed to achieve the desired growth rates in 13.56-MHz plasma
while maintaining optimal nc-Si microstructure and transport property.
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Chapter 4

Amorphous Silicon: Flexible Backplane
and Display Application
Kalluri R. Sarma

4.1 Introduction
Advances in the science and technology of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H,
also referred to as a-Si) and the associated devices including thin-film transistors
(TFT) during the past three decades have had a profound impact on the development
and commercialization of major applications such as thin-film solar cells, digital
image scanners and X-ray imagers and active matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCDs). Particularly, during approximately the past 15 years, a-Si TFT-based flat panel
AMLCDs have been a huge commercial success. a-Si TFT-LCD has enabled the
note book PCs, and is now rapidly replacing the venerable CRT in the desktop monitor and home TV applications. a-Si TFT-LCD is now the dominant technology in
use for applications ranging from small displays such as in mobile phones to large
displays such as in home TV, as well-specialized applications such as industrial and
avionics displays. a-Si TFT-LCDs as large as 108 diagonal for TV applications
have been demonstrated (by Sharp Corporation at CES, Las Vegas, NV, in January
2007). While this flat rigid glass substrate-based a-Si TFT backplane and the associated electronics and display technologies continue to mature, recently over the
past several years, there is a growing interest and investments in the development of
flexible a-Si TFT backplanes for large-area electronics and display applications.
The high level of current interest in large-area flexible electronics and displays
fabricated using flexible plastic or metal foil substrates is due to their potential for
being very thin, light weight, highly rugged with greatly minimized propensity for
breakage, and amenable to low-cost RTR manufacturing, in comparison to devices
built on the conventional rigid glass substrates. In addition, flexible electronics and
displays can enable a variety of new applications due to their ability to have unique
form factors and to be curved and conformable. Further, flexible displays can be
rollable or foldable when not in use during storage or transportation. During the
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recent years, significant progress has been made in the flexible display development
and the interest and R&D investments in flexible display development continue to
grow significantly. At the time of this writing, market studies [1] project that flexible
display market will have annual revenue of over $1.9 billion per year by the year
2015. Initial flexible display products using monochrome, bistable, electrophoretic
display (EPD) media have already been announced for market introduction in 2007
by companies such as Polymer Vision [2].
Development of a flexible TFT backplane is a crucial enabler for realizing flexible electronic systems and displays properties. In this chapter, we will discuss the
recent progress in the development of flexible a-Si TFT backplanes and displays
with a focus on the approach using flexible plastic substrates and organic lightemitting diode (OLED) display media. Flexible OLED displays are believed to be
the holy grail of the flexible display development efforts. In this chapter, we will first
discuss the required enabling technologies of flexible backplanes including flexible
substrates, barrier layers, and TFT technologies and processes that are compatible
with flexible substrates. This will be followed by a discussion of the display media
for flexible substrates. We will then discuss the requirements of the flexible a-Si
TFT backplanes for OLED displays. This will be followed by the progress in the
fabrication of low-temperature a-Si TFT backplanes and displays. For comparison
purposes, the recent progress on flexible plastic backplanes with a-Si TFTs for the
EPD media will also be discussed. Finally, we will discuss the outlook for future
low-temperature a-Si TFT backplane and display manufacturing.

4.2 Enabling Technologies for Flexible Backplanes and Displays
Several enabling technologies must be developed to realize flexible TFT backplanes and displays. These enabling technologies include flexible substrates with
the required characteristics, flexible substrate compatible (low-temperature) TFT
designs and fabrication processes, display media, and appropriate barrier layers for
the protection of the display media from the ambient (oxygen and moisture).

4.2.1 Flexible Substrate Technologies
Thin metal foils such as stainless steel, and thin polymer substrate materials are the
leading candidates for use as flexible substrates. In the following, we will discuss
the relative advantages and issues in these two approaches.
4.2.1.1 Flexible Stainless Steel Substrates
Metal foil substrates offer the advantages of higher process temperature capability (for TFT fabrication), dimensional stability (no shrinkage of the substrate during high-temperature processing associated with the TFT fabrication), and being
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impervious to oxygen and moisture (inherent barrier for the ambient oxygen and
moisture). The disadvantages and limitations of the metal foil substrates include the
following:
(1) Being opaque, it cannot be used for transmissive displays or bottom emission
OLED displays. It can only be used for reflective displays and top emission
OLED displays.
(2) Poor surface smoothness characteristics.
(3) Compatibility issues with the TFT process chemicals.
The smoothness of the metal foil substrates must be increased by polishing (for
example, by using chemical-mechanical polishing CMP), and/or by applying additional surface smoothing (planarization) layers, to achieve acceptable yield of the
TFT and OLED devices to be fabricated. Compatibility with the TFT process chemicals can be addressed by using an appropriate protective film at the backside of the
stainless steel substrate. Note that a metal foil substrate, by itself, is a good barrier
(for oxygen and moisture) and thus it does not require an additional barrier layer.
However, the display fabricated using the metal foil substrate would still require
a good barrier (encapsulation) layer to be applied on top of the fabricated TFT
and the display media such as OLED. Another consideration in the use of metal
foil substrate is the parasitic coupling capacitance due to coupling of the backplane
electronics to the conductive substrate. Stainless steel is being actively investigated
as a substrate for the flexible backplanes using low-temperature polysilicon (LTPS)
TFT as well as a-Si TFT for reflective [e.g., 3–5] and top emission mode OLED
[e.g., 6, 7] display applications.
4.2.1.2 Flexible Plastic Substrates
A transparent plastic substrate has the advantage of being compatible with transmissive as well as reflective displays. Thus it is compatible with both top- and bottomemitting OLED device architectures, thereby making it suitable for a broader range
of applications.
Table 4.1 shows the properties of some of the common candidate plastic substrate materials for flexible backplane and display fabrication. These candidate
substrates include polyethylene terephthalate (PET – e.g. Melenix® from DuPont
Teijin Films), polyethylene naphthalate (PEN, e.g., Teonex® Q65 from DuPont Teijin Films), poly carbonate (PC, e.g., Lexan® from GE), polyethersulfone (PES,
e.g., Sumilite® from Sumitomo Bakellite), and polyimide (PI, e.g., Kapton® from
DuPont). While Kapton has high glass transition temperature (Tg), it absorbs in the
visible (yellow colour), and thus is not suitable for transmissive displays or bottom emission OLED displays. Higher process temperature (>350◦ C) capable clear
plastic substrates are being developed and investigated [8, 9] for use as a drop-in
replacement for glass with conventional (high-temperature) a-Si TFT fabrication
process. However, as these high-temperature clear plastic substrates are not commercially available at this time, we will not discuss this further.
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Table 4.1 Available candidate plastic substrates

Tg , ◦ C
CTE (–55 to 85◦ C), ppm/◦ C
Transmission (400–700 nm), %
Moisture absorption, %
Young’s modulus, Gpa
Tensile strength, Mpa
Density, gcm−3
Refractive index
Birefringence, nm

PET
(Melinex)

PEN
(Teonex)

PC
(Lexan)

PES
(Sumilite)

PI
(Kapton)

78
15
89
0.14
5.3
225
1.4
1.66
46

121
13
87
0.14
6.1
275
1.36
1.5–1.75
–

150
60–70
90
0.4
1.7
–
1.2
1.58
14

223
54
90
1.4
2.2
83
1.37
1.66
13

410
30−60
Yellow
1.8
2.5
231
1.43
−
–

Some of the important limitations of the available plastic substrates include
limited process temperature capability, lack of dimensional stability (during TFT
processing involving high temperatures), and significant differences in the linear
thermal coefficient of expansion (TCE) between the plastic substrate and the TFT
thin films. Plastic substrates are believed to have a lower cost potential compared to
the metal foil substrates. Based on the availability and the broad range of desirable
film properties (in comparison to the other candidate polymer substrate materials),
DuPont Teijin Film’s (DTF) PEN substrates are being widely used in the development of flexible TFT backplanes for flexible OLED display [e.g., 10, 4, 5] and
EPD [11]
Table 4.2 shows a comparison of the properties of the stainless steel and PEN
substrates with the standard rigid glass substrates for use in TFT backplane applications. Major advantages of the stainless steel in comparison with PEN plastic films
include higher process temperature capability (allowing direct fabrication of conventional a-Si or LTPS TFT arrays) and lower TCE mismatch with the TFT thin
films. In comparison with the TCE values for stainless steel (10) and PEN (16),
Table 4.2 Comparison of PEN and stainless steel substrates with glass substrates

Weight, gm/m2 (for 100-μm-thick film)
Transmission in the visible range (%)
Maximum process temperature (◦ C)
TCE (ppm /◦ C)
Elastic modulus (Gpa)
Permeability for oxygen and moisture
Coefficient of hydrolytic expansion (ppm/%RH)
Planarization necessary
Electrical conductivity
Thermal conductivity (W/m.◦ C)

Glass

PEN

Stainless steel

220
92
600
5
70
No
0
No
None
1

120
90
180
16
5
Yes
11
No
None
0.1

800
0
>600
10
200
No
0
Yes
High
16
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the TCE values for the common TFT materials are in the following range: glass =
5 ppm/◦ C, SiNx = 1.5 ppm/◦ C, Si = 3.4 ppm/◦ C, Cr = 6.5 ppm/◦ C, Mo = 5 ppm/◦ C,
and Al = 24 ppm/◦ C.
The oxygen and moisture barrier properties of stainless steel (while being excellent) are not believed to be compelling, as they do not obviate the need for an additional effective barrier layer for encapsulating the top side of the display media built
on the substrate.
Based on availability and long-term potential, PEN plastic substrate approach
continues to be a viable candidate for flexible OLED display development. In the
next section, we will discuss the characteristics of the PEN plastic substrates in
detail as they relate to a-Si TFT backplane fabrication.
4.2.1.3 Flexible PEN Plastic Substrates
Polyester films (e.g., PET and PEN from DTF) are well-known substrates for a
wide range of electronic applications such as membrane touch switches and flexible circuitry [12]. New developments in polyester film substrates are contributing
to the successful development of plastic substrates for use in flexible active matrix
display applications. In this section, we will discuss the characteristics of the PEN
films [13] as they are more widely used in the flexible a-Si TFT backplane development. These PEN-based substrates offer a unique combination of excellent dimensional stability, low moisture pickup, good solvent resistance, high clarity, and very
good surface smoothness. This combination of attributes makes PEN a promising
substrate (among the available plastic substrates) for subsequent vacuum and other
coating processes for potential use in flexible active matrix backplane fabrication.
The technical challenges in the plastic substrates for active matrix display application are, however, extremely demanding. The plastic substrates, while being
flexible, need to offer glass-like properties and must, therefore, have high clarity,
smoothness of surface, excellent dimensional and thermal stability, and low thermal coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) mismatch with the a-Si TFT thin films,
coupled with excellent oxygen and moisture barrier properties. In the following, we
will discuss the characteristics of the presently available PEN substrates, in relation
to the requirements of TFT backplane and display applications.
Optical Properties
Good optical properties are achieved with Teonex® Q65 films by close control of
the polymer recipe [14, 15]. Typically, Teonex® Q65 has a total light transmission
(TLT) of 87% over 400–700 nm coupled with a haze of less than 0.7%. The substrate
is optically clear and colorless, and thus can be used for transmissive or reflective
displays and bottom- as well as top-emitting OLED displays. They are not, however,
suitable for the liquid crystal displays (LCDs) because of their birefringence. As
PEN is a semicrystalline biaxially oriented thermoplastic material, it is birefringent,
and thus is not a suitable substrate for the LCD media that depend on the polarization
control of the propagated light. Amorphous polymer substrates are not birefringent,
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and thus are suitable for the LCD media. Birefringence is not an issue for the OLED
and EPD media.
Surface Quality
Surface smoothness and cleanliness are essential to prevent pinpricks in subsequent
barrier coatings and to ensure that the defects from the substrate do not deleteriously affect the active matrix TFT manufacturing yield. Industrial grade PEN typically has a rough surface with a large (unacceptable) concentration of peaks of up
to 0.1 μm high. By control of recipe and film process optimization, DTF achieves
a much smoother surface without any 0.1-μm high peaks, but only a small concentration of 0.05-μm high peaks in Teonex® Q65. These remaining surface defects
are still detrimental to the performance of the thin films deposited on top and are
then removed by the application of a coating layer, typically comprised of a scratch
resistant material. This coating layer acts to smooth over all the underlying PEN
surface defects and additionally helps to prevent surface scratches during the subsequent substrate handling operations. This surface is now smooth without any peaks
or protrusions and is acceptable for the TFT active matrix backplane fabrication
using thin films with a thickness of the order of 100 nm.
Dimensional Stability
Dimensional stability during TFT array processing (involving temperature cycles
between the room temperature and the TFT process temperatures) is extremely critical to ensure that the features in each layer of the TFT device structure align properly with the corresponding features in the previous layers. Plastic films undergo a
variable and undesirable change in dimensions at the glass transition temperature,
Tg, due to both molecular relaxation events associated with the increased mobility
of the polymer chains and shrinkage or expansion associated with the relaxation of
residual strain within the oriented parts of the film structure. This is an artifact of
the film manufacturing conditions [14]. The dimensional stability of Teonex® Q65
produced by biaxial stretching is enhanced by a heat stabilization process where the
internal strain in the film is relaxed by exposure to high temperature while under
minimum line tension. Shrinkage at a given temperature is measured by placing the
sample in a heated oven for a given period of time. The percent shrinkage is calculated as the percent change of dimension of the film in a given direction before
and after heating. Heat-stabilized films exhibit shrinkage of the order of <0.1% and
typically <0.05% when exposed to temperatures of up to 180◦ C for 5 min. Once
Teonex® Q65 is heat stabilized, it remains a dimensionally reproducible substrate
up to 200◦ C. Its improved thermal resistance provides a dimensionally reproducible
substrate over this temperature range and permits a continuous use at a temperature of about 180◦ C. It should be noted that shrinkage of 0.05% is not acceptable
for fabricating the TFT backplanes. In Section 4.4, we will discuss this further and
describe a prestabilization process to reduce the shrinkage to manageable levels to
fabricate low-temperature a-Si TFT backplanes and OLED displays.
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Table 4.3 CTE of PEN (Teonex® Q65) as a function of temperature and orientation
CTE (ppm/◦ C)

Machine direction
Transverse direction

−50 to 0◦ C

0−50◦ C

50–100◦ C

100–150◦ C

13
8

16
11

18
18

25
29

TCE, and more particularly the difference in the TCE of the plastic substrate and
the TFT thin film materials, is an important factor in the backplane fabrication, due
to the deleterious effect of the thermally induced strain (in the TFT thin films) during
cooldown to room temperature from the process temperatures. The CTE in the heatstabilized Teonex films varies with temperature and orientation (machine direction
versus transverse direction) as shown in Table 4.3. Excessive strains/stresses result
in film cracking, delamination, and substrate curling/buckling problems.
Solvent and Moisture Resistance
The Teonex® Q65 brand has excellent solvent resistance to most acids and organic
solvents and will typically withstand the solvents used in AMOLED display fabrication. Indeed no specific issues of significance are observed using the Teonex® Q65
substrate during the fabrication of the a-Si TFT backplanes and AMOLED test displays. While the PEN substrate does not react with moisture, it does absorb moisture
and results in a dimensional change. Figure 4.1 shows the moisture absorption in the

Fig. 4.1 Moisture absorption in PEN plastic substrates [15]
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PEN substrate as a function of relative humidity (RH) and time [15]. At 40% RH,
the equilibrium moisture concentration in the film is expected to be about 957 ppm
which is very high since for every 100 ppm of moisture absorbed, the film is estimated to expand by ∼45 ppm. This is a very significant dimensional change and
can deleteriously affect the TFT backplane process if it is not managed. Moisture
absorption is reversible by heating the substrate in vacuum or in an inert atmosphere.
Uncontrolled moisture absorption/desorption during the TFT backplane fabrication
can potentially have far more impact on the substrate dimensional stability than the
dimensional instability due to the inherent PEN substrate shrinkage. We will discuss
this further in Section 4.4 on backplane fabrication.
Barrier Properties
The inherent barrier properties of PEN films are typically of the order of ca.
1 g/m2 /day for water vapor transmission rates and an equivalent ca of 3 mL/m2 /day
for oxygen transmission rates. This is still a long way from the levels required for
the protection of OLED displays, which require water vapor transmission rates of
<10−6 g/m2 /day and oxygen transmission rates of <10−5 mL/m2 /day. No polymer substrate meets these requirements, and the flexible substrates currently being
developed need to use an effective barrier layer to encapsulate the OLED devices for
protection against oxygen and moisture ingression to enhance the OLED lifetime.
Note that the EPDs have far less sensitive to moisture, and thus do not impose such
stringent requirements on the barrier layer performance. The progress in the barrier
layer development is discussed in Section 4.2.1.3 in more detail.

4.2.2 TFT Technologies for Flexible Backplanes
Flexible substrate compatible TFT backplane technology development is a critical
item for the fabrication of flexible active matrix displays. Both the well-established
TFT technologies, namely a-Si TFT and LTPS TFT, are being considered for flexible display applications. In addition, emerging TFT technologies, namely O-TFT
(organic TFT) and oxide semiconductor (such as ZnO) TFT technologies are also
being developed for flexible backplane applications. The TFT processes developed
for the flat rigid glass substrates cannot readily be applied for use with the flexible plastic substrates, due to reasons such as lower process temperature constraints, thermal
stress limitations due to a larger CTE mismatch, and dimensional stability issues.
Currently, there are two main approaches being considered for producing flexible
plastic backplanes:
(1) Standard (high temperature) TFT fabrication on a conventional display glass
substrate, followed by transfer of the TFT circuit (backplane) on to a flexible
plastic substrate by adhesive bonding at a lower temperature (e.g., <150◦ C).
This process is referred to as Device Layer Transfer (DLT) process.
(2) Fabrication of TFT array directly on the flexible plastic substrate using lower
(plastic substrate compatible) temperature processes.
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The DLT process [16, 17] can be a viable approach for flexible displays, when
low cost is not a consideration. This approach can provide the most optimum
TFT device performance with respect to mobility, leakage current, stability, and
uniformity as the TFTs are fabricated using conventional LTPS (low-temperature
polysilicon at ∼450◦ C) process, and then transferred on to the flexible plastic
substrate at a low temperature. DLT will be a higher cost approach compared to
the direct fabrication approach, due to wastage of the glass substrate and additional cost of the transfer process. While several companies have demonstrated this
approach, it is not believed to be solution for the desired low-cost flexible displays
ultimately.
Table 4.4 shows a comparison of the various TFT approaches. The conventional
LTPS process used in the current AMLCDs uses a typical process temperature in
the range of ∼450◦ C using a polysilicon film produced by Excimer laser recrystallization of an a-Si film. Due to the high process temperature requirement, the
conventional LTPS TFT approach may be appropriate for use with the stainless
steel substrates, but not with plastic substrates with a process temperature limitation
of less than 200◦ C. To overcome this problem using a plastic substrate, ultra lowtemperature (<200◦ C) polysilicon (ULTPS) TFT processes are being developed
[e.g., 18]. The ULTPS TFT approach has the potential for providing high mobility
CMOS TFT devices suitable for driving the OLED pixels, as well as for fabricating
the row and column drivers directly on the plastic substrate. Good progress has been
made in producing TFTs with high mobility and satisfactory threshold voltages for
the n- and p-channel devices. However, the leakage currents need to be reduced
further for fabricating high-quality active matrix displays. The ULTPS technology
continues to be developed to reduce the leakage currents and to further enhance its
maturity and increase process yield.
a-Si TFT is currently the workhorse of the well-established AMLCD technology, and thus it will have several advantages if it can be adapted for use
in flexible electronics and display manufacturing applications. However, for
AMOLED applications, currently, a-Si TFT does have some issues that include
the following:
(1) Low TFT mobility (μfe ∼ 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) which requires use of TFTs with a
large W/L (W and L are the TFT channel width and length, respectively) ratio to
achieve the desired pixel drive current. This results in a reduced pixel aperture
ratio, and thus reduced pixel luminance in bottom emission OLED displays.
As OLED materials and devices with improved efficiency are developed, this
will be less of an issue. Top emission OLED pixel architecture alleviates this
problem completely.
(2) The low mobility does not allow integration of the row and column drivers on
the display glass.
(3) Only NMOS TFTs are available in a-Si, which restrict the choice of pixel circuit
designs.
(4) The TFT stability with respect to gate bias is poor. The impact of this is discussed in more detail below.

Process temperature (◦ C)
Circuit type
Device performance
– Mobility (cm2 V−1 .s−1 )
– Off-current
– Uniformity
– Stability
Cost
Maturity

∼450◦ C
CMOS
–
∼100
Excellent
Good
Excellent
High
Low

DLT

∼450◦ C
CMOS
–
∼100
OK
Issue
OK
Medium
High

LTPS

Poly-Si

<200◦ C
CMOS
–
∼100
Issue
Issue
Issue
Medium
Low

ULTPS
∼300◦ C
NMOS
–
∼1
Excellent
Good
Issue
Low
High

Conventional a-Si

a-Si

<200◦ C
NMOS
−
∼1
Excellent
Good
Issue!
Low
Low

Low-temperature a-Si

Table 4.4 TFT technology options for flexible displays

<150◦ C
PMOS
–
∼1
OK
OK
Issue !!
Very low?
Very low

Organic TFT

<200◦ C
NMOS
–
∼40
OK?
OK?
OK?
Low
Very low

Oxide (e.g., ZnO)
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The conventional a-Si TFTs used in the current AMLCDs are fabricated at a typical process temperature of 300◦ C. Again for the obvious reason of high process
temperature requirement, the conventional a-Si TFT process could not be used with
the candidate plastic substrate with a process temperature limitation of less than
200◦ C. In recent years, significant advances have been made in the process temperature reduction, and a-Si TFTs have been successfully fabricated using low process
temperatures of about 150◦ C [e.g., 19–21, 10], with a performance comparable to
the 300◦ C process with respect to mobility, threshold voltage, and leakage current.
However, the device stability under gate bias stress remains to be one item that needs
to be improved particularly for the low-temperature processed a-Si TFTs. a-Si TFTs
are known to exhibit threshold voltage, Vt , shifts under prolonged positive gate bias,
particularly under higher operating temperature conditions. In AMOLED display
operation, the drive TFT is typically subjected to positive gate voltage bias for the
entire frame time (as opposed to only during the row address time as in an AMLCD).
We will discuss this further under the next section on pixel drive electronics. One
approach for increasing the a-Si TFT stability and decreasing the propensity for Vt
shift is to reduce the display operating voltages and pixel current drive requirements.
The recent progress in OLED materials toward lower drive voltages and pixel current requirements is very encouraging.
As opposed to fabricating the TFT backplane on a self-supporting flexible substrate, an alternate method involves bonding the flexible substrate to a rigid carrier
substrate such as glass using a temporary adhesive, prior to the TFT array fabrication, for ease of handling during TFT array fabrication. After the TFT array is
fabricated, the flexible substrate with the backplane circuit is separated from the
temporary adhesive (and the carrier substrate). The issues in this approach include
(1) temperature constraints imposed by the temporary adhesive, (2) potential chemical contamination by the temporary adhesive during the TFT processing, (3) yield
of the bonding and debonding (of the flexible substrate/backplane from the rigid carrier substrate) operations with complete removal of the temporary adhesive, (4) cost
of the bonding and debonding operations, and (5) cost of the temporary substrate if
it is not reuseable.
An interesting variation of this approach is being developed by Philips, [22]
which involves a-Si TFT backplane fabrication on a polyimide foil (10-μm-thick
flexible substrate) that is spin coated on a rigid glass substrate. This process is
named as the EPLaR (Electronics on Plastic by Laser Release) process. This
process involves two extra process steps compared to a conventional a-Si TFT
process on a rigid glass substrate. The first is an additive process of spin coating
a 10-μm-thick polyimide layer (which subsequently becomes the self-supporting
flexible substrate/backplane). The second is the laser release process. The temperature capability of this polyimide layer exceeds the requirements of the conventional
a-Si TFT process; thus it can be processed in conventional a-Si TFT backplane
fabrication facilities using standard processes. EPD media is then laminated to the
TFT backplane, and the resulting display on the polyimide foil is then separated
from the rigid carrier glass substrate, by a laser release process, which relies on the
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appropriate glass surface treatments prior to the polyimide spin coating, and use of
the appropriate type of polyimide. Flexible EPDs have been demonstrated using this
process. This process has a potential to be adopted for the LTPS backplanes as well,
and for other display media such as an OLED as well.
Direct fabrication on the self-supporting flexible substrate (i.e., without the use
of a carrier substrate) is expected to have a lower cost, and has the advantage of
a relatively easier transition to a roll-to-roll (RTR) process. However, due to the
limited process temperature capability of the PEN substrate, development of a lowtemperature plastic compatible a-Si TFT processes are required, and this is discussed in Section 4.2.2.1.
Currently, there is a lot of interest in the development of organic electronics
involving TFTs fabricated using organic semiconductors. O-TFTs have the advantage of very low process temperature, and they could be fabricated using low-cost
solution processing methods (e.g., spin coating, ink-jet printing, etc.) instead of the
more expensive vacuum-based thin-film deposition methods. To date OTFTs fabricated using vacuum-deposited pentacene as the organic semiconductor have shown
the best performance [e.g., 23] with a field-effect mobility of over 2 cm2 V−1 s−1 ,
near zero Vt , and “on”–“off” current ratio of over 108 . However, the solution processable organic semiconductor-based O-TFTs have shown a mobility in the range
of about 0.05 cm2 V−1 s−1 . One major advantage of O-TFTs with complete solution
processing (e.g., ink-jet printing) is that it is easier to compensate for dimensional
instability of the plastic substrate during backplane processing [24]. O-TFT backplanes are beginning to be commercialized using the EPD media for some initial
applications. While impressive progress is being made on this approach, this technology is still developing and not yet satisfactory for flexible OLED displays. This
topic “Organic and Polymeric TFTs for Flexible Displays and Circuits” is discussed
in detail in Chapter 8.
Transparent oxide semiconductors such as zinc oxide (ZnO) are beginning to
be actively investigated for use in low-temperature TFT backplanes for displays
[25]. ZnO is a wide bandgap (−3.3 eV at 300 K) semiconductor and has the
advantage of being deposited directly in a polycrystalline phase even at room temperature (such as by RF magnetron sputtering), and thus is compatible with the
currently available flexible plastic substrates. Hirao et al. achieved a field-effect
mobility and threshold voltage of 50.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 and 1.1 V, respectively, for
ZnO TFTs and demonstrated an AMLCD display. An additional feature of ZnO
TFT is its transmission in the visible range. It has an average optical transmission
(including the glass substrate) of about 80% in the visible part of the spectrum.
The combination of transparency, high channel mobility, and room temperature
processing makes the ZnO TFT very promising for flexible and transparent electronics and display applications.
In the following, we will discuss the recent progress in low-temperature a-Si TFT
technology for flexible plastic backplanes and displays.
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4.2.2.1 Low-temperature a-Si TFT
The conventional a-Si TFTs used in fabricating the backplanes on glass substrates
for the AMLCD displays use a typical process temperature of about 300◦ C. The
deposition conditions such as process gas flow rates, gas pressure, and RF power for
producing the SiNx gate dielectric and the a-Si semiconductor films are optimized
at this high (∼300◦ C) temperature to achieve high-quality SiNx and a-Si films for
the TFT devices. This ∼300◦ C processed a-Si TFT is ideally suited for use for a
rigid-glass substrate based AMLCD display as a pixel switch because it has adequate mobility (on-current, Ion ) and low leakage current (off-current, Ioff ), with an
Ion /Ioff ratio of over 107 . The TFT performance characteristics are adequate for driving an OLED pixel as well using the currently available OLED material and device
architectures to achieve the desired pixel luminance. However, the issue at hand
is achieving this performance in a-Si TFTs fabricated at low process temperatures
that are compatible with the available flexible plastic substrates. A straightforward
reduction of the TFT process temperature (without changing the other process conditions) results in degraded mobility, and higher threshold voltage, leakage current,
and sensitivity to gate bias stress-induced instability.
To achieve good quality SiNx gate dielectric film and a-Si:H film at low deposition temperatures, and thereby to fabricate a-Si TFTs at these low temperatures
without degrading the mobility, threshold voltage, and leakage currents, helium (He)
and/or hydrogen (H2 ) dilution of the process gases has been used [e.g., 21, 20, 10].
The process gas dilution coupled with optimization of the other process conditions
such as gas flow rates, pressure, and RF power density of the plasma, was found
to improve the electronic properties of the SiNx gate dielectric and the a-Si semiconductor films deposited at low temperatures (∼150◦ C). For example, Table 4.5
shows the recent literature on low-temperature (∼150◦ C) a-Si TFT fabricated on
Table 4.5 Typical reported characteristics of low-temperature a- Si TFTs on plastic substrates
Reference

Plastic
substrate

Processs
temperature (◦ C)

TFT
structure

Gleskova et al. [20]

PI

150

BCE

μ = 0.45 cm2 V−1 s−1
Vth = 3 V
SS = 0.5 V/dec

Sazanov et al. [26]

PI

120

CHP

μ = 0.0.7–0.8 cm2 V−1 s−1
Vth = 4−5 V
SS = 0.5 V/dec

Won et al. [27]

PES

150

BCE

μ = 0.4 cm2 V−1 s−1
Vth = 0.7 V
SS = 0.82 V/dec

Sarma et al. [28]

PEN

150

CHP

μ = 0.863 cm2 V−1 s−1
Vth = 2.5 V

Performance
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Plastic

Fig. 4.2 CHP-type TFT
structure fabricated on
Teonex® Q65 PEN plastic
substrates [10]
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Fig. 4.3 Typical TFT characteristics in a fabricated backplane: (a) transfer characteristics and (b)
Square Ids versus Vgs (=Vds ) for a TFT in saturation

plastic substrates. Sarma et al. developed a 150◦ C a-Si TFT process for fabricating
flexible PEN plastic backplanes for flexible OLED displays, using a 6-mask channel
passivated (CHP) structure as shown in Fig. 4.2. The 150◦ C process is optimized by
diluting the process gases SiH4 (for a-Si), and SiH4 and NH3 (for SiNx ) with He
and optimizing the other process conditions of gas flow rates, gas pressure, and RF
power. Figure 4.3 shows the typical performance of a 150◦ C TFT in a fabricated
backplane. Figure 4.3a shows the transfer characteristics for a TFT with a W/L ratio
of 63 μm/9 μm. This device shows an on-current, Ion , of 7 μA, and an off-current,
Ioff , in the pico-ampere range. Figure 4.3b shows a plot of Ioff versus Vgs (=Vds )
for the TFT in saturation. This TFT shows a mobility of 0.87 cm2 V−1 s−1 and a
threshold voltage, Vt , of 2.5 V. These performance characteristics are sufficient to
drive an AMOLED pixel.
In addition to acceptable drive current and low leakage current, TFT device stability under gate bias stress is important for use in OLED display applications in
particular. The low-temperature a-Si TFTs developed to date were found to have
somewhat higher drifts in the device threshold voltage compared to the devices
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fabricated at higher process temperatures [8, 9]. Further work is required to improve
the stability of a-Si TFT against the gate bias stress in the OLED display applications. In parallel, OLED pixel circuit designs that result in minimizing gate bias
stress, and that compensate for small Vt drifts on the display performance are being
developed [e.g., 29, 30]

4.2.3 Display Media for Flexible Displays (LCD, Reflective-EP,
OLED)
For active matrix flexible displays the popular display media being considered
includes liquid crystal display (LCD), electrophoretic display (EPD), and organic
light-emitting diode (OLED) display. These display media also happen to be most
popular ones in use or under development using flat rigid glass substrates.
4.2.3.1 LCD Media
One of the significant issues with the use of LCD media for flexible displays is the
LC (liquid crystal) cell gap control. LC cell gap value has a significant effect on
the display optical performance (luminance, contrast ratio, viewing angle, etc.), and
maintaining this cell gap is difficult as the display is bent or flexed. Second, the high
performance transmissive LCD mode displays require a backlight that needs to be
flexible and color filter array that needs to be fabricated on a flexible substrate as
well. Reflective LCD mode does not require a backlight, and offers the opportunity
for lower power operation for daytime use. However, it would need to be frontlit
for night-time viewing, thereby giving up the advantage of lower power mode of
operation. Some reflective LCD modes such as cholesteric mode [31] are bistable
and do not require any power except when updating the image on the display,
and thus have the ultimate low-power potential. However, the bistable LCDs are
typically slow responding with a response time of the order of ∼100 ms, and thus
are not suitable for video applications
4.2.3.2 Electrophoretic Display Media
EPD is a reflective bistable (low-power) display that does not have the cell gap control issues as in LCDs. Recently, significant advances are made in the EPD [e.g., 32]
technology in reducing the drive voltage, and improving the response time. However, response time in the present practical devices is still in the ∼100 ms range and
does not support video applications. Further, additional work remains to be done
for realizing a viable color capable EPD. However, because the requirements of a
barrier layer (for protection of the EPD media) and the requirements of the active
matrix TFT backplane (for driving the EPD pixel) are not stringent, and the simplicity of the monochrome reflective, bistable EPD technology, currently several
companies are actively commercializing flexible displays using this display media,
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for applications such as e-books. We will discuss the recent status of these types of
flexible displays in Section 4.5.
4.2.3.3 OLED Display Media
AMOLED display technology offers significant advantages over the current wellentrenched AMLCD with respect to superior image quality with wide viewing angle
and fast response time, being lighter and thinner, lower cost (does not need backlight or color filters), and lower power. Because of this, many companies are actively
developing and beginning to commercialize the AMOLED displays built using rigid
flat glass substrates. Also, OLED media is believed to be natural choice for use in
a flexible display as it represents the ultimate flexible display with a rugged solidstate display media and other attributes including full color, superior image quality, full-motion video, and low power. However, the OLED display media has very
stringent requirements with respect to both the barrier layer specifications and the
active matrix TFT backplane performance. Due to the long-term potential of flexible OLED displays, there is considerable interest in developing this technology.
Also, OLED display application for flexible a-Si TFT backplanes is the focus of
this chapter.

4.2.4 Barrier Layers
Lack of impermeability to moisture and oxygen is a serious deficiency of all the
plastic substrates for the flexible display applications. All display media including
LCDs, EPDs, and OLEDs degrade when exposed to oxygen and moisture in the
ambient, even though at different rates with OLED having the most sensitivity to
moisture and oxygen. For example, for the protection of an OLED display the plastic
substrate (barrier layer) must have a permeability of less than 10−6 gm/m2 /day for
moisture and 10−5 mL/m2 /day for oxygen. In comparison, LCD displays have a
barrier requirement of 10−2 gm/m2 /day for both oxygen and moisture, which is
significantly less stringent compared to OLEDs. The base plastic substrates typically
have about 10 gm/m2 /day transmission rates for both oxygen and moisture, implying
the need for incorporating a separate barrier layer.
In principle, a thin layer of an inorganic film such as SiO2 , SiNx , and Al2 O3
deposited on the flexible plastic substrate can serve as a barrier layer with the
required impermeability to oxygen and moisture. However, in practice multilayer
barrier film structures are believed to be required to counter the effects of the
pinholes/cracks in single layer deposited barrier layers. Several organizations are
currently developing optically transparent multilayer barrier coatings for flexible
OLED displays [33]. Vitex Systems [34] uses such kind of an approach for their
barrier film called BarixTM , which employs alternating layers of a polymer and a
ceramic inorganic barrier coatings applied in vacuum, as shown in Fig. 4.4. The
inorganic films serve as barrier films for oxygen and moisture, organic layers serve
the planarization/smoothing function, and multilayers provide redundancy against
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Fig. 4.4 Vitex barrier
comprising a multilayer
stack of organic and
inorganic films [34]

pinhole defects in the barrier films. The BarixTM layer is found to be an effective barrier layer, by minimizing the detrimental effects of pinholes and diffusion
at grain boundaries. The film is about 3 μm thick and consists of about 500 Å thick
Al2 O3 ceramic films sandwiched between UV-cured acrylate films. BarixTM films
were found to have water permeability in the range of 10−6 gm m−2 day−1 .
Note that whether using a plastic substrate or a stainless steel substrate, the top side
of the OLED must be protected with an impermeable encapsulation (barrier) layer.

4.3 Flexible Active Matrix Backplane Requirements
for OLED Displays
As with LCDs, OLEDs can be addressed by either the passive matrix or the active
matrix scheme. Passive matrix displays are the simplest to manufacture. The row
and column addressing buses are connected directly to the cathode and anode terminals of the OLED pixel at the intersection of each row and column. Because the
duty cycle of the pixel scales inversely with the number of rows, N, in the display to
be addressed, the peak luminance, Lpeak , has to increase to achieve the desired average pixel luminance, Lav (Lav = Lpeak /N) as the display resolution increases. This
results in a higher current density (higher voltage) operation for the OLED device,
and a consequent decrease in OLED efficiency (and increase in power consumption) and shorter lifetime. In addition, the large currents cause significant voltage
drops along the addressing bus lines resulting in display luminance nonuniformities. These issues limit the display resolution to perhaps less than QVGA resolution
and maximum size achievable in passive matrix addressed OLEDs to less than 5 in.
in size. Significant improvements in OLED efficiency and lifetime, at high luminance levels can somewhat alleviate but not eliminate the limitations to the passive
matrix addressed OLED displays.
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Active matrix addressing scheme removes the limitations to the resolution and
display size associated with passive matrix OLEDs. With active matrix addressing
scheme, the pixel is driven with 100% duty cycle, regardless of the number of rows
in a display. Active matrix addressing allows operation of the OLED devices (pixels)
in the efficient regime (in the current density versus optical efficiency curve) and
provides the best image quality. Other advantage of active matrix is that the cathode
(which is typically a low-work function reactive material such as Li and Ca) does
not need to be patterned in the active area of the display. A simple shadow mask can
be used during deposition for patterning the common cathode.

4.3.1 Active Matrix Addressing
LCDs are voltage-controlled devices and involve varying the voltage (data) across
the LC pixel to control transmission through the pixel (gray level). On the other
hand, OLEDs are current-controlled devices involving control of the current through
the OLED pixel to control pixel luminance (gray level). The pixel circuit in an
AMLCD typically involves only a switching TFT and a storage capacitor to hold
the pixel electrode node at the data voltage during the frame time. However, in case
of AM OLED, the pixel circuit is required to control the current flow through the
OLED pixel, and involves at least two TFTs and a storage capacitor. In the following
section, we will discuss the two general implementations of a current driven pixel
circuit in an AMOLED display.
4.3.1.1 Voltage Programming
Figure 4.5 shows the basic current driven pixel circuit for an AMOLED. This circuit
consists of a select transistor, T1, a drive transistor (current source element), T2,
and a storage capacitor, Cs. During the row select period, select transistor T1 turns
on and transfers the voltage (data) signal from the column electrode to the gate
of the drive transistor T2. After the addressing period, T1 is switched off, and the
programmed voltage (data) is held on the gate of T2 for the rest of the frame time.
The storage capacitor Cs prevents discharge of the T2 gate node (by leakage through
T1) by any appreciable amount. Thus, Cs allows continuous driving of the OLED by
T2, through the common power supply, LDD , while the other rows in the display are
addressed sequentially. When T2 is biased in saturation (|Vd | > |Vgs –Vt |), it behaves
as a constant current source, with the current, Isd , given by:
Isd = K · μfe · (Vgs − Vt )2
where K is a constant based on the transistor size (channel length, L, and channel
width, W) and the gate capacitance per unit area, C, μfe is the field effect mobility,
Vgs is the gate-source voltage, and Vt is the threshold voltage.
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VDD

Fig. 4.5 Typical current drive
pixel circuit design utilizing
two TFTs and one capacitor

(Drain for n-Ch TFT)
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K is given by:
K = C · W/L
Thus, the OLED pixel is driven by a constant current provided by T2 operating
in the saturation regime with the programmed gate (data) voltage. This addressing
scheme works well when the TFT performance is uniform across the display surface. Because the pixel current (current through T2) is proportional to (Vgs –Vt )2 and
μfe , any nonuniformities in the threshold voltage and mobility will result in pixel
luminance variations.
A PMOS transistor is more suited for driving the AMOLED pixel, with the
OLED pixel constructed with the ITO pixel electrode (which is part of the backplane
fabrication) serving as the anode at the bottom and a low work function common
cathode layer at the top. (Deposition of an ITO anode layer on top of the organic
layers generally damages the organic due to exposure to oxygen in the RF sputter
deposition atmosphere.) Thus, connecting the OLED to the drain side of the TFT as
in Fig. 4.5 ensures that the gate-source (power supply bus) bias across the drive TFT
is held constant to achieve a constant current drive. If an NMOS drive transistor is
used, then power supply bus will be connected to the TFT drain, and OLED will be
on the source side of the TFT. With this configuration, the drive TFT gate voltage
is divided between the TFT gate-source voltage, Vgs , and the OLED, VOLED . Any
variations in the OLED devices across the display will result in variation in Vgs , and
thus variations in the drive current and the luminance. Thus, an n-channel drive TFT
requires more uniform OLED device (pixel) performance across the display surface
to achieve uniform display luminance.
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While a simple current source circuit consisting of two TFTs and one capacitor,
C, (as shown in Fig. 4.5) is sufficient when the TFT mobility and threshold voltage
are uniform and stable, additional compensation circuitry is required at each pixel
when the TFT performance is not uniform or stable [29, 30].

4.3.1.2 Current Programming
There are many current-programmed pixel drive circuits reported in the literature
[35]. While the basic operating principle in all these circuits is similar, the detailed
architectures are different. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a current programmed
pixel drive circuit using n-channel TFTs. Here, the data signal is provided as a
current rather than a voltage. This pixel circuit employs four TFTs, three control
buses (two row/gate buses and one column/data bus), a VDD supply bus, and a
storage capacitor, C. The circuit requires two sets of row (gate) drivers “V row”
and “SW”.
During the pixel programming time, M1, M2, and M3 are turned on, and M4 is
turned off. The programmed pixel current flows through M2 and M3. Current also
flows through M1 to charge the storage capacitor, C, to a voltage that will sustain
the programmed pixel current through M3. After the pixel has been programmed to
the desired current during the row address time, M2 and M1 are turned off, and M4
is turned on. Assuming that negligible voltage drop occurs across C when M1 and
M2 are turned off, M3 will continue to flow the programmed pixel current through
M4 during the video hold (frame) time (∼16.5 ms for a 60-Hz display refresh rate).
During the row programming time, the row (gate) driver V row is enabled and the
row driver SW is disabled. After the pixel has been programmed, V row is disabled
and SW is enabled at the end of the row time. The VDD supply bus provides a source

V_Row

V_SW

I_Data

I_D1

Fig. 4.6 Schematic of current-programmed AMOLED pixel circuit
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of current for pixel operation during the hold time. This circuit compensates for the
pixel-to-pixel variation in mobility and Vth of the TFT across the display surface.
In case of LTPS, the TFT performance (threshold voltage, Vth , and mobility, μ)
is generally not very uniform due to the randomness of the grain boundaries, and
thus it can benefit from a current programmed current source pixel circuit design.
Compared to LTPS TFTs, a-Si TFTs are more uniform with respect to μ and Vt ,
and hence a simple voltage-programmed current source pixel design with 2T+1C
architecture should be adequate. However, in practice, due to gate bias stress, the
threshold voltage of the a-Si TFTs can vary, requiring compensation for the threshold voltage variations [e.g., 29, 30].
One consequence of having many TFTs in a pixel circuit is the reduction of pixel
aperture ratio in case of bottom emission pixel architecture. Thus, top emission has
the advantage of not being impacted by the pixel circuit real estate.

4.4 Flexible AMOLED Displays Using a-Si TFT Backplanes
4.4.1 Backplane Fabrication Using PEN Plastic Substrates
Dimensional stability issues arising from the substrate shrinkage and moisture
absorption/desorption are a major consideration in the successful fabrication of the
a-Si backplanes on PEN substrates. Sarma et al. developed a prestabilization process involving annealing of the PEN plastic substrates in vacuum at 160◦ C for 4 h
to increase the dimensional stability against shrinkage. The need for dimensional
stability of the plastic substrate can be illustrated when we consider the typical
design rules used in the TFT backplane fabrication. For a typical 3-μm design rule
used (for a contact via, as an example), a shrinkage (misalignment) of more than
1.5 μm is problematic. The as received “heat stabilized PEN substrate” shrinks
about 0.05% during TFT backplane processing. This translates to a misalignment of 250 μm over a span of 50 mm (for a 2 display). Clearly, this level of
shrinkage (dimensional instability) is not acceptable. With the developed prestabilization process, the shrinkage during TFT backplane processing is reduced to
1.5 μm over a 60-mm span (∼25 ppm or 0.0025%). Also, as all other plastic materials, Q65 PEN substrate absorbs moisture resulting in a dimensional change [15].
Figure 4.1 shows the moisture absorption in PEN with time as a function of RH at
20◦ C ambient temperature. Note that every 100 ppm of moisture absorption results
in a dimensional change of about 45 ppm, and this level of dimensional change is
very inconsistent with the dimensional stability requirements for backplane fabrication. To eliminate or greatly minimize the dimensional changes associated with
moisture absorption/desorption during TFT processing, the PEN substrate is coated
with 3,000-A-thick plasma CVD deposited SiNx moisture barrier on both top and
bottom surfaces, after the substrate prestabilization and prior to the TFT array fabrication. While the single layer SiNx film does not eliminate the moisture absorption
completely, it greatly minimizes it, thereby enhancing the substrate’s dimensional
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stability during the TFT processing steps. Also, as an additional precaution, prior
to any new film deposition step during the TFT array fabrication, the substrate is
prebaked under standard conditions to restore the baseline dimensional stability.
Using the 150◦ C a-Si TFT process discussed in Section 4.2.2.1, Sarma et al.
developed and implemented a backplane process using the PEN plastic substrate
that was prestabilized and coated with 3,000 Å of SiNx barrier layer on both top
and bottom. The process sequence for the backplane fabrication uses six masks and
includes the following steps:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Deposit, pattern, and etch gate metal layer
Deposit SiNx gate insulator and a-Si layer, pattern, and etch
Deposit, pattern, and etch SiNx intermetal dielectric layer
Deposit, pattern, and etch source-drain layer
Deposit pattern and etch passivation layer
Deposit contact plug layer
ITO pixel electrode layer deposition and pattern.

The above process sequence is similar to that of conventional high-temperature
CHP-type a-Si TFT process. However, the process recipes for the TFT thin-film
depositions, particularly for the a-Si and SiNx dielectric layers, are optimized for
150◦ C process to achieve the mobility and leakage current characteristics comparable to the high-temperature processed TFTs as discussed in Section 4.2.2.1. Further, the mask and process design details are optimized by taking into consideration
the expected level of plastic substrate shrinkage during the TFT process and thinfilm stresses due to CTE mismatch. Four-in. diameter, 125-μm-thick PEN plastic
substrates are utilized for fabricating the backplanes for the test displays. Two backplane (test display) designs were developed. The first design involved a 64×64 pixel
monochrome display with an 80 dpi (dots per inch.) resolution to demonstrate the
basic feasibility with proof of concept test displays. The second design involved a
160×160(×3) pixel display to demonstrate a display with a larger size and higher
resolution and to determine display size and resolution limits. Both designs were
successfully fabricated and functional displays were built using these backplanes as
discussed in the next section.
Figure 4.7a shows a photograph of a fully processed (with three 64×64 pixel
backplanes on each wafer) 4 diameter PEN plastic substrates. Figure 4.7b shows a
photograph of a fabricated pixel in the 64×64 pixel larray. Figure 4.8 shows photographs of a 160×160(×3) pixel backplane fabricated on a 4 diameter PEN plastic
substrate and illustrates the flexural capabilities of the fabricated backplane. Each
design included various test structures and process control monitors placed at the
periphery of the pixel arrays.
One of the critical requirements for successful backplane fabrication is maintaining registration of various TFT mask levels during processing as the substrate
dimension changes due to shrinkage and the level of moisture (absorbed in the plastic substrate). Using the substrate prestabilization process, and SiNx barrier layers,
we achieved acceptable dimensional stability and layer-to-layer alignment accuracy
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(b)

Fig. 4.7 Photographs of a-Si TFT backplanes processed on a 4 diameter Teonex® Q65 flexible
plastic substrate: (a) Substrate with three 64×64 pixel arrays and (b) Fabricated pixel in the array

Fig. 4.8 Photographs of a 160×160(×3) pixel backplane fabricated on a flexible PEN plastic
substrate illustrating its flexural capability

sufficient for fabricating functional backplanes and displays. Figure 4.9 shows photographs of a pixel in the 160(×3)×160 pixel backplane at the four extreme regions
of a fabricated array (UL, upper left; UR, upper right; LL, lower left; and LR, lower
right) in a 160×160(×3) pixel array with a pixel pitch of 100 μm×300 μm. The
photographs and electrical testing of the TFTs at these pixels indicated that we
achieved sufficient registration accuracy to ensure functioning backplane, and thus
a functioning test display.
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Fig. 4.9 Photograph illustrating
that sufficient alignment
accuracy is achieved at the four
extreme regions of the
fabricated 160×160(×3) pixel
backplane for proper
functioning of the backplane

UL

UR

LL

LR

4.4.2 Flexible OLED Display Fabrication
Table 4.6 shows the salient design features of the 64×64 pixel test display designed
and fabricated. The basic design features of the 160×160(×3) pixel test display are
similar to the ones in Table 4.6 except for a subpixel pitch of 100 μm×300 μm and
an active display area of 48 mm×48 mm with an 80 cgpi resolution.
The OLED device fabrication involves first spin coating of a hole transport layer
(PDOT) on the backplane. This is followed by spin coating of a yellow polymer
emitter layer. Then a low work function cathode metal is evaporated through a
shadow mask to achieve the desired cathode pattern on the active matrix substrate.
This structure is then laminated to a cover glass with an adhesive to protect the
OLED from the ambient oxygen and the moisture. Starting from coating of the fully
processed active matrix backplane with PDOT until the completion of the display
including the glass substrate lamination, all the processing is done inside a glove
box with an inert ambient to exclude exposure of oxygen and moisture from the
OLED structure.

Table 4.6 Specifications for the 64×64 pixel test display
Display resolution
Color
Pixel pitch
Active area
Active matrix element
AMOLED pixel design
Backplane processing
Display driving
Gray scale

64×64 pixels
Monochrome yellow
80 dpi – 300 μm×300 μm
19.2 mm×19.2 mm
150◦ C a-Si TFT, inverted-staggered structure, CHP type
Two TFTs/pixel, voltage-programmed current drive
Seven mask process
External row/column drivers
Analog
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Fig. 4.10 160×160(×3)
pixel display connected to the
COF column drivers and flex
cable connected to a row
driver board

Appropriate drive electronics are designed to exercise and evaluate each test
display. Both the test displays utilized a conventional AMLCD COTS row driver.
Since no suitable commercial grayscale driver was available for a display of only
64 columns, a simple 64-channel sample and hold (S/H) circuit was devised for the
column driver. For the 160×160(×3) pixel test display, an AMLCD-type column
driver is used with a chip-on-flex (COF) implementation. The source drivers provide 8-bit voltage control to the display. The COF column drivers and a flex cable
for the row driver board are then bonded to the column and row bus pads on the
display with heat seal connections, to complete the display assembly as shown in
Fig. 4.10. The display assembly is then connected to the display electronics system
for test and evaluation.
Figure 4.11 shows the photographs of test images in the 64×64 pixel displays
fabricated. As seen in Fig 4.11, while these display have some pixel and line defects,
they are found to function as designed, validating the 150◦ C a-Si TFT process and
the backplane design. The fabricated displays are found to be capable of displaying

Fig. 4.11 Photographs of test images being displayed on a 64 x 64 pixel AMOLED fabricated
using a flexible PEN plastic backplane built with low-temperature a-Si TFTs
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Fig. 4.12 Photograph of a text image being displayed on a
160(×3)×160 pixel AMOLED fabricated using a flexible
PEN plastic backplane built with low-temperature
a-Si TFTs

grayscale images and full-motion video. In general, the control displays fabricated
using glass substrates were found to perform similarly except for having fewer pixel
and line defects. The surface quality of the PEN plastic substrate was found to have
a significant impact on the quality of the displays fabricated with respect to pixel and
line defects observed. Displays fabricated on PEN substrates with improved surface
quality exhibited significantly fewer display defects.
Similarly, Fig 4.12 shows a photograph of a text image on a 160(×3)×160 pixel
display. While this backplane was designed for a full-color display with R, G, and B
pixels, only a monochrome (yellow) OLED media is used for the display fabrication
to verify the design and fabrication of the backplane with 80 cgpi resolution. Complete functionality of this display does verify the feasibility of fabrication flexible
OLED displays with this resolution.

4.4.3 Flexible AMOLED Display Fabrication
with Thin-film Encapsulation
After verifying the feasibility of the low-temperature a-Si TFT backplanes for driving OLED displays using the displays encapsulated using glass substrates, Sarma et
al. fabricated flexible AMOLED test displays using the same backplane designs, and
OLED processing but using Barix thin-film encapsulation [34] for the OLED device
protection. Figure 4.13 shows [36] a schematic cross section of the AMOLED display fabricated. The Barix (barrier film) is of the order of only a few microns.
Thus, the thickness of the flexible display fabricated is about ∼130 μm. Figure 4.14
[36] shows photographs of a flexible AMOLED test display fabricated along with
its flexural capabilities. The fabricated displays were found to function essentially
similar to the test displays in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 using the glass substrate lamination. While systematic long-term lifetime measurements were not made, the general
lifetime observations on the fabricated flexible OLED displays indicated the effectiveness of the thin-film encapsulation on the display lifetime.
The flexible display evaluations highlighted handling issues for the backplanes
and displays during fabrication and subsequent use. The flexible displays can
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Fig. 4.13 Schematic cross section through the AMOLED test display with thin-film encapsulation

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4.14 Photographs of (a) a checker board image being displayed on a 64×64 pixel AMOLED
fabricated using a flexible PEN plastic backplane built with low-temperature a-Si TFTs and thinfilm encapsulation and (b) its flexural capability

tolerate flexing up to a critical minimum bend radius. However, when the backplanes and display get bent with a bend radius smaller than the critical value, it leads
to cracking of the overcoat layer on the plastic substrate, and this crack can propagate through the address bus lines. The cracked bus structures cause the displays
to exhibit intermittent line failures, gross line failures, or large regions of nonfunctioning areas in the display including complete display failure. The cracking can
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occur during the backplane or display fabrication if the substrate gets bent by more
than the critical radius. Thus, it is essential to have appropriate tooling and fixturing
during fabrication to ensure successful fabrication.
The results on the backplane and OLED display fabrication and evaluation indicate the feasibility of fabricating 160×160(×3) displays with an 80-cgpi resolution
and 48 mm×48 mm active area, using low-temperature a-Si TFT backplanes on
PEN plastic substrates. Using this approach, it should be possible to fabricate largesize flexible AMOLED displays with higher resolutions (e.g., ∼120 cgpi) by further
improvements in the dimensional stability of the plastic substrates and by using a
top emission OLED device architecture. In addition, further reductions in a-Si TFT
backplane fabrication temperature and use of next generation alignment/lithography
tools with substrate distortion compensation capability can further extend the size
range of the flexible displays that can be fabricated using the PEN plastic substrates.

4.5 Flexible Electrophoretic Displays Fabricated
using a-Si TFT Backplanes
While the focus of this chapter has been on low-temperature a-Si TFT backplanes
on flexible plastic substrates for fabricating flexible OLED displays, for the sake of
completeness, we will discuss status of the application of these same backplanes for
fabricating EPDs.
Recently, significant progress has been made in adapting EPD media to the lowtemperature a-Si TFT fabricated on flexible plastic substrates. EPD media is generally viewed as the logical first choice for the development and commercialization
of flexible displays, as the requirements of the TFT backplane performance as well
as the barrier layer performance are not stringent compared to the OLED display
media. Figure 4.15 shows a photograph of a flexible Active Matrix Electro-Phoretic
Display (AMEPD) [11] fabricated using 120◦ C a-Si TFT backplane on a flexible
PEN plastic substrate. This is a 14.3 (A4 size) display with a 1280×900 pixel resolution with a ± 15 V drive. While this is a monochrome display, it is targeted for
the e-book applications.

4.6 Outlook for Low-Temperature a-Si TFT for Flexible
Electronics Manufacturing
The advances in computers, communications, and displays, and the systems and
applications enabled by these advances in recent years have been nothing short
of revolutionary. Display is a central part and a significant enable of these revolutionary advances. The recent developments in flat panel displays, and more particularly the active matrix TFT displays, have been extraordinary, having enabled
applications that would not have been possible without them. Now active matrix
TFT-LCDs are ubiquitous. The value proposition is compelling for replacing the
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Fig. 4.15 Photograph of an AMEPD display fabricated using a flexible PEN plastic backplane
built using low-temperature a-Si TFT [11]

dominant (and bulky) CRT display with a TFT-LCD with its attributes of being
significantly thinner, lighter, and having superior image quality and consuming less
power. The TFT technology is the heart of the active-matrix displays, and more particularly the advances in a-Si TFT technology have been central to the success of
the TFT-LCD industry.
Having experienced the phenomenal successes in the active-matrix flat-panel
display developments, the display industry is now fascinated at the prospects of
repeating that success with the development of flexible displays. Flexible displays
represent a new paradigm in display technology development. First, compared to
the rigid flat glass-based displays, flexible displays have a potential for being significantly lighter, thinner, more rugged, and rollable or foldable for transportation
and storage. Second, flexible displays have a potential for RTR manufacturing for
significant cost reduction.
The recent progress in flexible backplane electronics and display development to
date clearly shows the feasibility of fabricating a-Si TFT backplanes and displays
directly on available flexible plastic substrates. Direct fabrication of the TFT backplane on the flexible plastic substrate (as opposed to using a device layer transfer
process, or by means of a carrier substrate with bond/debond operations) represents
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an ultimate low-cost manufacturing process that can be adapted in a RTR operation.
However, there are several challenges in accomplishing this objective.
First, the flexible plastic substrates must be improved with respect to dimensional
stability (against shrinkage due to high-temperature processing and moisture absorption/desorption), and surface quality (with respect to particulates and other surface
imperfections), and by reducing the TCE mismatch with the TFT thin films. These
substrate advances will allow fabrication of large-size, high-resolution displays.
Second, improving the low-temperature (<200◦ C) a-Si TFT process with respect
to device stability against the gate bias stress would be a significant help in the development of flexible OLED displays. Development and optimization of the OLED
pixel circuits that minimize gate bias stress and provide compensation for some
level of Vt drift are expected to help achieve this objective as well. TFT gate
bias stress is much more of an issue for the OLED display media compared to
the EPD media.
Finally, cost-effective multilayer barrier film technology must be advanced and
integrated with the backplane and display fabrication processes to protect the backplane and the display media such as OLED from the ambient air. Again, the barrier
requirements for the OLED display are much more stringent than for the EPD media.
Very impressive flexible EPDs built using low-temperature a-Si TFT backplanes
have been demonstrated. An example of these demonstrations includes Samsung’s
14.3 , 1280×900 pixel EPD. These type of flexible displays are expected to be
commercialized soon for the e-book and other very low-power display applications. Because a flexible OLED is considered an ultimate display, further development of various technology elements are expected to continue in order to realize
this potential.
Compared to LTPS (or ULTPS) technology, low-temperature a-Si TFT
technology has made more progress to date, toward demonstrating proof-of-concept
flexible backplanes and demonstration display using direct fabrication approach. If
plastic substrate with higher process temperature capability (e.g., that would allow
use of conventional ∼300◦ C a-Si TFT process) are developed, that would lower
the barrier for adaption of a-Si TFT backplanes for flexible displays. However, the
flexible plastic substrate industry is not expecting the prospect of developing any
new flexible substrates with a significantly higher process temperature capability
to be very high. While the emerging O-TFT and ZnO TFT technologies are making significant progress, and continue to show potential for use in flexible displays,
it is expected that they need more time to mature with respect to technology, process equipment (such as for printing), and infrastructure needed for fabricating the
TFT devices and backplanes for high-resolution displays involving small design
rules, and OLED display media with stringent requirements. The big advantage of
low-temperature a-Si technology is having the required infrastructure in place and
large-area capability.
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Chapter 5

Flexible Transition Metal Oxide Electronics
and Imprint Lithography
Warren B. Jackson

5.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have discussed inorganic low-deposition temperature materials suitable for flexible applications, such as amorphous and nano-crystalline-silicon
(Si) and organic conductors. This chapter presents the results of a recently developed
inorganic low-temperature materials system, transition metal oxides (TMOs), that
appears to be a very promising, new high-performance flexible electronic materials
system. An equally, if not more, important part of this chapter, is the presentation
of self-aligned imprint lithography (SAIL) a new fabrication method for flexible
substrates that solves the layer-to-layer alignment problem.
The new materials system is TMO based consisting of one or more transition
metals and oxygen. Some of the more common examples include zinc oxide, zinc
tin oxide (ZTO), indium gallium zinc oxide (IGZO) and zinc indium oxide (ZIO).
These low-temperature amorphous materials can form the active material for transistors with a performance that significantly exceeds that of amorphous and nanocrystalline Si and approaches that of larger grain poly-Si without the complexities and
uncontrolled variability of polycrystalline materials. Thus, this technology can be
used to drive organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) as well as create electronic circuits, such as shift registers, ring oscillators, and multiplexers on chip. An added
feature is the possibility of creating transparent electronics with such materials systems. The entire transistor including the electrodes and the active material can have
visible transmittances of 70% or greater. Thus, for applications such as displays, the
active electronics would not impact the visual appearance of device and the fill factor
of displays with such electronics could approach 100%. Finally, there is the possibility of creating p-type transistors that would permit fabrication of complementary
metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuits for flexible applications. Hence, the
TMO material system possesses a number of intriguing new possible applications.
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For the purposes of this chapter, the most remarkable feature of the TMO transistors is that these features and performance can be achieved in devices with a maximum processing temperature that is compatible with flexible polymer substrates,
such as polyimide (Glass transition temperature (Tg ) = 300◦ C) and polyethylene
naphthalate (PEN) (Tg = 200◦ C). Although most metal oxide work published thus
far has been accomplished on higher temperature and rigid substrates, such as glass
and c-Si, recent work has demonstrated large mobilities for flexible metal oxide
transistors using photolithography and standard batch etching processes. However,
flexible substrates are not dimensionally fixed during processing, making it virtually
impossible to have precise layer-to-layer micron-scale alignment for large dimensionally variable substrates. This important problem of layer-to-layer registration
on flexible substrates has been solved using SAIL, a solution that extends the TMO
technology as well as amorphous and poly-Si to higher performance short channel
devices.
This chapter presents the results in the field of TMO transistors relevant for the
emerging field of flexible electronics in the following sections:
(1) A brief discussion of the history of work and background information in the
general area of metal oxide transistors relevant for flexible electronics.
(2) The general properties of some of the leading TMO materials.
(3) The device structures used in TMO and flexible electronics along with a description of SAIL
(4) One of the most important sections presents SAIL and amorphous silicon (a-Si)
results, indicating that the method can fabricate working devices.
(5) Resulting TMO thin-film transistors (TFTs) on rigid substrates using shadow
masks and photolithography on both flexible and rigid substrates along with
TMO SAIL results on rigid substrates
(6) Finally, future areas of research for improved large-area flexible electronics.

5.2 Previous Work
TMO materials have been used in transistors for quite some time. One of the first
ZnO transistors was made in the 1960s [1]. However, little progress ensued using
TMOs as semiconductors although ZnO found uses in surface acoustic devices [2],
varistors [3], transparent PN diodes [4], and as a transparent conductor [5]. Interest in ZnO as transistors was revived in about 1997 by Prins et al. [6] and later
in Kawasaki et al. and Ohtomo et al. [7, 8], where transistors with mobilities of
100 cm2 V−1 s−1 were fabricated using spin-on glass as the insulator on glass
substrates. Subsequently, there have been many different experiments investigating
various aspects of metal oxide transistors.
The current interest in TMO transistors started with Ohya et al. [9] and in the
thesis by R. Hoffman 2002 [10], Masuda [11], Nomura [12], Hoffman [13], Nishii
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[14], and Carcia [15]. These references led to the current interest in TMO transistors and established convincingly that these materials not only had high Hall
mobilities but could actually produce high-performance transistors. Typical mobilities for these initial efforts were on the order of 0.1–1 cm2 V−1 s−1 when fabricated
using low-temperature dielectrics and 80 cm2 V−1 s−1 for high-temperature thermal oxide dielectrics on c-Si. The latter work indicated that transistors with performances approaching that poly-Si were possible using TMO materials as the active
layer. Following this initial group of publications, the field has expanded greatly
with dozens of papers detailing various aspects of TMO transistors. Various methods of deposition, dielectrics, and TMO combinations were investigated. A list of
many of the various results is summarized in Table 5.1 and in [17].
The primary emphasis of most TMO transistor work is to create transparent semiconductors. One important result was that high-performance (μ = 20 cm2 V−1 s−1 )
transparent transistors could be fabricated at room temperature on glass using silicon
oxynitride dielectrics [21] and using atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Al2 O3 /TiO2
superlattice dielectric [36] (Fig. 5.1). The resulting output curves are very flat and
the on–off ratio is very good. This work demonstrated that high-performance TMO
transistors on flexible substrates are possible.
Another theme of research in the TMO field is the expansion of candidate TMO
material systems used in transistors. The range of viable transistor materials has
been enlarged to include materials such as ZnO, ZnSnO, ZnInO, ZnInGaO, and
InGaO among others (see Table 5.1). The oxide systems have achieved different
levels of performance at a variety of maximum fabrication temperatures and have
unique attributes that make them suitable for various applications. The thrust of
this work is to decrease the high-temperature annealing step required to reduce the
carrier concentration of the TMO. The initial ZnO transistors had limited performance unless the samples were subjected to anneal temperatures exceeding 400◦ C.
The addition of Sn to ZTO has produced stable transistors with reasonable performance using anneal temperatures of 210–250◦ C [13, 21]. This temperature range
is compatible with polyimide but not typical transparent substrates, such as PEN
and polyethylene terephthalate (PET). The addition of In into the ZIO devices and
IGZO (the addition of Ga) has lowered the temperature needed to produce highperformance devices to below 200◦ C [21]. Unfortunately, the addition of In and the
low temperature of annealing appear to introduce instabilities in the devices that
remain poorly understood. A summary of some of the more prevalent material systems and their properties is shown in Table 5.2. A general summary of the trends
is that the inclusion of In, Ga, and Sn lowers the maximum processing temperature
needed to obtain higher mobilities in part because of the generally higher diffusivities of these metal cations.
Most of the previous TMO work has emphasized the transparency and high
mobilities that could be obtained using TMO transistors. For the purposes of this
book, the work relating to TMO for flexible electronics is more important. Some
of the first work that explicitly addressed issues relevant for the application of
TMO to flexible electronics, which reduced the maximum processing temperature of ZnO to 150◦ C, is Ref. [20]. Later this group produced ZnO transistors on

ZnO
ZnO
InGaO3 (ZnO)5
ZnO
ZnO
ZnSnO
ZnSnO
SnO2:Sb
ZnO
ZnO
ZnO
ZnO

ZnO
ZnO
ZnO
ZnO
ZnO

ZnO

ZnSnO
ZnSnO
ZnSnO

[11]
[13]
[12]
[15]
[16]
[18]
[19]
[6]
[10]
[14]
[9]
[20]

[20]
[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]

[25]

[26]
[27]
[28]

Reference
No.
Oxide

Polyester
polyimide
Glass
Glass
Polyimide

Polyimide
c-Si
Polyimide

n-c-Si

Si

RT

Glass
Glass

125, 200, 300,
400, 450
250
300
250

RT
RT
<120
750
250

600
150–300

Glass
Glass

Max. temp (◦ C)
450
700
1,400
25
300
600
300

c-Si

Substrates

RMS
RMS
RMS

RMS
RMS
EB
PLD
MOCVD/
ALD
RMS

RMS

IBS
PLD

PLD
IBS
PLD
RMS
PLD
RMS
RMS

Deposition
method

14
20
14

17

28
20
50
12
0.95

0.4

0.3–2.5
7

0.03–1
0.3–3
80
0.3–2
<4
14
5–15

μ (cm2 V−1 s−1 )

fluoropolymer
dielectric
SiON
SiON
Al2 O3
SrTiO3
SiO2 /AlOx by
ALD
HfO2 , Al2 O3
SiON, SiO2 , SiN
SiO2
SiON, SiO2 , SiN

−4.6
0–15
10–20

7.5
19
1.8
3.2
–3
1.7
6
−17
0
−8.5

6×106
107
107
107
104
3×105
5×105
105
103
106
105
106
106
106

Al2 O3 –TiO2
ATO
PbZr0:2 Ti0:8 O3
ATO
SiN/CaHfOx

(−1)−2.5 SiO2 /SiN
10–15
3
HfO2
0

105
107
106
105 –106

Gate dielectric

Vt (V)

On–off ratio

Table 5.1 Summary of various TMO transistors with properties
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ITO

GZO

Contacts
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PET
c-Si
Glass
Mylar
Mylar
Mylar

IGZO
ZIO
ZnO
Tetracene
Organic
Organic

IGZO
ZnO

IGZO

[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]

[35]
[36]

[37]

RT

350
RT

RT
RT
RT
RT
RT
RT

Max. temp (◦ C)

PLD

R-SPE
RF

RMS
RMS
EV
EV
EV

Deposition
method

10

80
27

8
20
20
5×10−4
1×10−4
1×10−4

μ (cm2 V−1 s−1 )
−3.2
21

103
108
105

5
19
3.2

108
3×105
106

104
104

Vt (V)

On–off ratio

Y2 O3
SiO2
Al2 O3 TkO3
Mylar
Mylar
Mylar
self-aligned
HfO4
Al2 O3 TiO3 e
ALD
Y2 O3

Gate dielectric

ITO

IZO

Contacts

PLD,Pulsed Laser Deposition; IBS,Ion Beam Sputtering; RMS,Radio frequency Magnetron Sputtering; EB,Electron Beam Sputtering; MOCVD,MetalOrganic Chemical Vapor Deposition; ALD,Atomic Layer Deposition; R-SPE, Reactive solid phase epitaxy; EV,evaporation.

PET

YSZ
glass

Substrates

Reference
No.
Oxide

Table 5.1 (continued)
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Fig. 5.1 ZnO transistor characteristics on an ITO-coated glass, ALD-deposited Al-Ti-O dielectric,
and GZO contacts from [36]. W/L = 1.4

polyester and polyimide substrates [15, 22] using organic fluoropolymer dielectrics
and obtained transistors with field effect mobilities of about 0.4 cm2 V−1 s–1 , on–
off ratios of about 104 , and threshold voltages (VT ) of 7.5 V. They then replaced
the fluoropolymer dielectric with the inorganic dielectric of atomic layer deposited
Al2 O3 and obtained devices with mobilities of 50 cm2 V−1 s−1 , on–off ratios of
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Table 5.2 Electronic properties of Zn TMOs
Material

Eg (eV)

μ H (cm2 V−1 s−1 )

ρ (Ω cm)

n (carriers cm−3 )

References

ZnO
ZnSnO3
Zn2 SnO4
Zn2 In2 O5
ZnInGaO

3.2–3.3
3.5
3.3–3.9
2.9
3.0

5–50
7–12
12–26
12–20
10

10−4
5×10−3
1–5×10−2
1–4×10−3

1021
1020
6–30×1018
3.6×1020
1020

[38–40]
[40–42]
[43–45]
[43, 40, 46]
[29]

105 , and VT = 3.2 V. These devices were deposited using electron beam evaporation through shadow masks. The ALD deposited dielectrics of these transistors are
difficult to migrate to a production environment. More recently, ZTO transistors
deposited on polyimide using shadow mask patterning have achieved mobilities of
15 cm2 V−1 s–1 , on–off ratios of 106 , on-currents as high as 1.5 mA, and threshold
voltages of −17 V [26]. These devices have been obtained using typical production compatible dielectrics such as radio frequency (RF) discharge produced SiN,
SiO2 , and SiON, and shadow mask patterning, and processing temperatures below
250◦ C. This work highlighted the need for appropriate contacts such as indium tin
oxide (ITO) or Al for high-current applications. Recent work has also been made on
applying more flexible substrate-appropriate patterning methods such as SAIL for
ZTO [28]. Issues such as channel length scaling and contact resistance have been
investigated.

5.3 Properties of Transistor Materials
5.3.1 Semiconductors
The TMO materials space has many possible combinations of transition metals and
oxygen each with a unique combination of electronic and materials properties. Many
of these combinations in the TMO material space have not been fully investigated
particularly the various ternary compounds (those with two or more transition metals). The Zn-based compounds however, are currently generating the most interest
and serve as a good representative subclass of the larger TMO group.
The properties of ZnO and related compounds are shown in Table 5.2. The
valence band is formed by hybridized Zn 4d levels and O 2p levels. The conduction band is formed predominately by Zn 4s levels. The bandgap is direct and has
a value of 3.2–3.3 eV for ZnO and increases to 3.5–3.9 eV with the addition of Sn
(Table 5.2). The addition of In tends to lower the bandgap to 2.9 eV. These values
are large enough that the material is transparent without much coloration. Hence,
they make good candidates for transparent electronics.
The properties of TMOs make them uniquely suited for flexible electronics where
low-temperature non-single crystalline materials must be used. The Hall mobility
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(μH ) of single crystalline ZnO is 200 cm2 V−1 s−1 and the saturation velocity is
large, making high-mobility devices feasible. The measured Hall mobilities in amorphous TMOs are around 5–50 cm2 V−1 cm−1 , and the achieved field effect mobilities are roughly of comparable magnitude (Table 5.2). With field effect mobilities of
10–100 cm2 V−1 s−1 , milliamp on-currents for flexible devices are obtainable using
typical TFT parameters. The high mobility for electrons in the disordered amorphous TMOs arises because of the overlap of the nondirectional 4s orbitals of Zn
(or other transition metal cations) creating a conduction band regardless of the angle
between nearest neighbors (Fig. 5.2). Hence, the mobility is relatively unaffected by

O
O

O 2p
Zn

Zn

O

O
O

Zn

Zn
O
O

Top of Valence Band
O
O
O

Zn 4s
Zn
Zn
O

Zn
O
O

Zn
Zn
O
O
Bottom of Conduction Band
Fig. 5.2 Schematic of electron wavefunction structure for the top of the valence band (primarily
O 2p) and the bottom of the conduction band (Zn 4s). The large overlap with neighboring Zn
and spherical symmetry of the Zn 4s levels minimize sensitivity to disorder for the conduction
band
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properties of ZnO [50]
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Density (g cm−3 )

5.6

Dielectric constant
Refractive index
Average thermal expansion Coeff. (/K)

8.6
2.0
4×10−6

bond angle disorder. Moreover, the ionic nature of the transition metal oxide bonds
causes the bonds to be less directional than the typical covalent bonds found in the
usual Group IV or III–V semiconductors. Therefore, the large bond angle distortions
found at grain boundaries are less apt to result in grain boundary gap state defects.
The lack of gap states associated with deformed bonds results in large subthreshold
slopes and small turn-on voltages in low-temperature transistors.
A further consequence of the lack of bandgap states and high electron mobility is that the materials often can be easily degenerately doped n type yielding small resistivities, ρ, below 10−2 (Ω cm) (Table 5.2). The doping of ZnO
occurs by substitutional dopants, Zn interstitials, O vacancies, and/or interstitial
H. The typical substitutional dopants include N and P. Oxygen vacancies are
used to make the materials highly conductive for use as transparent electrodes
for solar cell and photosensor applications. The oxygen vacancies can readily
be created by sputtering in an O poor atmosphere. In fact, in TMO transistor fabrication, care must be taken to keep the O-vacancy concentration low so
that the channel is sufficiently resistive for enhancement mode transistor operation [15, 22]. There is increasing evidence that the O vacancies may be somewhat mobile resulting in some long-term device instabilities to be discussed
later.
There also is evidence that H interstitials act as n-type dopants [47–49]. Exposure of semiconducting ZTO to an H plasma results in a significant enhancement of
the conductivity while exposure to an Ar or O plasma does not. Moreover, the H diffusion rate is large even at 200◦ C. Thus, unintentional H doping during fabrication
etching is a concern and must be controlled.
Other useful parameters for ZnO are shown in Table 5.3 [50]. Note that the
dielectric constant is somewhat lower than that of a-Si. The values for other TMO
are generally similar in magnitude.

5.3.2 Dielectrics
Dielectrics are often one of the most critical materials necessary for a transistor technology. In most electronic applications, shorts are extremely undesirable
defects, particularly in array applications. Shorts not only cause the shorted device
to fail but often result in failure of any connected device and cause an unacceptable
power drain. They also mask failures by other devices. In addition to the highly
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Table 5.4 Various dielectrics used in TMO transistor technology [10, 18]
Insulator

Eg (eV)

SiO2
SiN
Al2 03
BaTa2 O5
HfO2
Ta2 O5
TiO2
Y2 O3
ZrO2

11
9
9.5
5.8
4.6
3.7
5.6
5

Relative dielectric
constant

Breakdown
field (MV/cm)

3.8
7
8
22
16
24
60
12
19.8

6
9
3.5–6
3.5
3
1.5–3
0.2
4

deleterious effect of shorts, typical large-area applications consist of many devices
and crossovers requiring a highly reliable dielectric. Dielectrics that have been
successfully used for TMO TFTs are included in Table 5.4 [10, 18]. The dielectrics
currently being used in large-area electronics, such as SiO2 and SiN work reasonably well for TMO devices. Typically, if SiN is used, a thin SiO2 buffer layer is
used so that the SiN does not directly contact the TMO. One unresolved issue is that
the presence of large amounts of H may be one of the problems with SiN in direct
contact with the TMO [51]. More recently, evidence has emerged that O vacancies
can be created during long-term operation of TMO transistors and result in longterm instability [52–56]. There is possible evidence that the silicon-based oxides
are more reactive in creating vacancies. As a result there is interest in less reactive oxides, such as Y2 O3 , Al2 O3 , Ta2 O5 , and HfO2 dielectrics [25, 29, 30, 36, 12].
These oxides have the advantage of having high dielectric constants as well as possibly generating fewer O-vacancy related instabilities. It is not yet clear whether the
instability is actually O vacancies or rather H associated with the various dielectrics
or due to the motion of metal interstitials. Hence, low H dielectrics may be necessary
to solve the instability problem.

5.3.3 Contact Materials
The contact materials needed for TMO have not been completely investigated at
this point. For many TMO systems, the metal−TMO contact has been sufficiently
conductive to yield high-current devices. However, as shown in the section below,
insertion of an intermediate layer between the metal and the TMO can result in
significant decrease in the contact resistance. The metals Al, Ti, and TiW make
reasonable contacts capable of making devices with more than 1 μA/(W/L) oncurrent per W/L. The current can be significantly increased, however, if a layer such
as ITO is inserted between the TMO and the metal [26, 28]. In the case of ZTO, the
ITO layer at the contact increases the on-current to 10 μA [26, 28].
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5.4 Device Structures
The structures used for TMO TFTs on rigid substrates are largely the same as
those used in other deposited material systems, such as a-Si. The various structures include the staggered bottom gate, collinear bottom gate, and top gate devices.
Because fully versatile reproducible etching of the TMO semiconductors is still
being developed, most of the early reported work has involved shadow mask structures and transistors on silicon wafers with thermal oxide. It is only recently that
more fully photolithography patterned microstructures have been made.
Continuous Bottom Gate. The most prevalent structure for investigating basic
material properties and the device potential of the metal oxide system is using a
blanket deposited bottom gate structure (Fig. 5.3a,b). Either a layer of metal or a
doped silicon wafer serves as the gate electrode. If a crystalline Si wafer is used,
the dielectric is usually a thermal oxide, the source and drain electrodes are patterned on the oxidized Si wafer using either shadow masks or photolithography, and
finally, the metal oxide material is deposited through a shadow mask to complete
the structure. If the back contact is a continuous metal, the dielectric is a deposited
dielectric and the other steps are similar to those of a silicon wafer. The shadow
mask is used to define the active material to restrict current flow to a region near the
contacts. Variations of this structure include the deposition of materials to improve
the contact properties such as ITO or Ti. The contact material must be patterned
along with the source and drain prior to deposition of metal oxide active material.
Also, the contacts can be patterned first followed by deposition of the TMO as in
Fig. 5.3b.
The advantages of this structure, particularly for the early phases of work with
the new material systems, include the following:
(1) The structure can be made quickly with a minimum number of steps.
(2) The bulk dielectric is thermal Si oxide whose properties are well understood.
Therefore any unusual results are solely attributable to the dielectric−metal
oxide interface, the metal oxide bulk, or the contacts.
(3) Finally, this structure can be subjected to a full range of temperatures in order
to fully investigate the potential of the material system. The continuous gate
devices can be deposited using shadow masks to define both the source−drain
contacts as well as the TMO channel material.
Bottom gate staggered. In later work, as the ability to etch metal oxides has
improved, photolithography has been used to define staggered bottom gate devices
(Fig. 5.3c). In this structure, the bottom metal is patterned followed by deposition of
the dielectric, the metal oxide active layer, any contact layer, and finally the contact
metal. The active region around the device is patterned followed by patterning of
the source and drain electrodes and any contact layer. This procedure requires precise alignment of the patterned gate and source–drain electrodes, hence the need for
photolithography. The patterning of the source–drain contacts can first be followed
by deposition of the semiconductor material (Fig. 5.3d).
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(a)
Contact Metal
Contact Layer
TMO
Dielectric
Substrate

(b)

Gate Metal

TMO
Contact Layer
Contact Metal
Dielectric
Substrate

Gate Metal

(c)
Contact Metal
Contact Layer
TMO
Dielectric
Substrate
Gate Metal
TMO

(d)

Contact Layer
Contact Metal
Dielectric
Substrate
Gate Metal

(e)

Contact Metal
Contact Layer
TMO
Dielectric
Substrate
Gate Metal

Fig. 5.3 Various transistor structures used in flexible transistors (a) continuous bottom gate staggered, (b) continuous bottom gate collinear, (c) bottom gate staggered, (d) bottom gate collinear,
and (e) constant level transistor. Shadow mask for (a) and (b), photolithography for (c) and (d),
and imprint lithography for (a) and (e)
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Constant level transistor. This transistor structure is a preferred structure for
SAIL defined devices [57, 58]. The material deposition is completed before any
etching occurs. The layers are patterned by imprint lithography using SAIL (discussed in detail below). Devices with short channel lengths of 1 μm or less can be
made on thin flexible substrates using this structure. There is no step coverage in
this structure and the device can be fabricated from a complete metal–dielectric–
semiconductor contact stack (Fig. 5.3e). There is also a simplified version of this
device which has an unpatterned gate that is useful for transistor development work
and slow applications but is unsuitable for higher speed applications (Fig. 5.3a) due
to the large source–gate and source–drain overlap capacitances.

5.5 Fabrication on Flexible Substrates
One of the most difficult problems associated with flexible substrates, regardless of
the materials used in the technology, is the dimensional variability of the substrate
during device fabrication. The combination of large dimensional changes in flexible
substrates and the strong dependence of device performance on precise source–drain
alignment with respect to the gate require new approaches for fabrication. As mentioned in other chapters, some of these new methods include jetting of masking
materials or electronic materials with dimensional adjustment among layers made
dynamically during jetting. In this section, a new method for precise layer-to-layer
alignment is presented to solve this alignment problem using a roll-to-roll compatible manufacturing technique. This fabrication method is applicable to many other
flexible electronic material systems, such as low-temperature poly-Si and a-Si.
The performance of the transistors depends strongly on the source–drain electrode overlap with the gate and the size of the channel. If there is a gap between the
source and the gate is 1 μm or larger, the on-current will be significantly reduced
by the resistance of the unformed channel. If the pixel capacitance is small compared with the gate capacitance of the transistor, the turn-on time ton = L2 /(μFET Vds ),
where L is the channel length, μFET is the field effect mobility, and Vds is the
drain–source voltage. Thus, a short channel greatly decreases the turn-on time of
the transistor. Moreover, the on-current depends inversely on L resulting in a much
larger on-current as the device size is decreased. On the other hand, a large overlap
between the source–drain and the gate creates a significant feed-through capacitance
that causes gate transients to be transferred to the pixel. Thus, the ability to align the
source–drain contacts with respect to the gate to a level of 1–2 μm is needed to
produce devices with speed and voltage transfer fidelity required by present display
technologies.
The ability to control the overlap of source–drain layers with the gate to 1 μm
accuracies has been quite difficult because the changes in dimensions of large-area
flexible substrates in a roll-to-roll environment are quite large. Typically, plastic
substrates have thermal expansion coefficients ranging from 10 to 100 ppm/◦ C and
elastic moduli in the range of 0.5–3 GPa compared with 4–9 ppm/◦ C and 100 GPa
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for glass. In addition, the flexible plastic substrates are about 50–100 μm thick compared with 3 mm for typical glass displays. For electronics fabricated on a 30 cm
wide web, a force as small as 1 N will deform the substrate roughly 300 μm while
the thermal-induced dimension changes are 30 μm/◦ C from one side relative to the
other. In addition, as the various overlayers are patterned, the overlayer-induced
strain is nonuniform. Hence, the substrate changes size with respect to the mask
of the next layer. As a result, it has been virtually impossible to align successive
layers to better than about 30 μm, unless the substrate held dimensionally stable
by bonding to a more rigid substrate. This later approach has all the expenses and
limitations of wafer and glass-based processing, negating the advantage of using
low-cost substrates in the first place.
The problem of layer-to-layer alignment on flexible substrates has been solved
using SAIL [57, 58]. This fabrication method uses the ability of imprint lithography
to fabricate polymer masking structures with precise height control. The information for various layers is encoded within the height of the imprinted structures. Thus,
a single imprint step defines all the structures needed to complete the device fabrication. Any change in the size of the substrate affects all layers and, therefore, does
not alter the relative alignment of different layers.

5.5.1 Imprint Lithography
For the past 50+ years, integrated circuit fabrication has proceeded through the use
of photolithography and photoresist to define the critical features of ever reduced
device sizes. As mentioned before, this technology has alignment and cost problems
when used with free-standing large-area flexible substrates. The comparatively new
fabrication technology, imprint lithography, is a promising new approach for lowcost fabrication of submicron feature electronics on large-area flexible substrates
[59–61]. Imprint lithography, or more precisely, soft lithography in the present case
creates multilevel patterns that can be used as masks without expensive photolithography. As presented later, the multilevel capability of imprint lithography can solve
the layer-to-layer alignment problem inherent in flexible electronics and is compatible with high-throughput batch or roll-to-roll technology. Imprint lithography
is useful not only for TMO devices but also for any flexible electronic technology
such as a-Si and even has applications for organic electronics if a nonorganic imprint
liquid is developed.
The imprint procedure consists of a relatively small number of steps [57, 58].
First, a master is fabricated using traditional photolithography and silicon patterning steps (Fig. 5.4a). Second, a replica stamp is made from the master by coating
the master with a release agent and then with polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) polymer (Fig. 5.4b). The PDMS stamp is compliant and is a remarkably faithful inverse
replica of the original master (see Fig. 5.5). This stamp is attached to a flat quartz
plate if it is to be used in batch processing or can be attached to quartz roller if rollto-roll imprint lithography is used (Fig. 5.4c). The substrate plus desired blanket
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(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

UV
(f)

Fig. 5.4 Steps used to create imprint lithography patterns on flexible webs for SAIL fabrication
of devices

deposited material is coated with a thin layer of thermal or UV curing epoxy, such
as Norland UV curing epoxy (Fig. 5.4d) [62]. The epoxy layer is imprinted by the
PDMS stamp and irradiated with UV or heated to polymerize the epoxy within the
stamp (Fig. 5.4e,f). The polymerized epoxy replica is released from the stamp and
is used as a mask for subsequent processing. An electron micrograph of a multilevel
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Fig. 5.5 Multilevel imprint
pattern resulting from imprint
lithography. The fine scallops
are in the original mask
arising from the passivation
and etch steps of the Bosch
process used to create the
master

imprinted UV polymer structure is shown in Fig. 5.5. The fidelity of replication
from the original master is remarkable. The scallops in the side walls are replicated
from the master and arise from the passivation and etch cycles of the Bosch process
used to create the high aspect ratio structures in the master. These features indicate
that the process is capable of replicating 3-D features smaller than 60 nm.
Imprint lithography has a number of advantages over photolithography. It is capable of producing features as small as 60 nm at rates of centimeters per second. The
PDMS stamps last over 3,000 imprints or more and each master can produce perhaps
100 or more stamps. Hence, the cost of the master is amortized over a large number
of impressions while the master cost is not that much different than a single silicon wafer. So the imprint stamp costs per imprint are very low. In addition, imprint
lithography equipment costs are much smaller than photolithography that requires
clean rooms, vibration isolation, large complex optics, and multiple exposures per
wafer. Finally, roll-to-roll fabrication facility costs scale roughly as the width of the
web rather than as the area of the electronics. For large-area flexible devices, this
advantage becomes increasingly important. Finally, the substrate costs are low as
well as handling costs. The result of all these cost reductions lead to the expectation
that the cost of large-area flexible electronics produced and imprint lithography and
roll-to-roll methods can be significantly decreased.

5.5.2 Self-Aligned Imprint Lithography
The ability of imprint lithography to make multilevel layer structures enables the
information of multiple mask layers to be encoded in the imprint layer thickness.
Because all levels and therefore layer information is imprinted in one imprint process, subsequent changes in substrate size do not result in layer-to-layer misalignment. The SAIL process uses the multilevel imprint mask to create the desired
device structures.
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S/D Metal
Contact
Semiconductor
Dielectric
Gate Metal

As imprinted

Si island definition (n = 1)
Drain

Gate pad definition (n = 2)

Source
Channel
Gate

Channel definition (n = 3)

Finished device

Fig. 5.6 The steps involved in SAIL fabrication of a single transistor. Between each step, the
imprint mask polymer thickness is decreased by one level thickness to expose the next layer for
patterning. Between n = 1 and n = 2, the gate is isolated from the bottom gate metal under the
source and drain by undercut removal of the bottom metal in the narrow ‘fuse’ region connecting
the source and drain to other pads

The SAIL process begins with a blanket deposition of a complete stack of materials needed for the device as shown in Fig. 5.6. The complete stack consists
of a substrate, a gate metal, a dielectric, an active semiconductor (in this case a
TMO), an optional contact material, and finally the top metal. A multilevel mask is
imprinted on the device stack in order to define the subsequent features. The first
etch step removes the entire stack in the region not covered by the imprinted polymer. During etching of the bottom metal, the metal is removed by undercutting the
thin bridge portions of the pattern (between n = 1 and n = 2). This metal undercut isolates the source and drain regions from the gate eliminating possible shorts
from the source and drain to the gate while minimizing parasitic source–gate and
drain–gate capacitances. Next the imprinted polymer is etched until the next level
is removed (n = 3). Then the stack layers are removed down to the gate (bottom)
metal exposing the gate contact and pad. The polymer mask is then etched until
the next polymer layer is eliminated exposing the channel region. The top metal
and optional contact material (e.g., ITO) are etched by stopping on the active layer
material using timed etching or through the use of selective etches between the contact and the active layer of the transistor. This etch step defines the channel length.
Finally, the last level of the imprinted polymer is removed leaving the top metal
exposed as shown in Fig. 5.7. The resulting transistor is a constant level device as
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Fig. 5.7 Cross section and plan view of a single layer transistor fabricated by the simplified
self-aligned imprint lithography (reefed-SAIL)

described in Fig. 5.3e. The various structures are aligned to within the accuracy of
the undercut process.
There is an abbreviated form of the SAIL process, reefed-SAIL, in which the
back metal is not patterned but remains as a continuous back contact (Fig. 5.4a). This
eliminates one of the mask levels and several etch steps including the fuse step. This
process is useful for slow devices in which the source–gate and drain–gate overlap
capacitances are not important and for more rapid prototyping investigations. Cross
sections and plan views of the devices produced by the abbreviated (reefed-SAIL)
and full-SAIL processes are shown in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 for a ZTO or an a-Si device
with a composite dielectric.
An example of a ZTO device fabricated using reefed-SAIL is shown in Fig. 5.9.
The pictured reefed-SAIL device is fabricated on a degenerate doped Si wafer as
the gate and thermal oxide as the gate dielectric. These devices demonstrate the
patterning precision possible with SAIL. Unlike jetting processes where there are
problems of drop misplacement, splashing, and uneven drop wetting variations; the
structures are sharp and well defined on a submicron scale. For this particular device,
the channel region is 2 μm wide. The ability to fabricate very precise aligned and
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Fig. 5.8 Cross section and plan view of a single layer transistor fabricated by full self-aligned
imprint lithography (full-SAIL). Note the isolation of the gate from the bottom layer metal in the
source and drain

Fig. 5.9 A ZTO transistor fabricated using the reefed-SAIL method on a doped c-Si wafer as the
gate electrode and thermal oxide as the gate insulator. The channel region is 2 μm wide
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Fig. 5.10 Amorphous silicon
transistor fabricated using a
full-SAIL process

dimensioned devices using SAIL imprint lithography is apparent. The 0.3-μm pattern definition precision greatly exceeds that of shadow masking (roughly 20 μm
on flexible substrates and roughly 15 μm for ink-jet-defined device structures). A
full-SAIL a-Si device is shown in Fig. 5.10, which includes the fuse regions that are
undercut by etching the bottom metal.

5.5.3 SAIL Transistor Results
While the described SAIL fabrication steps appear plausible, the fabrication and
characterization of actual devices on flexible substrates indicate that the SAIL process works in practice. Because dry etching recipes for TMOs are still being developed, the reefed-SAIL and SAIL fabrication processes have been used to fabricate a-Si transistors, a mature proven technology that can be used to benchmark
the transistors on flexible substrates. Basically, the results presented in this section
demonstrate that imprint lithography readily produces flexible short and long channel devices whose performance matches that found for devices on rigid substrates
in a-Si. By implication, imprint lithography should be able to generate comparable
results for TMO devices.
Amorphous silicon devices were fabricated using SAIL and device material
stacks consisting of the following layers. The substrate was 50 μm polyimide with a
100-nm stainless steel layer on the back. A 100-nm Al layer was covered by a 50-nm
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) SiO2 layer and a 200-nm
PECVD SiN layer deposited at 250◦ C. Then a 100-nm a-Si:H layer was deposited
followed by a 100-nm n+ layer and finally 100 nm of Cr comprises the top layer.
The devices were imprinted and developed to produce arrays of all combinations
of transistors width W = {10, 20, 50, 100} μm and length L = {1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
50, 100} μm. The normalized transfer characteristics, source–drain current/(W/L),
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Fig. 5.11 The source–drain current Ids /(W/L) versus Vg for W = 100 μm and L = {1, 2, 5, 10, 20,
50, 100} μm for SAIL a-Si transistors

for W = 100 μm devices with various L are shown in Fig. 5.11. If the current scales
with L, the curves should completely overlap. There is some broadening of the exponential slope for the shortest devices but otherwise the L scaling holds. Thus, for the
W/L = 100 μm /1 μm devices, the on-current is 100 μA which is quite respectable
for an a-Si device. Such a device could easily drive OLED pixels. The subthreshold
slope is about 0.6 V/decade, the on–off ratio is about 105 , and Vt is about 3 V. Thus,
SAIL can fabricate 1 μm channel length devices in a roll-to-roll process on flexible
substrates. The device uniformity is quite decent as well.
SAIL fabrication of arrays has also been undertaken using identical procedures
along with the pixel electrode for the backplane of a display. Currently, arrays of
50×50 and 100×100 devices are being fabricated. As with all flexible electronics
technology, the yields and susceptibility to flexing remain largely unexplored.

5.5.4 Summary of Imprint Lithography
In summary, imprint lithography can make short channel devices on flexible substrates for large area, flexible, and inexpensive applications. The SAIL process
described in this section solves the layer-to-layer alignment problem for micronscale alignment on dimensionally variable substrates. The abbreviated reefed SAIL
process has been used to fabricate isolated TMO transistors, while the full-SAIL
process has been used to fabricate amorphous Si arrays and transistors on flexible
substrates.
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5.6 Flexible TMO Device Results
The previous sections describing flexible transistor fabrication indicated that there
are three main ways of fabricating TMO devices: shadow masks, photolithography,
and imprint lithography. Section 5.1.2 summarized some important TMO transistor
results on rigid substrates; further details can be found in Table 5.1 and the corresponding references. In this section, the performance of various flexible TMO
transistors using the above-mentioned fabrication methods is described. While significant TMO work on rigid substrates has been undertaken, flexible TMO work
and TMO work using imprint lithography are still in their infancy. It is expected
that the TMO results on rigid substrates mentioned above represent appropriate performance benchmarks for flexible electronics because the rigid, higher temperature
approaches can utilize any of the flexible technologies. Thus, the results in this section should be compared to rigid substrate results as well as alternative flexible
platforms such as a-Si:H.
One of the first reports of devices fabricated on flexible substrates is by Carcia
et al. [20], where a mobility of 0.4 cm2 V−1 s−1 , an on–off ratio of 104 , and
Vt = 7.5 V was achieved. The transistor consisted of a fluoropolymer dielectric, an
RF sputter deposited ZnO active layer, and a polyimide substrate and was fabricated
at room temperature. The results are shown in Fig. 5.12. This work was one of the
first to demonstrate that TMO TFTs could produce flexible transistors with capabilities comparable to a-Si although the off-current is a bit high. Subsequent work by
these researchers using a Al2 O3 dielectric, ZnO semiconductor, e-beam evaporation
on polyimide, and temperatures below 120◦ C produced devices with mobilities of
50 cm2 V−1 s−1 , on–off ratios of 105 , and Vt = 3.2 V [22, 37]. However, the offcurrent, roughly 10−9 A, was too high for a pixel transistor on an LCD. Such a
large leakage requires unacceptably large refresh rates and concomitant power dissipation. The mobility and on-current, however, demonstrate that high-performance
flexible electronics can be made using TMO as the channel material.
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Fig. 5.12 Flexible ZnO TFT curves of (a) Id versus Vd for Vg = 0, 1, . . ., 20 V and (b) of Id
versus Vg for Vds = 20 V. W/L = 40 μm /400 μm from [20]
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Fig. 5.13 From [29] on PET with a maximum temperature near room temperature

In [29], transistors were fabricated on PET using IGZO as the TMO and Y2 O3
as the dielectric where the fabrication temperature was kept near room temperature
(Fig. 5.13). A mobility of 8 cm2 V−1 s−1 was achieved with an on–off ratio of 103
and an off-current of 10−7 A. Except for the large off-current this is a reasonable
transistor. The importance of this work is that PET is clear unlike polyimide, so the
devices could be used in principle as part of a backlit liquid crystal display (LCD).
Also, this work represents an improvement of the transistor characteristics over the
first flexible transistor work. These flexible TMO results are not as good as the
results achieved on rigid substrates.
In order to further improve the performance of flexible TMO devices, the contacts
must produce sufficient current. In Fig. 5.14, the output characteristics of a ZTO
transistor on polyimide using shadow mask definition of ZTO on PECVD deposited
SiON, 50-μm polyimide substrate, and a 250◦ C 10-min anneal [26]. The transistor
output curves are shown for contacts consisting of Al on ZTO. The concave current

Fig. 5.14 The output
characteristics for a ZTO
transistor with Al contacts,
SiON dielectric, and a
maximum fabrication
temperature of 250◦ C. The
concave characteristics are
indicative of blocking
contacts and suggest that
improved contacts can give
rise to improved device
performance [26]
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Fig. 5.15 The source–gate
capacitance versus dc
source-to-gate voltage bias
for various frequencies for
the transistor with Al source
and drain contacts. The
measurement frequencies are
0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, and
500 kHz. The insets indicate
the device layout (upper
right) and the band structure
for negative (left) and positive
(right) dc bias conditions

crowding suggests that there is a problem with the contacts. This conclusion about
the contacts was further verified by two methods: capacitance and four-probe transistor measurements. In Fig. 5.15, the capacitance of a transistor structure of the
source with respect to the continuous gate is shown as a function of Vsg . The associated band structure is depicted in the insets and as well as the device geometry.
For Vsg > 10, the device is in depletion and the channel does not conduct. Hence,
the capacitance is just the capacitance of the source electrode with respect to the
gate regardless of the frequency. For Vsg < 0 and low frequencies, the channel is
turned on so that the capacitance consists of both the source–gate capacitance, the
drain–gate capacitance, and the channel–gate capacitance. Moreover, the various
capacitances are only the insulator capacitances and do not include the series capacitance of semiconductor. The additional area and lack of the semiconductor series
capacitance result in the roughly factor of 3 increase in the capacitance. For higher
frequencies, the RC time constant from contact and channel series resistances and
the capacitances is large so there is not enough time within one cycle to charge
up the channel–gate and drain–gate capacitances. By observing the frequency at
which ARcontact Cins 2π f = 1, where A is the source–gate contact area, Rcontact is the
contact resistance, Cins is the insulator capacitance, and f is the frequency, the contact resistance Rcontact can be estimated. Because Cins = 15 nF/cm2 the area of the
device is 0.03 cm2 and Rcontact≈ 30 kΩ. This device is, therefore, not capable of
passing much more than about 35 μA without a significant voltage drop across the
contact.
A second means of estimating the contact resistance is to measure the voltage
drop across the contact using a four-probe method (Fig. 5.16) [26, 28]. The source
and drain probes drive a current through the source and drain contacts and the voltage of the two inner probes is measured using a very high impedance instrument, so
no current is drawn through the probes. The potential difference between the source
and the first contact yields the voltage drop across the source contact, while the
voltage difference between the final voltage probe and the drain yields the voltage
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Fig. 5.16 Four-probe configuration for measuring the source and drain contact resistance. Two
addition high impedance probes or electrodes are placed between the source and drain to measure
the potential drop between the channel and the source and drain electrodes

drop across the drain. The potential drop between the two voltage probes yields the
channel voltage drop. In particular, the channel resistance, RCH , the source resistance, RS , and the drain resistance, RD are roughly given by
R S = (VS − VH )/I S D
R D = VL /I S D
RC H = (VH − VL )/I S D

(1)

The expressions for RS and RD are approximate in that some channel resistances are included because the probes include at least several microns of the channel. Using these relations, the source, drain, and channel resistances can be estimated [26, 28]. For the Al and ZTO contact, this method yields approximately
the same value of the contact. The four-probe method can be used to determine
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Fig. 5.17 The source–drain current in a ZTO transistor with Al contacts and no ITO layer to
improve the contact resistance (a). The same current plotted against the voltage drop between the
inner voltage sensing probes (b). Notice that the current crowding indicative of contact effects has
been eliminated
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the characteristics without contact impedance effects. In Fig. 5.17, the source–
drain current through a ZTO transistor with PECVD SiON dielectric, Al contacts
deposited directly on the ZTO, with W/L = 2000 μm/200 μm is presented. The field
effect mobility is about 0.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 for the uncorrected curves. The normal
output curves in Fig. 5.17a exhibit current crowding while plotted against the potential difference between the two electrodes eliminates the crowding (Fig. 5.17b).
Notice also the difference in horizontal scales is almost a factor of 10. The mobility
extracted from the contact corrected curves will, therefore, be about a factor of 10
larger and is about 1.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 . Thus, the contact effects dramatically alter the
extracted mobility. The four-probe methods enable the true channel mobility to be
extracted by eliminating the contact effects. Clearly, however, the most important
point is that the contacts must be improved.
By including an ITO layer between the Al and the ZTO, the contact resistance
was decreased to about 3 kΩ. In addition, if an oxide buffer layer is included
between the SiON and the ZTO, the device performance is greatly improved. For
this device the output and transfer characteristics are shown in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19.
The incremental mobility is 14 cm2 V−1 s−1 (Fig. 5.20) and the on–off ratio is 107 ,
and an off-current of 10−11 A was produced showing that the high off-current can
be reduced while maintaining high on-currents. Moreover, this is a stable current
and changes little with stressing. The threshold voltage is somewhat negative but
this can be changed by adjusting the dielectric deposition conditions and/or injecting the appropriate charge into the dielectric to adjust the threshold voltage. The
maximum incremental saturation mobility is ∼14 cm2 V−1 s−1 (Fig. 5.20) [26, 28].
The threshold voltage is about −9 V (Fig. 5.21). In summary, the flexible transistor
properties are nearly equivalent to a comparable rigid substrate device composed of
similar materials. This bodes well for the future of flexible TMO devices.
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Fig. 5.18 A ZTO transistor deposited on 50 μm polyimide, PECVD SiON, ITO contact layer, Al
contacts, and a SiO2 buffer layer (W/L = 1,000 μm /100 μm)
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5.7 Future Problems and Areas of Research
In order to realize the full promise of flexible TMO electronics, there are a number
of areas in which further research is desirable. These include the following:
(1) Better control of the carrier density in the TMO channel materials.
(2) Improved low-temperature dielectrics.
(3) Better etching processes for TMO materials.
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Fig. 5.21 Transfer characteristics of device in Fig. 5.18. VT = −9 V

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Improved p-type material.
Device electrical stability.
Flexure and adhesion of the TMO materials on flexible substrates.
Yield validation of flexible substrate fabrication methods.

Progress on these issues could greatly expand the possible areas of application
for flexible TMO electronics and improve the control of the TMO material system
for cost effective production.

5.7.1 Carrier Density Control
One of the areas that can be difficult to control reliably in TMO materials is the
carrier density particularly within the lower temperature constraints imposed by
flexible substrates. Because oxygen defects act as n-type dopants, the materials typically must be sputtered in high-oxygen partial pressure conditions. Otherwise the
TMO will end up being n-type and unsuitable for an accumulation mode transistor [52–56]. Such n-type materials could in principle be used in depletion mode
applications if low off-currents are not required. The high-oxygen partial pressures,
however, tend to promote arcing and dielectric breakdown of the underlying gate
dielectric in the sputtering environment. More research is needed in understanding
the energy levels and doping effects of O vacancies in the various TMO systems
particularly as a function of the transition metal cation.
The carrier density is also affected by the presence of H. There is significant
evidence that H within many of the TMO materials acts as an n-type dopant [51].
In fact, exposure to an H plasma can change the conductivity of TMO by orders
of magnitude [48, 49]. Hence reactive ion etching (RIE) with H-containing materials, such as CH4 and CF3 H, can be a source of carrier density variation even
though these gases are the leading candidates for dry etching TMO materials. Also
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dielectrics such as PECVD a-SiN dielectrics can also introduce H into the adjacent
TMO. Because of the ubiquitous prevalence of H during deposition, etching, and in
neighboring materials and the rather high mobility of H in TMOs, postfabrication
annealing protocols can be important to control the carrier density. Often annealing
for short times above 200◦ C can significantly reduce the excess carrier density. Presumably this annealing causes H to move to become electrically inactive without
releasing H from any dielectric such as SiN that might contain H. Postfabrication H
motion could also be a source of instability in the electronic properties of the fabricated devices. Significantly more research is needed in understanding the energy
levels introduced by H, the diffusion of H within TMOs, and the interchange of H
with dielectrics both during deposition and postdevice fabrication.

5.7.2 Low-Temperature Dielectrics
As with all material systems used on flexible substrates, good low-temperature
dielectrics are critical. The dielectrics must have low interface defects with the TMO
materials at low deposition temperatures. In bottom gate devices, it is also desirable
that the surface roughness of the dielectric be small in order that the field effect
mobility approaches that of the underlying TMO. Most importantly, the dielectric must withstand high fields without trapping significant charge. The trapped
charge will cause threshold shifts arising from continuous application of gate biases.
While charge-trapping-induced threshold voltage shifts are undesirable for all flexible electronic systems, they are particularly undesirable for electronic applications
such as driving OLEDs and drive electronics; the potential new application areas
for TMO materials. Otherwise one must use more elaborate self-compensating circuits in such applications. Some of the dielectrics that have been used are listed in
Tables 5.1 and 5.4, but there has been little investigation into their stability under
voltage stress or their tendency to create interface states. Research comparing the
stability of the various dielectrics may also shed light on the physical origins of the
metastability.

5.7.3 Etching of TMO Materials
For batch fabrication of TMO electronics on flexible substrates, etching continues
to be a somewhat difficult area. Both wet and dry etching of TMO materials have
undesirable features. Besides the waste disposal issues and expensive process of
wet etching, many flexible substrates such as polyimide and PET can absorb water
which in turn can cause swelling. Hence, wet etching may require a moisture barrier
layer to protect the substrate. The preferable dry RIE etching is also somewhat difficult for TMO materials. The two most promising etching chemistries are CH4 /H2
and BCl3 [50]. The BCl3 chemistry is slow and tends to etch contact metals as well
as TMO materials thereby limiting the types of process flows and structures that can
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be fabricated. The CH4 /H2 chemistry on the other hand etches the TMO material
while leaving metals intact. The chief difficulty with the CH4 /H2 chemistry is that
it tends to leave carbon structures, maybe even carbon nanotubes on surfaces other
than the TMO such as the walls of the chambers and source–drain contacts. In normal conditions, one uses oxygen to suppress carbon compound formation but this
interferes with the etching of the oxygen in the TMO. The hydrogen concentration
is adjusted to help etch surface carbon compounds but as mentioned above, excess
atomic H can cause problems for the carrier density in the TMO unless the hydrogen
is removed by subsequent annealing steps. The deposition of carbon compounds on
the chamber walls often requires periodic mechanically cleaning as the material is
remarkable resistant to usual O cleaning procedures. While existing etch protocols
are satisfactory, improved etching chemistries and protocols would be quite useful
for the wide scale use of TMO electronics.

5.7.4 P-type TMO
Another major area for future research is the deposition of p-type TMO material.
P-type material would be highly desirable in order to create CMOS-type circuitry for
drive electronics and other electronic applications. Significant effort has been made
to develop p-type TMO materials [63–69]. In general, because O vacancies dope ntype TMO, it is difficult to produce p-type material. Whenever a p-type dopant atom
is introduced into the growing materials, an O vacancy becomes more energetically
favorable. The O vacancies compensate the material. There is promising work using
Cu containing materials to help dope the material p-type [63–69]. The Cu cation
has an unfilled 4d that lines up with the valence band of most TMO. Cu doping then
serves as a p-type dopant. The p-type carrier densities that have been achieved are
3×1019 carriers cm−3 . Unfortunately, the features of TMOs that make the electron
mobility high even for amorphous disorder, results in reduced mobility for holes.
The top of the valence band is primarily directional O 2p-type orbitals that are sensitive to disorder. In sufficient quantities, the Cu constituents create a miniband at
the top of the valence band that increases the hole conductivity despite the disorder
induced broadening of the valence band edge. The best mobilities achieve to date
are mobilities of 0.13 cm2 /V·s for nonsingle crystalline material [63–69].

5.7.5 Stability
As in the case of many material systems with disorder and low-temperature
dielectrics, TMO devices exhibit metastability. The quantification and understanding of this phenomenon are just beginning. It has been known for a while that
ZnO, for example, exhibits a persistent photoconductivity [52–56]. Illumination by
bandgap light causes significant changes in conductivity that last for hours or more.
This effect has been attributed to O chemisorption initiated by the UV light. The
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effect is minimized if the transistor has a passivation layer preventing O interaction with the back surface [52–56]. Depending on the composition, annealing history, and exposure to O or H, the electrical characteristics exhibit varying degrees of
instability. The instabilities can arise from changes in carrier concentrations, defects
in the semiconductor, and/or charge trapping in the insulator. In general, the higher
the annealing temperatures, the better the stability and the smaller the initial deviceto-device variation in threshold voltages and subthreshold slopes. The presence of
In also appears to increase instability. The origin and control of instabilities are
of particular interest as one of the many advantages of TMO is their use in edge
driver electronics and OLED drivers. The stability requirements of driver electronic
devices are typically more demanding because the on-time voltage duty cycle can
approach 100%, while in the typical pixel transistor, the on-time duty cycle can be
made small. Significant work in this area is required.

5.7.6 Flexure and Adhesion of TMO
Common to all flexible electronic materials and fabrication methods, more work
needs to be done characterizing and understanding the effects of flexure on the performance of TMO electronics. The brittle nature of TMO may suggest that flexure
maybe a problem. However, the small relative area of the TMO transistor channel region, the small thickness of the TMO material, and the large compliance of
the substrate suggest that flexure may not be a significant limitation for TMO electronics. Preliminary studies of devices using brittle a-Si:H as a channel material
indicates that metal lines and dielectrics are more of a problem. Virtually no flexing
studies on TMOs have been done.

5.7.7 Flexible Fabrication Method Yields
A final area of future study common to most all flexible material systems concerns
the yield of various fabrication methods. Because the substrate dimensions are not
fixed, the fabrication temperatures are low, and the fabrication methods are relatively
nonstandard (not the typical photolithography), there is the all important question of
yield. The initial yield of the devices, lines, and crossovers for both imprint lithography and jetting methods of fabrication must be measured and optimized. Work is
just beginning to characterize the yield issues of imprint lithography. Dirt-induced
defects tend to be eliminated by the imprint process while defects due to imprint
stamp wear, propagate, and can result in significant yield loss. Improper stamp filling and bubble defects are less important; they cause at most the failure of one array.
Yield issues regarding control and uniformity of etching masks remain unexplored.
Jetting methods have problems of splashing, wetting, gaps, and nonuniform coverage issues. The yield issues associated with these flexible substrates transcend the
material system and are not specific to the TMO devices.
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Issues specific to SAIL that need to be measured include the following:
(1) The yield of the devices and arrays using SAIL is not yet known. There are
imprint defects such as voids caused by under filling and excess imprint polymer if there is over filling.
(2) The impact of imprint wears on device yield needs to be measured in order
to estimate stamp life time. Defects may form in the stamp due to particles or
failure to release from the mold. These defects are then replicated.
(3) The effects of particle densities on yield and whether acceptable yield can be
obtained without a clean room.
(4) Finally, the required levels of process uniformities and latitudes that affect
device yield should be measured. Because SAIL is so recent, many of these
issues require further work. In general, we have been encouraged by the fact
that as we have moved toward roll-to-roll fabrication using SAIL, device yields,
controllability, and uniformity have markedly improved over batch processing
suggesting that SAIL represents a promising fabrication method for large area,
inexpensive, and flexible electronics.

5.8 Summary
SAIL is a solution to the layer-to-layer alignment problem for the critical features
on flexible substrates. The SAIL process can produce submicron-aligned layers and
submicron-sized features, is compatible with both roll-to-roll and high-throughput
manufacturing, and is inexpensive. The complex series of steps (deposition, coat
with resist, expose resist, develop, etch, and resist removal) required for each layer in
the standard photolithography is eliminated. The capability of the SAIL process can
be used for any materials system, such as a-Si, low-temperature poly-Si, and laser
recrystallized Si as well TMOs. The only materials system for which SAIL does
not currently seem straightforward is organics because etch selectivity between the
imprint polymer and the organic layer has not been adequately investigated. SAIL
should be considered as a possible fabrication methodology in the area of flexible
electronics and can enable many of the structures and devices mentioned elsewhere
in this book.
The major point of this chapter is the promising possibility of TMOs for flexible electronics. These materials have demonstrated high mobilities, large on–off
ratios, and reasonable threshold voltages using fabrication temperatures and procedures compatible with flexible substrates and large-throughput manufacturing methods. Transistors with mobilities as high as 30 cm2 V−1 s−1 , on–off ratios of 107 ,
Vt = 3 V, off-currents of 1 pA, and on-currents in the range of 1 mA have been
demonstrated. Moreover, the transistors can be completely transparent so the fill
factor can be large. If the stability issue, transition metal etching and appropriate
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dielectric material selection are solved, the future looks very promising for flexible
TMO electronics.
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Chapter 6

Materials and Novel Patterning Methods
for Flexible Electronics
William S. Wong, Michael L. Chabinyc, Tse-Nga Ng, and Alberto Salleo

Abstract
The materials considerations and print-processing techniques for
fabricating electronic devices on flexible platforms are reviewed. Organic and
inorganic semiconductors, dielectrics, and metals for thin-film transistor (TFT) fabrication are presented. Jet-printing techniques for both etch-mask patterning and
deposition and patterning of solution-processable polymers will be highlighted. The
characterization of low-temperature compatible materials will also be reviewed in
regard to conditions that determine device stability and performance in polymeric
and silicon-based devices. Finally, an overview of specific applications for organic
and inorganic semiconductor devices in backplane, display, and image sensor arrays
will be presented.

6.1 Introduction
The scaling of large-area electronics for applications in flat-panel displays, digital X-ray imagers, and flexible electronics is pushing the technological and cost
limits of conventional materials and device processing. While conventional processing such as photolithography and vacuum deposition can produce high-performance
submicron devices, this capability and the associated cost is not necessary for largearea platforms. An alternative patterning method that can be scaled to very large
areas, using noncontact jet printing of electronic image files, may be used to fabricate both silicon-based [1–4] and polymeric-based [5, 6] thin-film transistors (TFTs)
having feature sizes limited by the size of the drops (∼40 μm). Incorporated with
roll-to-roll fabrication [7, 8], jet-printing processes can help to reduce processing
and materials cost for flexible electronics fabrication.
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Many new materials systems, based on polymeric semiconductors and flexible
substrate materials, are rapidly being developed in order to address the intrinsic
difficulties of large-area roll-to-roll processing. Polymeric materials hold promise
for low-cost electronics and simplified device processing. Indeed, materials that are
solution processable will enable novel deposition and patterning processes borrowed
from the graphic arts industry, such as jet printing, for fabrication of TFT devices.
Because a large fraction of fabrication costs is due to patterning, an alternative technology based on ink-jet printing and conventional vacuum deposited thin films may
provide the required overlap of performance with low-cost fabrication of microelectronic circuits on large-area flexible platforms.
Jet-printing technology can be used to pattern etch masks or active materials
to form a desired pattern. The technique has advantages for device processing on
flexible substrates: (1) the patterning process is noncontact, (2) layer-to-layer registration is accomplished by digital image processing, and (3) the patterning process
originates from an electronic image file that is not fixed to a rigid photomask and
can be used for real-time alignment onto a flexible platform. The feature size and
spatial control of jet-printed phase-change inks combined with digital imaging and
patterning [9–13] in a process referred to as digital lithography onto conventional
thin-film electronic materials are optimal for large-area device processing on flexible platforms and are another alternative to direct writing of solution-processable
materials in additive patterning processes [5, 14, 15].
The integration of inorganic semiconductors and dielectrics on flexible substrates
has the added complexity that high-temperature processing is needed to obtain highquality materials. No matter what technology is used for flexible displays, if the
substrate is an organic polymer then close attention must be paid to the deposition
temperatures for all processes used in the fabrication. While plastic substrates have
cost advantages and can readily be used in roll-to-roll processes, they have relatively
poor characteristics in terms of thermal expansion, mechanical stability, and solvent
uptake, when compared to glass and silicon. There are many strategies to address
these issues, but in general they require processing to occur below ∼170◦ C. Since
this temperature is somewhat lower than that used for conventional processing, it is
critical to perform fundamental studies to understand how electronic devices fabricated at these temperatures operate as their defect density is likely to be different
than that of devices fabricated at higher temperatures. The replacement of conventional patterning processes with digital lithography is the first step in simplifying the
fabrication of TFT devices. In a second step, solution-processable semiconductors
and metals can be used to replace conventional vacuum deposited materials enabling
fabrication in an ambient environment. While devices fabricated using these materials currently have lower performance compared to that of conventional inorganic
thin-film devices, they are being rapidly developed for applications in large-area and
flexible electronics. The move to solution-processable materials will enable a transition from a conventional subtractive process for TFT fabrication to an all-additive
process where reduced cost can be obtained by combining deposition and patterning
in a single process step. Organic materials are more easily processed at the lower
temperatures compatible with flexible substrates, but their long-term stability and
the origin of defects are poorly understood.
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6.2 Materials Considerations for Flexible Electronics
6.2.1 Overview
The semiconductor–dielectric combination in a circuit is one of the most important
considerations for flexible electronics. The achievement of stable high-performance
TFTs relies on the optimization of the mobility of carriers and the reduction of traps
at the semiconductor–dielectric interface. Thus, the semiconductor and dielectric
layers cannot be considered completely independent. The desired fabrication technology also dictates which materials are compatible. It is currently possible to fabricate high-quality TFTs from both inorganic and organic materials and we briefly
describe these materials here. We also address the possibility of printable conductors
that can be used, in principle, with either class of material.

6.2.2 Inorganic Semiconductors and Dielectrics
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is the ubiquitous materials system for
large-area electronics and is currently used as a semiconductor in liquid-crystal display (LCD) backplanes and X-ray imagers on glass substrates [16, 17]. The integration of high-performance a-Si:H-based TFT devices onto polymeric substrates
requires development of high-quality, low-temperature (<200◦ C) processed TFT
devices. The development of such materials has been described in detail in earlier
chapters. Particular challenges for flexible substrates are deposition of low mechanical stress layers and the reduction in defect density through optimization of deposition conditions. The most widely used deposition method for both the a-Si:H layer
and the gate dielectric layer, silicon nitride (SiNx ), is plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PE-CVD). While there are alternative low-temperature methods,
such as sputtering, these techniques have generally not achieved the same quality
that is possible with PE-CVD. In addition, since the semiconductor and dielectric
layers are generally deposited sequentially in the same reactor, the interface formed
between these materials can be highly optimized.
Alternative inorganic materials to amorphous silicon are currently being explored
as semiconductors. Poly-silicon is a well-developed materials system that is
currently showing promise in OLED display applications. Recently, a form of silicon that can be jet-printed has been described [18]. This material, however, suffered from the need to be processed in a highly inert atmosphere (<1 ppm O2 ) and
required high-temperature postdeposition annealing. Many semiconducting oxide
materials, such as ZnO [19] and ternary compounds, InGaO [20], are being widely
studied in test devices. These optically transparent materials have the advantage
of being deposited at low temperatures while yielding relatively high field-effect
mobilities (1–10 cm2 /Vs). It is, however, difficult to control their doping level during deposition due to electrically active defects formed during deposition. Printable
forms of these materials have also been explored. Nanoparticles of ZnO have been
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used to form TFTs [21], but can require high temperature (>300◦ C) postdeposition
anneals for the best performance. TFTs formed with these materials are frequently
used with oxide gate dielectric layers, but there are few studies that have explored
the best candidates for large-area electronic circuits.

6.2.3 Organic Semiconductors and Dielectrics
Organic semiconductors comprise two broad classes of materials, molecular compounds and polymers (Table 6.1). Both of these classes of materials generally have
the feature of either a single conjugated unit or a number of conjugated units that
form a planar or nearly planar molecular structure. There are many known semiconducting polymers, but those based on polymers or copolymers of thiophene have
generally been the most widely used for TFTs. The design and synthesis of polymeric semiconductors are discussed in chapter 9 in this book. While most of the
characterization of these materials has been performed using thermally grown silicon dioxide gate dielectric layers, they are compatible with a variety of dielectrics
including organic polymers, PE-CVD SiO2 and SiNx , and oxides formed from
anodized metals [22]. Both p- and n-type organic materials have been demonstrated with the former being more common than the latter [23]. Improvements in
n-type materials suggest that organic materials may have an advantage over a-Si:H
in applications where complementary logic is required, for example, simple logic
circuits.
The choice of the semiconducting system dictates the deposition method. Molecular materials have generally been deposited by vapor methods and have been used
in prototype circuits and backplanes. The best pentacene TFTs have reproducible
mobilities around 1 cm2 /Vs [24], but in many cases degradation in performance is
observed during subsequent processing, such as formation of an encapsulation layer
or patterning by photolithography [25]. Small molecules can be made amenable to
solution processing by functionalization. Usually, the solution deposition process
causes a reduction in the observed field-effect mobility relative to vapor deposition.
The typical reason for this difference is the difficulty in controlling film formation as the solvent evaporates. Recently, a number of materials, such as triisopropylsilyl (TIPS)-pentacene, have been designed that form continuous, highly ordered
films from solution and now provide high mobility when deposited from solvent
[26]. Semiconducting polymers have recently been demonstrated to have mobilities
above 0.5 cm2 /Vs, suggesting that they can have similar performance to molecular
materials [27].
Most high-performance organic semiconductors form polycrystalline or
semicrystalline films. For many materials, it is found that either thermal or solventvapor annealing can lead to improvements in mobility. The orientation of the crystalline domains relative to the flow of current is considered to be important to
achieve the highest field-effect mobility. For example, many semiconducting polymers have lamellar structures where a conjugated backbone is separated by alkyl
side chains. Transport is poor along the lamellar stacking direction due to the
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Table 6.1 Organic semiconducting materials

Semiconductor

Field-effect
mobility
(cm2/Vs)

Deposition Method

Reference

0.5-5.0

Vapor

24

0.1-1.1

Vapor

54

0.1 to 1.0

Solution

26

0.01 to 0.05

Solution

23

0.1 to 0.5

Solution

27

0.06 to 0.12

Solution

6

Pentacene
S

S

S

S

S

S

α-6T

Si(iPr) 3

Si(iPr) 3

TIPS-pentacene
C6H13

C6H13

S

S

S

S

n
C6H13

C6H13

P3HT
R
S
S

S
S

n
R

PBTTT
C12 H25
S
S

S
S

n
C12H 25

PQT-12

insulating alkyl side chains and good through the π-stacking direction and along
the backbone of the polymer. The interfacial interaction with the gate dielectric
must not prevent the semiconducting layer from adopting this orientation during
film formation.
A variety of low-temperature processable gate dielectrics, including inorganic
oxides deposited by sputtering, anodization, or PE-CVD and organic dielectric layers deposited by solution coating, are compatible with organic semiconductors [22].
Inorganic dielectrics are generally formed in a bottom-gate configuration whereas
organic dielectrics can be either bottom or top gate (Fig. 6.1). Inorganic insulators
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Fig. 6.1 Device
architectures for organic
TFTs for (a) bottom and
(b) top gated staggered
structures

have good electrical stability and low leakage currents (<10 pA/cm2 ), are impervious to organic solvents, and are stable in a wide range of environments. Since
most inorganic dielectrics must be vapor-deposited or formed using time-consuming
chemical bath deposition, research in organic polymeric dielectrics is increasing.
The design of an organic dielectric is difficult because solvent interactions with the
organic semiconductor must be considered.
For both inorganic and organic dielectrics, as the surface roughness of the gate
dielectric increases beyond the molecular size of the semiconductor (>0.3 nm), the
field-effect mobility of the TFT generally decreases. For a bottom-gate device, the
roughness is caused by contributions from the substrate, gate layer, and dielectric
layer. In top-gate devices, the roughness of the semiconducting film itself may dominate. For bottom-gate TFTs formed with pentacene on rough dielectrics, the mobility has been suggested to be affected by changes in grain size, scattering due to
the roughness of the surface, and the inability of the carriers to move over the elevated portions of the dielectric due to the applied electric field with the gate [28].
Semiconducting polymers are less crystalline than molecular materials, but similar
observations have been reported (Fig. 6.2) [29].
Understanding how molecular interactions at the gate dielectric surface affect the
performance of organic TFTs is difficult. For example, deconvolving the effect of
chemical interactions from simple changes in dielectric constant is difficult as the
two are generally correlated. In addition, the device geometry can also have a strong
impact. For example, for bottom-gate TFTs with solution-processed semiconductors, the solvent used for most materials is quite aggressive and can potentially swell
or dissolve the gate dielectric. Even if the chemical compatibility can be overcome
by other geometries, for example top gate, the roughness of the semiconducting
film can still be an issue. Vapor-deposited films of materials, such as pentacene,
eliminate these difficulties, but the growth of the films is influenced by the surface
as well [30]. Nonetheless there is some understanding of the impact of chemical
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Field-effect mobility (cm /Vs)

Fig. 6.2 Field-effect mobility of
PBTTT-C16 coplanar TFTs with a gate
dielectric formed from PE-CVD
deposited SiO2 /SiNx at 150◦ C on glass
(circles) and polyethylene naphthalate
(triangles) [29]
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functionalities. Generally, hydrophobic surfaces produce TFTs with higher mobility and lower gate bias stress than hydrophilic ones [22]. Whether this is due to a
specific interaction between the chemical moieties of the dielectric and the charge
carriers or due to effects such as moisture uptake is unclear at this point. There is
evidence that moisture uptake in polymeric dielectrics and semiconducting polymers themselves cause an enhancement in gate bias stress [31]. The interaction with
water or hydroxyl groups has been shown to be deleterious for both p- and n-type
organic semiconductors [32].

6.2.4 Conductors
In flexible electronics, the metals used for the conductors must meet three criteria:
they must have a high enough conductivity to not create large parasitic resistance
over the area of the circuit, they must inject charge efficiently into the semiconducting layer, and they must not impact deposition of the gate dielectric. While
it is desirable for a single material to meet all requirements, it is not essential.
For example, in a-Si:H technology, a doped silicon layer is used for injection
and a metal is used for the addressing line and the gate level. In most demonstrations of flexible active-matrix backplanes, the conductors have been deposited
from vapor.
Direct deposition of molten metal is usually beyond the thermal tolerance of
flexible substrates other than stainless steel. The majority of work on conductors has
focused on metallic nanoparticles, and organometallic molecular compounds that
can be sintered into continuous metallic films [33]. Metallic nanoparticles of coinage
metals such as Au or Ag with sizes of <100 nm have reduced melting points relative
to bulk materials and can be sintered at relatively low temperatures (<300◦ C) [34]
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or optically with visible lasers [35]. Most nanoparticles are synthesized with an
organic surface layer to allow them to be suspended in a solvent without aggregation.
While surface layers may be necessary to increase the stability of suspensions of
these materials, they are likely to cause injection barriers when used as contacts.
For example, contacts formed from silver nanoparticles stabilized with oleic acid
appear to show less contact resistance with poly[5,5 -bis(3-dodecyl-2-thienyl)-2,2 bithiophene] (PQT)-12 than those stabilized with oleylamine [36]. The origin of this
difference could be a modification of the work function of the electrode by the layer
or by doping of the semiconducting material near the contact.
Semiconducting polymers can form printable conductors when doped and
form good contacts to organic semiconductors. Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT/PSS) is a widely used printable conductor, but
its conductivity is ∼104 times lower than most metals [37]. Composite films
of polyaniline and single-wall carbon nanotubes have better conductivity than
PEDOT:PSS (2 S/cm), but still are significantly less conductive than a bulk metal.
While organic materials may be used as local contacts, it is unlikely that they
can be used for the addressing lines in large-area circuits that require reasonable
switching speeds.

6.3 Print-Processing Options for Device Fabrication
6.3.1 Overview
Printing methods can be broadly classified as noncontact and contact methods. Most
high-volume printing, such as packaging, is performed using techniques such as
gravure, offset, and flexographic marking where a roller contacts the substrate. The
roller may be flat with patterned ink transferred to it from another patterned substrate
or the roller itself may have patterned depressions into which the ink is deposited. In
electronics, microcontact printing has been demonstrated for patterning of conductors using self-assembled monolayers as resists for chemical etching [38]. Chapter 5
describes the use of imprint methods to fabricate inorganic circuits. Techniques such
as electrophotography have been used to print a resist used to fabricate a-Si:H TFTs
[39]. We focus here on noncontact printing, in particular ink-jet printing.
Ink-jet printing has been used both to print etch masks for vapor-deposited materials (digital lithography) and for direct deposition of active materials. In digital
lithography, the main issues are control of the feature sizes of the printed etch
mask and integration of the printing steps into a conventional fabrication process.
For printing active materials, attention must be paid to how the material dries or
cures into a solid film. In both cases, it is important to understand the fundamental origins of the achievable feature sizes and the ability to control placement of
those features.
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6.3.2 Control of Feature Sizes of Jet-Printed Liquids
Most conventional ink-jet printers require relatively low-viscosity inks (<100 cP).
The dominant factors controlling the sizes of jet-printed features are control of the
printhead, mechanical control of the substrate, and the interaction of the printed
liquid with the substrate.
Without prepatterning of the substrate, the position and size of the features are
first set by the printing hardware. The liquid drop is ejected from the printhead and
must travel to the substrate therefore the placement accuracy of the jetted drop can
be analyzed by examination of the motion of the printhead (or substrate) and drop
during the printing process [40, 41]. Equation (6.1) represents the relative position
of a drop with respect to the position of the printhead during ejection of the droplet
in the printing direction (x-direction). In this case, u is the printhead translation
velocity, ν is the drop ejection velocity, s is the distance between the substrate and
the printhead, θ is the angle of the drop from the normal direction, and t is the time
that the droplet ejects from the head after an applied signal (Fig. 6.3).
x≈

us
+ ut + s tan θ
ν cos θ

(6.1)

The deviation from the expected print position in the x-direction is approximated
from the differential of Eq. (6.1):
Δx ≈

us
ν cos θ

 Δu
u

+

Δs
s

+

Δν
ν



+ s · sec2 θ · Δθ −

us √Δθ
v 1−θ 2

+ uΔt + tΔu

(6.2)

Translation velocity, u

Velocity of drop, ν
Distance to substrate, s

Angular deviation, θ

y
x
Fig. 6.3 Schematic of the geometric parameters that define the ejection of a droplet onto a substrate
surface
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The random errors add in quadrature and the values for t and θ are 0s and 0◦ ,
respectively, at the time of ejection. The relationship in Eq. (6.2) then simplifies to
Δx ≈

us
v



Δu
Δs
Δv
+
+
u
s
v



us
Δθ + u · Δt
v

+ s · Δθ −

(6.3)

The angular directionality of the drop determines in large part the deviation in
the y-direction of the printing. Ignoring any temperature variation in the printhead,
the deviation orthogonal to the print direction is shown in Eq. (6.4).
Δy ≈ s · Δθ

(6.4)

Using typical jet-printing parameters, the expected error in the ejected drop
placement is ∼5–10 μm, which correlates well to measured droplets printed from a
multiejector printhead [42], and is comparable to an analysis of printed conductive
polymers [14]. The printed line widths of wax resist using commercially available
printheads are ∼50 μm, so alignment accuracy of the drop placement is ∼20% of
the printed line width.
The absolute feature size is set by the printed volume and the interaction of the
printed liquid drop and the surface. Typical printed volumes are ∼20–100 pL, where
gravitational forces acting on the printed drop are negligible compared to surface
forces (by ∼1,000×). The final geometry of the printed drop can be then estimated
from Young’s equation which depends on the drop contact angle with the substrate,
φ, for a given interface energy between the liquid and vapor, γLV , solid and vapor,
γSV , and solid and liquid, γSL (Fig. 6.4 inset) and is represented by
γ L V cos φ = γ SV − γ SL

(6.5)
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Fig. 6.4 Printed spot radius as a function
of drop volume for different liquid–solid
contact angles. Contact angle as a function
of surface and interface tensions (inset)
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The wetting conditions can vary greatly depending on the substrate surface treatment prior to patterning. For conditions in which the contact angle, φ = 0, the
printed drop will completely wet the surface while at contact angles greater than
90◦ nonwetting of the droplet is observed. The latter results in poor adhesion and
the former gives large features, both are undesirable conditions. Figure 6.4 shows
the calculated variation in spot size as a function of contact angle for different drop
volumes with the shaded region showing the typical drop volumes for commercial
ink-jet printers.

6.3.3 Jet-Printing for Etch-Mask Patterning
In combination with the spatial resolution of ink-jet printing and digital image processing, digital lithography offers a promising alternative to processing conventional
electronic thin-film materials on flexible platforms. The digital lithography process
incorporates electronic-digital imaging to register virtual etch masks that are patterned by jet printing onto a surface. The coordinates of the alignment marks are
used to reposition an electronic mask layer aligned to the process wafer prior to
printing the mask pattern. Phase-change inks are used to achieve the required minimum feature size without the complexity of modulating the surface conditions. In
this approach, the substrate temperature is used to “freeze” a drop before it has time
to spread on a surface (0 < φ < 90◦ ) allowing both feature size control and good
adhesion. Control of printed line widths between 40 and 80 μm by simply varying the substrate temperature by 10◦ C has been reported [2]. Since the process is
noncontact, imperfections such as localized and layer-to-layer distortion on flexible
substrates are identified and corrected within a virtual mask before patterning.
A simple demonstration of the digital lithographic patterning techniques is shown
in Fig. 6.5. First the pattern is defined by ink-jet printing of the mask (the orthogonal

Fig. 6.5 (a) Optical micrograph of a print patterned etch
mask. (b) Transfer characteristics of printed pattern onto
the thin film after etching and mask stripping (this figure
was reproduced from Ref. [40], with permissions by the
Society for Information Display)

(a)

printed mask
Printed
mask

(b)
(b)

final feature
Final
feature

40 μm
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lines in Fig. 6.5a). The exposed film is etched and then the printed mask is stripped
(Fig. 6.5b). The final feature is well aligned with the printed pattern; no substantial
under cut of the masked film is seen. The precise image transfer is an important
aspect for the wax masking, particularly in the patterning of the source–drain contacts for the TFT and via contact holes in TFT arrays. The use of jet printing for
patterning semiconducting materials has the same advantages as digital lithography for etch masks; digital imaging of the substrate prior to deposition allows software adjustment of the printed pattern yielding very good multilayer registration.
Jet printing of active layers on electrodes defined by digital lithography in TFTs for
both molecular and polymeric semiconductors has also been demonstrated [5].

6.3.4 Methods for Minimizing Feature Size
Fine feature patterning from jet-printed materials is inherently difficult as shown in
the range of predicted features sizes in Fig. 6.4. While the drop volume of a printed
feature may result in relatively large patterns, the placement of the drops can be
controlled to much finer resolution. The spatial control of the drop spacing allows
for smaller channel lengths of a TFT than the drop size. For example, 10 μm gaps
can be fabricated readily based on considerations from the motion control of the
printed drop and from the knowledge of the extent of spreading of the printed drop.
In some cases, small gaps between printable conductors can be created using a
“self-aligned” printing method that relies on differences in wettability. By printing
onto a previously deposited feature that has a solvophobic coating, the deposited
drop dewets from the feature and can form a submicron gap [15, 43]. Such gaps have
been created with printable organic and inorganic conductors and used for OTFTs.
While it is difficult to control the exact gap, it is likely that the average gap over a
wide length scale, ∼50 μm, may be controllable from printed device to device.
Although printing small gaps is useful for defining source and drain electrodes
with shorter channels, it does not address the size of the gate electrode. Even if the
gap between the source and drain contacts is small, the parasitic capacitance caused
by a large overlap with the gate electrode degrades the performance of a TFT. In
this case, having the source and drain electrode self-aligned to a short-channel gate
is preferable to minimize the electrode overlap [44]. Self-aligned coplanar TFTs
have been formed using a combination of printed resists and electroplating. Figure 6.6 shows the fabrication process, where the gate electrode can be narrowed by
using the printed wax resist as a mask for electroplating. The gate layer itself was
then used as a photomask for patterning of the source and drain contacts. After patterning the source–drain contact, the stripping process removed both the photoresist liftoff layer and the printed mask, resulting in the formation of a self-aligned
bottom source and drain contacts (Fig. 6.7). The poly(thiophene) device characteristics for conventional and print processed devices (Fig. 6.8) were similar for both
types of devices: mobility = 0.035 cm2 /Vs from the saturation regime characteristics, VT = 0 V, and an on-to-off current ratio of ∼107 . Note that the original I–V
curves of Fig. 6.8
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Fig. 6.6 Process flow for digital lithographically defined fine features having a TiW seed layer on
a glass substrate as the starting material: (a) patterned gaps define the gate electrode channel length
and width, (b) gate metal deposition accomplished by electroplated Ni metal within the patterned
gap followed by mask stripping, (c) printed etch-mask patterning to define gate electrode and bus
line features, and (d) Ni/TiW metal etching and stripping of wax mask for final feature definition.
Inset shows optical micrographs of the patterned feature for each step [41]

Gate bus line
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D
G

Fig. 6.7 Optical
micrographs of the finished
TFT structure having
self-aligned source (S) and
drain (D) contacts to the gate
(G) electrode. Inset shows a
close up of the TFT structure
after coating
poly[5,5 -bis(3-dodecyl-2thienyl)-2,2 -bithiophene]
(PQT-12), completing the
device fabrication [41]

100 μm

25 μm
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Fig. 6.8 Current-voltage
characteristics for a typical TFT
device fabricated using the
self-aligned digital lithographic
process (solid line). The
diamond points shows the I–V
characteristics for a
conventionally processed TFT
measured at VDS = -5 V. The
inset shows the measured
(circles) and predicted (solid
line) output characteristics of the
self-aligned TFTs

from [41] did not have normalized device dimensions. These results demonstrated
that self-alignment of the source–drain contacts to the gate electrode is a useful
approach to solving the problems associated with overlap capacitance in OTFTs.
Another approach to better control the feature sizes of printed drops is to prepattern the surface with different regions of differing wettability [45] or topography
[46]. For example, the channel length of a TFT has been controlled by defining a
bank of polyimide using photolithography and then printing a conducting polymer
to form source and drain contacts [45]. The wettability of the substrate can also be
patterned without the use of a topographic barrier using techniques such as contact
printing or photolithography. While this method is attractive as it allows for better
control of features, it requires the use of extra patterning steps in the process with
extra processing equipment. If the need for better control of all-additive materials
outweighs the additional process complexity, then these approaches may be useful.

6.3.5 Printing Active Materials
The shapes of active materials range from simple island areas to lines over large
distances. Printing one drop to form an island is relatively simple as long as the
wetting characteristics of the surface are uniform. Printing lines over long distances
is more challenging. Since the long lines in a display are generally the address lines,
it is important to form them with as few defects as possible because defects would
result in opens in the conductors that control the circuit. As a printed line is formed,
additional drops add to the previous line that can be thought of as a pump. As more
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drops are added to the printed liquid line, instabilities, such as necks, may form due
to the dynamics of the spreading and drying of the printed liquid line. The mechanism of formation of instabilities in printed liquid lines is complex and has been
analyzed in detail [47, 48]. To achieve control of printed lines, one must optimize
the printing speed and the wetting characteristics of the printed liquid.
The majority of high-performance organic semiconductors are soluble in polar,
low-viscosity, and low-surface energy solvents. Controlling the spreading of these
liquids on surfaces when deposited as drops is difficult without physical barriers.
Importantly, the surface energy of the gate dielectric in an OTFT cannot be arbitrarily chosen as most solution-processable organic semiconductors perform best on
dielectrics with hydrophobic surfaces. While such low-surface energies can in principle decrease the size of printed features, the semiconducting solution is frequently
printed on a surface with spatially heterogeneous surfaces. In a coplanar TFT, the
contact electrodes will generally be of higher surface energy than the channel causing a printed liquid droplet to dewet from the channel onto the contacts. While it is
possible to print contacts on the surface of the semiconductor after it is deposited,
control of the feature size of printed metals will be limited since it is currently
difficult to arbitrarily change the wetting characteristics of the surface of organic
semiconductors.
The drying time of the printed liquid impacts the performance of solutionprocessable semiconductors. It has been shown that the drying conditions of spincoated films can lead to changes in performance of factors of 10, even on the same
surface [49, 50]. Although the drying conditions of printed drops and spin-coated
films are quite different due to the volume of solution, both printed and spin-coated
films of semiconducting polymers have been demonstrated to have similar performance when deposited from a high boiling point solvent. While there are no detailed
studies of the morphology and microstructure of films of semiconducting polymers
deposited by jet printing, the electrical characteristics of the TFTs suggest that the
material can self-organize during the drying time of the printed drop.

6.4 Performance and Characterization of Electronic Devices
6.4.1 Overview
Being able to fabricate single devices with the appropriate performance is only a
first step toward the use of TFTs in electronic circuits where tens or hundreds of
devices are integrated. Circuit designers rely heavily on device stability, reliability,
and uniformity across the substrate and correct size scaling to design properly functioning systems. Therefore, all nonideal behavior in TFTs must be well understood
in order to realistically design systems comprising multiple devices.
The deposition conditions available for flexible circuits are substantially different
than those for conventional devices. In particular, the temperatures that can be used
are substantially lower than those for devices on glass substrates. Because of this
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limitation, the electronic properties of conventional materials as a function of processing temperature must be explored. On the other hand, organic semiconductors
represent a relatively unexplored class of materials and the device characteristics of
organic TFTs and circuits are still not established.

6.4.2 Bias Stress in Organic Thin-Film Transistors
It is commonly observed that the output current of organic TFTs decreases under
operation [51–54]. Such behavior is called bias stress. The main cause of bias stress
is a shift of the threshold voltage VT toward the gate potential. This shift reduces
the voltage overdrive of the device and progressively shuts down the transistor during operation. The VT shift is caused by a sheet of trapped carriers shielding the
gate potential [51, 55]. Carriers are trapped in the organic semiconductor material at
the dielectric interface, where their concentration is highest during operation. Nevertheless, carrier injection in the dielectric cannot be excluded a priori as a cause
of bias stress, especially in devices made with polymeric dielectrics. Another common cause of VT shift in TFTs is the motion of ions in the dielectric, which on
the other hand can be eliminated by careful choice and handling of the materials
[56]. A VT shift toward VG has been observed as well with gate voltages such as
to shut the device off [57, 58]. Studies of the latter type of bias stress are in their
initial stages and we will not include them in this chapter. Finally, bias stress effects
are heavily influenced by the operating environment. The presence of water at the
semiconductor–dielectric interface for instance has been observed to accelerate the
VT shift in polymeric TFTs [59]. Environmental effects are extremely important but
are still poorly understood.
Threshold voltage instability makes circuit design extremely challenging. Moreover, the degradation of the electrical output of the TFTs poses a lifetime issue [52,
60]. Understanding, mitigating, and predicting bias stress behavior in organic TFTs
is, therefore, of paramount importance in all applications involving these devices.
Several charge trapping mechanisms have been proposed and can be found in the
literature [61–63]. Here we focus on the modeling of the time dependence of the
current decay in organic TFTs in an effort to design optimal biasing conditions that
extend the device lifetime in operation.
6.4.2.1 Continuous Biasing
In the simplest bias stress studies, a constant gate bias is applied to turn-on the TFT
while the drain current is measured as a function of time. In general, bias stress
depends on the charge density in the channel [51]. Typically, as VT shifts toward
VG , the driving force for trapping – which is related to the gate voltage overdrive –
decreases and bias stress slows down. In the linear regime, the charge density in the
channel is
Q C = C0 (VG S − VT )

(6.6)
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where C0 is the gate capacitance per unit area VT is the threshold voltage and VGS
is the gate-to-source potential, which in the linear regime is approximately equal to
VGD , the gate-to-drain potential. When the transistor is not in the linear regime, VGS
is different from VGD , charge density varies along the channel and its average value
is [64]:
QC =

2 (VG S − VT )3 − (VG D − VT )3
C0
3 (VG S − VT )2 − (VG D − VT )2

(6.7)

In a-Si:H, the shape of the current decay curves does not depend on whether the
TFT operates in the linear regime or in the saturation regime. The average charge
density, calculated with Eq. (6.6) or Eq. (6.7) is merely a scaling factor. Nevertheless, Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7) indicate that the interpretation of the data is easier
when the device operates in the linear regime, where the charge density is approximately constant along the channel. Thus, bias stress data are often measured with
|VSD |<<|VGS |.
Several bias stress mechanisms have been proposed, including bipolaron formation in the semiconductor [61], injection in the dielectric [57], and deep trapping
at defects in the semiconductor [65]. More than one of these mechanisms may be
simultaneously active. In the absence of a firmly established bias stress mechanism,
the VT shift laws are purely phenomenological. Thus, different time-dependence
laws have been proposed for bias stress of organic TFTs under continuous gate bias
depending on experimental conditions and materials combinations. For instance, in
analogy to bias stress in a-Si:H, a stretched exponential law was recently proposed
[66]. In this model, the VT shift is attributed to the creation of trap states by the gate
bias. The threshold voltage has the following time dependence

   


t β
0
0
(6.8)
VT (t) = VT + VG S − VT × 1 − exp −
τ
where VT0 is the initial threshold voltage, τ is the effective trapping time, and β is a
constant related to the activation energy distribution of the localized states created
by the gate bias. Bias stress in sexithiophene was found to obey Eq. (6.8), up to
a stressing time of 10,000 s [67]. At longer stressing times, deviations from the
stretched exponential law were observed and the stress data were better represented
by a stretched hyperbola [68]
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−
E
E
th
A
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(6.9)
VT (t) = VT0 + VG S − VT0 × 1 − exp β
kT
where Eth is the thermalization energy: E th = kT ln (νt) (ν is an attempt-to-escape
frequency for trapped charge); EA is the mean activation energy for trap creation
and α is a fitting parameter. The models that give rise to bias stress laws such as
those expressed by Eqs. (6.8) and (6.9) assume that the gate bias creates localized
electronic states in the semiconductor [69]. In organic TFTs, however, there is no
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evidence that the VT shift is due to the creation of new states rather than slow trapping in already existing deep states, thus the application of these equations is somewhat unjustified.
A physical rationalization for the use of a stretched exponential law may be found
by adapting a lifetime model successfully applied to OLEDs. A degradation law that
closely approximates the experimentally observed stretched exponential degradation in OLEDs is obtained by assuming that the activation energy of the degradation
process increases as a function of time [70]. Thus, an analogy with the OLED model
can be drawn by postulating that trapping in organic TFTs is an activated process
whose activation energy increases as the threshold voltage shifts. As a result, the VT
shift rate decreases as the amount of free charge decreases, in agreement with the
observation that the bias stress rate decreases as total stress increases. In OLEDs,
these assumptions lead to a differential equation whose numerical solution closely
approximates a stretched exponential. It should be noted that while this model may
provide a physical justification for the stretched exponential law, it has not been
adapted to TFTs yet. Finally, Powell et al. have shown that in certain experimental
conditions, the stretched exponential law observed in a-Si:H reduces to a power law
[71]:
ΔVT = A |VG − VT |n t γ

(6.10)

VT shifts that follow a power law have indeed been observed in pentacene under
constant biasing with γ ∼ 0.05 and n ∼ 0.75 [57].
In practical applications, it is very unlikely that organic TFTs will be operated
under a continuous gate bias. Yet, all the decay laws proposed in the literature
express ΔVT explicitly as a function of time rather than of the operational parameters of the transistor (e.g., gate voltage overdrive). The bias stress laws derived
under continuous bias may provide insight into trapping mechanisms. They cannot,
however, be used to predict quantitatively the behavior of devices that are cycled
between their on and off states.
6.4.2.2 Pulsed Biasing
Relatively, few studies have been conducted with a pulsed gate bias in order to
estimate the lifetime of TFTs under realistic operating conditions. A fundamental difference between bias stress in organic TFTs and bias stress in other disordered materials, such as a-Si:H, is that charge trapped in organic semiconductors is
partially released when the gate is turned off [52, 60]. As a result, VT shifts back
toward its original value during the off-time of a pulsed biasing cycle. This effect is
extremely important in TFTs used in active-matrix displays as these devices spend
most of their duty-cycle in the off-state. The recovery rate depends on trap depth
and release activation energy. It was found that the average activation energy was
∼0.8–1 eV, placing these traps probably deep in the middle of the polymeric
bandgap [65]. As a result of the interplay between stress and recovery, and because
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none of these processes are linear with time, the VT shift of an organic transistor
depends on both the pulse length and the duty-cycle.
Using very general assumptions, one can show that eventually the transistor will
stabilize at a unique VT value that depends only on the operating conditions. Physically, trapping is an equilibrium between free charge and trapped charge. Therefore,
the instantaneous trapping rate is a function of the free charge Qf and the trapped
charge Qt . We define the trapping rate T as:

 d Qt
T Q f , Qt =
dt

(6.11)

T is therefore positive during gate biasing. Moreover, T is experimentally
observed to decrease monotonically as Qt increases (i.e., bias stress slows down
as the device is stressed for a longer time). The release of trapped charge on the
other hand depends only on Qt because there is no free charge when the transistor is turned off. The instantaneous release rate R is negative and its absolute value
decreases as Qt decreases. At steady state, the exact amount of charge trapped during
the on-cycle is released during the off-cycle:

On


T Q f , Q t dt = −



R [Q t ]dt

(6.12)

Of f

If there were two possible device states defined by different trapped charge den(2)
sities Q (1)
t and Q t that satisfied Eq. (6.12) for the same operating conditions, we
would have:
  
  






(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
T Q f , Qt − T Q f , Qt
dt = −
R Q (1)
− R Q (2)
dt
t
t
On

Of f

(6.13)
If Q (1)
> Q (2)
t
t , the left-hand side of Eq. (6.13) is negative but the right-hand
= Q (2)
side is positive. We conclude that Q (1)
t
t and that the steady-state condition
is reached at a single value of Qt . Therefore, an organic TFT will always reach
the same steady-state VT for a given pulsed operating condition regardless of its
initial conditions. This prediction was recently confirmed in polythiophene TFTs.
Three different polythiophene devices started at different levels of VT shift at the
beginning of the stress cycle but stabilized at the same VT shift after ∼1 day of
pulsed gate biasing at a 0.5% duty-cycle [60]. The stabilization kinetics depends
on the details of the biasing conditions. At low duty-cycles (<2%) the VT shift in
polythiophenes prior to stabilization exhibits a power-law dependence on stress time
(i.e., gate on-time), similar to the one expressed in Eq. (6.10). Here the exponent n
was found to vary between 2 and 4 and γ varied between 0.35 and 0.40. Because γ<
1, it takes a long time for the transistor to reach the stabilized VT , especially at the
low duty-cycles encountered in many applications of interest to organic TFTs. For
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example, in televisions, the duty-cycle is ∼0.1%, which may lead to stabilization
times as long as 10 days. Therefore, it is important to use the phenomenological
knowledge of bias stress kinetics to devise accelerated testing schemes.
In polythiophene TFTs, the stabilized ΔVT is roughly proportional to the dutycycle for a given gate bias pulse length [60]. Measurements obtained at higher
duty-cycle can, in principle, be used to extrapolate the behavior of the transistors
at lower duty-cycle. It is, however, not clear whether such proportionality is robust
and occurs with other materials systems. A different approach consists of stressing
the device with continuous bias past the stabilized VT characteristic of the dutycycle of interest. When the duty-cycle of interest is applied to the prestressed TFT,
the device will relax close to the stabilized VT in a shorter time than it would have
taken to reach it from the unstressed state. Qualitatively, the reason for this behavior
can be understood as follows. In the unstressed state, the small VT shift occurring
during the short on-time of the cycle is almost entirely compensated by the charge
release occurring during the long off-time. Therefore, the incremental ΔVT per cycle
is small. Moreover, as the transistor approaches its stable ΔVT , the driving force for
trapping decreases while the driving force for releasing trapped charge increases
because of the accumulated Qt . Consequently, the ΔVT per cycle decreases quickly
as VT approaches its stabilized value.
If the device is prestressed with a VT shift larger than the stabilized VT on the
other hand, it must relax by releasing excess trapped charge. In these conditions, the
release rate is large because there is a large Qt stored in the device and the trapping
rate is small. Since the TFT spends most of its time in the off-state, relaxation close
to the stabilized VT is fast. Reaching the exact stabilized VT may take a long time but
this method allows obtaining an accurate estimate of the stabilized VT very quickly.
Indeed, literature data validate this accelerated testing method: it takes less than
1,000 s for a prestressed device to relax to its stabilized VT while it typically takes
tens of hours for an unstressed device to reach the same state (Fig. 6.9) [52, 60].

6.4.2.3 Long-Term Stress Effects
The simple picture of charge trapping and release is slightly changed when extended
bias stress experiments (>100 days) are taken into consideration. For instance, the
release rate of gate-induced trapped charge depends on the total stress time, which
indicates the existence of a distribution of trap states having different release time
constants. Traps that are populated after longer stress times release their charge more
slowly upon turning the transistor in the off-state. In devices stressed for extended
periods of time, the VT shift may be considered permanent at room temperature but
can be partially recovered after thermal annealing.
In addition to the VT shift, there is recent evidence that extended biasing times
(several months) affect carrier mobility in polymeric semiconductors, thus providing
a second mechanism of electrical degradation in organic TFTs [60]. The cause of the
mobility degradation is currently unknown. It is possible that long-term operation
disrupts the ordered microstructure of the semiconducting polymer. Alternatively,
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Fig. 6.9 Stabilized ΔVT and accelerated testing. Stress sequence 1 starts with an unstressed device.
The duty-cycle is 0.5%. Stress sequence 2 consists of prestressing the TFT for 2,000 s with a
continuous gate bias and letting it relax to its stabilized ΔVT with a duty-cycle of 0.25%. The
stabilized ΔVT is reached much faster with sequence 2 even though the duty-cycle is lower. Data
are taken from [55, 63]. The charge density in the channel is very similar for both devices. In
order to account for the different duty-cycles, the stabilized ΔVT of the device undergoing stress
sequence 1 is normalized to the duty-cycle of the device undergoing stress sequence 2 using the
duty-cycle scaling of Ref. [63]

the simultaneous presence of charge and impurities in the semiconductor may lead
to irreversible damage to the polymer.
All phenomenological theories of bias stress in organic TFTs indicate that the
VT shift increases strongly with charge density in the channel. Thus, there is a great
advantage in operating devices at a low gate voltage overdrive. The required TFT
current can be reached with a lower charge density by increasing the transistor width
or decreasing its length. In most applications, the TFT footprint must be kept small
and reducing the device length is the only viable option. On the other hand, nonideal behavior is, however, often observed in organic transistors with channel length
shorter than ∼10 μm, which poses challenges to the use of short-channel devices.

6.4.3 Nonideal Scaling of Short-Channel Organic TFTs
Circuit design relies heavily on the correct scaling of devices having different
dimensions in order to balance electrical loads throughout a circuit. Contact resistance does not scale with channel length and is, therefore, known to perturb ideal
device scaling. The effect of contact resistance on TFT characteristics becomes
noticeable when the contact resistance is comparable to the channel resistance. Contact resistance depends on a variety of factors including semiconductor/metal band
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alignment, contact geometry, and processing conditions. Typically, the effect of contact resistance becomes extremely apparent for devices having a channel shorter
than 10 μm [72]. In general, contacts are modeled as a combination of Schottky
diodes and ohmic resistances [72, 73]. Although the physics of charge injection
from the contact into the semiconductor is still not fundamentally understood, contact resistance models can reproduce device data accurately. Therefore, while the
contact resistance may limit device performance, it does not appear to present a
fundamental impediment for circuit designers.
In addition to contact resistance, however, devices with short (<10 μm) channels present strong deviations from ideal FET behavior. These deviations are prevalent in the saturation regime and lead to a large overestimate of the mobility in
the semiconductor (Fig. 6.10a) [74, 75]. In particular, the transistor does not saturate when |VDS |>|VGS | and the output current is much larger than expected based
on classic device scaling (Fig. 6.10b). Finally, short-channel devices display large

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.10 Experimental output curves of a 5-μm channel length polythiophene TFT on glass
(solid squares) showing extreme nonideal behavior (a). The lines are the modeled data according
to FET equations using parameters obtained from longer channel devices on the same substrate.
The short-channel device yields a higher apparent mobility and does not saturate at |VDS |>|VGS |.
All experimental output curves cannot be fit with a single value of μ and VT indicating nonideal
behavior. Apparent mobility of polythiophene TFTs as a function of channel length (b). Thermal
treatment 1 is the standard treatment to obtain high mobility devices (anneal to 140◦ C and slow
cool to room temperature). Nonideal device behavior leads to an apparent mobility increase as
the channel length decreases. Thermal treatment 2 is a quench from 140◦ C. The device behaves
according to the FET equations but the mobility is degraded. Thermal treatment 3 is a short (5 min)
reanneal of devices having undergone thermal treatment 2. The devices obey standard FET equations at all channel lengths
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hysteresis indicative of charge trapping. This nonideality is mostly due to the competition between bulk and channel conductance near the depleted drain electrode.
In deep saturation, the bulk current increases with the increasing drain potential
leading to a parasitic current path that is not controlled electrostatically by the gate.
Thus, the short-channel effect is a body effect due to the presence of bulk semiconductor material above the channel. This effect can be mitigated by fabricating
devices with ultrathin semiconductor layers. Alternatively, because the electrical
properties of organic semiconductors depend strongly on their microstructure, there
is an opportunity to use the materials’ microstructure to optimize device performance. For instance, thermal treatments are found to vary field-effect mobility and
bulk conductivity independently. A combination of quenching the semiconducting
polymer film from above its melting point and reannealing it at a lower temperature
for a few minutes greatly reduces the short-channel nonideality in polythiophene
TFTs (Fig. 6.11). This behavior may be the result of depressed charge mobility in
the bulk because of disorder induced by the thermal treatment. The lowered electrical conductivity in the bulk greatly decreases the contribution from the parasitic
current path in saturation.

6.4.4 Low-Temperature a-Si:H TFT Device Stability
While the electrical stability is an important consideration for polymeric TFT
devices, it is equally important for low-temperature processed a-Si:H. When

Fig. 6.11 Experimental (open squares) and modeled (lines) output curves of a 10-μm channel
length polythiophene TFT on glass. The device on the left panel was treated according to thermal
treatment 1 of Fig. 6.10b and shows nonideal behavior, as in Fig. 6.10a. The device on the right
panel was treated according to thermal treatment 3 of Fig. 6.3b and is well modeled by standard
FET equations with a single mobility (μ = 0.023 cm2 /V.s) and VT (−4.5 V), in agreement with
long channel TFTs made on the same substrate. Contact resistance is apparent at low VDS due to
the bottom contact geometry of the devices
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processed at high temperatures (Tprocess > 300◦ C), a-Si:H TFTs behave in a very
predictable manner and have been shown to be very stable in displays and image
sensors. As the process temperature is decreased (Tprocess < 200◦ C), the device performance can be similar to that of devices processed at higher temperatures but the
long-term stability may suffer. In this section, we will review the stability performance of a-Si:H-based TFTs processed at various growth temperatures using some
of the characterization techniques described earlier.
At process temperatures below 300◦ C, degradation in the device stability is
expected due in part to carrier trapping in the gate dielectric and creation of dangling bond defects in the semiconductor [76, 77]. The use of pulsed and static gate
bias on TFTs processed at low temperature (T < 200◦ C) can give insight into the
defects in low-temperature materials and help identify the problem areas for development.
In one investigation [78], the examination of the I–V characteristics under
pulsed and short-term operation were comparable for TFTs processed at low
(Tprocess = 120◦ C) and high temperatures (Tprocess ≥ 250◦ C). Static bias stress
studies are needed to fully characterize the device performance and stability.
Figure 6.12 shows a transfer characteristic for a device processed at 170◦ C measured under pulsed conditions (gate-pulse time = 50 ms). The initial device had
a field-effect mobility of ∼1 cm2 /Vs and a threshold voltage of ∼2 V. The same
device was measured again under pulsed conditions following an applied static gate
bias (VG –VT = 20 V, VDS = 1 V) for 60 min. The resulting field-effect mobility and
subthreshold slope of the device was unchanged while the VT showed a ∼2 V shift
(dashed-line curve and inset in Fig. 6.12).
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Fig. 6.12 Pulsed transfer characteristics of a low-temperature (Tprocess = 170◦ C) a-Si:H TFT
before and after static gate bias testing for 60 min. The off-current is limited by the sensitivity
of the source-measurement unit (∼50 pA). The inset shows the time dependence of VT shift and
recovery after removing the gate bias. During the pulsed recovery part of the test, VG −VT and VDS
were 20 and 1 V, respectively, during the on-state and the off-state were 0 and 1 V, respectively
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The TFT was then allowed to recover under low duty-cycle pulsed biasing conditions (pulse length = 15 ms, duty-cycle = 0.15%). After removing the static gate
bias (time > 3,600 s), the VT recovers rapidly suggesting the release of trapped
charge in the low-temperature dielectric [79, 80], similar to polymeric-based TFTs
[60]. The VT recovery stops after t > 5,000 s, indicating that an irreversible change
in the amorphous silicon has occurred due to creation of defect states in the semiconductor, similar to the behavior of high-temperature processed a-Si:H [77].
Figure 6.13 shows the device stability as a function of gate bias (at VDS = 1 V)
for processing temperatures of 120, 150, 170, and 250◦ C. While the plot shows an
increase in threshold voltage for devices processed at low temperatures, the fieldeffect mobility and subthreshold slope for these devices remained constant, similar
to the result shown in Fig. 6.12. The largest observed VT shift occurred at the higher
gate fields, comparable to what is observed in conventional a-Si:H TFTs processed
at high temperature [81]. The stability of the devices fabricated below 200◦ C is
similar to that of devices fabricated on flexible polyimide substrates at temperatures
of 250–280◦ C and glass substrates at temperatures of 300–350◦ C [82].

6.4.5 Low-temperature a-Si:H p–i–n Devices
The integration of display or sensing media onto the backplane is required to create
useful large-area electronics applications. Conventional active-matrix a-Si:H image
sensor arrays pose particular challenges because the sensor layer is typically ∼2×
thicker than the TFT backplane and this layer may experience strain-induced cracking on flexible platforms leading to failure of the sensor array. Stress originating
from the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch of the flexible substrate and thin
film may be minimized by decreasing the process temperatures (T ≤ 150◦ C), but this
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Fig. 6.13 VT shift in a-Si:H
TFTs as a function of gate
bias voltage and deposition
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approach typically results in inferior quality materials compared to a conventional
high-temperature process [83].
An important criterion for photodiode performance is high sensitivity to light and
low dark current under a reverse bias electric field [84–86]. These characteristics
allow the image sensor to have a high signal-to-noise ratio and give it a wide range
of applications from light to X-ray imaging. As seen for TFTs, the performance
of devices processed at low temperatures is not always identical to that of devices
processed at high temperatures. Since the p–i–n photodiode is a two carrier device,
consideration for charge trapping defects is more complicated than in TFTs.
Figure 6.14 shows the current–voltage (I–V) characteristics of an a-Si:H-based
p–i–n structure as a function of processing temperatures. The dark current was
found to increase with decreasing deposition temperature at all i-layer thicknesses
(Table 6.2). As the i-layer thickness was further reduced (<500 nm), an increased
dark current at high electric field was measured due in part to contact leakage across
the junction barrier. The measured ideality factor also increased with decreasing
temperature, suggesting an increase in the recombination of the photo generated
electron-hole pairs [87]. The ideality factor of conventional a-Si:H is typically
between 1 and 2, which was the value found for sensors deposited at T ≥ 180◦ C
(see Table 6.2), but increased to values greater than 2 as the process temperature
decreased.
At high electric field (≥3 V/μm), the photocurrent varied linearly with incident
light power over 4 decades for all deposition temperatures (Fig. 6.15a). The external
quantum efficiency (ηEQE ), defined by
ηEQ/;E = (Iph /q)/(Pinc / hv)
where Iph is the photocurrent, Pinc is the incident light power, and hν is the photon energy, was measured for diodes fabricated in a range of temperatures and

Fig. 6.14 p−i−n diode I−V
characteristics for devices made in a
range of deposition temperatures
and i-layer thicknesses on glass and
PEN substrates. The Roman
numerals indicate the diode
characteristics shown in
Table 6.2 [86]
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Table 6.2 p–i–n sensor
configuration and
characteristics for devices
on glass and PEN
substrates [86]

T [◦ C]

i-layer [μm] n

ηEQE [%] μτ [10–9 cm2 /V]

On glass
(I) 210
(II) 180
(III) 150
(IV) 150
(V) 130

1.20
1.33
1.10
0.65
1.28

71
60
43
67
51

175
100
7
7
2

2.76 48
3.10 70

8
6

On PEN
(VI) 150 1.20
(VII) 150 0.60

1.54
1.54
3.11
2.76
14.7

(b)
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Fig. 6.15 (a) Photocurrent measurements for diodes processed at low and high temperature showing a linear relationship between photocurrent and incident illumination power over 4 decades. (b)
External quantum efficiency measurement for p−i−n diodes as a function of applied electric field,
for diodes having different deposition temperatures and i-layer thicknesses [86]

with different i-layer thicknesses (with the incident illumination at a wavelength of
528 nm). Fig. 6.15b shows a trade-off between deposition temperature and i-layer
thickness. At fixed i-layer thickness, increasing the deposition temperature causes
ηEQE to increase. In order to obtain a sufficiently high ηEQE with low-temperature
materials on the other hand, a thinner i-layer or a higher extraction field is required
(sensors IV and VII in Table 6.2).
These diode characteristics may be partially explained using the Hecht formula
[17]:
Iph /Isat = (μτ Vb /d 2 )[1 − exp(−d 2 /μτ Vb )]

(6.14)

where μτ is the effective mobility-lifetime product, d is the i-layer thickness, Isat
is the saturation photocurrent, and Vb = V + Vi is the sum of the applied voltage
V and the built-in voltage of the photodiode, assumed to be Vi = 0.5 V. The fits of
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the measured data to Eq. (6.14) are within 10% error for μτ , which includes contributions from both electrons and holes although the relative contributions cannot
be extracted from the data. An increased density of defect trapping will cause low
values of μτ since both the electron and hole values are inversely proportional to the
defect density. An estimate of the defect density was calculated to be 5 × 1016 cm−3 .
The low-temperature material was found to have a defect density 20 times higher
than that of the high temperature processed material readily explaining the larger
ideality factor and the increased leakage current. Furthermore, a simple estimate
suggests that the increased defect density would contribute no more than 1 V to the
threshold voltage of a TFT made from the same material, which is consistent with
the comparable VT for the low-temperature and the high-temperature TFTs. Reducing the thickness of the photodiode therefore provides reasonable performance and
constitutes an adequate compromise between high charge collection, high optical
absorption, low leakage current, and low mechanical stress.

6.5 Printed Flexible Electronics
6.5.1 Overview
There have been many demonstrations of flexible circuits using both a-Si:H and
organic semiconductors. The majority of effort has been placed on the fabrication of
active-matrix backplanes for displays and imagers. Recently, there has been interest
in fabrication of radio frequency identification tags on flexible substrates due to the
high volumes of tags required if they are widely adopted [88, 89]. We focus here on
finished prototypes and circuits fabricated using printing technologies.

6.5.2 Digital Lithography for Flexible Image Sensor Arrays
The fabrication process of active-matrix backplanes using a-Si:H TFTs involves several mask steps that requires precise alignment after each deposition or etching step.
The processing on flexible platforms should ideally allow: (1) noncontact patterning,
(2) adjustment for local and global distortion of the pattern, (3) electronic imaging
for rapid layer-to-layer registration, and (4) additive patterning for rapid throughput for roll-to-roll processing. The digital lithographic process has the potential to
reach many of these requirements using a relatively simple tool for patterning while
allowing great flexibility on a wide range of substrates and materials.
The fabrication of a-Si:H-based TFT arrays has been successfully demonstrated
using the digital lithographic process [1, 2]. Examples of bottom-gate structures
have been fabricated using a Kemamide-based wax ejected from a multiejector
piezoelectric printhead. Conventional a-Si:H TFT structures having both backchannel and tri-layer stacks have been fabricated using jet printing in place of
the photolithographic process. Layer-to-layer registration was accomplished by
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(b)

300 μm

Fig. 6.16 (a) Optical micrograph of a print-patterned a-Si:H backplane on PEN substrates [86].
(b) Photograph of a completed sensor array on PEN

alignment to the gate features whose image and alignment mark location was captured by a camera mounted on a microscope objective.
Figure 6.16 shows a photograph of the completed flexible array. In this example, the substrate was polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) and the TFT fabrication was
accomplished using conventional metals (Cr and Al), dielectric (Si3 N4 ), and semiconductors (a-Si:H) The I–V transfer and output curves for a typical TFT pixel
within the array are shown in Fig. 6.17. The device shows excellent characteristics,
comparable to conventional high-temperature devices fabricated on glass substrates.
Once the backplane fabrication has been completed, the integration of the sensor
media begins with an encapsulation layer followed by the sensor materials described
earlier. Via contacts were etched onto the sensor pixels, followed by patterning and
deposition of the pixel contacts. Figure 6.18 shows the successful integration of an aSi:H TFT array with the low-T a-Si:H p–i–n sensor on PEN along with a schematic
of the sensor array cross section. This 3.5 in. diagonal sensor array consisted of
180 × 180 pixels with 75 dpi resolution. The image is created by light projection
through slide film onto the array. The visible line and point defects are mostly due
to the process handling of the free standing flexible PEN.
The sensitivity of the sensor array has been measured in terms of its noise equivalent power (NEP), expressed as the light flux: NEP = qN /(eFl2 η EQE ), where qN is
the minimum detectable charge, F is the fill factor of a sensor pixel, and l is the
edge dimension of a square pixel. The image sensor array is operated by external
electronics that allows operation up to 20 Hz, with a 14-bit dynamic range and a
minimum electronic noise of 1,000–2,000 electrons. For the NEP calculation, qN
is defined to be equal to the electronic noise of 2,000 electrons. The sensor fill
factor is F = 0.76 with l = 340 μm. Using the external quantum efficiency of 70%
from Fig. 6.15a, the extracted NEP is 1.2 pW/cm2 at 50 ms integration time for a
typical sensor array as shown in Fig. 6.19. In addition to a-Si:H, other photosensitive materials such as organic semiconductors have been incorporated with flexible
TFT backplanes to demonstrate light-weight, large-area imager sensors [90–94].
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Fig. 6.17 Transfer characteristics of an a-Si:H TFT processed at 150◦ C on PEN. The W/L was 1,
the mobility was ∼1 cm2 /V.s, the subthreshold slope was 0.5 V/decade, and the on–off ratio was
>108 . The inset shows the output characteristics

6.5.3 Printed Organic Backplanes
6.5.3.1 Hybrid Fabrication
Many demonstrations of organic electronic devices have used a combination of conventional materials and patterning techniques to form organic active-matrix backplanes [95–97]. The most advanced work has used photolithographically defined
electrodes and spin-coated organic semiconductors to fabricate backplanes. There
are a number of demonstrations of TFTs that have been fabricated using printable
molecular semiconductors and polymers on conventionally patterned electrodes
[98]. These demonstrations have shown that jet-printed devices can have identical or similar performance to those fabricated using spin coating once the printing
process is optimized.
The combination of digital lithography with an additive printing process for the
deposition of polymeric-based semiconductors has been demonstrated as an all-print
patterned approach [5, 6]. The printing process is designed to fabricate a bottomgate TFT with coplanar source and drain contacts (i.e., contacts deposited after
the dielectric and before the semiconductor) (Fig. 6.20). The bottom-gate coplanar
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Fig. 6.19 (a) Light image [86] and (b) X-ray image from an a-Si:H sensor array on PEN fabricated
using digital lithography

structure reduces the risk of damage to the polymer from subsequent processing as
the semiconducting polymer, PQT-12, is deposited last. Figure 6.20f is an optical
micrograph of the pixels within the printed 75 dpi 128 × 128 pixel array. Control
of the placement of the printed semiconductor was critical as the semiconducting
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Fig. 6.20 Process flow for fabrication of a TFT array using digital lithography and jet printing of
the semiconductor. (a,b) The gate electrode is made up of chromium (100 nm) and patterned using
printed wax as a resist. (c,d) The gate dielectric is SiNx capped with a thin layer of SiO2 deposited
by PE-CVD. The source and drain electrodes are made from gold (100 nm) with a chromium
(6 nm) adhesion layer and are patterned using printed wax resist. (e) PQT-12 is jet printed from
a dispersion in dichlorobenzene (∼0.3% wt). (f) Optical micrograph of a finished pixel in a TFT
array [100]

island must not extend beyond the gate electrode or it will cause a parasitic leakage
current between the electrodes. Also, the well-defined area of jet-printed PQT-12
prevents the formation of a continuous layer of polymer between two TFTs connected by the same gate line, that would form a conduction path, and causes significant cross talk between pixels. The printed TFTs exhibited similar performance to
those fabricated by spin coating onto silicon wafers (mobility of 0.05–0.1 cm2 /Vs,
and an off-current of ∼10−12 A, giving an on–off ratio of ∼106 ) and had an average
mobility of 0.06 cm2 /Vs ± 30%.
6.5.3.2 All-Printed Electronics
One of the most attractive features of organic materials is the potential for alladditive fabrication of electronics that is a process where all the materials are fabricated by direct deposition without vacuum processing or by photolithography.
There are few reported examples of all-additive completed backplane circuits made
without the use of photolithography. Large TFT arrays (50 cm × 80 cm) have been
fabricated using laser transfer printing to transfer dry films of conductors as the
address lines of the array and vacuum deposition of a semiconducting layer of
pentacene [99]. The pixels in this demonstration were large (∼0.9 cm × 0.9 cm)
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and the performance of the TFTs was reported to be comparable to conventionally
patterned devices.
Fully printed TFT arrays were fabricated using printed silver nanoparticles as the
contacts and address lines, a highly cross-linked organic dielectric and PQT-12 as
the semiconducting layer [100, 101]. The pixel size was relatively large, 680 μm
× 680 μm, resulting in a backplane with a resolution of 37 dpi (Fig. 6.21a). Individual TFTs were reported to have relatively low mobilities, μ = 0.003 cm2 /Vs,
attributed to the interaction between the semiconducting polymer and the dielectric.
The backplane pixels fabricated using the method had charging times on the order
of 1 ms (Fig. 6.21b). While this response time is slow for applications in video rate
displays, it is adequate for large-area applications in signage with media that has
relatively slow response times, such as electrophoretic media.
While these examples demonstrate high potential for all-printed device processing as an alternative to conventional vacuum deposition and photolithography, the
technology needs to address some deficiencies. Minimum feature size is still relatively large compared to conventional photolithography and development of printing systems with high throughput, small features, accurate drop placement, and low
cost could prove challenging. Many of the solution-processable materials currently
available do not have the quality and corresponding device performance compared
to conventional inorganic semiconductor materials. This situation may change in
the coming years since the current level of activity in synthesizing higher quality
semiconductors, dielectrics, and metal inks is rapidly rising. Given the high level of
interest and the effort being put into printed electronics, the technology has shown
rapid development and in the next few years may result in breakthroughs that make
it competitive with conventional inorganic devices.
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Fig. 6.21 (a) Optical micrograph of a TFT in an all-printed array. The gate lines, data lines, and
pixel electrodes were made from sintered silver nanoparticles. The gate dielectric was SU-8 and
the semiconductor was PQT-12. (b) Pixel response for an all-printed element [101]. Reproduced
by permission of The Electrochemical Society
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6.6 Conclusions and Future Prospects
Flexible circuits can now be fabricated using both conventional inorganic and
organic materials. Optimization of the electrical performance of materials deposited
on plastic is still under way. The results so far suggest that the current level of performance will be adequate for a variety of applications in displays and imagers.
Printing technologies have been demonstrated to have great utility for both subtractive and additive patterning. Now that commercial instrumentation is becoming
more widely available, adoption of these methods will probably increase. While
printing methods present new challenges for control of patterning, they will likely
achieve a place where the highest resolution features are not required or where direct
deposition of materials is desirable.
The majority of reported work so far on flexible electronics has focused on fabrication on single sheets. One of the potential advantages of flexible substrates is
roll-to-roll fabrication, which would dramatically change the method of manufacture of electronics. Development of these techniques is relatively complex as it combines both mechanical design as well as materials processes. Vacuum deposition in
a roll-to-roll process has been demonstrated for solar cells and is adaptable for the
layers required for a-Si:H TFTs [8]. Solution processes are potentially more easily
adaptable as the graphic arts industry already uses liquid inks. Some of the significant challenges for adaptation of the materials demonstrated so far are decreasing
annealing times, controlling viscosity of solutions without harming electronic properties of the dried films, and development of high-throughput large-scale printheads.
Once theses challenges are overcome then the functionality, performance, and cost
should ease the burden of manufacturability and flexible electronics should begin to
permeate into mainstream electronic applications.
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Chapter 7

Sheet-Type Sensors and Actuators
Takao Someya

7.1 Introduction
Recent intensive research and development of organic field-effect transistors (FETs)
[1–6] have been motivated by a new class of applications that cannot be easily
realized by conventional electronics based on inorganic semiconductors. Organic
transistors are mechanically flexible, thin, lightweight, and shock-resistant, because
organic devices are manufactured on plastic films at low (ambient) temperature. Furthermore, manufacturing costs of organic transistor circuits would be inexpensive,
even for large areas, when they are fabricated using printing technologies and/or
roll-to-roll processes.
There are two major applications for organic transistors. The first one is a flexible
display. This new display includes a paper-like display or an electronic paper, where
electric inks, electroluminescent (EL) devices, and liquid crystals or other mediums
are powered by organic transistor active matrices [4, 7]. The second one is a radio
frequency identification (RFID) tag [8, 9]. An organic transistor-based RFID tag
may be printed on packages of products, resulting in an inexpensive and robust
electronics.
As another application of organic transistors, we demonstrated large-area flexible sensors. The first organic transistor-based large-area sensors are flexible pressure sensor matrices; organic transistor active matrices are used to read out pressure
distributions over a large area from a 2-D array of pressure sensor cells. The new
pressure sensor can be ideal for electronic artificial skin (e-skin) applications for
future generations of robots.
The mobility of pentacene that is known as a high-mobility low-molecular weight
semiconductor is typically 1 cm2 /Vs. This value is about two or three orders of magnitude lower than that of poly- or single-crystalline silicon, respectively. Although
flexible displays and/or RFID tags require usually high-electronic performance, the
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slow speed is tolerable for most applications of large-area sensors. For e-skin in particular, the integration of pressure sensors and organic peripheral electronics allows
one to take advantage of the many benefits of organic transistors, such as mechanical flexibility, large area, low cost, and relative ease of fabrication without suffering
many drawbacks. Technical details on e-skins can be seen in journals [10–14] and
book chapters [15].
The second example of large-area, flexible sensor based on organic semiconductors is a sheet-type image scanner [16–19]. The device is manufactured on plastic
films by integrating organic transistors and organic photodiodes. Organic photodetectors distinguish black and white from the difference of reflectivity between black
and white parts on paper. Because the new image-capturing device does not have
any optical or mechanical component, it is lightweight, shock-resistant, and physically flexible. It is also human friendly since it could be rolled and carried in a
pocket.
Organic transistors are also suitable for large-area actuators. We have manufactured a flexible, lightweight sheet-type Braille display on a plastic film by integrating high-quality organic transistors with soft sheet-type actuators. An array of
rectangular plastic actuators is processed from a perfluorinated polymer electrolyte
membrane. A small semisphere, which projects upward from the rubber-like surface
of the display, is attached to the tip of each rectangular actuator. The present scheme
will enable people with visual impairments to carry the Braille sheet display in their
pockets and read Braille e-books at any time.
This chapter reports recent progress and remaining issues of organic transistorbased large-area, flexible sensors and actuators. The sheet-type image scanners and
sheet-type Braille displays will be described in Sections 7.2 and 7.3, respectively, as
examples of large-area, flexible sensors and actuators, respectively.

7.2 Sheet-type Image Scanners
In this section, we report on sheet-type image scanners, particularly, principle of
imaging, manufacturing process, and electronic performance. The device is manufactured on plastic films with integrated organic transistors and organic p–n diodes
that work as photodetectors. The photodetectors can detect black and white tones by
sensing the difference in reflected light from the dark and bright parts of an image.
The thin-film pentacene transistors have an 18-μm channel length and a 0.7-cm2 /Vs
mobility. The effective sensing area of the integrated device is 5 × 5 cm2 . The resolution is 36 dpi (dots per inch.), and the total number of sensor cells is 5,184. The
total thickness and the weight of the whole device are 0.4 mm and 1 g, respectively.
As may be seen in Fig. 7.1, the integrated device formed on a plastic film is mechanically flexible, very thin, and lightweight. Therefore, it is suitable for human-friendly
mobile electronics.
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Fig. 7.1 An image of a
large-area, flexible, and
lightweight sheet-type image
scanner placed onto the
business card for capturing
images. The effective
scanning size is 50 × 50 cm2
and the resolution is 36 dpi.
From Fig. 7.1 in Ref. [18]
((c) 2008 IEEE)

7.2.1 Imaging Methods
The new image scanner does not require any mechanical or optical component. As
shown in Fig. 7.2, a linear sensor array is moved from the top to the bottom of a
page to capture images in conventional scanners. In the new design, however, a 2-D
array of organic photodiodes coupled with organic transistors is used. Instead of a
mechanical scanning procedure, the signal of the photodiodes is read out electrically

Mechanical components

Paper

Fig. 7.2 A schematic of a
conventional scanner and the
present sheet-type scanner. A
conventional scanner consists
of a linear array sensor and
light source. The new
scanner consists of a 2-D
array of organic photodiodes
coupled with organic
transistors, which can be read
out electrically by the organic
transistors. From Fig. 7.5 in
Ref. [18] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

Optics

Linear array sensor

Plastic film
Paper
2-D array of
sensor cells
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Fig. 7.3 Principle of
imaging with the present
sheet image scanner, which is
placed onto paper with white
and black regions. From Fig.
7.6 in Ref. [18] ((c) 2008
IEEE)
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by the organic transistors, avoiding the need to use any movable part. As a result,
the device is thin, lightweight, and mechanically flexible.
How can the new scanner distinguish between black and white? If all incident
light reaches directly to the active layers, photodetectors cannot distinguish between
black and white, as may be seen in Fig. 7.3. Thus, we prepared light-shielding layers to prevent photodetectors from being exposed to direct incident light. Now direct
light cannot reaches to the active layers. The incident light passing though transparent regions is reflected on white part of paper and reaches to the active layers, while
that on black does not go to the active layers. In this way, the present device can
distinguish between black and white.

7.2.2 Device Structure and Manufacturing Process
The chip picture and a circuit diagram are shown in Fig. 7.4a,b, respectively. The
cross-sectional device structure is schematically illustrated in Fig. 7.5 along with
chemical structure of each layer. Organic FET matrix and photodiode matrix have
been manufactured separately on different plastic films and then laminated with
each other with silver pastes or anisotropic conductive films to electrically couple
the sensor array to the backplane.
A 72 × 72 matrix of organic transistors with top contact geometry is manufactured using a fine shadow mask technique. The base film is a 125-μm-thick
transparent heat-resistant poly(ethylene naphthalate) (PEN) film. The base film is
heated at 190◦ C for 1 h prior to the deposition of thin-film layers. This prebake
process is very important to suppress many issues associated with the shrinkage of
the PEN film during annealing processes. Note that the temperature of prebaking
(190◦ C) is slightly higher than the maximum process temperature of 180◦ C, which
is needed for a cross-linking process of polyimide gate dielectric layers, as mentioned later. A 150-nm-thick gold layer with a 5-nm-thick chromium adhesion layer
is deposited in the vacuum evaporator with shadow masks to form a gate electrode.
Then, polyimide precursors (Kemitite CT4112, Kyocera Chemical Co. Ltd., Japan)
are spin coated and cured at 180◦ C to form 630-nm-thick gate dielectric layers [20].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.4 (a) An image and (b) a circuit diagram of the present sheet-type image scanner consisting
of organic transistors integrated with organic photodiodes. Scale bar is 1 cm. From Fig. 7.2 in
Ref. [18] ((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Fig. 7.5 A cross-sectional illustration of the present device consisting of organic transistor and
organic pn-diode. The chemical structure of each organic layer is also shown. From Fig. 7.3 in Ref.
[18] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

A 50-nm-thick pentacene layer is deposited to form the channel region. A 60-nmthick gold layer is evaporated through shadow masks to form the source and drain
electrodes of the transistors. Figure 7.6a shows the magnified image of four transistors before integrating with organic diodes. The periodicity is 700 μm, which
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Fig. 7.6 (a) A magnified image of four transistors before integrating with organic diodes. (b) A
magnified image of four contact pads with silver paste islands before laminating organic transistor
films and organic diode films. (c) A magnified image of four sensor cells integrating organic transistors and organic photodiodes. The whole transistor regions are covered by the photodiodes. The
channel length L and width W of the transistors are 18 and 400 μm, respectively. The periodicity
as indicated by dashed line is 700 μm. From Fig. 7.4 in Ref. [18] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

corresponds to resolution of 36 dpi. The channel length L and width W of the transistors are 18 and 400 μm, respectively.
The photodiodes are separately manufactured on the different films. The base
film of photodiodes is a PEN film coated with indium tin oxide (ITO). The surface of the ITO-coated films is cleaned with organic solvent and subsequently a
UV ozone cleaner. The resistivity and surface smoothness of the ITO layers are
very important. The resistivity of the present ITO layers is 95 Ω/sq. In the devices
with ITO having higher resistivity, the current is limited by the ITO layer rather
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than that of the organic layers. Thus, the change of current induced by light is
limited by the resistivity of the ITO. A 30-nm-thick p-type semiconductor of copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) and a 50-nm-thick n-type semiconductor of 3,4,9,10perylene-tetracarboxylic-diimide (PTCDI) are deposited in a vacuum system. A
150-nm-thick gold layer is deposited in the cathode electrodes. Gold is chosen as
the cathode electrode for the final structures because Au allows us to obtain reliable interconnection when using a laser drilling via process. The size of the cathode
electrodes and periodicity of the photodiodes used to integrate with organic transistors are 450 × 450 and 700 × 700 μm2 , respectively. Some test structures containing the smaller photodiodes are manufactured under the same process conditions
for comparison.
After using the fabrication process described above, both films with organic
FETs and photodiodes are transferred to the vacuum chamber without exposure
to air and uniformly coated with a 2-μm-thick poly-monochloro-para-xylylene
(parylene) passivation layer. Spots of parylene on the electrodes are removed by a
numerically controlled (NC) CO2 laser drilling machine to form a via to create the
electrical interconnections. Then, the two films are laminated with each other. For
vertical interconnections, we used silver paste islands patterned by a microdispenser
or anisotropic conductive films (Anisolm, Hitachi Chemical Co. Ltd.). The magnified image of four contact pads with silver paste islands before laminating the
organic transistor films and organic diode films is shown in Fig. 7.6b, while the magnified image of four sensor cells integrated with the organic transistors and organic
photodiodes is shown in Fig. 7.6c. The entire transistor region is covered by the
photodiode within each pixel.

7.2.3 Electronic Performance of Organic Photodiodes
We report on electronic performance of stand-alone photodiodes, which are characterized under ambient environment with adequate device sealing or under nitrogen
environment without sealing.
Figure 7.7 shows typical current–voltage characteristic of the manufactured
organic photodiodes with 450 × 450 μm2 gold cathode electrodes under illumination of light with different light intensities. The light source is a halogen lamp with a
cold filter. The light intensity is changed from 0 to 175 mW/cm2 . In the case without
light illumination, the threshold voltage of the forward-biased photodiodes is 4 V,
while the breakdown voltage is −17 V. We plot the density of photocurrent with
reverse bias of −4 V as a function of the light intensity in Fig. 7.7b. The current is
linearly proportional to the light intensity up to 100 mW/cm2 .
One of the organic photodetectors is positioned on a sheet of white paper that has
a black region printed by a laser printer. The device is illuminated uniformly from
the top surface with light intensity of 40 mW/cm2 . Figure 7.8 shows that I–V curves
measured on white and black parts. The photocurrent ratio of 8:1 is obtained at a
voltage bias of −4 V.
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Fig. 7.7 (a) A typical current–voltage characteristic of the manufactured organic photodiodes
with 450 × 450 μm2 gold cathode electrodes under illumination of light with different intensities.
The light intensities are 0, 20, 40, 100, 140, 170, and 180 mW/cm2 . (b) Photocurrent density with
reverse bias of –4 V is plotted as a function of the light intensity. From Fig. 7.7 in Ref. [18] ((c)
2008 IEEE)

The reduction of device dimensions is crucial to increase spatial resolution of
these image scanners. We have prepared photodiodes with various sizes of gold
cathode electrodes from 1 × 1 mm2 to 50 × 50 μm2 . The photocurrent density is
measured under illumination of light (70 mW/cm2 ) as shown in Fig. 7.9. When the
device dimensions is reduced down to 50 × 50 μm2 , photocurrent density decreases
by only 25%, which is sufficient to achieve spatial resolution of 250 dpi.

7.2.4 Organic Transistors
Figure 7.10 shows typical characteristic of the manufactured pentacene transistor. The measured mobility is 0.7 cm2 /Vs at an operating voltage of −60 V. The
device failure is due to gate leakage. The initial yield strongly depends on the
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thickness of the polyimide gate dielectric layers. Lowering the operation voltage is not very difficult by introducing thinner gate dielectric layers or the use
of high-k materials. The polyimide precursors are spun coat at a revolution rate
of 4,500 rpm without dilution, the polyimide layers are 630 nm after the curing
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Fig. 7.10 Typical
characteristic of the
manufactured p-type organic
transistor. A source–drain
current (IDS ) is shown as a
function of source–drain
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(VGS ) is changed from 0 to
–60 V with a step of –10 V
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process. For the devices with 630-nm-thick polyimide gate dielectric layers, the initial yield exceeds 99%. We can easily reduce the thickness of gate dielectric layers
if we dilute the source materials by n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and/or increase
the revolution rate during spin coating. Transistors with a thinner gate dielectric
(240 nm) have also been fabricated. These transistors are used for sheet-type Braille
displays and will be described in the following section. The devices exhibit mobility
above 0.1 cm2 /Vs and can be operated at the voltage less than 10 V. Since there is
a trade-off between the operating voltage and the device yield, the thickness of the
gate dielectric layers has to be designed appropriately.

7.2.5 Photosensor Cells
We measured one of the sensor cells consisting of one transistor and one photodetector under illumination of various intensities of light up to 70 mW/cm2 .
Figure 7.11 shows a typical I–V characteristic of the sensor cell. When the gate-tosource voltage, VGS = −80 V, is applied, the drain-to-source current, IDS , is proportional to the light intensity up to 40 mW/cm2 and then saturates at a light intensity
of 60 mW/cm2 . Therefore, in order to obtain a high-contrast ratio between black
and white, a maximum light intensity for white imaging of less than 40 mW/cm2
is required.
We next prepared a 10 × 10 organic photodiode matrix without the organic
transistors. The effective sensing area of each sensor cell is 50 × 50 μm2 , with a
periodicity of 100 μm. The photocurrent dispersion for the photodiodes, with light
illumination on the black and white areas at 80 mW/cm2 , is shown in Fig. 7.12.
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Fig. 7.11 The electric
performance of one sensor
cell of the 36-dpi integrated
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VDD is –2 V. IDS versus light
intensity with different VGS
bias. From Fig. 7.11 in Ref.
[18] ((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Fig. 7.12 The dispersion of
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From Fig. 7.16 in Ref. [18]
((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Although a fairly large distribution of photocurrent is observed, the performance
distribution can be compensated and corrected by calibration of each sensor cell.
Such a situation is very different from display applications which requires very high
uniformity of each pixel.
We have positioned a sheet of paper with white capital letters of “U” and “O”
prepared by a laser printer underneath the photodiode matrix and measured photocurrent of each detector with light illumination (80 mW/cm2 ). The photocurrent
array mapping is shown in Fig. 7.13.
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400 μm

Fig. 7.13 White capital letters of “U” and “O” prepared by a laser printer are placed onto the
250-dpi organic photodetector matrix without organic transistors. Photocurrent of each detector is
measured under light (80 mW/cm2 ). The mapping of normalized photocurrents is compared with
an image taken by a commercial scanner with 250 dpi. The size of each image is 0.8 × 0.8 mm2 .
From Fig. 7.17 in Ref. [18] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

7.2.6 Issues Related to Device Processes: Pixel Stability
and Resolution
In addition to the intrinsic materials quality and performance, there are also issues
related to device processing. The first issue is the reliability and stability of organic
transistors and diodes. The performance of these devices without encapsulation layers changes over time (typically over a period of hours). This instability is the most
stringent problem related to organic transistors, but it can be overcome by introducing adequate encapsulation layers similar to organic electroluminescent devices.
The second issue is the spatial resolution. Although the present resolution is 36
dpi with organic transistors, almost all the practical applications require at least 250
dpi resolutions. We have confirmed that an organic photodiode array can distinguish
between black and white in reflection geometry up to 250 dpi, but the bottleneck for
integrating organic transistor backplanes to the sensor media is the via process that
allows the electrical coupling between the laminated films. The diameter of the via
holes processed by a typical CO2 laser drilling machine ranges between 50 and100
μm. However, we expect to reduce the size of the via holes and improve the pixel
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resolution with the use of shorter wavelength lasers such as pulsed-excimer lasers
or yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) lasers.

7.2.7 A Hierarchal Approach for Slow Organic Circuits
The drawback of sheet-type image scanners is the slow operating frequency due to
the low-carrier mobility in organic transistors compared to inorganic TFTs. Thus, it
is crucial to improve the device switching speed for practical use. We verified that a
hierarchal approach, using a double-wordline and double-bitline structure, reduces
the addressing delay by a factor of 5 and reduces the power consumption by a factor
of 7. One approach to realize a double-wordline and double-bitline structure is by
implementing a 3-D integrated stack to fabricate the organic scanner (Fig. 7.14).
A prototype array has been fabricated having 64 × 64 pixels that occupy an effective sensing area of 80 × 80 mm2 . The pixel size, in this case, was 1.27 × 1.27 mm2 ,
which corresponds to 20 dpi resolution. The supply voltage is 40 V, however, a voltage imposed between an anode and cathode of an organic photodiode should be
limited to 5 V to avoid Zener avalanche breakdown of the photodiode.

7.2.8 The Double-Wordline and Double-Bitline Structure
The double-wordline and double-bitline structure is introduced in an organic
transistor-based sheet-type scanner to reduce the line delays and the power consumption. Figure 7.15 shows the schematic of the array design. The 64 × 64 pixels
are divided into 8×8 blocks so that each block has 8 × 8 pixels. Every pixel comprises an organic photodiode and pixel selector made of an organic transistor.

OFET sheet #2
(WL/BL selector etc…
OFET sheet #1
(pixel selector)

OPD sheet
(organic photodiode)
100 µm

Through holes

Silver paste

Fig. 7.14 A cross-sectional picture of stacked three organic sheets and corresponding circuit
diagram. From Fig. 7.11 in Ref. [19] ((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Fig. 7.15 A circuit diagram of the sheet-type scanner with the double-wordline and double-bitline
structure. From Fig. 7.2 in Ref. [19] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

A first wordline (1WL) connects to a second wordline (2WL) through a firstwordline selector (1WL selector). A 1WL activates the gates of the pixel selectors
to specify a local row address. A 1WL selector selects a 1WL with a first-wordline
select signal (1WLSX ). A second-wordline decoder (2WL decoder) drives a 2WL,
which will be in the following sections. A similar notation is used for the bitlines.
A first bitline (1BL) is a local bitline in a block. A precharge gate precharges a 1BL
with the precharge signal (R), and this signal predischarges a second bitline (2BL)
before the readout operation. An amplifier amplifies a first-bitline voltage. A firstbitline selector (1BL selector) selectively transfers the amplified voltage to a 2BL
with a first-bitline select signal (1BLSX ).
The decoder used in the scanner does not draw an active leakage current due to
the dynamic operation. The switching OFETs are connected in series. This decoder
is a ratioless circuit without the precharge OFET sized, and thus more tolerant of
process, threshold-voltage, and supply-voltage variation/fluctuation than the conventional ratio-type one.
The double-wordline structure reduces wordline delay by a factor of 6. The double wordline structure can potentially reduce the dynamic power by the same factor
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•Logical device
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• Physical device
Fig. 7.16 In memory design, for instance, 1WL selectors are laid out on the side of memory cells
and amplifiers are positioned at the bottom of the memory cells due to a logical device, however in
a scanner, such kind of placement is not allowed to keep uniform distribution of pixels because it
is a physical device and position is meaningful. From Fig. 7.8 in Ref. [19] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

as well as the wordline delay since the circuits operate on a block-by-block basis,
where the capacitance associated with the operation is lower than the single wordline scheme. This becomes especially important when random access is employed
for intelligent image capturing.
Although the hierarchical structure like the double-wordline and double-bitline
structure is well known for memories, a situation is different for sensor applications. In memory applications, the first-wordline and sensor amplifiers are laid out
by shifting the memory cells to the sides. This approach is because memory is a
logical device, but for sensors, pixels cannot be shifted because the pixel density
changes and uniform sensing becomes impossible (Fig. 7.16). We cannot rearrange
the distribution of the pixel uniformly. Moreover, since the organic FET is large,
only a single organic transistor is allowed per pixel and there is no room left for the
peripheral circuits in the pixel region. Thus, the 1WL selector and sense amplifiers,
the 1WL selectors, and the precharge organic transistors are placed on a separate
sheet, #2, and stacked onto a pixel selector sheet, #1. The entire structure is thus
laminated to form a 3-D stack, integrating all the components of the circuit. This
design is why the development of a 3-D stacked organic transistor sheet is essential.
By introducing the double-bitline structure, a bitline can be divided into small
segments and the bitline capacitance is reduced. In addition, due to the 3-D stack
integration, an amplifier can be put near the segmented bitline. This arrangement
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means that a photodiode just draws charge out of a relatively small capacitance. In
the future, we could improve the sensitivity of the photodiode in order to generate
more photocurrent, making it possible to use ambient light as a light source.

7.2.9 A New Dynamic Second-Wordline Decoder
As a 2WL decoder, a serial-connected decoder is introduced for lower power and
higher speed operation than the parallel-connected static one used in the electronicskin (e-skin) [10–15]. In the e-skin application, switching organic FETs are connected in parallel, and the load transistor must be small because of the normally
on load and sizing requirements. Thus, the falling time is slow, and in addition, bias
voltage adjustment is needed to cancel the variability of the threshold voltage, which
results in a leakage current in the order of micro-Amps. On the other hand, the new
decoder does not draw active leakage due to its dynamic operation. The new decoder
is a ratio-less circuit, and thus it has a wider margin of operation.
The layout style is novel and takes advantage of the “cut-and-paste” customization [12]. For example, five switching organic transistors connected in series are prepared in advance. Next, if only 1 out of 8 decoders having only 3 switching organic
transistors are needed, then the three switching organic transistors can be removed
from the prefabricated decoder and laminated to a 2WL pad as shown in Fig. 7.15.
This “cut-and-paste” customization reduces the mask cost as well as a nonrecurring
engineering cost because we do not need to design or make new masks for various
sizes.

7.2.10 Higher Speed Operation with Lower Power Consumption
The measured operation waveforms are shown in Fig. 7.17 together with a sketch
of stimulus signals. Successful operation is observed. Both the conventional singlewordline and single-bitline device and proposed double-wordline and double-bitline
device are manufactured for comparison. Falling time of the 1BL from VDD to 90%
of VDD in the proposed structure is 3 ms but in the conventional scheme is 17 ms.
The wordline delay can be reduced by a factor of >5.
Now, we would like to explain the photocurrent-sensing scheme. After a 1BL is
precharged and wordline is asserted, a photocurrent according to the light intensity
discharges a first-bitline capacitance, and the first-bitline voltage starts decreasing.
The falling time depends on the photocurrent. An amplifier amplifies the first-bitline
voltage, which starts to pull-up the second-bitline voltage. Thus, the rising time of
the 2BL is a function of the photocurrent, by which black and white pixels are
discriminated. This scheme is a kind of current-to-time conversion.
When the sense voltage is set to 30 V, the readout time in the conventional
single-bitline scheme is 18 ms while that in the proposed double-bitline structure is 3 ms, achieving a factor of 6 improvement in the wordline delay. In the
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Fig. 7.17 Comparison of measured waveforms between “single-wordline and single-bitline
scheme” and “double-wordline and double-bitline structure”. Falling times of the word lines are
17 and 3 ms, respectively, realizing the wordline activation time by a factor of 5. From Fig. 7.15 in
Ref. [19] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

conventional single-wordline and single-bitline scheme, a cycle time of 39 ms is
typical while in the proposed double-wordline and double-bitline structure the cycle
time is reduced to 7 ms, a cycle time reduction by a factor of 5. Measured power for
the proposed structure is 900 μW for a 7 ms cycle and 350 μW for a 39 ms cycle.
The conventional scheme has a measured power of 2.5 mW for a 39 ms cycle, which
is seven times larger than the proposed structure. Although the improvement factors
in delay and power consumption are not exactly the same as 8 (8/64), this can be
ascribed to the effects of capacitance of the additional transistors needed for the
hierarchal structures.

7.2.11 New Applications and Future Prospects
The new scanner is thin, lightweight, and flexible. The present scanner is suitable
for mobile electronics and could be easily carried in a pocket. Beyond the portability
feature, there would be unique applications of the new scanner. For example, it can
be bent to conform over a printed page in book-scanning applications. It would be
also suitable for the recording of fragile and historically valuable documents. A label
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affixed on a curved surface, such as a bottle of wine, could also be accurately and
conveniently scanned.
In the future, it is predicted that the number of pixels per wordline and bitline will
be increased to more than 2,048, and pixel size reduced to less than 1/16 of its current size. In such a large-area and high-resolution scanner, the double-wordline and
double-bitline structure further reduces delay and power as well. The scan-out time
for the conventional single-wordline and single-bitline scheme will be an order of
103 s while the proposed double wordline and bitline scheme is estimated to reduce
this time by a factor of about 40, taking the scan time down to 10 s. The power consumption can also be decreased by the same factor. The proposed approach can be
applicable to other types of large-area organic transistors sensors including e-skin
and solves fundamental issues in large-area sensor electronics.

7.3 Sheet-Type Braille Displays
In this section, we describe a sheet-type Braille display on a plastic film by integrating organic FETs with soft actuators. An array of rectangular plastic actuators is processed from a perfluorinated polymer electrolyte membrane. A small semisphere,
which projects upward from the rubber-like surface of the display, is attached to the
tip of each rectangular actuator. The effective display size is 4 × 4 cm2 . Each letter
consists of 3 × 2 Braille dots and the total number of dots is 144; thus, 24 Braille letters can be displayed. The total thickness and weight of the entire device are 1 mm
and 5.3 g, respectively. The present scheme will enable people with visual impairments to carry the Braille sheet display in their pockets and read Braille e-books at
any time.

7.3.1 Manufacturing Process
The sheet-type Braille displays are manufactured by laminating three layers: (1) the
organic transistor sheet, (2) the polymeric actuator sheet, and (3) the cover layer.
Since all the materials except the metal electrodes are made of soft materials, the
entire system is thin, lightweight, and mechanically flexible (Fig. 7.18). A picture
of a sheet-type Braille display is shown in Fig. 7.19a. Some sections of the layers
have been intentionally removed in order to reveal the internal three-layer structure,
although the sizes of all three layers are identical. Figure 7.19b shows a circuit
diagram of the Braille display.
Figure 7.20 shows the cross-sectional structure of a single Braille cell comprising
one transistor and one actuator. When a voltage is applied to the polymeric actuators,
the sheet-type actuators bend, as shown in Fig. 7.20. The hemisphere placed on
the actuator rises with the voltage supply and pushes up a rubber-like surface. An
organic transistor active matrix is used to address the pop-up dots.
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Fig. 7.18 An image of the Braille sheet display which is manufactured on a plastic film integrating the active matrix of organic transistors with polymer actuator array based on a perfluorinated
polymer electrolyte membrane. The device is a thin, lightweight, and flexile sheet Braille display.
From Fig. 7.1 in Ref. [23] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

The manufacturing processes of organic transistors are similar to the methods
described in Section 7.2. Polyimide or PEN films are used as substrates for the
organic transistors. Figure 7.21 shows images of the organic transistor sheet of different magnifications: (a) the entire chip and (b) one transistor. The channel length
L and the width W of the transistors are 20 μm and 49 mm, respectively, which corresponds to a W/L ratio of 2,450. This large W/L ratio is required to ensure a good
time response of the actuators. The size of the entire active matrix is 4 × 4 cm2 ,
while that of a single transistor is 1.5 × 1.5 mm2 .
The sheet-type actuators are made of an ionic polymer metal composite (IPMC)
[21]. By employing electroless plating, electrodes are formed on both surfaces of a
300-μm-thick perfluorinated ion-exchange membrane, Nafion (NE-1110, DuPont)
[22]. The actuator sheet is immersed in lithium chloride solution to exchange the
protons inside the membrane with lithium ions. This process facilitates a large displacement, high speed, and a large generating force. As shown in Fig. 7.22, the
actuator sheet is mechanically processed using a NC cutting machine to form an
array of 12 × 12 rectangular actuators whose size is 1 × 4 mm2 . Each rectangular
actuator remains connected to the parent sheet while being isolated electrically. For
the isolation, insulating grooves are prepared on one side of the actuator sheet by
using an NC drilling machine and the other side is not processed and is used as a
common electrode. Plastic hemispheres with a radius of 0.9 mm are attached on the
top of the actuators.
Finally, the transistor and actuator sheets are laminated together. The via interconnections between the electrode pads of the transistors and the surface electrodes of the actuators are realized by anisotropic conductive tapes or silver
pastes. The laminated sheets are covered by a plastic frame made of 650-μm-thick
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Fig. 7.19 (a) A picture of the device assembly. Some parts of the device are removed intentionally
to show inner structures of this device. This device is composed of three layers, an organic transistor
sheet, a polymeric actuator sheet, and a cover layer. (b) Circuit diagram of the Braille sheet display.
Each polymeric actuator is connected to one organic transistor. The vertical and horizontal lines
represent bit and word lines, respectively. From Fig. 7.2 in Ref. [23] ((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Fig. 7.20 A cross-sectional
illustration of a single Braille
dot of this device. An organic
transistor is connected to a
polymeric actuator with
silver paste patterned by a
microdispenser. A
semisphere is attached to the
tip of each actuator. From
Fig. 7.3 in Ref. [23] ((c) 2008
IEEE)
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Fig. 7.21 (a) Pictures of a whole of the organic transistor active matrix sheet, which includes
144 transistors. The scale is 1 cm. (b) A further magnified view of a single transistor. G, D, and S
indicate gate, drain, and source electrodes, respectively. The scale is 1 mm. From Fig. 7.4 in Ref.
[23] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

poly(ethylenentereapthalate) (PET) whose surface is coated by a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film. The PDMS layer is fluorinated to obtain a smooth surface.

7.3.2 Electronic Performance of Braille Cells
The characteristics of discrete transistors are investigated prior to integration. All
electrical measurements were performed in air by using a semiconductor parameter analyzer. The typical IV characteristics of the organic transistors are shown
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Semisphere

Actuator

Fig. 7.22 Picture of whole sheet of polymeric actuators (12 × 12 array) and magnified image of
actuators for one letter (3 × 2 dots). The scale for the picture of whole sheet and magnified image
are 2 cm and 2 mm, respectively. From Fig. 7.5 in Ref. [23] ((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Fig. 7.23 (a) VDS –IDS characteristics of the organic transistors measured by gate voltage bias VGS
from 0 to –10 V with a step of –2 V. (b) VGS –IDS characteristic measured by VDS = –30 V and gate
voltage bias VGS from 15 to –30 V. From Fig. 7.6 in Ref. [23] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

in Fig. 7.23a,b. The mobility in the saturation regime is 1 cm2 /Vs and the on–off
ratio is 106 . In order to reduce the operation voltage to 10 V, the thickness of the
gate dielectric layer is set to a value as small as 240 nm. A large current (˜ 600 μA)
is obtained at low voltages (VGS = VDS = −10 V) for the organic transistors.
One of the stand-alone actuators (1 × 4 mm2 ) is characterized before its integration with the organic transistors. The time response of the actuators is measured.
The rectangular voltage of ±3 V is applied to the actuator at a repetition rate of
2 Hz. Figure 7.24a,b shows the voltage between the two actuator electrodes and
the displacement of the actuators, respectively, as a function of time. The displacement and the generating force of the actuators are measured as a function of voltage
for three actuators with identical sizes of 1 × 4 mm2 and plotted in Fig. 7.25a,b,
respectively. The force was measured using a load cell. The displacement and the
generating force increase with the applied voltage and peak at 0.4 mm and 1.5 gf,
respectively, at 2.5 V. Although the performance of the actuators depends on their
structural parameters such as width, length, and thickness, the present design using
actuators with a size of 1 × 4 mm2 exhibits a good performance that is suitable for
application in Braille sheet displays.
Characterization of the Braille cells is described next. The time response of the
actuators is measured at different gate voltages − VGS = 0, −10, −20, and −30 V.
The power supply voltage (VDD ) is −10 V for the up states and 10 V for the down
states. Figure 7.26a,b shows the voltage between two actuator electrodes and the
displacement of the actuators, respectively, as a function of time. The time required
to obtain a displacement of 0.2 mm decreases with the increase in VGS and reduces
to 0.9 s at VGS = −30 V, thus indicating that a frame rate of 1 Hz would be feasible.
Figure 7.27a shows one of the Braille dots moving upward and downward. Four
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Fig. 7.24 A stand-alone polymeric actuator of 4 mm in length and 1 mm in width is measured.
When a series of rectangular voltage of ±3 V is input, the frequency response of the actuators
extends up to 2 Hz. The voltage between two electrodes of actuator and displacement of actuator
is shown in (a) and (b) in the same time scale, respectively. From Fig. 7.7 in Ref. [23] ((c) 2008
IEEE)
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Fig. 7.25 (a) The displacement and (b) the generating force of an actuator are plotted as a function
of the input voltage. From Fig. 7.7 in Ref. [23] ((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Braille letters displayed by the present device are shown in Fig. 7.27b. We will
describe the readability of the present device later.

7.3.3 Organic Transistor-based SRAM
Each Braille dot has an organic transistor static random access memory (SRAM) to
compensate for the slow transition of the actuator. The transition time of the soft
actuator is about 1 s. When an actuator array is sequentially driven, it takes more
than 1 min to change the present Braille displays. Organic FET SRAM techniques
are employed to increase the speed of the actuator.
Figure 7.28 shows the circuit of the SRAM and the driver for one actuator. In the
SRAM cell, a foremost concern is a slow write-time of DATAb, because DATAb has
no access transistors. Our design target for the write-time of the whole SRAM (=
144 cells) is within 2 s. Figure 7.29 shows the measured waveforms of DATA and
DATAb during a write-operation. When BL is low, the transition time of DATAb is
2 ms. In contrast, when BL is high, the transition time of DATAb is 40 ms, because
the drive current of M1 in Fig. 7.28 is small. This slow transition time can be hidden
in the SRAM system level by pipelining the write-operation. After the input data
are written to all SRAMs within 2 s, all the actuators are driven all at once using the

Fig. 7.28 Circuit of organic transistor SRAMs and the driver for one actuator. From Fig. 7.4 in
Ref. [24] ((c) 2008 IEEE)
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Fig. 7.29 The measured waveform of the Braille cell in the write-operation mode. From Fig. 7.6
in Ref. [24] ((c) 2008 IEEE)

drivers depending on the data. In this way, the time required to change the whole
Braille cell is reduced from 144 to 3 s, which satisfies our design target.

7.3.4 Reading Tests
The readability of the present Braille display is examined by four visually impaired
individuals. When the device exhibits “Na” and “Wa” in the Japanese Braille format,
all four individuals are able to recognize the letters correctly. This result demonstrates the feasibility of this new design that integrates organic transistors and polymer actuators for realizing Braille sheet displays.
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However, it is known that the ability of reading Braille varies across the visually
impaired and, in general, a larger displacement and a larger force should help them
in reading Braille more easily. In particular, the variations in the displacement and
the generating force of the Braille dots must be minimized for better readability,
although the present device shows fairly large performance variations. These variations may be ascribed to the unevenness in the electroless plating process and/or
the fluctuations in the size of the actuators that arise due to the inaccuracy of the
mechanical process. These imperfections would be removed by optimizing the process conditions.

7.3.5 Future Prospects
The new design in this study offers an attractive scheme for reducing the thickness
and weight of Braille displays and yet maintains a reasonable performance. Commercial Braille displays that utilize piezoelectric or solenoid actuators are available.
Such actuators can control displacement with a high accuracy and also obtain large
forces; however, their miniaturization is complicated. The proposed lightweight,
thin, and flexible sheet-type Braille displays can be easily carried in pockets; therefore, they are suitable for mobile applications such as Braille e-books. It is expected
that the sheet-type Braille can be easily implemented in many digital and information appliances including cell phones without necessitating major changes in the
design of the parent appliances. Thus, Braille will be more conveniently used by the
visually impaired in various situations in the future.

7.4 Summary
This chapter reported on large-area, flexible sensors and actuators based on organic
transistors. As an example of large-area sensors, a sheet image scanner integrating
organic transistors and organic photodetectors was described. The new sheet-type
scanner with light shielding layers can distinguish between black and white in the
reflection geometry. Then, a sheet-type Braille display was reported as an example
of large-area, flexible actuators. The new Braille display was fabricated on a plastic
film by integrating high-quality organic transistors and soft sheet-type actuators. In
those two types of devices, all the components are manufactured on plastic films.
Therefore, it is lightweight, shock-resistant, and flexible and is suitable for humanfriendly mobile application.
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Chapter 8

Organic and Polymeric TFTs for Flexible
Displays and Circuits
Michael G. Kane

8.1 Introduction
Organic and polymeric thin-film transistors are a natural complement to flexible
substrates. This is because organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) can be made using
a very low temperature process, not much above room temperature, allowing electronic circuits and systems to be made on plastic films.1 The organic and polymeric
materials that can be used as semiconductors, dielectrics, and conductors are themselves flexible like the substrate, so that a complete flexible electronic system is
possible.
There are several benefits of building an electronic system on a flexible substrate. In some applications, there may be advantages to mechanical flexibility in
actual use, as with a rugged, unbreakable, rollable display. In other cases, flexibility may not be needed in the application, but benefits may derive from the lower
manufacturing costs of continuous roll-to-roll fabrication. For example, low-cost
displays fabricated in a web-based line might end up laminated to a hard, rigid
material, which may be curved or flat, glass or plastic. There may also simply be
cost advantages associated with the use of the organic or polymeric materials. The
fact that OTFTs can be fabricated at low temperatures leads to lower manufacturing costs. Manufacturing cost depends on process temperatures, because in general
higher-temperature processing entails higher capital costs, more expensive substrate
materials, and lower throughput because of the time required for temperature ramping. Furthermore, if additive, printing-like processes are used for some or all of the
layers, the costs associated with materials and photolithography, two of the most
expensive components of thin-film transistor (TFT) manufacturing, are reduced or
eliminated.

M.G. Kane (B)
Sarnoff Corporation, CN5300, Princeton, NJ 08543, USA
e-mail: mkane@sarnoff.com
1 For

simplicity we use the term organic thin-film transistor and the acronym OTFT to represent
both small-molecule organic and polymer thin-film transistors.
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The most compelling near-term application for OTFTs on flexible substrates is
active matrix displays. Nevertheless, a case can also be made for using the technology in nondisplay applications. Various types of imaging and sensing arrays can
benefit from mechanical flexibility. In addition, types of electronic systems other
than pixel arrays may have advantages when fabricated on a flexible substrate.
There is a very large potential market for very low-cost radio frequency identification (RFID) tags for item-level tracking. Significant efforts are underway to develop
an RFID technology that can be manufactured in a continuous roll-to-roll line to
reduce tag cost.
In this chapter, we begin by discussing several transistor parameters that are
important for using OTFTs in electronic systems. Then we examine a number of
applications for OTFTs on flexible substrates. The greatest amount of attention is
given to active matrix displays, the nearest-term application. We consider active
matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCDs), active matrix electrophoretic displays,
and active matrix organic light-emitting diode (AMOLED) displays. In addition,
we look at using OTFTs for more general circuit applications, such as integrated
display drivers and RFID tags.

8.2 Important Organic TFT Parameters for Electronic Systems
The field-effect mobility, μFE , is often cited as a performance metric for comparing
different OTFT materials and fabrication methods. But the field-effect mobility is
only one of several parameters that are important for using OTFTs in electronic systems. In this section, we discuss the field-effect mobility as well as other important
parameters.

8.2.1 Field-Effect Mobility
In the standard metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) draincurrent equations, μFE is a proportionality factor that relates the drain current ID to
the gate and drain voltages VGS and VDS , the threshold voltage Vt , the channel width
W and length L, and the gate dielectric capacitance per unit area Cox . The standard
MOSFET drain-current equation for an n-channel device in the linear region of
operation (VDS < VGS –Vt ) is:2
ID =

2 For



W
2
μ F E Cox (VG S − Vt ) VDS − VDS
/2 ,
L

(8.1a)

p-channel MOSFETs, all applied voltage polarities and current directions are reversed.
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which reduces to
ID =

W
μ F E Cox (VG S − Vt ) VDS
L

(8.1b)

when VDS is small (VDS << VGS –Vt ). In the saturation region of operation (VDS ≥
VGS –Vt ), the standard equation is:
ID =

W μ F E Cox
(VG S − Vt )2 .
L
2

(8.1c)

Experimentally, one finds different values for μFE in the linear and saturation
regions. Therefore, a distinction is often made between the linear and saturation
field-effect mobilities. In this chapter, we do not distinguish between the two. However, if the two have significantly different values, a careful circuit designer will
do so.
The field-effect mobility is distinct from the more physically fundamental carrier
mobility μ, which has the same units but relates average carrier velocity v to applied
electric field E through v = ± μE, where the positive sign is used for holes and
the negative sign for electrons. Carrier mobility is only one factor in the field-effect
mobility. In this chapter, we use the term mobility to refer to the field-effect mobility.
Experimentally, the mobility is found to depend on VGS and VDS . Therefore, it
is more straightforward to view it as a small-signal bias-dependent quantity, analogous to the small-signal gain of an amplifier rather than the large-signal quantity
of Eq. (8.1a, b, c). Then at each bias point mobility is a proportionality factor that
relates how small changes in gate voltage VGS produce changes in drain current ID .
In this case, in the linear region, for small drain voltages (VDS << VGS –Vt ), mobility
is defined as
μF E =

L
W Cox VDS

∂ ID
,
∂ VG S

(8.2a)

and in the saturation region mobility is defined as
μF E

2L
=
W Cox

 √ 2
∂ ID
.
∂ VG S

(8.2b)

The resulting values for mobility cannot be indiscriminately plugged into
Eq. (8.1a, b, c). Figure 8.1 shows the bias-dependent mobility in the saturation region for a p-channel pentacene OTFT, derived from measurements using
Eq. (8.2b).
There have been efforts to model the bias dependence of the mobility. The bestknown model is based on the variable-range hopping (VRH) model of transports in
which carriers move by hopping in an exponential density of localized states [1]. In
this model, the physical basis for the increase in mobility with gate voltage is that,
as the gate voltage is increased, lower-lying states in the semiconductor’s density of

0.7
VDS = –2V

0.6

...

Fig. 8.1 Measured
voltage-dependent mobility
in the saturation region for a
pentacene OTFT with SiO2
gate dielectric. The mobility
is plotted only for data points
in the saturation region
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states are filled, so that additional charges occupy higher-energy states and require
less energy to hop to nearby states. This model leads to a dependence of mobility
on gate voltage of the form:

μ F E = μ0

VG S − Vt
VA A

γ
(8.3)

where γ depends on the energy distribution of localized states, and typically has a
value of about 0.5. The parameter VAA serves to render the factor in parentheses
dimensionless so that μ0 has standard units for mobility. VAA can be arbitrarily set
to 1 V if μ0 is defined as the mobility at VGS –Vt = 1 V. The gate-voltage dependence
of the mobility in Eq. (8.3) results in the linear dependence of drain current on gate
voltage in Eq. (8.1b) being replaced by a superlinear dependence having an exponent
1+γ. Similarly, the quadratic dependence in the saturation region in Eq. (8.1c) is
replaced by a dependence with an exponent 2+γ.
Strictly speaking, the VRH transport model applies only to amorphous materials and is not applicable to more ordered organic semiconductors, such as
vacuum-sublimed pentacene. Nevertheless Eq. (8.3) is often used as an empirical, curve-fitting model for the mobility of TFTs made with nonamorphous organic
semiconductors. For example, it can be used to fit the data in Fig. 8.1 over a limited gate-voltage range, but not over the entire range, since the mobility decreases
at higher gate voltages. Furthermore, the dependence of mobility on drain voltage
seen in Fig. 8.1 is not treated in this model. A similar model has been used for
the gate-voltage-dependent mobility in amorphous silicon thin-film transistors (a-Si
TFTs) and is used in the Level 15 a-Si TFT model in the circuit simulation program AIM-SPICE. Methods have been developed to extract γ from measured TFT
data [2, 3, 4]
Usually, a single value for mobility is cited rather than a set of curves or mobility
model parameters. In this case, the convention is to report the maximum mobility
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over a range of gate voltages for a specified drain voltage, either in the linear region
or in the saturation region. A similar method of specifying mobility is used for the
bias-dependent mobility of silicon MOSFETs. For creating an initial circuit design
prior to computer-aided simulations that use more accurate models, it is best to
estimate an average mobility over the expected range of voltages from curves like
those in Fig. 8.1, rather than using the maximum mobility value, which represents
best-case device behavior at a single bias point.

8.2.2 Threshold Voltage
Like the mobility, the starting point for defining the threshold voltage Vt is the standard MOSFET equations in Eq. (8.1a, b, c). Experimentally, one finds different
values for the threshold voltage in the linear and saturation regions of operation.
In addition, there may be a drain-voltage dependence. Here, we will neglect these
effects and refer simply to a single threshold voltage Vt .
The threshold voltage can be extracted from measurements in the linear region
by plotting ID versus VGS for small drain voltages (VDS << VGS –Vt ), and extrapolating the line to ID = 0. Similarly, the threshold
√ voltage can be extracted from
measurements in the saturation region by plotting I D versus VGS and extrapolating
to ID = 0. In either case, it is found experimentally that the drain current turns off
more gradually than the standard MOSFET equations predict. One reason for this is
that the gate-voltage-dependent mobility decreases as VGS approaches Vt . Another
reason is that there is a subthreshold region for VGS < Vt in which a small drain
current still flows. As a result, typically the extrapolation to ID = 0 is performed
using a tangent to the curve at the point of maximum slope, or using two points on
the curve that bracket the operating region. Figure 8.2 shows measured data for the
same pentacene OTFT as in Fig. 8.1, but in the linear region (VDS = –0.1 V). The
straight line in Fig. 8.2 is tangent to the drain-current curve at the point of maximum
slope, allowing the linear-region threshold voltage to be calculated as +6.5 V.

0

Fig. 8.2 Measured
linear-region drain-current
data (solid line,
VDS = −0.1 V) and the
tangent at the point of
maximum slope (dashed line)
for the same pentacene OTFT
as in Fig. 8.1. The tangent
allows the threshold voltage
to be calculated as +6.5 V
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Threshold voltages in OTFTs are typically large and uncontrolled, and values
as high as tens of volts are not uncommon. This is not well understood at present,
though it may result from a high (and uncontrolled) density of trapped charge in the
highly defected organic semiconductor. For electronic applications, low threshold
voltages are required for keeping power supply and drive voltages low. The importance of low threshold voltages for the usefulness of OTFTs is often neglected. The
application of self-assembled monolayers such as octadecyltrichlorosilane to the
gate dielectric before semiconductor deposition helps to reduce the magnitude of Vt
and render it more controllable. Using a gate dielectric with higher capacitance also
reduces the threshold voltage, although often at the expense of higher gate leakage
and lower yield.

8.2.3 Subthreshold Swing
The simplified physical models underlying Eq. (8.1a, b, c) predict that the drain
current is zero for all VGS ≤ Vt . In reality, as Fig. 8.2 indicates, these equations
do not correctly represent the drain current in the subthreshold region, where the
power-law dependence of the drain current on gate voltage makes a transition to
an exponential dependence. The standard drain-current equation in the subthreshold
region has the form:
ID =



W
K μ F E Cox 1 − e−q VDS /kT eq VG S /n kT
L

(8.4)

where K is a constant that depends on materials and device structure, n is the ideality
factor, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Thermodynamics demands n ≥ 1.
The subthreshold region is shown more easily using a logarithmic scale for the
drain current, since plotting Eq. (8.4) on a log scale yields a straight line, as illustrated in Fig. 8.3. The subthreshold behavior can be specified by means of n or the
subthreshold slope ∂ log I D /∂ VG S , but it is more common to cite the subthreshold

−1
swing S = ∂ log I D /∂ VG S , the inverse of the subthreshold slope. Typically,
the units used for subthreshold swing are volts/decade, so that the value represents
the increment in gate voltage needed to change the drain current by a factor of 10.
Experimentally, it is found that S varies through the subthreshold region, as Fig. 8.3
illustrates. At the low end the subthreshold characteristic smoothly merges into a
leakage current characteristic, and at the upper end it turns into the saturation characteristic. Therefore, the value that is typically cited is the maximum slope of the log
ID –VGS characteristic, analogous to what is done with mobility in the region above
threshold.
The relationship between S and the ideality factor n is
S = n kT ln(10) V/decade
= 60 n mV/decade at 300 K

(8.5a)
(8.5b)
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Fig. 8.3 The transfer
characteristic of a MOSFET
exhibits an exponential
dependence of drain current
on gate voltage below the
threshold voltage. As the gate
voltage is further reduced,
the exponential characteristic
merges with a leakage
current characteristic. Often
the value that is cited for the
off-current Ioff is the
minimum current
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W
K μ FE Cox exp(q VGS / n kT )
L

VDS large
and fixed

ID =

W μFE Cox
(VGS − Vt ) 2
L
2

Ioff
VGS
0

Vt

A subthreshold region is found in all MOSFETs, but long-channel single-crystal silicon MOSFETs with light substrate doping have a nearly ideal subthreshold region
in which the ideality factor is very close to unity, so that the change in gate voltage needed to change the drain current by a factor of 10 is only 60 mV at 300 K.
Nonideal subthreshold characteristics (n > 1) occur when a change in gate voltage does not produce a corresponding equal change in the surface potential of the
semiconductor. Increasing the gate dielectric capacitance reduces the subthreshold
swing by improving the coupling between the gate and the semiconductor surface.
Typical values of subthreshold swing at 300 K for some representative TFT technologies are:
S = 200 − 500 mV/decade (polysilicon TFTs)
= 500 mV − 1 V/decade (a-Si TFTs)
= 500 mV − 5 V/decade (OTFTs)
From an electronic system point of view, small subthreshold swing is desirable
because less gate voltage excursion ΔVGS is needed to turn the transistor from fully
off to fully on. Indeed, one may view the total ΔVGS required to take the transistor
from fully off to fully on as having two parts. The subthreshold slope determines the
voltage excursion that must take place below the threshold voltage, and the mobility
determines the required excursion above threshold. OTFTs often have subthreshold swings that are large compared to silicon devices, due to localized states in the
energy gap near the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) or lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) levels. For OTFTs the voltage excursion required
below threshold often has about the same magnitude as that required above thresholds and the dielectric breakdown requirements, power supply requirements, and
power dissipation are adversely affected.
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8.2.4 Leakage Currents
Two types of leakage current have to be considered:
• Drain leakage current ID when the transistor is off. That is, the gate voltage VGS
biases the device below the subthreshold region. This current is often called the
off-current.
• Gate leakage current IG under all transistor conditions, both on and off currents.
The off-current is seen in the log ID –VGS curve of Fig. 8.3 at gate voltages below
those producing the exponential subthreshold characteristic. In general, the offcurrent is not independent of the gate and drain voltages. In some cases, it increases
as the gate voltage is reduced further, as Fig. 8.3 illustrates. A similar effect is seen in
polysilicon (poly-Si) TFTs, where it is attributed to field-assisted tunneling through
mid-gap states present at grain boundaries; reducing the gate voltage increases the
high fields at the drain edge of the gate, increasing the tunneling rate. The value that
is typically cited for the off-current in TFTs is the minimum drain current at a specified drain voltage. For initial design work prior to more accurate computer-aided
simulations that take into account the entire drain-current characteristic, a better figure to use for off-current is the worst-case leakage over the expected range of gate
and drain voltages, rather than the minimum leakage found at a single voltage point.
For the polymer dielectrics and low-temperature inorganic dielectrics often used
in OTFTs, the gate current can be significant. Indeed, sometimes the off-current is
dominated not by drain-to-source leakage but by drain-to-gate leakage. Determining
whether the off-current arises from leakage from drain to source or drain to gate is
the first step in identifying the physical source of the off-current.

8.2.5 Contact Resistance
Making good electrical contact to organic semiconductors is sometimes difficult.
As a result there are often large parasitic resistances in series with the source and
drain. In an OTFT, these contact resistances typically depend on the gate voltage,
decreasing with gate voltage, just like the channel resistance. Nevertheless, the contact resistances are distinct from the channel resistance because they do not scale
with channel length, but rather are channel-length independent. Indeed, sometimes
they can be modeled simply as a fixed added channel length. For example, the contact resistances may behave like an extra 2 μm of channel length, so that an OTFT
with channel length L behaves as if it had a channel length L + 2 μm. The contact
resistance can be determined by fabricating OTFTs of various channel lengths, plotting channel resistance versus channel length, and extrapolating channel resistance
to a channel length of zero. An alternative method for determining channel resistance that avoids uncertainties due to device-to-device variations is the four-probe
technique. The OTFT has four electrodes, with the outer two used as source and
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drain electrodes and the inner two used as voltage-sensing leads that penetrate into
the channel region. Recent studies of OTFT contact resistance are found in Refs. [5,
6].
In some OTFTs, the contact resistance is nonlinear, depending on drain voltage,
and for small VDS a large fraction of VDS may be dropped across the contact resistances rather than the intrinsic FET, while at larger VDS the fraction of VDS dropped
across the contacts may decrease, and the contact resistances may be less significant.
This leads to “hooked” output characteristics (Fig. 8.4). Since small values of VDS
are used to extract linear mobility, the measured linear mobility may be significantly
smaller than the measured saturation mobility.
The total resistance of the FET is the sum of the channel resistance and the
contact resistances. Because the channel resistance scales with channel length but
the contact resistances are independent of channel length, the performance of short
channel devices can be strongly degraded by contact resistance, and it is common
for OTFTs to exhibit lower mobility as channel length is reduced because contact
resistance comes to dominate the total resistance. The term ohmic contact is often
used phenomenologically to describe a contact that has low enough resistance that
it can be neglected compared to the channel resistance. Thus, ohmic contacts might
be obtained at longer channel lengths but not at shorter channel lengths.

8.2.6 Capacitances and Frequency Response
The significant capacitances between the terminals of an OTFT are the gate–
source and gate–drain capacitances. The drain–source capacitance is much smaller
and can usually be ignored. The gate–source and gate–drain capacitances are
each made of two capacitances in parallel, one due to the parasitic overlap
capacitance between gate and source/drain and the other due to the capacitance
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Fig. 8.5 The gate–source capacitance CGS and the gate–drain capacitance CGD are each composed
of two components, one due to the overlap between gate and source/drain and the other due to the
capacitance between gate and channel, which is partitioned between source and drain

between gate and channel (Fig. 8.5 ). The channel is not a terminal of the device,
so that the capacitance between gate and channel must be partitioned between
source and drain to obtain device terminal capacitances. Thus, CGS = CGS,overlap +
CGS,channel and CGD = CGD,overlap + CGD,channel . The overlap capacitances are voltage independent and can be approximated as fixed parallel plate capacitances, with
CGS,overlap = CGD,overlap = W Loverlap Cox , where Loverlap is the overlap length.
In a MOSFET the channel capacitance is a complicated bias-dependent quantity.
The standard model can be found in [7].3 The overlap length Loverlap responsible for
the overlap capacitance can be large in OTFTs, sometimes 10 μm or more. It may
be larger than the channel length L itself. Thus, the overlap contributes a relatively
large capacitance in OTFTs. The reason for the overlap is that the fabrication processes used to make OTFTs, like those for a-Si TFTs, do not produce source and
drain electrodes that are self-aligned to the gate. In order to ensure that the channel
induced by the gate reaches the source and drain, a misalignment tolerance must be
designed into the layout of these regions. This misalignment tolerance is the overlap
length. For OTFTs on plastic substrates, the dimensional instability of the plastic
film requires additional allowance for misalignment, so that Loverlap may have to be
even larger.
The effect of the overlap capacitance is evident from its effect on the unity-gain
frequency ft , the frequency at which the transistor’s current gain falls to unity. In a
simple model for the frequency-dependent current-gain, this frequency is:
ft =

3 The

μ F E (VG S − Vt )
.
2π L(L + 2L overlap )

(8.6)

standard MOSFET model also includes capacitances to a fourth terminal, the body, which
does not exist for a TFT, which has only three terminals. An accurate TFT capacitance model is
therefore expected to deviate from an accurate four-terminal MOSFET model.
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A model that includes the effect of contact resistance is found in Ref. [8]. When
Loverlap << L, as is the case for conventional self-aligned silicon CMOS processes,
one obtains the well-known silicon scaling law in which the maximum operating
frequency scales as L−2 . Large performance gains come from reducing the channel
length, motivating amazingly successful efforts to reduce this transistor dimension
in silicon ICs. However, if the amount of overlap is fixed by large-area registration
capabilities and cannot be reduced as channel length is reduced, the silicon scaling
law is replaced by one in which the maximum operating frequency ultimately scales
as L−1 , altering significantly the economics of integration.
The overlap capacitance could be reduced dramatically if a self-aligned OTFT
process could be developed. A self-aligned silicon process uses the gate as an in
situ ion-implantation mask to form source and drain regions that are well aligned
to the gate. An equivalent process does not yet exist for OTFTs. It would require a
top-gate TFT geometry, together with a liquid- or vapor-phase doping process that
renders the organic semiconductor highly conductive in a stable manner.

8.2.7 TFT Nonuniformity
Although the performance of OTFTs is lower than that of silicon MOSFETs, it is
adequate for many applications, as long as the transistor parameters are uniform
and predictable. However, nonuniform or unpredictable parameters are difficult to
tolerate in electronic systems. For example, in displays, transistor nonuniformities
can lead to visible variations in color or gray level, which is aesthetically displeasing and commercially nonviable. Random brightness variations across the display,
known as mura, are more of a problem than smooth variations, because the low
spatial frequencies in smooth variations are less visible to the human visual system. This has been an issue for poly-Si TFTs, which exhibit random variations in
threshold voltage and off-current due to the random grain structure of the poly-Si.
In our laboratory, we have developed routines for the analysis of OTFT nonuniformity using automated probing and characterization of transistor arrays, followed
by statistical analysis. We analyzed spatial parameter variations, including parameter correlations between pairs of closely spaced OTFTs, in order to predict the
performance of matched pairs such as might be used in current mirror circuits. The
distributions show smooth variations as well as random variations that cause nonuniformity at short distance scales.

8.2.8 Bias-Stress Instability and Hysteresis
Bias-stress instability and hysteresis are memory effects in which the DC characteristics of a transistor at a given time depend on voltages applied to the device in the
past. These memory effects are undesirable in electronic systems, although there are
design methods that can improve the tolerance to memory effects.
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Generally, bias-stress instability refers to long-term changes in transistor characteristics that do not saturate but continue without limit until the device is rendered
useless. Hysteresis refers to short-term reversible shifts that lead to looping in the
measured characteristics, depending on which direction the bias voltages are swept
in. There is no sharp distinction between the two, and they may arise from the same
or similar physical causes.
These phenomena deserve careful attention because of their relevance to OTFT
device physics and to the performance of OTFT electronic systems. Several studies
have been performed [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], and the field for polymer TFTs is reviewed
in [14]. In general, the bias-stress instability of OTFTs fabricated on inorganic gate
dielectrics behaves as follows: the primary effect of positive gate bias is to shift the
threshold voltage to more positive voltages, and the primary effect of negative bias is
to shift the threshold voltage to more negative voltages. A similar effect is observed
in a-Si TFTs [15] and to a lesser extent in poly-Si TFTs [16]. In our laboratory, we
have found that the on-state bias-stress instability in pentacene OTFTs with SiO2
gate dielectric is somewhat worse than in a-Si TFTs, and the off-state instability is
much worse. The details depend strongly on the type of organic semiconductor used,
and on the presence of oxygen and water vapor, just as with organic light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs), which may lead to similar encapsulation requirements.
Hysteresis can be seen in the looping pentacene OTFT characteristics in Fig. 8.6.
The same phenomenon also manifests itself as an overshoot or undershoot in the
drain current when a gate-voltage step is applied. Similar effects have been observed
in a-Si TFTs [17]. The details of this drain-current transient have been used to determine whether the responsible trapping states in pentacene OTFTs are electron traps
or hole traps [18] .
When a polymer gate dielectric is used, there is an additional complicating factor.
Slow polarization of the dielectric can cause an instability in a direction opposite to
the bias-stress instability and hysteresis in organic semiconductors, so that there
are two competing mechanisms, with a possible crossover between them after a
certain stress period [19, 20]. Slow polarization in a polymer dielectric is often due
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to residual polar solvent in the dielectric or water absorption from the air. It is natural
to characterize this type of dielectric behavior by analyzing the frequency-dependent
capacitance C(f) at sufficiently low frequencies. Figure 8.7 compares C(f) of two
polymer dielectrics that exhibit slow polarizability with a dielectric that does not.
At very low frequencies, below 100 mHz, the capacitances of the two dielectrics
increase significantly. In the time domain this leads to memory effects in which
voltages applied in the past affect how the OTFT responds to signals applied in the
present.
As a result of hysteresis, measurements of μFE and Vt can depend strongly on
the gate sweep direction. This can be seen in the way the transfer characteristics in
Fig. 8.6 depend on sweep direction. Extracted OTFT parameters have sometimes
been contaminated by hysteresis effects. An IEEE standard has been written in an
effort to prevent these and other errors in OTFT characterization [21]. Attempts to
derive μFE and Vt in the presence of hysteresis, perhaps by averaging the on-to-off
and the off-to-on characteristics, are probably doomed to failure. It is preferable to
extract parameters only when hysteresis is small.

8.3 Active Matrix Displays
8.3.1 Introduction
For low-resolution displays, such as those in digital watches, directly driven segmented elements are used, where each element has its own external connection. This
is not possible for higher-resolution displays, since too many external leads would
be required. As a result, high-resolution flat-panel displays use a matrix architecture
in which the display is an array of pixels arranged in rows and columns. By definition, an active matrix display has one or more electronic switching elements in each
pixel, while a passive matrix has no switching elements. The substrate containing
the switching elements of an active matrix is often called the backplane. The origin
and evolution of the active matrix as a method of display addressing are reviewed in
Ref. [22].
It is more costly to include switching elements than to leave them out, so active
matrix displays cost more to produce than passive matrix displays. However, it is
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more difficult to scale passive matrix displays to large sizes than active matrix displays. The mathematical expression of the scaling limitation on passive matrix liquid crystal displays (LCDs) is known as the iron law of multiplexing. It relates the
number of rows in the display to the maximum possible contrast ratio [23]. Increasing the number of rows, and by implication the resolution of the display, reduces
the contrast ratio achievable with a given liquid crystal material. Analogous limitations exist for other types of passive matrix displays. The basic issue is that in the
absence of a switch at each pixel, it may be difficult to address an individual pixel
at the intersection of a row and column without to some extent addressing the other
pixels in the same row and/or column.
As a result of the limitations of passive matrix displays, today’s very competitive LCD market is dominated by AMLCDs, sometimes called TFT LCDs. Passive
matrix LCDs are found only in small, low-cost applications such as mobile phones
and handheld games. The plasma display panels (PDPs) used in large flat-screen
televisions are passive matrix because conventional switching elements cannot tolerate the required high voltages. Indeed, scaling to higher resolutions has been difficult for PDP technology.
In this chapter, we consider the use of OTFTs in active matrix flat-panel displays. Nowadays, commercial AMLCDs use a-Si or poly-Si TFTs as the switching
elements. a-Si TFTs are the dominant technology, but manufacturers of small to
medium-sized AMLCDs, intended for use, for example, in personal digital assistants (PDAs) and digital cameras, are making increasing use of poly-Si TFTs
because their higher performance permits row and column driver circuits to be integrated directly on the display glass, reducing display module cost and shortening
product development times.
The flat-panel display technologies that can benefit from an OTFT backplane are
AMLCDs, electrophoretic displays, and AMOLED displays. There are other flatpanel technologies that are not compatible with TFT backplanes, either because the
voltages are too high, for example plasma displays and inorganic electroluminescent displays, or because the area is too large for an active matrix, for example LED
displays such as those used for video signage. In this section, we discuss the use
of OTFTs for AMLCDs and electrophoretic displays together, since these display
technologies are similar, and then we discuss the use of OTFTs for AMOLED displays. Other treatments of the application of OTFTs to active matrix displays can be
found in [24, 25].

8.3.2 Liquid Crystal and Electrophoretic Displays
8.3.2.1 Introduction
The first reported OTFT display was a 16×16 pixel electrophoretic display demonstrated by researchers at Bell Laboratories and E Ink Corporation in 2001 [26].
Figure 8.8 shows operation of the 5 square display, which used pentacene TFTs on
a flexible film of polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
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Fig. 8.8 The first reported OTFT display, an electrophoretic display using pentacene TFTs on a
flexible PET film. From Ref. [26]. Used with permission. Copyright 2001, National Academy of
Sciences, USA
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Later in 2001, OTFT AMLCDs using polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC)
material were reported by two independent groups at about the same time. A team
from Sarnoff Corporation, Penn State University, and Kent State University reported
16×16 PDLC displays using pentacene TFTs on polyethylene naphthalate (PEN)
substrates [27]. The high mobility of the pentacene TFTs permitted a refresh rate of
60 Hz, with line times deliberately shortened to the 69 μs appropriate for a quarter
VGA (QVGA, 320×240) display so that the measured display performance would
apply to a larger display. This was the first group reported video-capable AMLCD
on a plastic substrate. The second group, at Bell Laboratories, reported 2×3 PDLC
displays on PET substrates, but used only static rather than dynamic driving signals
[28]. Still later in 2001, Philips demonstrated a video-rate 64×64 PDLC display on
a glass substrate using a solution-deposited polythienylenevinylene precursor film
that was converted into a semiconductor [29]. Recent significant results include a
10 diagonal SVGA (800×600) electrophoretic display using polyfluorene polymer
OTFTs from Plastic Logic (Fig. 8.9) [30] and a 15 diagonal XGA (1024×768)
color twisted nematic (TN) AMLCD using pentacene TFTs on glass from Samsung
(Fig. 8.10) [31], which is the largest and highest resolution OTFT displays reported
to date. Table 8.1 lists these and other reported AMLCDs and electrophoretic displays using OTFT backplanes.

Fig. 8.9 A 10 diagonal
SVGA (800×600)
electrophoretic display using
polyfluorene polymer OTFTs
on PET. From Ref. [30].
Permission for Reprint
courtesy Society for
Information Display
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Fig. 8.10 A 15 diagonal
XGA (1024×768) color LCD
using pentacene TFTs on
glass. From Ref. [31].
Permission for Reprint
courtesy Society for
Information Display

Table 8.1 Active matrix LCDs and electrophoretic displays using organic TFTs
Organization

Display type

Semiconductor

Bell Labs
Sarnoff, Penn
State, Kent
State
Bell Labs
Philips

Electrophoretic Pentacene
PDLC
Pentacene

PET
PEN

16×16
16×16

[26]
[27]

PDLC
PDLC

PET
Glass

2×3
64×64

[28]
[29]

Glass
PEN
Glass
Glass
Glass

80×60
320×240
64×128
1024×768
160×120

[94]
[95]
[96]
[31]
[97]

Glass
PET

80×80
800×600

[98]
[30]

Pentacene
Polythienylenevinylene
precursor
Plastic Logic
PDLC
Polyfluorene polymer
Polymer Vision Electrophoretic Pentacene precursor
ERSO/ITRI
Color TN LC
Pentacene
Samsung
Color TN LC
Pentacene
Sony
Monochrome
Pentacene
TN LC
Hitachi
Color TN LC
Pentacene
Plastic Logic
Electrophoretic Polyfluorene polymer

Substrate Pixel count References

8.3.2.2 Electro-Optic Response of Liquid Crystal Materials
Conventional AMLCDs use a TN cell configuration, in which a nematic liquid crystal lies with its molecules in a twisted orientation between the two glass plates,
with optical polarizers attached to the outer surfaces of the glass. One of the glass
plates is the TFT backplane. The thickness of the liquid crystal material between
the two glass plates is called the cell gap. Display operation relies on the response
of polarized light to the electrically controlled orientation of the birefringent liquid
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Fig. 8.11 Electro-optic curve for a typical twisted-nematic liquid crystal cell

crystal molecules.4 From the perspective of electronic design, the significant fact
is that a nematic liquid crystal responds to the root mean square (RMS) average of the applied field. Figure 8.11 shows a typical transmission versus RMS
voltage characteristic of a TN cell. When 5 V is applied, the normally clear cell
turns black.
Some OTFT AMLCDs have used PDLC material. In a PDLC cell, the nematic
liquid crystal is dispersed as droplets in a solid polymer matrix sandwiched between
the two glass plates. Unlike a TN LCD, a PDLC display does not use polarized
light, but relies on electrically controlled scattering of unpolarized light. However,
the electro-optic properties of the two are similar. A PDLC cell switches from a
scattering state to a clear state in response to the applied RMS voltage. By placing a
black background behind the cell, its appearance can be switched from milky white
in the scattering state to black in the clear state, creating the appearance of black
print on paper, although the reflectivity of the white scattering state is not as high as
with paper.
Although TN LCDs are the mainstream display technology and provide a better
appearance than PDLC displays, PDLC material is sometimes chosen for OTFT
AMLCDs because it is more compatible with plastic substrates. In particular:
(1) The birefringence of typical plastics makes it difficult to maintain the polarization control required in a TN cell, but PDLC cells do not use polarized light.
(2) A TN cell is sensitive to the cell-gap changes that occur when a plastic display
is flexed, but a PDLC cell is unaffected by flexing.

4 We

consider only LCDs that use nematic liquid crystals as the electro-optic material. There are
other, less commonly used liquid crystal materials, such as cholesteric and ferroelectric liquid
crystals.
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(3) Unlike a TN cell, a PDLC cell is insensitive to gas permeation through the
plastic substrates causing air bubbles to form inside the cell.
With both types of LCD, it is important that the applied voltage averaged over a
period of seconds not have a significant DC component. A DC voltage component
leads to the transport of ionic impurities within the cell, allowing an ion-induced
compensating DC potential to build up. In itself this is not harmful, but the effect
of a built-in DC potential is that the liquid crystal no longer responds to the applied
signal alone, but rather to the sum of the applied voltage and the built-in potential. In addition, DC components larger than a few hundred millivolts can lead to
irreversible electrolysis of the liquid crystal material.
It is fortuitous that the RMS-responding property allows the requirement that DC
voltage components be avoided to be easily satisfied. The display driver circuits that
provide data voltages to the display alternate the polarity from one frame to the next.
Although it is the responsibility of the display driver circuits to produce the appropriate alternating-polarity data signals, the display designer must consider whether
the pixel circuit contributes a DC artifact, due, for example, to charge injection when
the pixel switch is shut off.
8.3.2.3 Electro-Optic Response of Electrophoretic Materials
Electrophoretic materials contain a charged pigment dispersed in an optically contrasting material, or a mixture of oppositely charged contrasting pigments dispersed
in a neutral material. By applying an electric field, the pigment particles are moved
to the front or back surface of the display, producing an electro-optic effect. A display made with electrophoretic material operates in a reflective mode using ambient
light. Changing the optical state requires moving the pigment, so electrophoretic displays typically do not operate at video rates, but have response times of 100–300 ms.
Because the only force on the pigment particles is the applied field, the movement of
the pigment, and
 t therefore its optical state, is only a function of the time-integrated
electric field 0 E(τ ) dτ .5 When no electric field is applied, there is no applied
force, so that the optical state does not change, at least not over short periods. Thus,
an electrophoretic material is a bistable material whose reflectivity depends on this
time integral. Bistability can provide significant display power savings in applications that leave an image on the display for a period, such as electronic books and
maps, because the display module can be powered down at these times. Typical
data voltages are in the range of −15 V to +15 V, where negative voltage drives the
display toward one optical state and positive voltage drives it toward the opposite
state. Therefore, an electrophoretic display is not an RMS-responding display like
an LCD, but rather responds to opposite polarities by producing opposite optical
responses.

5 This

analysis is approximate, because it ignores forces between the particles and the effect of
initial pigment conditions.
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8.3.2.4 Liquid Crystal and Electrophoretic Display Architecture
The architecture of OTFT liquid crystal and electrophoretic displays is not unlike
that of their a-Si TFT and poly-Si TFT counterparts. The basic design is shown in
the schematic of four pixels in Fig. 8.12 .
The display consists of an array of TFT switches arranged in rows and columns,
one TFT per pixel. For color displays each pixel is divided into three subpixels, each
containing a red, green, or blue color filter, and there is one TFT per subpixel. All
TFTs in the same row have their gates connected to a common row line (or select
line), and all TFTs in the same column have a source–drain terminal connected to
a common column line (or data line). The other source–drain terminal of each TFT
connects to a storage capacitor Cstorage internal to the pixel, and to a pixel electrode
that faces the electro-optic material, that is, the liquid crystal or electrophoretic
material. The other electrode of the storage capacitor is connected to a capacitor
return line tied to an external DC potential. The previous select line is often used
instead of a separate return line, since it provides a convenient nearly DC potential.
On the other side of the cell gap is an unpatterned common electrode shared by all
pixels and connected to an external DC voltage Vcom . The electrodes on both sides of
the cell gap are made from a transparent conductor, such as indium tin oxide (ITO);
for reflective displays only the common electrode needs to be transparent, but the
pixel electrode can be opaque. Figure 8.13 shows a portion of a transmissive OTFT
backplane using pentacene devices on a PEN substrate [27]. The large electrode in
the middle of each pixel is the ITO pixel electrode. The storage capacitor is formed
between this electrode and a separate capacitor return line that runs over it along the
row direction, with the gate dielectric lying in between.
In the fabrication of OTFT backplanes there are complications related to the order
in which the organic semiconductor and source–drain contacts are deposited, and
how they are patterned. The organic semiconductor is very sensitive to processing
after it is deposited. This leads to two problems:

Capacitor return line
Cstorage

Vcom

Vcom

Electrooptic
material

Select line
Vcom

Fig. 8.12 Schematic of an
array of four active matrix
LCD or electrophoretic
display pixels

Data
line

Vcom
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Fig. 8.13 A portion of an
OTFT backplane for an LCD
display using pentacene
devices on a PEN substrate

Active island patterning. The semiconductor must be patterned in order to avoid
large leakage currents through ungated areas. But it is difficult to pattern the organic
semiconductor using standard thin-film photolithographic methods, because these
methods require the semiconductor to withstand organic solvents. Attempts to use
these methods have failed. Patterning using shadow masking is not a practical option
because the pattern is too fine and the alignments are too tight. Penn State University
developed a technique for use with pentacene in which a photosensitized polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) film is used as a photoresist [32]. We used this method to pattern
the pentacene in the display shown in Fig. 8.13. Another method developed by IBM
uses parylene as a hard mask to protect pentacene from photolithographic chemicals
[33, 34]. Ink-jetting a soluble semiconductor solves the patterning problem because
deposition and patterning are performed at the same time.
Top versus bottom contacts. The source and drain electrodes can contact the
organic semiconductor from above or below. The best OTFT performance is usually
obtained with top contacts, that is, when the source–drain electrodes lie on top of
the semiconductor, probably because with bottom contacts the semiconductor does
not form a good film at the abrupt electrode edges, and because the metallization
undergoes postdeposition processing that degrades the contact formed subsequently
with the semiconductor [6]. However, top contacts require source–drain deposition
and patterning after the semiconductor is deposited, which is problematic. Again,
shadow masking is possible but impractical. Sarnoff developed a process for photolithographically patterning top contacts on pentacene [35], but it has not been
widely adopted. Most OTFT backplanes have used photolithographically patterned
bottom contacts and suffered the performance reduction.
The active matrix operates as follows. By applying a voltage pulse to one of the
select lines, the switches in that row are turned on, and analog voltage levels applied
to the data lines by the column driver circuits pass through the switches, charging
each pixel’s internal capacitance. The select lines are pulsed sequentially, row by
row, and thus all the pixels in the display are written with analog voltages. Then
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the process starts again for the next display frame. The duration of each pulse is the
line time Tline , and the time required to write all the pixels in the display is the frame
time Tframe = Nrow Tline , where Nrow is the number of rows in the display. The display
is rewritten at the refresh rate Rrefresh = 1/Tframe .
The basic considerations in display design are (1) the pixel capacitance must be
charged through the switch to a voltage accuracy consistent with the required grayscale resolution (or color depth) of the display, and (2) the leakage of the switch
must not permit the pixel voltage to decay excessively during the time when the
switch is off. The first consideration favors using a wide TFT for the switch, while
the second favors using a narrow TFT. There is an optimum width for the switch
that allows about the same amount of voltage misconvergence during charging as
voltage decay during the off period, minimizing the RMS voltage error averaged
over the frame time. An additional consideration in a transmissive display is that
the area occupied by the switch uses up pixel aperture, and this is another factor
favoring narrow TFTs.
Some OTFTs have contact resistance effects like those shown in Fig. 8.4.
A hooked output characteristic like this prevents good pixel convergence in a line
time. The pixel voltage converges to a level that differs from the data voltage by
approximately the turn-on voltage of the hooked characteristic. If this offset error
was uniform across the display it could be compensated for all pixels together by
adjusting the common electrode voltage Vcom . However, the error is very likely to be
nonuniform, and OTFTs with poor contacts are unlikely to be suitable for displays.
The leakage requirements for the pixel switch must be met over the full range of
possible pixel voltages and data line voltages, even in the presence of data voltage
inversion, in which the data line polarity may be the opposite of the pixel voltage
polarity, producing a large drain–source voltage across the TFT. Furthermore, leakage requirements must be met not just on average, but by all (or nearly all) of the
switches in the array, since leaky switches lead to visible pixel defects. a-Si TFTs are
able to satisfy these stringent off-current requirements. However, the off-currents of
OTFTs are typically much higher than those of a-Si TFTs. Allowance can be made
for large statistical scatter in TFT leakage by using double or triple series-gated
devices, provided that the leakage through each gated region is independent of the
others. But in general displays with high gray-scale resolution and color depth will
be difficult to make using OTFTs until off-currents are reduced significantly, while
maintaining high mobilities for pixel charging.

8.4 Active Matrix OLED Displays
8.4.1 Introduction
Most OLED displays currently used in consumer products are passive matrix OLED
(PMOLED) displays. Only a few products, such as the Kodak EasyShare LS633 digital still camera, the Sony Clie VZ-90 PDA, and the iRiver Clix2 media player have
used AMOLED displays. But the advantages of AMOLED displays over PMOLED
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displays are compelling. They arise from the fact that light emission from the passive
matrix occurs one line at a time, whereas in the active matrix emission is continuous.
Continuous operation leads to higher power-efficiency, longer operational lifetime,
and less demands on the current-handling capacity of the driver circuits.
The first AMOLED display was a 16×16 array using a poly-Si TFT backplane, demonstrated in 1998 by a team from Sarnoff Corporation, Planar America,
Kodak, and Princeton University [36]. Later that year Seiko Epson demonstrated
an 800×236 AMOLED display, also using poly-Si TFTs [37]. Most AMOLED
backplanes since then have used poly-Si TFTs because of their high mobility. The
prospects were considered to be poor for making AMOLED backplanes using lower
mobility transistors such as a-Si TFTs [38].
However, in 1995 our laboratory began investigating the use of a-Si TFTs for
AMOLED displays as a low-cost alternative to poly-Si TFTs. We concluded that aSi TFT AMOLED backplanes can be competitive, but are sensitive to the bias-stress
instability exhibited by a-Si TFTs. In 1997, Princeton University demonstrated the
integration of a single a-Si TFT with an OLED [39]. In 2003, Chi Mei Optoelectronics and IBM demonstrated a 20 WXGA (1280×768) color AMOLED display
based on a-Si technology, proving that a-Si backplanes can be used for large-area
AMOLED displays [40]. There have been other, more recent demonstrations, most
notably a 40 1280×800 a-Si color AMOLED display from Samsung in 2006 [41].
A review of a-Si technology for AMOLED displays is found in [42]. The mobility of
OTFTs is similar to that of a-Si TFTs, so these demonstrations imply the feasibility
of large-area OTFT AMOLED displays.
The first demonstrations of using OTFTs to drive OLEDs came nearly simultaneously in 1998 from independent groups at Bell Laboratories and Cambridge
University [43, 44]. These were single “smart pixels,” each incorporating one
polymer-based OTFT and one OLED. Since AMOLED displays require at least two
TFTs per pixel, these demonstrations were not examples of complete AMOLED
pixels.
In 2004, Pioneer reported the first OTFT AMOLED display, containing an 8×8
array of two-TFT pixels using pentacene OTFTs on a glass substrate [45]. In 2005,
Penn State University demonstrated a 48×48 OTFT AMOLED display on a PET
substrate [46], and in 2006 Samsung demonstrated a 64×3×120 OTFT AMOLED
display on a glass substrate [47]. Both displays used two-TFT pixels. Table 8.2 lists
these and other significant OTFT AMOLED display results.
8.4.1.1 Electro-Optic Response of Organic Light-Emitting Diodes
The electro-optic behavior of OLEDs is similar to that of inorganic LEDs. The
current-voltage (I–V) characteristic is diode-like. The current that flows under forward bias causes light emission. Under reverse bias little current flows, and there
is no light emission. As with inorganic LEDs, the light output of OLEDs is proportional to the forward current over a wide current range. That is, the quantum
efficiency is nearly constant. However, at very high current densities the quantum
efficiency drops because of high exciton densities in the organic materials. Among
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Table 8.2 Active matrix OLED displays using organic TFTs

Organization

Semiconductor

Substrate

Specifications

References

Cambridge University
Bell Laboratories
University of Tokyo
Pioneer
Dong-A University
Penn State University
Victor and NHK
Samsung

Polythiophene
Polythiophene
Pentacene
Pentacene
Pentacene
Pentacene
Pentacene
Pentacene

Glass
Silicon wafer
Glass
Glass
PET
PET
PEN
Glass

1×1, single TFT
1×1, single TFT
1×1, single TFT
8×8, two TFTs
64×64, single TFT
48×48, two TFTs
16×16, two TFTs
64×3×120, two TFTs

[43]
[44]
[99]
[45]
[100]
[46]
[101]
[47]

the reasons for PMOLED displays having lower efficiencies than AMOLED displays are the high voltage and the low quantum efficiency at high current levels.
The operational lifetimes of OLEDs vary widely and depend on the materials
used and the degree of encapsulation. In severe cases, OLEDs may last for less
than 100 h of operation. OLEDs using more advanced materials that are wellencapsulated last more than 10,000 h. Lifetime issues have slowed the commercialization of the technology, and a great deal of effort has been devoted to improving
OLED materials and developing encapsulation methods to serve as a barrier to oxygen and water vapor. From the perspective of display design, the primary lifetime
effects are:
(1) Luminance decay. The quantum efficiency of an OLED decreases over its operational lifetime, so that at a given current its light output decreases.
(2) Voltage increase. The voltage required for a given forward current to flow
through an OLED increases over its operational lifetime.
Figure 8.14 illustrates these effects. Both also occur in inorganic LEDs, but the
timescales involved are so long that they are ignored in all but the most demanding
LED display applications.
8.4.1.2 OLED Display Architectures
Figure 8.15 illustrates PMOLED and AMOLED display architectures, with only
one pixel of the AMOLED display shown for simplicity. The pixel in Fig. 8.15b is
the simplest AMOLED pixel, a two-TFT pixel. It was proposed by Brody in 1975
for use with any electro-optic material that requires the flow of current [48]. More
complex pixels using more than two TFTs offer performance advantages at the cost
of additional complexity.
A PMOLED display consists of a set of row electrodes and column electrodes,
with an OLED formed at each intersection (Fig. 8.15a). A row is selected for light
emission by applying a select voltage pulse, forward biasing the diodes in that row.
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Fig. 8.14 An increase in voltage and a decrease in light output at a fixed current level are the two
effects limiting the operational lifetime of OLEDs

(a)

(b)

Select
lines

Select
line

VDD
C
P1

Data
line

P2

OLED

Data lines
Fig. 8.15 (a) Passive matrix and (b) active matrix OLED display pixels

Currents proportional to the image data for the selected row are applied to the column lines by the driver circuits. All the unselected rows are reverse biased.
In an active matrix, data are written into a selected row by applying a select
pulse to the TFT switches in the row. Each pixel’s capacitance is charged to the data
voltage, just as in an AMLCD. Thus, TFT P1 is used in the same way as the switch
in an AMLCD, and our discussion of the switch in an AMLCD in Section 8.3.2.4
applies here as well, with similar considerations for charging and leakage. Unlike an
AMLCD pixel, the AMOLED pixel contains a drive transistor P2 for converting the
stored voltage to a current that drives the OLED continuously. The reason the pixel
needs more than one TFT is that, unlike a liquid crystal, an OLED is not a capacitor
that can hold the stored data voltage, but is a current-drawing element that would
quickly dissipate stored charge if the OLED were connected directly to the switch.
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Therefore, one or more additional TFTs are needed in an AMOLED pixel to allow
the data voltage to be held as it controls the OLED current.
The advantage of AMOLED over PMOLED displays arises because emission
in a passive matrix occurs one line at a time, so that each OLED element operates
at high peak currents and low duty-cycle. The duty-cycle in a PMOLED display is
approximately equal to the inverse of the number of rows. For example, in an SXGA
(1280×1024) display the duty cycle is ∼0.1%. The peak current of an OLED pixel
may be 1 mA or more. High OLED currents lead to reduced power efficiency and
operational lifetime, and also place greater demands on the current capacity of the
row driver circuits, which may have to handle currents of hundreds of milliamperes
on each output (although not simultaneously). In contrast, in AMOLED displays
each OLED element operates at nearly 100% duty cycle, independently of the number of rows in the display. Because of this, it is generally agreed that high-resolution
OLED displays will require an active matrix for efficiency and long lifetime.
The demands that an AMOLED display places on TFT performance are more
stringent than those placed by liquid crystal and electrophoretic displays. Table 8.3
compares the TFT requirements these types of displays. The different TFT requirements arise from the fact that liquid crystal and electrophoretic active matrix display
pixels have a single TFT that is used as a switch, while an AMOLED pixel has one
or more TFTs used as a switch, plus one or more used to drive current. A transistor
used as a switch typically has stringent requirements for off-current, because it must
not leak significant charge when it is off, but the requirements for mobility, uniformity, and stability are modest. A transistor that is used to drive current has stringent
requirements for mobility, uniformity, and stability, but off-current requirements are
lenient. Because the AMOLED pixel has both types of transistor, the TFT technology must meet more stringent requirements than required by liquid crystal and
electrophoretic pixels.
As with color AMLCDs, in a color AMOLED display each pixel is divided into
three subpixels, one each for red, green, and blue. The different colors can be produced by using three sets of OLED materials with different emission spectra. Alternatively, one white-emitting OLED material can be used with three color filters, or
one blue-emitting material with down-converting phosphors.
In the simplest and most common AMOLED process, the drive transistor is connected to the anode of the OLED, and there is a large common cathode shared by
all the OLEDs. ITO works well as an OLED anode, and this is the material commonly used. The cathode is usually an opaque low-work function metal. Thus, light
Table 8.3 TFT requirements of AMLCD, active matrix electrophoretic, and AMOLED displays
TFT parameter

LC and electrophoretic display

AMOLED display

Mobility
Off-current
Uniformity
Stability

≥0.1 cm2 V−1 s−1
≤1 pA
Moderately important
Moderately important

≥1 cm2 V−1 s−1
≤1 pA
Very important
Very important
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emission in an AMOLED display is usually through the backplane. This is called
bottom emission. As a result, the TFTs get in the way of the light emission, and
the use of large TFTs or many TFTs in the pixel reduces the emission fill-factor
of the display. The OLEDs can always be driven at high current densities to obtain
adequate brightness in spite of low fill-factor, but at the expense of efficiency and
lifetime, for the same reasons as in PMOLED displays. This is a particular problem with a-Si TFT and OTFT AMOLED displays, since the low mobilities of these
technologies require the use of wide drive transistors. One way out of this problem
is to use top-emitting OLEDs, which have a transparent cathode, so that the TFTs
in the backplane do not obstruct light emission.
In a-Si TFT technology only n-channel devices are available, while in OTFT
technology p-channel devices have had the best performance and the greatest ease
of processing. For the switch used in AMLCD and AMOLED pixels, it makes no
difference whether an n-channel or a p-channel TFT is used, since they are equivalent if one inverts the polarity of the select pulse. However, for the drive transistor a
p-channel TFT is preferred over an n-channel TFT for the following reason. When
OLEDs are fabricated on a TFT backplane using a conventional OLED process, the
TFT is connected to the OLED anode, not its cathode. Because the anode is the terminal through which current enters a diode, connecting this terminal to the TFT ties
it to the drain of a p-channel TFT but the source of an n-channel TFT. As a result,
for a p-channel drive transistor the VGS of the drive transistor is directly determined
by the data voltage Vdata stored in the pixel, since VGS = Vdata –VDD . If the supply
voltage VDD is high enough to keep the TFT in the saturation region, the TFT acts
as a current source with the current set by the data voltage, which works well.
However, with an n-channel drive transistor the OLED is in the TFT’s source, so
that the TFT does not function as a current source. Thus, unlike poly-Si TFT and
OTFT technologies that provide p-channel TFTs, a-Si technology cannot implement the two-TFT pixels well. More complex a-Si pixels can overcome the difficulties from having the OLED in the source of the TFT, but the issue remains as a
complication. In this respect the availability of p-channel devices gives OTFTs an
advantage over a-Si TFTs for AMOLED displays.
8.4.1.3 Nonideal Behavior in AMOLED Pixels
Ideally the drive TFT would be a perfect voltage-controlled current source in which
the current delivered to the OLED is a function of the data voltage alone, and this
function is uniform across the display. Even if the current is a complicated nonlinear
function of the data voltage, this function can be determined in advance and the data
can be warped to take the nonlinearity into account. Unfortunately, the current is not
a function of the data voltage alone. For one thing, a transistor is not an ideal current
source. In reality, the current ID through the drive transistor depends on the voltage
VDS across the transistor, even in the saturation region. Thus, the current varies with
the OLED voltage Vdiode .
There are other important ways in which the drive TFT fails to be a perfect,
uniform voltage-controlled current source. The voltage-to-current conversion performed by the drive transistor depends on the TFT’s threshold voltage and mobility,
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and these parameters are nonuniform across the display. This has been a particular problem for poly-Si AMOLED backplanes because poly-Si TFTs exhibit large
nonuniformities due to the random nature of the poly-Si grain structure. But even
a-Si TFTs must cope with this problem. While a-Si TFTs are typically uniform at
the beginning of operational life, they quickly become nonuniform as they undergo
image-dependent threshold voltage shifts from bias-stress instability. Hysteresis is
expected to be a source of image-dependent nonuniformity over shorter timescales,
an effect that has been observed in poly-Si TFT AMOLED displays [49]. In the
present state of the technology OTFTs are expected to exhibit initial nonuniformity
as well as image-induced nonuniformity.
One way of dealing with TFT nonuniformities is to demand better initial uniformity and less bias-stress instability and hysteresis from the TFT technology.
There has been progress in this direction using new OTFT materials and processes.
However, an alternative is to develop pixel designs that are more tolerant of TFT
nonuniformity. AMOLED pixels that perform electronic self-compensation for TFT
nonuniformities were first demonstrated by a team from Sarnoff Corporation, Planar
America, Kodak, and Princeton University. In 1998, this team demonstrated 16×16
poly-Si AMOLED arrays using four-TFT self-compensating pixels that exhibited
better brightness uniformity than arrays using conventional two-TFT pixels [36].
In 1999, a full self-compensating QVGA (320×240) AMOLED display using the
four-TFT pixels and integrated row and column drivers to control the compensation
circuitry was demonstrated [50]. Reviews of electronic self-compensation methods
can be found in [51–55]. Optical self-compensation methods have also been demonstrated with a photodetector in each pixel to sense OLED light output, and apply
feedback to correct for nonuniformity [56]. It should be noted that this is the only
approach that compensates for OLED luminance decay over operational life, since
none of the others detects light output. However, the method introduces new sources
of nonuniformity arising from the photodetector and its associated circuitry, and it
is unclear whether the net effect is an improvement in display uniformity.
Additional discussion and analysis of the use of OTFTs for AMOLED displays
can be found in [57, 58]. To date only the conventional two-TFT pixels have been
implemented with OTFTs, although a paper design for a self-compensating fourOTFT AMOLED pixel has been presented [58]. It is only a matter of time before
the more complex pixels that have been investigated using poly-Si and a-Si TFTs
are evaluated for providing compensation for OTFT nonuniformities.

8.5 Using Organic TFTs for Electronic Circuits
8.5.1 Thin-Film Transistor Circuits
8.5.1.1 Comparison with Silicon CMOS
The use of TFTs for electronic circuits has been led by manufacturers of small- and
medium-sized AMLCDs, who are making increasing use of poly-Si TFTs for the
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integration of row and column display drivers onto the display glass. The integration
of driver circuits on the display substrate can reduce display module cost, shorten
product development times, and reduce the complexity and improve the reliability
of the display interconnects. The cost advantage is most dramatic for small displays,
because the cost of the driver circuits and the interconnects is a larger fraction of the
total display module cost for smaller displays than for larger ones. Similar arguments could be made for integrated driver circuits for TFT-based imagers such as
digital X-ray imagers, although integrated drivers have not yet made inroads in this
application space.
The argument is less compelling for general purpose electronic circuits. Conventional CMOS silicon IC technology is able to produce MOSFETs for the astonishingly low cost of a few microcents to a few hundred microcents per transistor,
depending on the type of IC and the level of integration. Absent any special considerations, such as the interconnect arguments that apply to displays and imagers,
other types of TFT circuits must compete with silicon ICs on the basis of cost per
transistor. Although the cost of processed TFT substrates per unit area will be lower
than the areal cost of silicon ICs, the dimensions of MOSFETs used in silicon ICs
are so much smaller than typical TFT dimensions that it will be difficult to reduce
the cost of a TFT to be lower than the cost of a silicon MOSFET. Fabrication methods that promise to reduce cost per unit area, such as printing processes for OTFTs,
but at the expense of increased transistor size because of poorer dimensional tolerances, may actually increase the cost per transistor, reducing competitiveness for
these types of circuits.
Of course, TFT technology must compete with silicon technology not only on
the basis of cost but also performance. It is well known that the performance of
OTFT circuits is limited by the low mobility of the transistors, but there are other
limiting factors. One significant factor is the absence of a good organic CMOS technology. The major advantages of CMOS over single-channel circuits and systems
are (1) power dissipation is lower, especially static dissipation in digital systems; (2)
signal voltages can easily swing all the way from one power supply voltage to the
other; (3) the performance of the system is more tolerant of variations in transistor
parameters, so that fabrication yields are higher; (4) circuit gain is higher, leading
to larger noise margins in digital systems; and (5) design methods are simpler.
There are two obstacles to organic CMOS: the lack of good n-channel devices,
and the process difficulty of integrating two types of organic TFTs on one substrate.
The advantages of CMOS exist even if one transistor type is inferior to the other. But
to derive the full benefit of CMOS, high performance is required from both device
types, because otherwise system performance will be dominated by the lower performing device. For example, a low-mobility n-channel OTFT in a CMOS inverter
must be scaled to large widths to provide pull-down capability that matches the pullup capability of the p-channel OTFT, but this means that gate input capacitances are
dominated by the large n-channel devices. Rise and fall times will be balanced,
but slow. A good case can be made that the benefits of a complementary technology outweigh the gains achieved from achieving modest mobility improvements in a
single-channel process, and that more effort to develop organic CMOS is warranted.
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Various analog and digital OTFT circuits have been demonstrated. Ring oscillators are commonly used to demonstrate dynamic circuit operation, but the condition
for a ring oscillator to oscillate is modest. It is only necessary that at the DC bias
point an overall gain greater than unity is obtained through the inverter chain. Smallamplitude oscillations will occur, even if the gain is greater than unity over only a
small voltage range. An IEEE standard has been written in an effort to render OTFT
ring oscillator measurements more meaningful [59]. Clocked digital circuits provide
a more realistic assessment of speed than ring oscillators, since proper functionality
requires large internal voltage swings that approach saturated binary logic levels.
Two of the most complex digital circuits have been a 4-bit parallel-to-serial converter containing 171 p-channel OTFTs [60] and a 15-bit code generator containing
326 p-channel OTFTs [61]. The highest level of OTFT integration reported to date
was a 120-stage shift register from Philips [62]. The circuit was fabricated on a
plastic substrate using a soluble pentacene precursor. It contained 2,130 OTFTs and
operated at a maximum clock frequency of 2 kHz. The circuit is suitable for use as
an integrated display row driver, and could drive a QVGA display at a frame rate of
8 Hz. There have been fewer demonstrations of analog circuits. Single-ended and
differential OTFT amplifiers were studied in [63, 64].
8.5.1.2 Digital OTFT Design
In the absence of an organic CMOS technology, single-channel design methods
must be used. Older texts on MOS circuits are good sources of information on
single-channel design [e.g., 65]. In general, the situation is as follows for digital
logic. There are three basic types of single-channel inverters. We show them in
Fig. 8.16, together with a conventional CMOS inverter. For simplicity, we show the
single-channel inverter circuits using n-channel transistors, but these circuits also
work with p-channel transistors if the polarities of all power supplies are inverted.

(a)
VDD

(b)
VDD
N2

N3
OUT

IN

Fig. 8.16 Four logic
families: (a) single-channel
depletion-mode logic,
(b) single-channel
enhancement-mode logic, (c)
single-channel enhancement/
depletion-mode logic, and
(d) CMOS logic
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The first type of inverter (Fig. 8.16a) uses only depletion-mode transistors, that
is, transistors that are on when VGS = 0. High inverter gain, and therefore large noise
margin, is obtained when driver transistor N1 has a larger W/L ratio than load transistor N2, which places the input switching point below zero volts. This necessitates
a level-shifting output stage using a source follower N3 biased by a current source
N4 to shift the output-low level below zero volts. The amount of level shifting is
determined by VGS of N4 (which is equal to VGG –VSS ) and the relative sizing of
N3 and N4. Source follower N3 not only provides level shifting but also serves as
a good output driver because of its low output impedance. We employed this configuration in our early work on clocked OTFT circuits, which used depletion-mode
pentacene devices [63].
The second type of inverter (Fig. 8.16b) uses only enhancement-mode transistors, that is, transistors that are off when VGS = 0. The input switching point is above
zero volts, so no level shifter is needed. However, diode-connected load transistor
N2 is unable to pull the output higher than a threshold voltage below the VDD supply, limiting output voltage swing. In addition, the impedance of a diode-connected
device depends strongly on the voltage across it, so that the pull-up capability of the
load transistor diminishes as the output approaches the high logic level. Thus, the
delay times of the low-to-high and high-to-low transitions are typically mismatched.
The third type of inverter (Fig. 8.16c) uses both enhancement- and depletionmode transistors. An enhancement-mode device is used for driver N1 and a
depletion-mode device is used for load N2. The input switching point is above zero
volts, so no level shifter is needed. Load transistor N2 is able to pull the output to
the positive supply rail, and the output transition times can be matched. This inverter
configuration typically provides the best performance with the lowest complexity of
the three types of single-channel inverters. However, it requires transistors with two
different threshold voltages, one positive and one negative, which may be just as
high a technological hurdle as providing the n-channel and p-channel devices that
CMOS requires.
However, recent work on OTFTs with a single semiconductor layer combined
with two gates, one on the top and one on the bottom, has shown that two different
threshold voltages can be obtained in a relatively straightforward way [66–68]. The
two gates can be used in various ways. The top gate and bottom gate can be used
directly to provide the different threshold voltages; a DC bias can be applied to the
top gate to adjust the threshold voltage of the bottom-gate transistor; or the two
gates can be tied together to provide higher on-currents and steeper subthreshold
slope [67]. The double-gate approach was recently used to fabricate inverters [69]
and was also used in an OTFT static RAM cell, where a DC bias was applied to the
top gate to compensate for poor threshold voltage control in the fabrication process
[70]. It is likely that digital circuits using enhancement-mode and depletion-mode
OTFTs produced by means of double gates will be demonstrated soon.
We have discussed inverter configurations, but logic gates to perform NAND
and NOR functions can be constructed from the single-channel inverter by adding
one additional driver transistor per input. It is preferable to place driver transistors
in parallel rather than in series to minimize the resistance of the driver transistor
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network and maximize speed. With n-channel transistors, this implies favoring NOR
gates over NAND gates; with p-channel transistors NAND gates are favored.

8.5.2 Frequency Limitations of OTFTs
A rough idea of the frequency limitations of an OTFT is obtained by again considering the unity-gain frequency ft , given in a simple model by Eq. (8.6),
ft =

μ F E (VG S − Vt )
.
2π L(L + 2L overlap )

We can estimate the unity-gain frequency of a pentacene OTFT made with current
technology and driven at reasonable voltage levels. The field-effect mobility μFE of
a good device is about 0.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 and the DC overdrive bias (VGS −Vt ) is
∼10 V. For a process with good dimensional tolerances, the channel length L and
the overlap length Loverlap are both about 5 μm. This yields a unity-gain frequency
of 1.1 MHz.
Digital and analog circuits can be designed to operate up to about 20–30% of ft .
In the case of digital circuits one way of viewing this is that the waveforms produced
by these circuits should saturate at the power supply rails, requiring the circuits to
reproduce harmonics well above the fundamental frequency. Typical analog circuits
use closed-loop operation with negative feedback, and therefore must operate no
higher than a fraction of ft in order for the open loop gain to be much larger than
one. Thus with current technology a pentacene-based OTFT circuit can operate up
to a few hundred kilohertz.
It was noted in Section 8.2.6 that an OTFT’s unity-gain frequency could be
improved significantly by developing a self-aligned process that reduces Loverlap to
a very small value, eliminating the overlap capacitances. In the above example this
would triple the unity-gain frequency. An alternative is to neutralize these capacitances using circuit methods. Unlike the channel capacitance, which is distributed
along the length of the device, the overlap capacitances are accessible at the terminals of the device and can therefore be resonated out over a band of frequencies
by well-known methods used in high-frequency amplifiers.6 These tuned methods
are usually not applicable to general digital and analog circuits, which operate in a
broadband mode, possibly down to DC. But for narrowband RF circuits these methods may allow the effects of Loverlap to be eliminated, so that one must cope only

6 It

might be objected that parasitics can only be resonated out if their values are predictable.
Since the overlap capacitances depend on alignment between different metallization levels, they
are expected to be quite variable. However, layout techniques can render parasitics well-defined
and predictable. For example, by laying out a TFT with one source electrode in the middle of the
device, and two drain electrodes connected in parallel, one on each side of the source, the overlap
capacitances can be made constant, because as the overlap on one side gets larger the overlap on
the other side gets smaller.
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with the distributed channel capacitance due to L, which corresponds to the intrinsic
propagation delay of the device and sets a limit on the highest operating frequency.

8.5.3 Integrated Display Drivers
A matrix-addressed display requires driver circuits to generate the signals that are
applied to the row and column lines. An AMLCD row driver consists of a shift
register that applies a select pulse to the row lines sequentially. The shift register typically operates at clock frequencies below 100 kHz, within the capability of
OTFTs. An AMLCD column driver generates an analog voltage on each column
that depends on the image data for the pixels in that column. External driver chips
have a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) for each column of the display. Integrated
column drivers typically do not put all this functionality onto the display. With current poly-Si integrated drivers, a few high-speed DACs are located on an external
silicon chip, and the integrated column driver circuitry has an analog demultiplexer
with a shift register and switches to sample the high-speed analog data sequentially
onto the columns at a rate of a few megasamples to tens of megasamples per second.
The performance of poly-Si TFTs is very good for integrated display drivers.
Although poly-Si TFTs often have high off-currents, this is generally not important
for display driver circuits. Furthermore, complementary n-channel and p-channel
devices are available with poly-Si TFT technology, so that CMOS design methods
can be used.
It is considerably more difficult to make integrated drivers with OTFTs because
of low mobility and bias-stress instability, and because organic CMOS technology
is not yet available. The situation is similar with a-Si TFTs, which likewise have low
mobility and bias-stress instability, and provide only n-channel TFTs. Nevertheless,
a-Si is a lower-cost technology than poly-Si technology, and this has spurred efforts
to develop a-Si integrated drivers. As long ago as 1987, the David Sarnoff Research
Center and Thomson LCD developed the self-scanned amorphous silicon integrated
display (SASID) technology, which permitted the integration of a-Si TFT row and
column drivers [71]. SASID consisted primarily of a set of circuit design methods
that allowed driver circuits to tolerate the performance limitations of a-Si TFTs.
For example, a SASID row driver maintains the TFTs in each stage in the off state
except when that stage is generating a select pulse, minimizing bias-stress induced
threshold shift. SASID column drivers implement only the demultiplexing switches
on the display, leaving the DACs and the shift register on an external silicon chip.
Thales Avionics manufactures a 480×480 cockpit display using a-Si row drivers
based on the SASID technology, and work on a-Si drivers continues to the present
time [72].
Integrated drivers have not yet been implemented with OTFTs. However, the
application of OTFTs to integrated drivers is expected to be similar to the situation
with a-Si TFTs, with similar design approaches used. In spite of the difficulties,
novel circuit design methods will allow low-cost OTFT drivers to be integrated on
the display.
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8.5.4 Radio Frequency Identification Tags
8.5.4.1 Introduction
RFID tags have been proposed as an application for OTFTs on flexible substrates
because very low cost tags would open up the possibility of item-level tracking,
supplementing or replacing printed bar codes. Item-level RFID tags have several
advantages over bar codes. Manual scanning is not required, permitting faster and
more automated item inventory and tracking; stored information can be updated;
and loss, theft, and counterfeiting can be more easily deterred. General treatments
of RFID technology can be found in [73, 74].
The use of RFID tags on shipping containers and pallets has demonstrated its
value. For these applications, a tag cost of several dollars or more can be justified,
especially when tag reuse is possible. But tracking of individual consumer items
requires such a low tag cost to be economically viable that RFID has not made
inroads yet, except for high-priced items and controlled pharmaceuticals. It has been
estimated that simply to break even on the cost versus benefits trade-off, an RFID
label for a $40 item must cost between 5 and 10 cents. Prices for the lowest-cost
silicon-based RFID tags are currently about 7 cents in large volumes for tags that
are unconverted (not yet in label form), and 10–12 cents for tags in the form of selfadhesive labels.7 In contrast, printed bar codes add virtually no packaging cost to an
item, although there are infrastructure and labor costs associated with reading and
tracking.
This is the reason OTFTs are considered for this application, with a goal of producing a very low cost “penny tag.” However, the cautions of Section 8.4.1.1 apply
to RFID tags. Unless the cost per transistor of OTFT technology is lower than that
of silicon IC technology, OTFTs will not be cost-competitive. On the other hand,
it has been pointed out that, even if the cost per transistor of OTFTs is higher than
that of silicon ICs, OTFTs could still be cost-competitive. By fabricating the OTFT
RFID circuit on the tag itself, the cost of mounting a silicon RFID chip on the tag is
avoided, so that OTFT technology has a cost advantage due to lower assembly costs.
While this is true, there is a compensating disadvantage to fabricating the OTFT circuit directly on the tag: in order to accommodate the antenna, the circuit must be
fabricated on a substrate significantly larger than the area required by the transistors alone. As a result, the transistor throughput of the OTFT fabrication facility is
reduced by this large area factor, and the cost per transistor of the RFID circuit is
scaled up by approximately the same factor.

7 Here

we are not considering so-called one-bit tags, which simply signal their presence to the
reader. This type of tag is used in stores as an anti-theft device, and is deactivated during purchase.
It does not contain electronic circuitry, but uses a simple physical effect such as the magnetization
properties of a metal. One-bit tags can be made for only a fraction of a cent.
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RFID tags can be active or passive. Active tags contain a battery for power, while
passive tags draw their power from the RF signal broadcast by the tag reader.8 Active
tags can be used at a greater distance from the reader because of the on-tag power
source, but are more expensive. The advantage of OTFTs is their potentially low
cost, so the technology is only considered for passive tags.
Four carrier frequency bands are currently used for RFID tags:
Low-frequency <135 kHz band. The near field of an electromagnetic wave occurs
at distances less than λ/2π than from the antenna, where λ is the free-space wavelength. The far field occurs at larger distances. At 135 kHz the near field is found
at distances closer than 354 m, so that tags in this band operate in the near field
of the reader. Therefore, the antenna for an RFID tag operating in this band does
not function as a conventional radio antenna, communicating with the reader via a
propagating electromagnetic wave. Instead the antenna is a coil that provides magnetic coupling to a coil in the reader, like the coupling between primary and secondary windings of a transformer. Wound wire coils with many turns are typically
used to achieve high inductance with low resistance, sometimes with a ferrite core
to improve the magnetic coupling. These coils are expensive, so that this type of
tag is not considered for low-cost item-level tags, and the cost advantage of OTFT
technology is not likely to be compelling. This is unfortunate because OTFTs can
operate without much difficulty in this frequency range.
There is one possible way tags operating in the low-frequency range might
be produced at low cost. Reader and tag can be coupled using capacitive rather
than inductive coupling. A capacitive coupling antenna can be printed at low
cost. Motorola considered commercializing this approach at 13.56 MHz with their
BiStatix technology, which used carbon ink electrodes printed on a paper label, with
a silicon IC attached to the electrodes. However, there are significant disadvantages
to capacitive coupling. Nearby conductive objects disrupt the electric field. Furthermore, RFID tags typically use an inductor and capacitor in parallel at the input to
form an LC tank circuit with resonance at or near the carrier frequency, in order to
boost the voltage generated by the carrier to a level that can drive the tag electronics.
But since the goal of the capacitive coupling approach is to eliminate the expensive
coil, an on-tag resonant circuit is not practical, and the tag’s read range is limited by
low induced voltages.
High-frequency 13.56 MHz band. Tags operating in this band also operate in
the near field of the reader, since the near field is found at distances closer than
λ/2π or 3.5 m. The higher frequency permits a planar spiral inductor rather than a
wound wire coil to be used for magnetic coupling to the reader, significantly reducing cost. Typically an etched metal inductor is used. This is an ideal frequency band
for low-cost RFID tags and is generally considered to be the best opportunity for
OTFT RFID tags. However, at present it is challenging for electronic components
fabricated using OTFT technology to operate reliably at frequencies this high. The

8 The

reader in an RFID system is sometimes referred to as the interrogator, and the tag is often
referred to as the transponder.
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challenges associated with using OTFTs at high frequencies for RFID tags are discussed in Section 8.4.4.2, together with possible methods of meeting them.
Ultra high frequency 915 MHz and microwave 2.45 GHz bands. Tags operating
in these bands operate in the far field of the reader, typically using a dipole antenna
to receive the signal transmitted by the reader, and to reflect back a modulated wave.
Because of signal interference issues near metallic and liquid items, these bands are
not likely to be useful for item-level tagging, although there is ongoing work to
improve the interference characteristics in these bands. These carrier frequencies
will be out of the range of components fabricated using OTFT technology in the
foreseeable future.
There have been a few demonstrations of very simple OTFT RFID tags. 3M
demonstrated the first OTFT RFID circuits: pentacene-based circuits for an 8.8 MHz
1-bit tag in 2003 [75] and for a 1.2 MHz 8-bit tag in 2004 [76]. In both circuits
the carrier powered a free-running ring oscillator, with one circuit producing a
detectable square wave at the reader and the other producing an 8-bit code. In 2006,
PolyIC demonstrated a similar tag architecture operating at 13.56 MHz using polyhexylthiophene TFTs and vertical organic diodes on a polyester substrate [77]. Also
in 2006, Philips demonstrated pentacene-based 13.56 MHz tags with a capacitively
coupled antenna on a plastic substrate that allowed simple 2-bit and 6-bit codes to
be detected by the reader, and the most complex OTFT tag demonstrated to date,
a 125 kHz tag containing 1938 transistors that allowed a 64-bit code programmed
into the tag to be read [78].

8.5.4.2 Using OTFT Technology for RFID Tags
A block diagram of a simple passive near-field RFID system is shown in Fig. 8.17.
The reader’s coil L1 generates an RF magnetic field that induces a current in the
tag’s coil L2 . Coil L2 and capacitor C1 form an LC tank circuit resonant at or near
the carrier frequency, which boosts the AC voltage generated by the carrier, and

Clock to RFID logic
D1
VCC

Reader

L1

L2

C1
N1
C2

D2

Digital
logic
GND

LC tank
Data from RFID logic
Fig. 8.17 Schematic of a simple passive near-field RFID system. The reader at left communicates
with the tag at right via the magnetic coupling of coils L1 and L2
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also makes the tag more detectable by the reader. The AC signal is rectified by
diode D1 and filtered by supply capacitor C2 to generate the DC supply voltage
VCC that powers the tag’s digital logic. The single diode D1 provides only half-wave
rectification and can be replaced by a full-wave rectifier for higher efficiency. A
regulator diode D2 is used to clamp the DC supply voltage seen by the logic, or a
voltage regulator circuit is used, since changes in the distance to the reader produce
large variations in field strength. Without some type of voltage regulation, several
hundred volts can be induced close to the reader, which is likely to damage the tag
electronics.
In a conventional silicon-based tag the RF signal is used not only to power the
tag but also to generate a clock for the tag’s digital logic, as shown in Fig. 8.17.
The carrier signal is divided down by a digital frequency divider, so that only the
first-stage frequency divider operates at the carrier frequency, while the rest of the
logic operates at lower frequencies.
After a start-up period during which the supply capacitor is charged, the tag
begins to output stored data, either in response to the clock only or in response to
commands sent from the reader by modulating the carrier. Data are sent from the tag
to the reader by switching on and off shunt transistor N1, modulating the loading of
the tank with the output data. The load modulation is detected at the reader by monitoring the AC voltage across coil L1 . When the tag’s tank circuit is within the range
of the reader, the reader’s coil is loaded in the same way that the primary winding
of a transformer is loaded by the secondary. When N1 is on, the quality factor Q of
the tank is reduced and the loading of the reader’s coil is altered. An alternative is to
place N1 in series with a capacitor, modulating the tuning of the tank circuit rather
than its Q. With proper design the switching of N1 does not interfere with power or
data from the reader.
Thus, the RF carrier incident on the tag from the reader performs three functions:
(1) Powering the tag
(2) Signaling the tag with a clock or code
(3) Detecting the tag
These three functions require some components in the tag to operate at the carrier
frequency. Below we consider the challenges of implementing these functions in
an OTFT technology. Then, we examine an additional RFID function that may be
difficult to implement in OTFT technology: memory.

Powering the Tag
To supply power to the tag, AC current at the carrier frequency must pass through the
coil, capacitors C1 and C2 , and rectification diode D1 . There is no serious difficulty
producing a coil and capacitors that function at RF frequencies in an OTFT process,
although it is challenging to produce a low-resistance, high-Q coil and a capacitor
with a well-controlled capacitance using low-cost printing methods [79]. However,
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=
Fig. 8.18 A diode-connected enhancement-mode transistor is functionally equivalent to a diode

fabricating a diode in an OTFT process that operates at RF frequencies with low
voltage-drop is challenging, particularly at the preferred 13.56 MHz frequency.
There are two approaches. One is to use an enhancement-mode OTFT in a diodeconnected configuration, with its gate and drain connected together (Fig. 8.18 ).
Diode-connected transistors are sometimes used in silicon RFID ICs. They have
the advantage of requiring no additional processing steps. The other approach is to
use a vertical organic diode, which requires additional processing.
A diode-connected transistor has the same frequency limitations as the underlying transistor. In Section 8.4.2 the unity-gain frequency of a typical pentacene OTFT
was calculated to be about 1 MHz. It has been shown that ripple requirements for
the RFID supply voltage set an even lower limit on the carrier frequency than is set
by the unity-gain frequency [80]. Apart from frequency response considerations, the
forward voltage-drop across the diode should be as small as possible, since the tag’s
supply voltage is reduced by this voltage-drop or, in the case of a full-wave rectifier,
two voltage-drops. But the turn-on voltage of a diode-connected MOS transistor is
equal to its threshold voltage, which can be large and uncontrolled in OTFTs. In
addition, it is advantageous for the diode to have as small a parasitic capacitance as
possible to minimize carrier feedthrough, which produces ripple on the DC supply,
but a diode-connected OTFT has a large parasitic overlap capacitance. In spite of
its disadvantages, this approach to rectification in OTFT technology is advocated
because of its simplicity. Using a circuit developed for silicon RFID tags that permits full-wave rectification with only a single diode voltage-drop [81], workers at
OrganicID fabricated and tested a rectifier with 3 μm channel-length pentacene
OTFTs that allowed a 10 V RMS signal induced in the antenna coil to produce a
DC voltage of nearly 8 V at 1 MHz, 5.5 V at 5 MHz, and 1 V at 20 MHz [82].
A vertical organic diode can operate at higher frequencies than a diode-connected
OTFT because of the smaller distance between the metal contacts. However, the
performance advantage comes at the expense of additional processing to form the
vertical structure. In a simple transit-time model, the upper frequency limit of a
semiconductor device is proportional to L−2 , where L is the spacing between the
contacts. In a vertical diode this spacing is the thickness of the organic stack,
whereas in a transistor it is the channel length. In this simple model, a vertical diode
with a 100-nm organic film has a frequency response that is 104 times higher than
a diode-connected transistor using the same material with a 10-μm long channel.
However, this model overestimates the advantage of the vertical diode. Because of
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the field effect the carrier density is higher in a diode-connected transistor than in
a vertical diode, which results in higher carrier mobility. The VRH transport model
described in Section 8.2.1 explains this phenomenon.
Researchers at UCLA fabricated vertical Cu/C60 /Al diodes using a 100-nm layer
of C60 , and observed rectification in response to an applied 1 MHz signal [83]. A
UC Berkeley group showed that iodine doping of a vertical Al/pentacene/Au diode
improved its frequency response by reducing the series resistance [84]. Workers
at IMEC and the University of Leuven built a vertical Au/pentacene/Al diode and
studied its usefulness as an RFID supply rectifier [80]. The 300 nm pentacene layer
was grown at a high deposition rate to obtain small dense grains, thereby preventing
shorting between the metal electrodes. The authors showed that an 18 V amplitude
signal from the antenna coil gave a filtered DC voltage of 11 V at 14 MHz and
8 V at 50 MHz. Calculations suggested that the diode should be usable as a supply
rectifier up to hundreds of megahertz. Indeed, organic photodiodes with a carefully
design vertical structure have been demonstrated with a measured bandwidth of
430 MHz [85], demonstrating that vertical organic diodes can have a frequency
response adequate for 13.56 MHz RFID tags.

Signaling the Tag
Conventional silicon IC technology yields transistors that operate at frequencies in
the microwave band. As a result, in a silicon-based tag the RF signal at the carrier
frequency is typically used to generate a clock for the tag’s digital logic. Thus, the
entire tag operates synchronously with the reader. However, if the transistors do not
have sufficiently high frequency response to operate at the carrier frequency, the RF
signal cannot directly provide a clock. Based on our calculation of unity-gain frequency in Section 8.4.2, OTFTs are expected to have this limitation in the preferred
13.56 MHz band. One way to circumvent the limitation is to use a local free-running
low-frequency oscillator to provide a clock, rather than deriving a clock from the
carrier. That is, use the carrier for power but not for timing. Thus, the tag operates
asynchronously rather than synchronously with the reader. The disadvantage of this
approach is that typically the characteristics of OTFTs are not well controlled, so
that the oscillator frequency will vary widely from tag to tag and is likely to depend
sensitively on supply voltage, environment, etc., making detection of the tag’s asynchronous output data difficult.
An approach that maintains synchronous operation without requiring OTFTs to
operate at the carrier frequency is shown in Fig. 8.19 . The RF signal from the
reader is amplitude-modulated with a low-frequency subcarrier. For example, a
13.56 MHz carrier might be modulated at 10 kHz. The modulation of the carrier
need not affect the ability of the carrier to power the tag. The RF signal must be rectified and filtered to detect only the low-frequency component. This is done with a
high-frequency diode and filter that are separate from the power supply rectifier and
filter. In Fig. 8.19, the filter is shown as a parallel RC circuit. The roll-off frequency
f−3db = 1/2πRC is set to a value between the carrier and subcarrier frequencies, in
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order to filter out the rectified carrier and leave the low-frequency modulation. The
filter may be unnecessary, since the OTFT logic is not able to follow the carrier frequency anyway and will simply follow the low-frequency envelope. However, some
sort of current sink like the resistor shown in Fig. 8.19 is needed to allow a path for
low-frequency current through the detection diode to return to ground.
Government regulations on the power spectrum of the signal transmitted by the
reader may restrict the subcarrier to frequencies lower than the desired clock frequency. This restriction can be overcome by using a phase-locked loop with a frequency divider to lock the frequency of a local oscillator on the tag to a multiple of
the subcarrier frequency, thus providing a clock for the tag at the desired frequency.
Detecting the Tag
The tag’s output circuitry presents special difficulties for OTFT technology.
Although the load modulation transistor is switched at the low frequency of the
tag’s output data, nevertheless when the switch is on it must be able to pass the carrier frequency in order to alter the Q or the tuning of the tank circuit. Therefore, the
unity-gain frequency of the switch must be at least as high as the carrier frequency.
If the unity-gain frequency of the switch is lower than the carrier frequency, the
RF signal will be attenuated as it passes through the switch. Under the right conditions, at sufficiently high power levels and short read ranges, load modulation may
be detectable at the reader. However, good tag performance at a reasonable power
level and read range is not expected of an approach that uses the load switch at a
frequency higher than its unity-gain frequency.
An alternative to using a transistor as a load switch is to use an organic diode for
load modulation. An example of this approach is shown in Fig. 8.20. By applying
the output data to diode D1 , the tank circuit is load-modulated at low frequencies,
which can be detected by the reader in the conventional way. Blocking capacitor C1
prevents low-frequency currents from flowing through the coil. Load modulation by
the diode can be capacitive, using the diode as a varactor whose capacitance changes
with voltage under reverse bias, or ohmic, altering the resistance of the diode by
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C1
Data from
RFID logic
D1
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Fig. 8.20 Load modulation by modulating the impedance of diode D1 . In reverse bias the diode’s
capacitance can be modulated, and in forward bias its resistance can be modulated. Capacitor C1
prevents large low-frequency currents from flowing through the coil. The diode is the only organic
component that operates at the carrier frequency

switching it between forward and reverse bias. The capacitive approach will dissipate less power, since the diode does not draw DC current under reverse bias.
Heterojunctions between organic layers can behave like conventional p–n junctions
in inorganic semiconductors, exhibiting similar capacitance-voltage characteristics
and allowing an organic varactor to be made. Indeed, a capacitance variation of
greater than 2:1 has been measured as the applied reverse bias is varied from 0 V
to 10 V on organic photodiodes with 430 MHz bandwidth [86], more than adequate
for RFID applications at 13.56 MHz.
Memory
An additional RFID circuit function that may be difficult to implement in a lowcost OTFT technology is nonvolatile memory. For some RFID applications, a
factory-programmed read-only memory (ROM) is sufficient. A ROM can easily be
implemented in OTFT technology using laser cutting of a metallization pattern. For
example, the Electronic Product Code (EPC) uses a 96-bit identifier that is unique
for each EPC tag, and thus each tag can carry a ROM that is personalized in the manufacturing process. But in many cases field-programmability is required to allow
the user to write information into the tag in service. Examples of this are expiration dates for perishable goods and flight information for checked baggage. It is
also useful during production testing. Field-programmability is available in current
silicon-based tags, either as programmable ROM (PROM), which is write-once, or
as electrically erasable PROM (EEPROM), which is rewritable.
At the present time OTFT technology has not been used to implement PROM or
EEPROM functions. However, some components of a programmable memory technology have been demonstrated. Researchers at UC Berkeley recently demonstrated
a low-power organic antifuse array using a polyvinylphenol insulator and pentacene
addressing diodes on a plastic substrate [87]. In an antifuse memory, programming
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takes place by applying a sufficiently high voltage across an insulator to physically
damage it, creating a short circuit. Diodes are required for robust matrix addressing.
Provided that the peripheral components for the antifuse array could be fabricated
in an OTFT process, this technology could be used as PROM in low-cost RFID
tags. There has also been work by many researchers on bistable memory effects
that could form the basis for EEPROM in organic RFID tags. Bistability has been
observed in vertical organic devices [88–91] as well as lateral OTFT-like devices
with functionalized gate dielectrics [92, 93].

8.6 Conclusion
Organic TFT technology on flexible substrates holds unique promise for providing
a low-cost route to fabricating electronics. Furthermore, the use of flexible substrates opens up the possibility of mechanically flexible electronic systems. However, the dominant technology, silicon CMOS, has achieved astonishing levels of
performance improvement and cost reduction, and displacing it will be a formidable
challenge, even in a limited application space. Applications are needed that permit OTFTs to be gracefully and incrementally introduced as a low-cost alternative to existing technologies. Demanding applications such as RFID tags are likely
to require new circuit and system designs in order to coax high enough performance from OTFT technology to take advantage of its low cost. For less demanding
applications such as active matrix displays, OTFT fabrication could be introduced
into standard TFT display manufacturing lines incrementally and with little fanfare. Initially, PECVD and photolithographic processes on glass substrates could
be replaced by lower-cost additive, printing-like processes, with roll-to-roll manufacturing on flexible substrates introduced later as OTFT backplane technology
becomes mainstream.
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Chapter 9

Semiconducting Polythiophenes for Field-Effect
Transistor Devices in Flexible Electronics:
Synthesis and Structure Property Relationships
Martin Heeney and Iain McCulloch

9.1 Introduction
Interest in the field of organic electronics has burgeoned over the last 10 years, as
the continuing improvement in performance has transitioned the technology from an
academic curiosity to the focus of intense industrial and academic research. Much
of this interest is driven by the belief that organic materials will be readily amenable
to low-cost, large-area deposition techniques, enabling both significant cost savings
and the ability to pattern flexible substrates with active electronics. Potential applications include thin-film transistor (TFT) backplanes for a variety of display modes
including active matrix liquid crystal displays (AMLCDs), flexible displays such as
e-paper, disposable item level radio frequency identity (RFID) tags, flexible solar
cells, and cheap and disposable sensors.
The primary figure of merit for charge transport in organic semiconducting materials is the charge carrier mobility. A current target for an organic TFT is to achieve
a mobility of around 1 cm2 /Vs, which would equal the approximate performance of
the amorphous silicon currently used as semiconductor in AMLCD TFT backplanes.
The opportunity to replace amorphous silicon with a printable organic semiconductor of similar electrical performance in an additive process on flexible substrates is
a potentially attractive cost proposition to device manufacturers.
In principle each of the components of the organic field-effect transistor (OFET)
can be an organic material and several fully organic device examples have been
reported [1–4]. In practice, however, one or more of the components is usually
nonorganic. For the purpose of comparative evaluation of materials, a particularly
common device set-up comprises of n-doped silicon as the gate electrode, with a
layer of thermally grown silicon dioxide on top as the dielectric layer, and patterned
source and drain electrodes. The dielectric provides a very smooth and homogeneous surface onto which to deposit the organic semiconductor, and this device
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architecture provides a useful tool for the rapid screening of semiconductor material
properties. Although each component has an important role in the performance of
the overall device, only the role of the semiconducting material is considered in this
chapter.
Organic semiconductors can be classified into two broad classes: small molecule
semiconductors which are discreet, chemically distinct compounds, and semiconducting polymers. The exemplary small molecule semiconductor is pentacene,
which is a fused oligoacene consisting of five linearly fused benzene rings. Charge
carrier mobilities of around 1 cm2 /Vs for thin films were first reported in 1997 by
Jackson and coworkers [5]. Since then, the performance has steadily improved, as
a better understanding and control of thin-film morphology and device optimization was achieved, with recent reports quoting mobilities as high as 3.5 cm2 /Vs
for thin-film devices [6]. Devices fabricated on single crystals of pentacene have
demonstrated impressive mobilities of 35 cm2 /Vs [7], giving some indication of
the possible upper limits for thin-film devices. However, pentacene has some drawbacks as a semiconducting material. In the presence of oxygen and light, pentacene
readily undergoes photooxidation, and unencapsulated devices operated in ambient air rapidly deteriorate [8]. In addition, pentacene is very poorly soluble in most
organic solvents, and is most readily processed by vacuum-deposition techniques.
This excludes the possibility of solution patterning of the semiconductor by inexpensive and widely available techniques such as inkjet printing. Although notable
progress has been made in the development of vapor deposition techniques which
are able to pattern the growth of the semiconductor, either by use of prepatterned surface templates to direct the crystal growth [9–11] or by organic vapor-phase deposition through an appropriate nozzle [12, 13], solution deposition remains an attractive
prospect, especially for high-throughput and/or large-area applications. The introduction of bulky alkynyl silyl groups in the central 6,13-positions of the pentacene
ring has been shown to significantly improve both solubility and solution stability by Anthony and coworkers [14–17]. In addition, the substituents dramatically
alter the crystalline packing of material, resulting in the formation of highly ordered
2-D slipped stack arrays in certain derivatives of substituted pentacenes or related
dithienoanthracenes. These materials display highly impressive mobilities in excess
of 1 cm2 /Vs for drop-cast films [16]. However, potential problems still remain, in
particular issues relating to interlayer mixing during the solution deposition of subsequent dielectric or encapsulation layers, control of the crystallization process over
large substrate areas, and the anisotropic in-plane transport that causes device-todevice nonuniformity.
Polymeric semiconductors have many potential advantages over small
molecules. Higher solution viscosities can be achieved, opening up the possibility
to formulate solutions compatible with printing techniques such as gravure and flexography [18]. The rheological properties of polymer formulations are also advantageous in the fabrication of cohesive, conformal thin films from solution casting
processes. Thin-film reticulation, which often occurs on drying from solution on a
low-energy substrate, can be controlled through optimization of polymer molecular weight and polydispersity. Fabrication of multilayer device stacks from solution
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deposition processes requires that each layer is impervious to the solvents and temperatures that are subsequently used during manufacture of the device. Polymers,
with their narrow solubility parameter window, negligible vapor pressure, and high
bulk viscosity, typically can be exposed to a wider range of solvents while remaining inert, thus expanding the choice of materials that can be used in devices. For
example, top-gate transistor devices incorporating small molecule semiconductors
require deposition of the dielectric layer from a very narrow range of solvents on the
extremes of high and low polarity. The dielectrics that can therefore be employed
need to be soluble in this narrow solvent range, which limits choice. The mechanical
properties of polymer semiconductors are also superior to small molecules, making thin polymer films more compatible with flexible processing or flexible operation. Isotropic in-plane transport can be achieved from solution deposition of even
highly crystalline polymer semiconductors, due to their small thin-film crystalline
domain sizes (typically tens of nanometers) relative to the transistor channel length.
This characteristic results in low device-to-device performance variability, which
is particularly important in TFT devices for organic light-emitting diodes (OLED)
applications.
Both amorphous and crystalline polymer semiconductors have been widely studied. Amorphous polymers such as polyarylamines have demonstrated excellent
ambient stability with mobilities of around 0.005 cm2 /Vs and isotropic in-plane
transport achieved in transistors with high work function electrodes and low-k
dielectrics, with minimal thermal annealing of the semiconductor required [19].
Most high performing crystalline semiconducting polymers are at least in part comprised of either a fluorene or a thiophene unit in the backbone. Polyfluorenes are
rigid rod polymers which can be rendered soluble in organic solvents by appropriate substitution at the bridging C9-position. Alkyl substituted polyfluorenes can
exhibit high-temperature liquid crystalline phases which can be exploited to achieve
the optimal microstructure in transistor devices [20]. This class of polymer has very
low lying highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy levels, leading to poor
charge injection in OFET devices and poor charge transport, most likely due to the
poor backbone packing attributed to the nonplanar projection of the alkyl groups at
the bridging position of the fluorene unit. Incorporation of a bithiophene unit to form
the alternating copolymer poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-bithiophene) (F8T2) resulted
in an increase in both HOMO energy level (from −5.8 to −5.4 eV) and improved
charge transport [21]. Orientation of the polymer backbones can be achieved by
a thermal annealing step at the mesophase temperature utilizing a rubbed polyimide alignment layer as substrate [22]. Mobilities of up to 0.02 cm2 /Vs have
been reported for this polymer, with good ambient stability. The highest mobilities measured in solution processed all-polymer FET devices have been exhibited
by thiophene polymers. Thiophene is an electron-rich, planar aromatic heterocycle, which can form a variety of conjugated polymers when coupled appropriately.
The crystalline nature of many functionalized thiophene derivatives contributes to
their excellent charge transport properties. The most widely studied semiconducting
polymer for charge transport applications is poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), which
will be highlighted in this article.
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9.2 Polymerization of Thiophene Monomers
9.2.1 General Considerations
The choice of synthetic route for the preparation of polythiophene derivatives is an
important factor in determining the electrical performance of the resulting polymer.
Molecular weight, polydispersity, defects in the polymer backbone and impurities
levels are all influenced by the choice of synthetic route, and these can have a significant influence on electrical performance. Several groups have investigated the
influence of molecular weight upon transistor performance for various classes of
thiophene polymer [23–28]. All studies have shown a beneficial effect of increasing molecular weight, and although a plateau region is typically reached, average
molecular weights above 20,000 KDa are usually desirable. At very high-molecular
weights (Mn >150 KDa), the high polymer viscosity can hinder crystallization during annealing, resulting in a nonoptimal mobility. A systematic study of the influence of polydispersity upon charge carrier mobility has not been reported, but high
polydispersity would be expected to reduce the crystallinity of the polymer and
therefore be detrimental to device performance. Impurities resulting from the synthesis such as catalyst residues can have a deleterious impact on device performance [29], but they can generally be removed by appropriate purification techniques such as sequestration, washing, or reprecipitation [30]. Rather harder to
remove are defects which are chemically bound into the polymer backbone, and
the best strategy is to minimize defects by the choice and optimization of synthetic
route.

9.2.2 Synthetic Routes for the Preparation of Thiophene Polymers
Many synthetic routes have been described for the preparation of thiophene containing polymers [31–33], but they can usually be categorized by one of three synthetic methods: chemical oxidation, electrochemical oxidation, or transition metal
catalyzed cross-coupling chemistries. These will be described in more detail in the
following sections. Unsubstituted polythiophene is very insoluble in most organic
solvents, making it difficult to process once prepared and is of limited use for transistor devices. The introduction of solubilizing substituents, typically straight chain
alkyl groups, into the 3 and/or 4 positions of the thiophene ring greatly enhances the
solubility of the resulting polymers. The introduction of groups into the 3-position
of the thiophene ring results in a noncentrosymmetric monomer, polymerization of
which can afford three possible side chain regiochemistries in the polymer backbone, head-to-tail (HT), head-to-head (HH), or tail-to-tail (TT) (Fig. 9.1). Head-tohead linkages result in stronger steric interactions that cause twisting of the adjacent
monomers out of the backbone plane, interrupting the conjugation length. In comparison, steric interactions are reduced in HT or TT couplings and the planarity
of the backbone is maintained. A number of studies have shown that absorption
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wavelength [34], conductivity [35], field-effect charge carrier mobility [36], and
photovoltaic performance [37] are all critically influenced by the percentage of HT
couplings in the polymer backbone. The percentage of HT couplings present is commonly referred to as the regioregularity (RR) of the polymer, and is strongly dependent on the synthetic method used to make the polymer.
9.2.2.1 Chemical Oxidation Routes
The synthesis of polythiophene by chemical oxidation was first reported in 1984 by
Sugimoto and coworkers, who described the polymerization of thiophene by chemical oxidation with iron (III) chloride in chloroform (Scheme 9.1). Other oxidants
such as copper (II) perchlorate [38] or vanadium acetyl acetate [39] have also been
used. The initial step of the mechanism is the oxidation of the monomer to a radical cation. The subsequent step is the subject of some debate, but occurs either by
the dimerization of two radical cations [40, 41] or by the electrophilic addition of a
neutral thiophene monomer to a radical cation [42]. For both mechanisms, the couplings occur at the positions of highest electron density on the monomer, which for
thiophenes tends to be the alpha (α) positions rather than the beta (β) positions, with
a difference in reactivity of about 95:5 [43]. Thus, polymerization occurs mainly at
the αα - positions, shown in Fig. 9.1. However undesired αβ miscouplings can occur
as a defect in the main chain [44], having a detrimental impact on the conjugation
and crystallinity of the polymer. The use of trialkylsilyl substituents as sacrificial
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Scheme 9.1 Oxidative coupling of thiophene with ferric chloride results in predominately
α-coupled polymer, but defects can be introduced by the presence of undesirable αβ-couplings

leaving groups to direct the oxidative coupling have been investigated as a possible
solution [45]. In this case, higher molecular weights and lower polydispersities in
comparison to standard chemical oxidation are also reported. Although polymerization preferentially occurs at the α-positions, there is little differentiation between
the two α-positions of a 3-alkylthiophene because of the small difference in electron density at the two positions. Some regioselectivity can be achieved thanks to
steric effects, but generally the oxidative polymerization of 3-alkylthiophene’s tends
to give polymers with low RR, typically around 70–80% [46]. Detailed studies by
Amou have shown that careful control over the temperature and reagent concentration of the oxidative coupling reaction can afford P3HT with RR up to 90% [47].
Nevertheless, highly RR P3AT tends to be synthesized by alternative routes, in part
because of problems with reproducibility of the synthesis [48, 49].
The oxidative coupling reaction is particularly attractive for the polymerization
of centrosymmetric monomers, since the problems with controlling RR are not a
consideration. The reaction has been used by several groups to prepare substituted
bithiophene [50, 51] and terthiophene derivatives [52–54]. Molecular weights vary
widely according to the exact monomer and conditions used, from several thousand
to values above 20,000 KDa.
The attractiveness of the chemical oxidation method is partly due to the simplicity of the reaction. There is no need to synthesize monomers containing reactive
halogen or organometallic reactive groups. On the other hand, the potential presence
of miscouplings in the backbone is a serious drawback. In addition, the polymers are
synthesized in an oxidized or doped form, and must be reduced to their neutral form
during work-up. The large excesses of iron salts (typically up to 4 equivalents) in the
reaction can result in significant quantities (up to 0.5 wt%) of metal salts contaminating the final polymer [55]. The presence of iron impurities has been shown to
have a significant detrimental effect on the photostability of poly(3-alkyl)thiophene
thin films [56, 57].
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9.2.2.2 Electrochemical Oxidation Routes
Electrochemical oxidation involves the in-situ polymerization of solution of
monomer onto a working electrode (commonly ITO or glassy carbon disk) in the
presence of a suitable electrolyte. The polymer forms directly onto the working
electrode, where it can be studied by a variety of spectroscopic techniques. The
method is most useful for the study of insoluble polymers, which would otherwise be difficult to isolate, purify, and analyze. In addition, the technique is best
suited to regiosymmetrical monomers, since there is little control over the coupling
of positions of similar electronic charge density in the monomer (for example, in
the 2,5-positions of 3-alkylthiophene). Although soluble polymers can also be prepared, problems can exist with dissolution of the growing polymer back into the
electrolyte solution, limiting molecular weight. In addition, the technique is not
readily amenable to scale-up and only small amounts of polymer can usually be
prepared. The polymers are also deposited in a doped state, where a counter-anion
from the electrolyte solution has been incorporated into the polymer matrix. The
resulting materials can be difficult to de-dope fully, and therefore one might expect
high off-currents during transistor operation. The technique has been reviewed in
detail by Roncali [43].

9.2.2.3 Transition Metal Catalyzed Cross-coupling Methodologies
The use of cross-coupling methodologies has been well explored in the synthesis of
polythiophenes, with the synthesis of RR poly(3-alkyl)thiophene attracting particular interest. These methods have the advantage of using low catalyst loadings (typically around 1 mol%), so catalyst impurities can be more readily removed [58]. In
addition, the regiochemistry of polymer is usually fixed by appropriate substitution
of the monomer. There are two general approaches to the polymerization (Scheme
9.2). In the first, a difunctional monomer is utilized containing both an organometallic group and a halogen leaving group (typically bromine or iodine), the so-called
AB polymerization. This has the advantage of maintaining the 1:1 stoichiometry
that is required to achieve high-molecular weights according to the Carother’s equation. In addition, the regiochemistry defined in the monomer is largely preserved
in the polymer backbone, so this approach is particularly suited to the polymerization of nonregiosymmetrically substituted monomers. The drawback to the AB
approach is that the monomers can be difficult to synthesize and purify. An alternative approach uses two different monomers each functionalized with either two halogen groups or two organometallic leaving groups, a so-called AA plus BB approach
(Scheme 9.2). This affords alternating copolymers. In this case, it is highly desirable to have centrosymmetrically substituted monomers, since there is usually little
differentiation in reactivity between the two groups in each monomer. For example, in Scheme 9.2, if R and R are different substituents then polymerization via
the AA plus BB approach will result in a regiorandom arrangement of R and R
along the polymer backbone. In order to maintain the 1:1 stoichiometry and afford
high-molecular weight polymers, it is necessary to have high purity monomers, so
crystalline monomers are highly desirable.
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Scheme 9.2 General cross-coupling strategies to conjugated polymers

Various organometallic groups such as organotin (Stille reaction), organoboron
(Suzuki reaction), organozinc (Negishi reaction), or organomagnesium (Grignard
reaction) have been explored. The latter two are reactive intermediates that cannot be readily isolated and stored, so they tend to be formed in situ during the
polymerization process. Organo-tin and boron reagents tend to be stable, readily
isolated intermediates that can be prepared and purified before use. Although the
precise details vary according to the organometallic group used, the mechanism of
the cross-coupling reactions can be generalized as follows. In the initial step, oxidative insertion of the catalyst into the carbon halogen bonds take place, followed by a
transmetallation step between the resulting halogen transition metal complex and the
organometallic group to afford a transition metal complex. In the final step, reductive elimination results in the formation of a new aryl–aryl bond and regeneration
of the active catalyst. The final desired reductive elimination step can be in competition with a ligand rearrangement step, which results in either chain termination or
an undesirable incorporation of ligand into the conjugated backbone. The rearrangement can be prevented by the use of bulky ligands [59]. In addition, homo-coupling
of either the aryl halide or the organometallic groups can reduce control of the regiochemistry in the polymer backbone, as well as altering the 1:1 stoichiometry of the
reaction mixture. These side reactions can be reduced by utilizing a transition metal
catalyst in a zero oxidation state, rather than the commonly used +2 state [60]. Thus,
the exact conditions of polymerization (transition metal, ligand, solvent, temperature, and optional base) often need optimization on a case-by-case basis to ensure
high purity and high-molecular-weight material.
Organomagnesium Based Cross-coupling Polymerizations
One of the first chemical syntheses of unsubstituted polythiophene utilized the nickel
catalyzed cross-coupling of 2-bromo-5-magnesiobromothiophene, prepared by insertion of magnesium metal into 2,5-dibromothiophene, to afford low-molecular-weight
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polythiophene [61]. Similar methods were used to prepare poly(3-alkyl)thiophene
from the insertion of magnesium metal into 2,5-diiodo-3-alkylthiophenes [62]. However, the polymers prepared in these cases tended to have low regioregularities.
Holdcroft demonstrated that this was due to the formation of mixtures of monoand di-Grignard reagents during the magnesium insertion reaction, which tended
to cross-couple to give large amounts of HH linkages [63]. The first synthesis of
RR PAHT was reported by McCullough and coworkers, who used a bulky lithium
amide base to selectively deprotonate the 5-position of 2-bromo-3-alkylthiophene
(Scheme 9.3) [64]. No halogen scrambling was seen at low temperatures (−78◦ C),
and the resulting organolithium intermediate could be transmetallated into a Grignard reagent by treatment with MgBr2. Addition of a nickel (II) catalyst subsequently initiated the polymerization. Highly RR polymers were produced, with HT
couplings over 98% and molecular weights (Mn) in the range of 20−40 K. Similar
results were obtained from the polymerization of mono-alkylated bithiophenes [65].
McCullough and coworkers later reported an improved preparation of RR
P3HT which did not require low temperatures, the so-called Grignard Metathesis reaction or GRIM reaction (Scheme 9.3) [66]. In this method, a solution
2,5-dibromo-3-alkylthiophene, which is more readily prepared and purified than
2-bromo-3-alkylthiophene, was treated with one equivalent of an alkyl Grignard
reagent. A metathesis reaction occurred to afford an alkylbromide and a mixture
of 2-bromo-5-magnesiobromo-3-alkylthiophene and 5-bromo-2-magnesiobromo-3alkylthiophene in about an 85:15 ratio, with no di-Grignard reagent formed. Interestingly, treatment of this mixture with a Ni(dppp)Cl2 catalyst resulted in the formation of highly RR polymers, in good molecular weight, low polydispersities, and
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high yield. Bolognesi reported a similar study utilizing 2,5-diiodo-3-alkylthiophenes
around the same time [67]. Detailed mechanistic studies [68] have shown that the
formation of highly RR polymers from the mixture of Grignard reagents can be
rationalized due to the slow rate of head-to-head coupling reactions in combination
with the tendency for only one TT miscoupling to occur per polymer chain. Subsequent studies have found that the reaction proceeds via a chain-growth mechanism
[69–71] whereupon the catalyst remains associated with the growing polymer chain,
either as an “associated pair” [70] or via an intramolecular transfer [69] to the chain
end after reductive elimination. The ability to prepare P3ATs with narrow polydispersities and defined endgroups has been exploited by several groups to form
interesting block copolymer structures [72, 73], where blocks of highly RR P3HT
can be combined with amorphous or crystalline nonconjugated polymers. These
approaches offer the attractive combination of the processing properties of nonconjugated polymers with the functional properties of conjugated materials, as well as
the ability to drive self-organization through phase separation. For example, McCullough and coworkers reported the formation of well-defined nanowires in thin films
of P3HT-polystyrene or poly(methyl acrylate) copolymers [72, 73].
Whilst organomagnesium chemistry is probably the method of choice for the
preparation of RR P3HT and its analogues [74, 75], it has not been widely adopted
for the preparation of other thiophene polymers. This is most likely due to problems in selectively preparing monofunctional Grignard reagents in more complex
systems [76].

Organozinc Based Cross-coupling Polymerizations
An alternative approach to RR P3HT was reported in 1992 by Rieke and coworkers [34, 77]. They treated a solution of finely dispersed, highly reactive “Rieke”
zinc (Zn∗) with 2,5-dibromo-3-alkylthiophene at low temperature. Zinc insertion
occurred mainly at the 5-position, although small amounts of the two isomers were
always formed, with the regioselectivity being dependent on the temperature of
addition. Addition of a transition metal catalyst resulted in high-molecular-weight
polymers. The authors were able to control the degree of RR by choice of catalyst and phosphine ligand; large transition metals such as palladium led to lower
degrees of RR than smaller metals like nickel, and bidentate phosphine ligands
like diphenylphosphinoethane (DPPE) led to higher degrees of RR than more labile
ligands like triphenylphosphine. Regioregularities greater than 98% were reported
for the best combination {Ni(dppe)Cl2 } [34, 77]. This route has also been used to
prepare RR poly(3-alkylthio)thiophene [78] and mono-alkylated poly(bithiophenes)
[79]. The Rieke route offers the advantage of high-functional group tolerance.
Organozinc reagents are much less nucleophilic than Grignard reagents, so sensitive functionalities such as ester groups can be incorporated onto the side chains.
The organozinc intermediate can also be generated in situ by transmetallation of
an organolithium intermediate with zinc chloride, in a similar approach to the first
McCullough method [65, 80]. If the organolithium intermediate is generated at low
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temperature using nonnucleophilic bases such as LDA, base-sensitive functionalities such as cyano groups can be included on the backbone [65].
Organoboron Based Cross-coupling Polymerizations
The cross-coupling of an organoboron reagent with an aryl halide in the presence
of a base and transition metal catalyst is called the Suzuki reaction. It has been
widely and successfully utilized for the preparation of many conjugated polymers,
especially those containing fluorene or phenyl backbones [81]. However, there have
been considerably fewer examples of the successful synthesis of thiophene containing polymers by the Suzuki reaction. One reported problem is that the electron-rich
thiophene boronates can be prone to deboronation during the polymerization, leading to low-molecular weights. This can be improved by using more stable thiophene
boronate esters [82, 83]. Another problem is early termination of polymerization by
the transfer of aryl groups from the triphenylphosphine ligands used in the polymerization [82]. By utilizing ligand free cross-coupling conditions, Bidan reported
the successful synthesis of poly(3-octylthiophene) in reasonable molecular weights
and RR (Scheme 9.4) [84]. Janssen reported a similar increase in molecular weight
with ligand free conditions for thiophene copolymers, although the degree of polymerization was still very low [85]. Higgins and coworkers later explored the use
of bulky, electron-rich phosphine ligands to inhibit ligand transfer and facilitate
the oxidative addition of palladium catalyst in the electron-rich thiophene halide
(Scheme 9.4) [83].
Stille Reaction
The Stille reaction has been widely used in the preparation of thiophene polymers
generally affording good results [86, 87]. The polymerization occurs under neutral conditions, allowing the introduction of acid or base sensitive functionality
onto the polymer backbone. Bao and coworkers reported one of the first detailed
studies of the Stille polymerization, utilizing a variety of different monomers [60].
They observed that stannyl thiophenes exhibited much higher reactivity than aryl
or vinyl stannanes, affording higher molecular weight polymers. They attributed
this to the electron donating effect of the sulfur atom in thiophene, which may
accelerate the rate-limiting transmetallation step of the catalytic cycle. Iraqi et al.
reported the synthesis of RR P3HT by the polymerization of 2-iodo-3-hexyl-5-tri-
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n-butylstannylthiophene in an AB type polymerization [88]. The RR was greater
than 96% with molecular weight around 20,000 KDa. Interestingly, the polymer
could be isolated with the tributylstannyl endgroups still intact, which could then
be utilized in additional cross-coupling chemistry. Poly(bithiophenes) containing
one solubilizing side chain were similarly prepared in high-molecular weight and
good RR by the polymerization of a bifunctional monomer [89]. Similar polymerizations of AB type thiophene monomer have been used to prepare polythiophenes with functionalized side chains [90–93]. McCullough reported the use of
the Stille polymerization to make vinyl substituted polythiophenes in 90% RR from
the reaction of 2,5-dibromo-3-hexylthiophene and 1,2-bis(tributylstannyl)ethylene
[94]. It is unusual to have such high RR from the reaction of an AA monomer
with a BB monomer. In this case, it may originate from preferential oxidative addition at the less sterically hindered 5-position to generate a vinyl stannane AB-type dimer, which then couples with itself to generate the polymer.
Yamamoto et al. also reported the preparation of a thiazole–thiophene copolymer
in great than 90% RR from the reaction of 2,5-dibromo-3-alkylthiazole with a
bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene [95]. Such high RR may also stem from preferential oxidative addition at the 2-position of the thiazole. Copolymers of thiophene
with fluorene [96], naphthalene [97], benzimidazole [98], siloles [87], and bithiophenes [86] have all been reported by an AA plus BB type Stille polymerization.
Tierney and coworkers reported that AA plus BB type Stille polymerizations in all
thiophene systems could be accelerated under microwave heating, reducing reaction
times from days to minutes and affording excellent yields of polymer with highmolecular weights [99]. These conditions were utilized to prepare a range of copolymers containing fused thieno(2,3-b)thiophene [100] or thieno(3,2-b)thiophene [101]
in the backbone (Scheme 9.5).
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9.2.2.4 Dehalogenative Polymerization
Yamamoto first reported the polymerization of 2,5-dibromothiophene by heating
with an excess of zero valent nickel catalyst bis(1,5-cyclooctadiene nickel (0)
Ni(COD)2 ) in the presence of triphenylphosphine (Scheme 9.6) [102]. Polymerization occurs exclusively at the 2,5-positions, and the yield is usually high. The
polymerization of 2,5-dibromo-3-alkylthiophene was also reported [102]. In this
case, the polymerization mainly afforded head-to-head and tail-to-tail couplings
due to preferential oxidative addition at the less sterically hindered 5-position of
the monomer. Polymerization also occurs with the more reactive di-iodo monomer.
The high yield, functional group compatibility and simplicity of the reaction have
made it widely utilized in the synthesis of many conjugated polymers [103]. The
reaction is best suited to the polymerization of centrosymmetric monomers where
RR is not an issue. For more complex polymers, the main issue is the synthesis of the
required di-halogenated starting monomer in sufficient purity. One drawback to the
reaction is the use of stoichiometric amounts of expensive and highly toxic nickel
catalyst. Catalytic versions of the reaction have been utilized where the nickel (II)
produced by the coupling of two aryl monomers is reduced in situ by a reductant,
such a metallic zinc, to afford the reaction Ni (0) catalyst [103].

9.3 Poly(3-Alkylthiophenes)
The observation that the alkyl side chains of polyalkylthiophenes when regioarranged in a head-to-tail configuration can give rise to enhanced charge carrier mobility [36] has provoked widespread interest in this class of polymer. RR P3HT has
emerged as a benchmark semiconducting polymer due to its ready availability, ease
of processing from solution, and its promising electrical properties. When the number average molecular weight (Mn) is greater than 20 KDa with a corresponding
polydispersity of less than 2, and the RR is greater than 96%, P3HT is a highly crystalline polymer with a sharp melting temperature of 240◦ C, as can be seen from the
differential scan calorimetry (DSC) shown in Fig. 9.2a. A glass transition temperature (Tg) of about 150◦ C can also be observed in this scan, although other physical
analytical techniques such as dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) have suggested
that the Tg is lower than this, at around 50◦ C. The electron-rich, π-conjugated and
highly planar backbone contribute to a high HOMO energy level of about –4.6 eV, as
measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) shown in Fig. 9.2c, and
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Fig. 9.2 Characterization of regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) comprising (a) differential scan
calorimetry (DSC) graph (second scan), (b) thin-film UV-vis absorption spectrum, (c) Ultraviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) spectrum, and (d) OFET transfer characteristics in both linear
(dashed line) and saturation (solid line) regime from a doped silicon bottom-gate device with thermally grown 230 nm thick SiO2 dielectric, treated with an octyltrichlorosilane (OTS) SAM, with
lithographically patterned gold electrodes where L = 10 μm and W = 1 cm and spin coated (from
o-dichlorobenzene) P3HT annealed at 100◦ C for 10 min under nitrogen. The saturation mobility
reached 0.1 cm2 /Vs; (e) output characteristics of a P3HT transistor (architecture same as (d), with
20 μm channel length) with and without treatment of the dielectric interface with the hydrophobic
OTS SAM, and (f) output characteristics of a P3HT transistor (architecture same as (e)) before and
after annealing at 100◦ C for 10 min
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a thin-film electronic absorption maximum of about 560 nm, as shown in Fig. 9.2b.
The additional fine structures that can be observed at wavelengths greater than the
absorption maximum are attributed to solid-state aggregation [104].

9.3.1 Electrical Properties
When the head to tail regioregularity of P3HT exceeds about 96%, charge carrier
mobilities of up to 0.1 cm2 /Vs have been exhibited in an inert atmosphere [105].
The transfer characteristics shown in Fig. 9.2d are from P3HT device with a RR of
98%. The transistor architecture was a bottom contact, bottom-gate device with SiO2
dielectric, gold source, and drain electrodes, with a channel length of 10 μm. Both
forward and reverse curves are shown, illustrating negligible hysteresis, at source
drain voltages of 5 V (dashed line) and 60 V (solid line). Both curves show a positive threshold voltage of about +15 V, which is believed to be due to both slight
intrinsic doping of the semiconductor as well as dipole effects from the dielectric. The in-plane electrical properties of these crystalline films are dramatically
influenced by many device and fabrication properties. For example, treatment of a
bare SiO2 dielectric surface with a hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer (SAM),
such as octyltrichlorosilane (OTS) [106], results in improved P3HT mobility and
higher on-currents, as demonstrated in the output characteristics shown Fig. 9.2e. It
is believed that a contributing factor to reduce the mobility on bare silicon oxide surface, in addition to the presence of surface trap sites [107], is that the more polar surface can “anchor” polymer chains, inhibiting large-scale self-assembly at the critical
dielectric–semiconductor interface. This leads to faster nucleation and a less organized semiconductor microstructure. Particularly on the treated, low-energy surface,
an annealing step also improves charge carrier mobility, even at temperatures that
appear to be lower than the thin-film Tg. This is illustrated in the output characteristics shown in Fig. 9.2f for both as cast and annealed devices, where the annealed
device has a higher output current by a factor of about 4. It has also been observed
that P3HT devices often show an increase in saturation mobility with decreasing
channel lengths, up to about a channel length of 2–3 μm, at which point shortchannel injection effects then dominate to lower the mobility.
Several groups have examined the role of the side chain in influencing electrical
performance. Early reports suggested that hexyl and octyl side chains gave similar
mobilities, whereas dodecyl side chains exhibited much lower mobilities of about
10−6 cm2 /Vs [108]. Subsequent studies [109, 110] demonstrated that hexyl was the
optimum chain length, with a significant decrease in the charge carrier mobility as
the chain length increased to octyl, followed by further decreases as the chain length
increased further. The ππ distance is similar across the series [108], so the decrease
may be due to an increase in the fraction of insulating side chains in the polymer. If
the polymer lamellae are not well aligned in the plane of the substrate and direction
of charge flow, hopping or tunnelling between the insulating chains may be required.
Since the rate of hopping is dependent on distance, longer chains would be expected
to show a detrimental effect.
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The effect of the bulkiness of the side chain on field-effect mobility has also been
examined by Bao and Lovinger [111]. They prepared a series of RR polythiophenes
containing bulky or highly polar substituted endgroups. These showed low degrees
of crystallinity and ordering, and poor field effect mobilities of around 10−6 cm2 /Vs.
Introduction of a chiral alkyl side chain was shown to maintain crystallinity, but to
increase the ππ stacking distance to 4.3 Å (vs. 3.8 Å for P3HT). A reduction in FET
charge carrier mobility of about one order of magnitude was observed.

9.3.2 Thin-film Device Processing and Morphology
The microstructure of thin-film P3HT is influenced by both intrinsic molecular properties and fabrication conditions, and has a critical influence on the electrical properties. Adjacent polymer backbones have been shown to stack together face to face
(π-stacked) and the sheet-like structures that are formed from extended inter chain π
stacking are vertically separated by the alkyl chains that extend from the backbone,
forming a crystalline lamella structure (see inset in Fig. 9.3a). The polymer RR is
one key molecular factor that can influence the degree of crystallinity and has been
shown to affect the orientation of the π conjugated thiophene backbone ring planes
as they assemble from solution on a substrate. Highly RR P3HT was observed to
assemble such that the thiophene backbone exhibited a planar conformation, with
the π conjugated plane oriented orthogonal, or “edge-on” to the substrate plane.
This was elucidated by the 2-D wide-angle XRD data reported by Sirringhaus and
coworkers [105] with the optimized orientation shown in Fig. 9.3a, where the out

Fig. 9.3 Wide-angle X-ray scattering of thin P3HT films of (a) 96% and (b) 81% regioregularity
[105] (source: Nature, London). Only the highly regioregular sample shows evidence of the out
of plane (labeled in the vertical direction as “a” on the 2-D image) scattering from (100) lamella
planes oriented in the plane of the substrate. The (010) π stacking scattering from the backbone ring
planes can be seen in the horizontal axis of the image in (a), indicating that the backbone plane
is oriented “edge-on” with respect to the substrate, corresponding to the molecular orientation
illustrated on the inset. In contrast, the scattering image in (b) shows the (010) scattering peak as
an arc, centered on the vertical axis b
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of plane scattering of highly RR P3HT was obtained from the lamella formed from
edge-on ππ-stacked planar backbones and oriented in the plane of the substrate.
A lower RR P3HT obtained a “face-on” orientation of the conjugated backbone to
the substrate, as shown in Fig. 9.3b, resulting in low mobilities.
In a transistor device, this π stacking is in the plane of the accumulation
layer formed between the source and drain electrodes, which is the optimal orientation for charge transport and devices therefore typically exhibit the highest
charge-carrier mobility. Another molecular factor that has a strong influence on the
microstructure is the polymer molecular weight. Low-molecular weight, high-RR
P3HT (∼5 KDa) is highly crystalline, with a rod-like microstructure observed by
atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements, in which the rod width does not
exceed the length of the polymer chains. Higher molecular weight, high-RR P3HT
(>30 KDa) is less crystalline with small nodule like crystallites. The low-molecularweight films, although more crystalline, exhibit lower mobilities. Many reasons
for this have been proposed. It appears that the higher molecular weight P3HT
has better defined and more connected grains, whereas the low-molecular-weight
P3HT has more defined grain boundaries [23]. An enhanced out of plane twisting
in low-molecular-weight polymer backbone conformation has also been proposed
as an explanation for the difference in mobility [112]. The deviation from planarity decreases the effective conjugation length and reduces the efficiency of charge
hopping. A study in the high-mobility regime has correlated increasing molecular
weight with increasing crystalline quality within domains, with fewer chain ends per
domain or “nanoribbon” as well as the possibility for individual polymer chains to
bridge between domains at high-molecular weight [25]. However, at high-molecular
weights (>∼50 KDa) there is an increase in crystalline disorder, possibly due to
slower crystallization kinetics. It was also observed that charged polaron delocalization is significantly larger as the molecular weight increases. The sensitivity of
higher molecular weight P3HT morphology development on the processing solvent and conditions has also been recognized. Higher boiling solvents allow the
self-assembly of crystalline domains to occur in a more organized and controlled
time frame [113], leading to improved electrical performance. The solvent evaporation rate, controlled by spin casting from solution at different spinning rates [114],
was also shown to influence the orientation of the backbone plane with respect to
the substrate. A low-evaporation rate promoted a more edge-on orientation, which
is more optimal for charge transport. Similarly, dip-coating techniques have been
utilized to fabricate highly ordered thin-film layers that show mobilities up to
0.2 cm2 /Vs [115].

9.3.3 Doping and Oxidative Stability
The fundamental electrochemistry that governs the reactivity of neutral p-type
organic semiconductors in the presence of both oxygen and water has been previously described by DeLeeuw et al. [116]. Although there are many other factors
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Isd (A)

that can contribute to the instability of π conjugated aromatics, it is necessary to
ensure that the electrochemical oxidation process is not thermodynamically favorable. One oxidative process involving the reaction of both oxygen and water with
the semiconductor will occur at a potential of <0.5 V (vs. SCE) corresponding
to an ionization potential of the semiconductor of <4.9 eV from vacuum. Conjugated thiophene polymers have electron-rich π electron systems with relatively
high energy HOMO levels rendering them susceptible to this process. High electron affinity acceptors [117] capable of extracting electrons from the HOMO of the
polymer, should therefore be avoided to ensure the stability of these π conjugated
systems. There are many reports in the literature that have observed instabilities
in OFET performance in ambient air [118, 119] and attributed this to an interaction
with molecular oxygen [56]. Charge transfer complexes between thiophene and oxygen have been proposed, which can generate reversible charged states and a doping
effect on transistor performance. In a p-type transistor device, this manifests over
continued ambient exposure time to an increase in acceptor states in the band tail,
giving both a rise in the transistor Off-current, and a shift to more positive turn on
voltage, as illustrated in Fig. 9.4.
On photoexcitation, the charge transfer complex may promote the formation of
singlet oxygen which can then react with the polymer leading to irreversible chemical degradation. Very recently, Chabinyc [120] has proposed that in the absence
of light, oxygen is in fact not a strong dopant for thiophene polymers, but rather
that ozone, with an electron affinity of −2.1 eV, is more likely to be responsible for
doping. While the ozone molecule remains intact, the doping process is reversible.
However, on dissociation, an exothermic reaction between ozone and the polymer
backbone can occur resulting in carbon–carbon bond cleavage and corresponding
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reduction of the π conjugation. This proposed mechanism for instability fits well
with the evidence that top-gate devices typically exhibit enhanced stability. In this
architecture, the semiconductor is protected from the environment by the dielectric
and gate layers which may act as sacrificial surface for reaction with ozone, particularly as they will not be an effective barrier to the diffusion of ambient oxygen or
water.
In the presence of both light and oxygen, significant photooxidation of the conjugated thiophene chromophore can occur [121, 122]. Singlet oxygen can be formed
from photosensitization by the excited state of the polymer, which can then undergo
a 1,4-Diels-Alder addition to the thienyl double bonds, breaking the π electron system. Further chemistry leading to free radical assisted chain scission was also proposed [121].

9.4 Polythiophene Structural Analogues
A chemical design strategy to reduce the HOMO energy level of thiophene polymers, in an attempt to improve ambient stability has been reported [119]. Chemical
modification of the thiophene backbone structure was used to generate controlled
changes in both the backbone conformation and the microstructure, as well as modification of the electronic energy levels of the molecular orbitals. This is illustrated
in Fig. 9.5, where a simple rearrangement of the regiopositioning of the alkyl side
chain on a thiophene backbone dramatically changes the polymer backbone conformation. The tail-to-tail regiopositioning of the alkyl groups shown in the polyterthiophene (A, Table 9.1, 2) ensure that there are no steric interactions between neigh-
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Table 9.1 Charge carrier mobilities of polythiophene semiconductors

Polymer

Monomer 1

Monomer 2

Saturated

Ref.

Charge
Carrier
Mobility
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Table 9.1 (continued)
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Table 9.1 (continued)
13

S
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0.01

[54]

S

S

S
C12H25

H21C10

18

S

C10H21

S

S
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Table 9.1 (continued)
19

C12H25

S

0.03

[100]

3x10 –5

[138]

0.63

[101]

1x10–6

[144]

0.30

[142]

0.20

[142]

S

S

S
C12H25

C10H21

20

–

S

S

S

21

C14H29
S
S

S
C14H29

C8H17

22

S
–

S
H17C8
23

C16H33
S

S
S

H33C16

24

C16H33
S

S
S
H33C16

S
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Table 9.1 (continued)
25

C16H33
S

[142]

0.007

[144]

S
S

H33C16

S

C16H33

26

0.02

S
S
H33C16

S

S

boring alkyl chains, allowing a highly planar backbone conformation and optimal π
orbital delocalization along the backbone. The head-to-head regiopositioning of the
alkyl groups in polyterthiophene (A, Table 9.1, 3) leads to significant steric interactions and a resultant twist between the planes of adjacent thiophene rings. This
twist not only reduces the π orbital overlap but prevents a closely packed π-stacked
lamella microstructure, thus inhibiting crystallization. The reduced π orbital overlap lowers the HOMO energy level by 0.6 eV compared to the planar terthiophene
(2), and as illustrated in Fig. 9.5b, transistor devices formed from the lower lying
HOMO level semiconductor exhibit stable On and Off currents on continual exposure to ambient conditions, whereas transistors from the higher lying HOMO energy
polymer show a sharp initial rise in Off-current, most likely due to oxidative doping.
A negative consequence of the backbone conformation twist, and subsequent amorphous morphology, is that the charge carrier mobility of terthiophene (3) is reduced
by over three orders of magnitude when compared to the crystalline analogue (2).
Alternative approaches to increase the ionization potential of semiconducting
polymers have utilized less electron-rich comonomers in the polymer backbone
(Table 9.1). For example, the introduction of both benzene (4) and naphthalene
(5) into the backbone results in an increase in ionization potential of 0.4 eV (benzene) (Merck unpublished results) and 0.45 eV (naphthalene) [119] in comparison to
P3HT, and an increase in the ambient stability of the unencapsulated devices. However, in these cases mobility was reduced, possibly due to steric interactions between
the solubilizing alkyl chains on the thiophenes and the ortho hydrogen atoms on the
6- and 6,6-membered benzene and naphthalene rings, resulting in reduced intrachain
conjugation and reduced interchain ππ overlap. Such interactions could also result
in the large increase in ionization potential. Other electron-deficient 6-membered
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rings, such as 1,2-pyrazine [123] (6) or perfluorobenzene [124] (7), have also been
introduced into the backbone. These are able to planarize the backbone through the
formation of intrachain S–N or S–F bonding interactions. Increases in ionization
potential can therefore be attributed solely to an electron withdrawing effect. Ambient stabilities were not reported, but charge carrier mobilities were on the order
of 10−3 cm2 /Vs. The less electron-rich monomer can also include the solubilizing
side chains that are required for processable polymers, as is the case in the extensively studied poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-bithiophene) (F8T2) (8) [21, 22, 125].
This polymer exhibits a high-temperature nematic liquid crystal phase, and can be
preferentially orientated in the transistor channel by the use of a polyimide alignment layer. In this case, charge carrier mobilities up to 0.02 cm2 /Vs, with good
ambient stability were reported [22]. Attempts to increase mobility by increasing
the thiophene content in the backbone were unsuccessful [126]. Very recently a
series of copolymers containing fused electron-poor siloles and thiophene have been
reported (9) [22]. The mobilities were as high as 0.06 cm2 /Vs with good ambient
stability reported.
Donor–acceptor (D–A) type polymers utilizing a range of acceptor monomers
have been reported by several groups [127], mainly for use as photovoltaic materials. For suitable acceptors, strong intramolecular charge transfer interactions can
occur between D and A units allowing the polymers to exhibit small bandgaps. In
this case, the polymer tends to adopt the HOMO energy level of the donor unit,
and the lowest occupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the acceptor [127]. Thus,
rather small ionization potentials and small bandgaps can be observed, and the
materials have a tendency to dope in ambient air. This may not be significant for
photovoltaic applications, but is undesirable for transistor materials. Nevertheless,
the FET mobility has been reported for several materials. Polymers incorporating
thieno(3,4-b)pyrazine (10) have been reported with moderate charge carrier mobilities [128]. However, high off-currents in the devices suggested unintentional doping
by the ambient atmosphere. Copolymers of unsubstituted thiophene and thiadiazole
have also been reported (11), with moderate charge carrier mobilities [129]. Due to
the lack of solubilizing substituents, transistor devices were prepared from strongly
acidic trifluoroacetic acid solutions, into which the basic thiadiazole groups could
be dissolved. Soluble copolymers of alkylated thiazole and thiophene have also
been reported (12) [130]. X-ray scattering data on thin film indicated the polymers
ordered into closely packed lamellae, with a π–π distance of 3.65 Å. Transistor
devices exhibited charge carrier mobilities up to 0.0025 cm2 /Vs, although ambient stability was not reported. Very recently a copolymer of benzothiadiazole and
cyclopenta(2,1-b;3,4-b’)dithiophene (13) was reported that exhibited FET mobilities of 0.02 cm2 /Vs [131].
An alternative approach reported by Frechet and coworkers [132] was to introduce the electron withdrawing ester group as a substituent on a thiophene polymer backbone (14, 15). This served to both solubilize the polymer and increase the
ionization potential in comparison to the simple alkyl chain substituent analogues.
The polymer still exhibited crystalline morphology with charge carrier mobilities
up to 0.06 cm2 /Vs in top contact mode, slightly lower than the analogous alkyl
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analogue [55], but the polymers exhibited much improved ambient operation. An
analogous polymer incorporating a fused thieno(3,2-b)thiophene (16) has recently
been reported with slightly lower mobility in bottom contact transistors [133].
Bauerle and coworkers first reported a regiosymmetric thiophene oligomer with
a 3,3 -dialkyl-quaterthiophene repeat unit which exhibited a strong tendency for
self-organization through interdigitation of the solubilizing alkyl chains [134, 135].
Polymers based upon the same unit, poly(3,3 -dialkyl-quaterthiophenes) (PQT),
were later reported (17) that could also form highly ordered thin-film structures with
FET charge carrier mobilities up to 0.14 cm2 /Vs [55]. Annealing of the polymer
within its liquid crystalline mesophase was beneficial to the formation of ordered
films [136]. Furthermore, the additional conformational freedom of the unalkylated
bithiophene monomer was attributed as the reason for reduced conjugation along
the thiophene backbone, leading to a modest increase of 0.1 eV in ionization potential over P3HT. Nevertheless, this was reportedly sufficient to impart a significant
improvement in ambient stability, with transistors operating for over 1 month in
ambient air in the absence of light. The same group reported that a terthiophene
derivative (18) also exhibited good air stability, with a mobility of 0.01 cm2 /Vs
[137].

9.5 Thienothiophene Polymers
9.5.1 Poly(Thieno(2,3-b)Thiophenes)
Increasing the ionization potential of thiophene polymers has been shown to be
effective in improving ambient stability. Reducing the π electron delocalization
below the effective conjugative length of the backbone will result in a lowering of the HOMO energy level, thus improving stability. This has been typically
achieved through torsional manipulation of the conjugated backbone planarity. An
undesirable consequence of this strategy is that the backbone twisting typically
suppresses the close packed, π-stacked microstructure that is optimal for charge
transport and thus mobility is often compromised. Thieno(2,3-b)thiophene is a planar, electron-rich heterocycle, which when coupled in the 2,5-position is unable
to form a fully conjugated pathway between coupled units due to the central
cross-conjugated double bond. This is illustrated in Fig. 9.6a, where delocalization
between aromatic units at the 2- and 5- positions cannot be achieved. Copolymers
of thieno(2,3-b)thiophene and 4,4 -dialkyl-2,2 -bithiophene (referred to as pBTCT
poly(bithiophene-cross-conjugated thiophene)) were prepared by Stille coupling
(19), with alkyl chain lengths from C8 to C12 [100]. It is expected that for steric
reasons, where rotationally feasible, the sulfur atoms along the backbone will prefer
to maximize their spacial separation from each other across the short axis of the
polymer, as illustrated in Fig. 9.6d, where the sulfurs in adjacent thiophene units
arrange in an “anti” configuration across the backbone, as do the sulfurs in coupled thiophene–thienothiophene units. A consequence of this conformation is that
the polymer long axis has a “crank-shaft” like shape, with two distinct side chain
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Fig. 9.6 (a) Resonance structures of thieno(2,3-b)thiophene illustrating the inability to delocalize
electrons across the 2–5 positions, (b) 2-D X-ray scattering at grazing incidence of an annealed film
of pBTCT-C12 on SiO2 /OTS (source M. Chabinyc, PARC), (c) transfer characteristics of a bottom
gate, bottom contact OFET device with pBTCT-C10 semiconductor (inset: output characteristics
at increasing gate voltages), and (d) extended pBTCT polymer structure illustrating the preferred
sulfur atom and side-chain conformation

separation distances. The pBTCT polymer series were reported to exhibit a 0.4 eV
lowering of the HOMO energy level in comparison to P3HT [100]. This lowering
of the HOMO energy level contributed to the enhanced ambient stability achieved
by these copolymers. Transistor devices fabricated from a pBTCT semiconducting
polymer showed only very minor changes in transfer characteristics when measured
over a storage period of up to 2 months in air, as shown in Fig. 9.6c.
Charge carrier mobilities of about 0.04 cm2 /Vs can be achieved by this polymer class, with corresponding On–Off ratios around 106 in air. The linearity of
the output characteristics at low source–drain voltages (inset in Fig. 9.6c) suggest
that even with the reduction in HOMO energy level, good charge injection from
gold electrodes is still possible. Two thermal transitions can be observed by DSC
for all polymers, attributed to both side chain melt at lower temperature and main
chain melt at higher temperature. On annealing, highly ordered and crystalline polymer films can be obtained. The 2-D X-ray scattering image, shown in Fig. 9.6b of
a thin film of pBTCT (M. Chabinyc – unpublished results) at grazing incidence,
exhibits peaks corresponding to the lamellar spacing along the qz direction, with
up to three orders of reflection observed. High resolution grazing X-ray scattering
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measurements showed a (010) peak assigned to a π-stacking distance of 3.67 Å.
An RR polymer homo polymer of 3-alkylthieno(2,3-b)thiophene was also prepared
(21). In this case, the reduced delocalization along the polymer backbone contributes
to a much reduced charge carrier mobility of 10−5 cm2 /Vs [138].

9.5.2 Poly(Thieno(3,2-b)Thiophenes)
Recently, poly(2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)thiophene) copolymers
(pBTTT, 21), shown in Fig. 9.7a, were reported [101] with high charge carrier
mobilities. This has been attributed to the large crystalline domains formed by
assembly of the planar conjugated backbones into closely π-stacked sheet-like
lamellae, hence giving rise to excellent 2-D transport. pBTTT is an alternating
A-B-A-B copolymer of thieno(3,2-b)thiophene and 4,4-dialkyl 2,2-bithiophene.
Both monomers are centrosymmetric, and on polymerization, the repeat unit has
a rotational symmetry along the polymer long axis. In addition, the optimal conformation of the backbone has an all-trans sulfur orientation across the backbone
short axis with a resultant regularity in spacing between alkyl side chains, unlike
the pBTCT polymer described in the previous section. This helps facilitate optimal
backbone and side chain packing, leading to a highly ordered microstructure. The
delocalization of electrons from the thienothiophene aromatic unit into the backbone is less favorable than from a single thiophene ring, due to the larger resonance
stabilization energy of the fused ring over the single thiophene ring. This reduced
delocalization along the backbone, as well as the reduced inductive electron donation from the fewer alkyl chains per repeat unit, causes a lowering of the polymer
HOMO level compared to P3HT, and therefore improved ambient stability.
The polymer can be oriented with the backbone long axis in the plane of the substrate, and the thiophene ring plane oriented orthogonal to the substrate plane with
the appropriate surface treatment. It has been shown [139] from both spectral elipsometry and near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS), that
on annealing, the lamella lies almost exactly in the plane of the substrate, and that
the backbone conjugated plane is tilted with respect to the lamella plane, as shown
in Fig. 9.7b. The alkyl side chains also appear, from polarized IR measurements,
to be well ordered in a trans configuration, and are oriented tilted to the backbone.
Significant side chain interdigitation has also been identified [140], a process that,
due to the symmetry of the repeat units, can be facilitated by simple rotation round
the backbone axis, unlike P3HT. The combination of the spacing density between
adjacent alkyl chains on the polymer backbone, and the tilt angle of the side chains
facilitates this interdigitation, which “registers” the lamella layers. In thin-film form,
large lateral domains of dimensions in the micron length scale, comprised of many
polymer chains in length can be developed, as can be seen in Fig. 9.7c. Very thin
films (20–30 nm) were also observed to have terrace like topography, as illustrated
in Fig. 9.7d in which the height of each step correlates well to the cross-sectional
width of the polymer backbone and tilted side chains. The presence of both side
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 9.7 (a) Poly(2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno(3,2-b)thiophene) (pBTTT) repeat unit, (b)
representation of the molecular orientation of the polymer, depicting the projection of the side
chains orthogonal to the substrate plane, extending from the backbone in an all trans configuration,
and vertically interdigitating between backbones from the nearest lamella above and below; the
side view of the polymer illustrates that conjugated aromatic rings of the backbone adopt a planar
conformation with no twist, that the lamella that are formed from the closely stacked backbone
packing are coplanar to the substrate with a tilt from horizontal in the backbone plane within the
lamella (source: P Brocorens, U. Mons), (c) AFM image of annealed polymer film, revealing large
domains of micron dimensions (source: J. Kline, NIST), and (d) topology (above) in nanometer
scale, and histogram (below) of height distribution across the film following the line shown in (c),
illustrating the terrace like topography, the height of which corresponds to the width of the polymer
(backbone and side chains) (source: J. Kline, NIST)
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chain ordering and interdigitation is in contrast to that of RR P3HT, in which the side
chains were concluded [141] to be “liquid like” and noninterdigitated as observed
by polarized FTIR. This improved crystallinity and ordering manifests as improved
charge carrier mobility in FET devices.
OFET devices were fabricated from pBTTT polymer solutions and hole mobility
values of up to 0.8 cm2 /Vs were reported in a nitrogen atmosphere. These values
approach that of high performing evaporated small molecule devices and are comparable to amorphous silicon. In contrast to P3HT, there is less than a factor of 2
change in charge carrier mobility on varying the alkyl chain length from C10 to
C18, with a maximum mobility observed at a chain length of C14. In bottom gate,
bottom contact devices, in which the active semiconductor layer is the exposed top
surface, the effect of different ambient conditions has been evaluated. Exposure to
unpurified, ambient air in which the humidity is ∼50%, results in an initial increase
in the Off-current of the device, and therefore a drop in the On–Off ratio as can be
seen in Fig. 9.8b. In filtered, low humidity air, transistor devices remain very stable
over time. Transfer characteristics recorded over a period of up to 72 days, as shown
in Fig. 9.8a, show very little change in Off-current or threshold voltage, with a small
decrease in On-current corresponding to a drop in mobility by about a factor of 3.
Analogues of the pBTTT polymer series were designed in order to further improve the ambient stability, while preserving the excellent electrical
properties [142]. Alkyl side chains were introduced at the 3 and 6 positions
of thieno(3,2-b)thiophene by a Negishi coupling of an alkyl zinc halide with
3,6-dibromothieno(3,2-b)thiophene. The HOMO polymer of this monomer has previously been reported by Matzger [143]. In this case, the steric strain between
alkyl chains of adjacent monomers thieno(3,2-b)thiophene causes severe twisting
of the backbone. Consequently, charge carrier mobility was low according to our
measurements [144]. Matzger also reported a mono-alkylated homo polymer of
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Fig. 9.8 (a) Transfer characteristics of a bottom gate, bottom contact OFET device with pBTTT
semiconductor on continuous exposure to filtered, low-humidity (∼4% RH) air and (b) On–Off
ratio of pBTTT bottom gate, bottom contact transistors continuously exposed to filtered, lowhumidity air or ambient air
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thieno(3,2-b)thiophene, but solubility was too low to fully characterize the materials [143]. We prepared a series of copolymers of 3,6-dialkylthieno(3,2-b)thiophene
with a range of comonomers, as detailed in Table 9.1. Copolymers with both unsubstituted thiophene (23) and bithiophene (24) comonomers gave rise to liquid crystalline polymers, with high charge carrier mobility. The bithiophene copolymer, for
example, had a highly crystalline thin-film microstructure, although AFM images
reveal crystalline domain sizes of less than tens of nanometers on OTS functionalized substrates, dimensions that do not approach the micron scale domains of
pBTTT fabricated under identical conditions. Specular x-ray scattering plot shown
in Fig. 9.9a show that even as-cast films are highly ordered, with 4 orders of reflection observed from the crystalline lamella, and an interlamella spacing observed to
be about 21.6 Å. The intralamella π stacking distance was measured by 2-D XRD
at about 3.9 Å (M. Chabinyc, unpublished results), which is larger than that measured for pBTTT (3.7 Å). This more loosely packed backbone density may indicate
a less planar backbone conformation, which is also supported by the hypsochromic
λ max shift in the solid-state UV spectra of about 15 nm compared to pBTTT. This
reduced planarity may also contribute to the slightly increased ionization potential
of 0.05 eV as measured by UPS. Bottom-gate transistor devices were fabricated in a
nitrogen environment, with charge carrier mobilities of up to 0.2 cm2 /Vs recorded.
Significantly, these devices were identified to be remarkably stable in fully ambient
conditions in the dark, as shown in Fig. 9.9b, with only a small threshold voltage
shift observed on storage in air over 12 days, and a charge carrier mobility of up
to 0.1 cm2 /Vs observed in air. The monothiophene copolymer (23) also exhibited
high charge carrier mobility, in this case up to 0.3 cm2 /Vs in nitrogen. It appears,
however, that this analogue is not as stable in ambient as the bithiophene polymer
even though the HOMO energy levels, measured by ambient UPS (Riken AC-2),
were quite similar.
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Fig. 9.9 (a) High-resolution specular X-ray scattering from a film of DATTT-16 on OTS/SiO2 as
spun (lower line) and annealed at 180◦ C (upper line), corresponding to a lamellar spacing of 20.8 Å
as spun and 21.6 Å after annealing (source: M. Chabinyc, PARC). (b) Transfer characteristics of
bottom gate, bottom contact transistors with DATTT-16 continuously exposed to ambient air
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The angle formed from the projection of the two bonds that link a thiophene monomer at the 2 and 5 positions is less than 180◦ . This makes rotation of the thiophene ring around the long axis of the polymer a cooperative motion requiring rotation of neighboring thiophene units. Replacement of
these nonrotationally invariant 2,5 thiophene links, with a linear 2,5 thienothiophene link gives rise to polymers with a fully linear backbone (25, 26) as
described in Table 9.1. These linear, all thienothiophene polymers had a correspondingly lower lying HOMO than either of the thiophene analogues, and
also exhibited two thermal transitions, most likely a side chain and a lamella
melt. Initial measurements reported mobilities of 0.02 cm2 /Vs for the thieno(3,2b)thiophene analogue and 0.007 cm2 /Vs for the thieno(2,3-b)thiophene analogue.

9.6 Summary
Semiconducting polymers containing conjugated thiophene derivatives are attractive candidates for organic electronic transistor devices, due to their combination of high charge carrier mobilities and the potential for low cost processing.
Molecular design principles have been employed in the identification of high performing thiophene copolymers and several illustrations of this were highlighted
in the chapter. Highly crystalline, well ordered and oriented polymer thin-film
microstructures have been shown to be necessary to achieve optimal semiconducting electrical properties. In particular, liquid crystalline thienothiophene polymers with their propensity to efficiently orient and organize within the mesophase
temperature range have shown remarkably high mobilities, combined with
reasonable ambient stabilities. Optimization of synthetic routes and purification
techniques, as well as the appropriate polymer molecular weights, processing conditions, choice of solvent, surface treatments, and dielectric interfaces are all important to achieve incremental device performance improvements. Challenges remain,
however, to further improve stability when exposed to the combination of oxygen, humidity and light, and to tailor the solubility of these aromatic materials
to processing friendly solvents. Manipulation of the highest occupied molecular
orbital energy level of the conjugated backbone was shown to be an effective
strategy to improve stability. With the promising advances in understanding of
the morphological and molecular origins of optimal electrical performance made
by many groups in recent years, there is exciting potential for further improvements.
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Chapter 10

Solution Cast Films of Carbon Nanotubes
for Transparent Conductors and Thin Film
Transistors
David Hecht and George Grüner

10.1 Introduction: Nanoscale Carbon for Electronics,
the Value Proposition
In recent years, we have seen the emergence of novel electronic materials ranging
from conducting plastics to advanced composites. These materials have been developed with the aim of replacing inorganic materials that have been improved to near
perfection decades ago. The attractiveness of using these materials in electronic
applications lies not necessarily in increased performance, but in inexpensive, roomtemperature fabrication, and attributes such as mechanical flexibility.
Various new forms of nanoscale carbon have emerged with novel attributes. The
discovery of C60 [1], a “new form of carbon” was quickly followed by the discovery
of carbon nanotubes [2], and recently graphene flakes [3]. In all cases, the interesting
and useful properties derive from the fact that carbon materials based on sp2 bonds,
such as are found in graphite, lie between metals, and semiconductors (graphite is
a semimetal). This, together with boundary conditions imposed at the nanoscale,
leads to remarkable electrical properties.
Currently, carbon nanotubes hold the most promise for applications. The tubes
have excellent electrical properties, and these properties are tunable using chemical
means. Thus, they can potentially replace electrical conductors and even semiconductors in a variety of applications that require electronic materials.
As is the case for all areas of nanotechnology, manufacturability and system
integration are required for the successful exploitation of the attributes of carbon
nanotubes. This is an objective difficult to achieve if, for example, devices incorporating single tube elements are fabricated. For this reason, an alternative avenue
that exploits large-scale statistical averaging over many tubes is more promising. A
random network of carbon nanotubes deposited on a substrate is an obvious – and
perhaps most straightforward – realization of this concept. Such a network is also
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referred to as a “thin film,” although this characterization may be misleading for
networks with significantly less than full coverage of a substrate.
Various technical parameters of the films (low sheet resistance, high optical transparency in the visible, and IR spectral ranges) have been established and compared
with that of other materials. Such comparisons, together with the demonstrated performance of devices that have been fabricated to date, establish carbon nanotubes as
a competitive material in the area known as plastic, printed, flexible, or macroelectronics.
This chapter is intended as a summary of the current status of the field, a status
that is characterized by being at the stage where promising early feasibility studies
and prototyping are being closely followed by the exploration of issues such as
manufacturability and product competitiveness.

10.2 Carbon NT Film Properties
10.2.1 Carbon Nanotubes: The Building Blocks
Carbon nanotubes, discovered at Hyperion in the 1970s and also by S. Ijima in 1991,
can be thought of as a sheet of graphene bent into a cylindrical shape. They exist
both as a single rolled tube (single-walled nanotube or SWNT), or as a series of
nested tubes of ever-increasing diameter, similar to the Russian Matrioshka dolls
(multiwalled nanotube or MWNT) [4]. Depending on the roll-up direction (or chirality) along the graphene sheet, either semiconducting or metallic electronic states
are created. Due to the strong carbon–carbon bonding between the atoms in the
tube, and the near perfection of the lattice, SWNTs possess mobilities on the order
of 1,00,000 cm2 V−1 s−1 and conductivities up to 4,00,000 Scm−1 [5]. The semiconducting tubes have a bandgap that is inversely proportional to the tube diameter; the
gap energy is on the order of 0.7 eV for tubes that are 1 nm in diameter [6]. Theoretical and experimental studies have also established the work function of SWNT
networks to be in the range 4.7–5.2 eV [7, 8], high enough to meet the requirement
for anodes in several types of photonic devices.

10.2.2 Carbon Nanotube Network as an Electronic Material
While devices based on individual tubes may have an impact on the silicon roadmap,
manufacturability and the variation of electronic attributes remain a significant challenge. Devices that incorporate a large number of tubes, thus leading to statistical
averaging of their electronic properties, may solve the issue of manufacturability
and reproducibility. The simplest architecture that achieves this goal is a network of
randomly oriented nanotubes that form a “film” on a surface; although these films
can in principle consist of either SWNT or MWNT, only films of SWNTs will be
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Fig. 10.1 Nanowire network, NT FILM architecture. (a) Schematic of a nanotube network above
the percolation threshold, with the dashed lines indicating conducting pathways. (b) AFM image
of a typical nanotube network

discussed in this chapter. The notion of a “film” is somewhat misleading, in particular when the average thickness of a “film” is less than a monolayer; we will however
use this notation throughout this review. The materials architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 10.1a, where the dashed line indicates a conducting pathway; a typical atomic
force microscope (AFM) image of such film is shown in Fig. 10.1b. The concept of
a nanotube network attempts to solve the major issues limiting single tube devices.
A network can be made to arbitrarily large areas, limited only by the deposition
process. Statistical averaging over the many tubes in the network limits the deviceto-device variation. Lack of a preferred direction in a random array makes network
devices much simpler to manufacture than single tube devices. Some of the other
highlights of a nanotube network are listed below.

Electrical conductance: The high conductivity of the individual components of
the films leads to a highly conducting network. It is analogous to the way in
which a freeway system allows one to travel more quickly than the slower, but
more direct, surface roads. The charge carrier transport through this network
is thought to be limited not by the conductivity along the nanotubes themselves, but by the large intertube resistance associated with barriers to charge
propagation that arise at the tube–tube junctions as will be discussed below.
The highest reported conductivity of a nanotube film reported to date is 6,000
Scm−1 [9], about three orders of magnitude lower than that of a single nanotube. However, the conductivity is sufficient for a variety of applications.
Optical transparency: A network of highly 1-D wires, with large aspect ratios
has high transparency – approaching 100% for truly 1-D wires with aspect
ratio approaching infinity. This is in contrast to networks formed of low
aspect ratio components such as discs (illustrated in Fig. 10.2d), where
substantial coverage of the surface – and thus small optical transparency –
is needed for electrical conduction.
Flexibility: Just like a spider web, a NT Film is a highly flexible material.
A random network of wires has, as a rule, significantly higher mechanical
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Fig. 10.2 SEM images of nanotube networks of varying densities below (a), near (b), and well
above (c) the percolation density. (d) Theoretical plot of the conductance versus area coverage for
a 2-D surface covered with sticks (dashed, left) and discs (solid, right). Notice that the critical
density for sticks (aspect ratio of 100) is ∼5%, while that of discs is ∼67%. (e) Experimentally
measured sheet conductance versus surface coverage for NT networks seen in “a–c”. It follows the
expected power law with a critical exponent of 1.31

flexibility than a solid film, making the architecture eminently suited in particular for applications requiring flexibility.
Fault tolerance: Breaking a conducting path leaves many others open, and the
pathways for current flow will be rearranged. This concept, called fault tolerance, is used in many areas, from telephone networks to networks of power
lines. The same concept applies here.
All these attributes of nanotube films are of significance for printed flexible electronics, where mechanical flexibility is essential, and optical transparency is often
required.

10.2.3 Electrical and Optical Properties of NT Films
NT films are characterized by two types of disorder. The first is topological: above
a certain critical density (tubes per unit area) there is a large number of conducting
pathways, connecting, say, a source and drain electrode, and the number of pathways is a strong function of the tube density [10]. At the same time, the individual
SWNTs are separated by barriers for electron intertube transfer [11]. Due to differences in tube chiralities, and variations in the contact force between the individual
tubes, there is a distribution of barrier heights; for charge propagation from tube
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to tube, this leads to a second source of randomness. As expected for a material
with substantial randomness, charge transport is fundamentally different from band
transport in materials like a good metal or a single crystal silicon. This leads to a
conductivity that is concentration, temperature, frequency, and voltage dependent.
Such dependencies and comparison with relevant theories can be used to assess the
underlying transport mechanism.

10.2.3.1 Concentration Dependent Conductivity
One of the more important notions with respect to applications of NT films is the
concept of percolation. Percolation is a phenomenon that describes how paths form
across a surface as the density (i.e., objects/area, referred to below as N) of the
network increases; theoretical work has established how the number of paths should
scale with density for networks consisting of a variety of objects, such as discs and
sticks. Percolation, in the case of NT films, refers to the propagation of electric
charge across the random network of tubes, separated by barriers, and it is assumed
that the network conductance is proportional to the number of formed pathways.
There are three distinct regimes where the electronic properties of the network are
substantially different; these three regions are highlighted in Fig. 10.2a–c. At low
densities, a continuous path across the surface cannot be formed; the conductance
(G) here is zero. As the density increases, the NT film reaches a critical density
(Nc, called the percolation threshold), where paths are first beginning to form. At
this critical density, theory predicts that the conductance of a percolating network
varies as:
G ∼ (N − Nc )α

(10.1)

The critical density Nc depends on the geometry of the object in the network;
theoretical models have established that for a network comprised of identical sticks
of length LT :
Nc =

5.7
L 2T

(10.2) [12]

Figure 10.2d illustrates the advantage of using longer aspect ratio materials such
as nanotubes (sticks) as opposed to nanoparticles (discs): the higher aspect ratio
material forms percolating pathways at much lower densities, approaching an Nc of
0 for truly 1-D objects. This fact will have consequences in forming composites,
as well as in using nanotubes in applications where transparency is needed. Unlike
the critical density Nc , the critical exponent (α) depends solely on the dimension
of the percolating space; theory predicts a value of 1.33 for two dimensions and
1.94 for three dimensions [13] for objects of arbitrary geometry. This exponent is
precisely accurate only when the density approaches Nc from above; for densities
greater than Nc , the exponent in Eq. 10.1 is density dependent and approaches 1 for
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films where N >> Nc . Experimental results on percolating nanotube networks in
two dimensions have confirmed these results [10] (see Fig. 10.2e).
10.2.3.2 Temperature Dependent Conductivity
The temperature dependence of the resistivity of films of various densities has been
examined in detail [14–16]. At high densities, well above the percolation threshold,
the resistivity is weakly temperature dependent, mimicking the behavior of a “bad”
metal. In contrast, for smaller network densities – in particular near to the percolation threshold – the conductivity depends more strongly on the temperature, giving
evidence that temperature-driven charge transport processes dominate the conductivity. The overall temperature and concentration dependence, including both lowdensity and high-density networks, can be qualitatively understood based on what
has been discussed above, with one additional factor: at low densities the conducting
networks most likely have at least some semiconducting SWNTs, while at higher
densities all-metallic SWNT pathways are feasible. This can be described with a
model that includes both semiconducting and metallic pathways. These notions have
been elaborated upon by various groups, often with detailed fits to theories [14–16].
All of these are based on the inherent randomness and temperature-driven charge
transport across random barriers. What is important for applications is that carbon
NT films can serve as a semiconducting channel (essential for transistor operation)
when the density is close to the percolation threshold and also as a “metallic” interconnect or sheet of conductor for high network densities.
10.2.3.3 Frequency Dependence and Optical Conductivity
As expected for a random network where charge transport is limited by large resistances between the tubes, the conductivity is also frequency dependent. At low frequencies:
σ (ω) = σdc + Aωβ

(10.3)

where ω is the angular frequency, σdc is the dc conductivity, and β ≤ 1 (Zhou
and Gruner, unpublished). The coefficient A in Eq. 10.3 is weakly density dependent, while σ dc is a strong function of the density, with σ dc →0 at the percolation
threshold. Thus, the conductivity is increasingly dependent on the frequency as the
network density approaches Nc from above. For densities well exceeding Nc , the
increase in the conductivity with increasing frequency sets in only at high frequencies in the millimeter wave optical range.
The conductivity has been evaluated in a broad spectral range [17, 18], the most
recent results displayed in Fig. 10.3. As discussed before, with increasing frequency
an increase of σ (ω) is first observed, due to the progressively reduced role of the
intertube barriers. This is followed by the typical Drude roll-off in the infrared spectral range. Among the additional features observed at higher frequencies, a strong
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Fig. 10.3 Conductivity
versus frequency over a broad
spectral range shows the
onset of a plasma frequency,
followed by the first two
band gaps

interband absorption in the visible range is the feature most relevant to applications
of the films as a transparent and conducting material.
10.2.3.4 Geometric Factors
The measured intratube resistance along individual SWNTs is a strong function
of the tube length LT , decreasing linearly with LT for tubes longer than the carrier mean free path as expected for diffusive transport, and crossing over to a
length-independent resistance for smaller length scales (see Fig. 10.4) [19–22]. The
limiting resistance (R = 6 kΩ) corresponds to the quantum of resistance for a wire

Fig. 10.4 Compilation of
resistance values for
single-walled nanotubes of
varying length. Nanotube
resistance approaches the
ballistic limit of ∼6 kΩ for
tubes <1 μm in length.
Above 1 μm the resistance
scales with length at a rate of
6 kΩ/μm
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with ballistic transport and boundary conditions [23]; one can conclude, therefore,
that the mean free path λ of the charge carriers is about 1 μm.
Measurements on the intertube resistance associated with crossed SWNTs show
that the junction resistance between SWNTs is about 200–400 kΩ for a metal–
metal junction, 1 MΩ for a semiconducting–semiconducting SWNT junction, and
100 MΩ for a metal–semiconducting junction (at low-bias voltage) [11]. As discussed in the preceding paragraph, nanotubes on the order of 1 μm long have a tube
resistance of about 10–20 kΩ. Therefore, NT films consisting of a random network
of 1 μm long tubes represent a regime where the junction resistance between tubes is
several orders of magnitude higher than the resistance along the tube. In this regime,
one expects the network conductivity to increase as a power law with increasing
nanotube length [24], as each charge carrier has to cross fewer and fewer junctions
to traverse the sample. This has been confirmed by experimental values, where NT
films were formed by first using high-powered sonication to create tubes (or small
bundles of tubes) of controllable length (see Fig. 10.5a, b); these tubes were then
deposited as networks. Figure 10.5c shows the conductivity of NT films as a function of the average tube length in the network. While there are no firm predictions of
how the overall conductivity should scale with parameters such as nanotube length
or the diameter of the bundles that are formed, it has been experimentally established that the conductivity varies as σ dc ∼ LT 1.46 for networks where the average
tube length is less than 10 μm [25]. The average bundle size in the network will
also play a role here, as some evidence has shown that NT networks consisting of
smaller bundles have higher conductivity [26]. This is likely due to the fact that the
characteristic length for the current to diffuse through a bundle is longer than the
average length between bundles; therefore, most of the current flows at the surface
of the NT bundles, causing nonconducting voids toward the center of the
bundles.

10.2.4 Doping and Chemical Functionalization
Experiments on individual (semiconducting) tubes give evidence for p-type behavior. Various experiments, conducted at different temperatures and at different oxygen
concentrations, confirm that O2 species in direct contact with the nanotubes is responsible for this p-type behavior [27]. A broad range of doping experiments have also
been conducted, and a qualitative picture has emerged. Substantial doping of the carbon structure leads to a drastic reduction of the mobility and mean free path due to the
large scattering potential that cannot be avoided by the charge carriers. A noncovalent
doping through (weak) attachment of the dopant molecules to the surface of the tubes
has shown to lead to changes of the carrier number, often with relatively minor degradation of the mobility of the network. Electron withdrawing species like Br, NO2 ,
and TCNQF4 [28–31] lead to increasing carrier numbers for the p-type materials,
and electron donating materials such as NH3 or the polymer poly(ethyleneimine)
(PEI) lead to an n-type material. For all molecular dopants, the binding energy
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Fig. 10.5 (a) Histogram of nanotube lengths (obtained from AFM images) for tubes after 1 hour
(black) and 24 hours (white) of sonication. (b) Average tube diameter (top) and length (bottom) after
various sonication times. It is clear that the effect of sonication on nanotube solutions is to both
shorten the tubes, as well as to debundle the tubes. (c) Conductivity of nanotube networks versus
average tube length in the network. Due to the high tube–tube junction resistance, the conductivity
shows a power law scaling with nanotube length

between the dopant and the nanotubes is small and thus the doping is not stable;
as of today, molecules that lead to stable p- or n-doping have not been found.

10.3 Fabrication Technologies
Room-temperature fabrication of NT films (in contrast to direct growth on silicon
or quartz that require temperatures exceeding 300◦ C) ensures compatibility with
a variety of surfaces that are used for printed electronics on flexible substrates.
Solubilization and deposition are the cornerstones of the technology, and careful
optimization of both is needed.
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10.3.1 Solubilization
Nanotubes, owing to their large aspect ratio, are subject to large intertube Van der
Waals forces; these forces cause the tubes to stick together in a solvent, forming
large bundles. Therefore, one of the major challenges to fabricating an NT film
is to separate the tubes in solution without using covalent chemistry that tends to
decrease the tube conductivity [4]. Researchers have examined several different
methods for separating tubes in solution, using a variety of solubilization agents
including surfactants [32, 33], polymers [34], and DNA [35]. In all cases, the binding of the solubilization agent to the nanotube forms a protective coating, preventing agglomeration between nanotubes. The same solubilization agents, however,
prevent direct nanotube–nanotube contact in the film that is subsequently formed
through deposition of the tubes onto a surface, and thus have to be removed after
(or during) deposition. Of course, those materials that are best at separating the
nanotubes are typically the ones that interact most strongly with the tubes and are
therefore the ones that are most difficult to remove. Water soluble surfactants, such
as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), have been found to best combine good nanotube
dispersion with the ability to be removed or rinsed from the films post deposition
and are the agents of choice for making the devices discussed in this chapter. Centrifugation and sonication – well-established methods of dispersion of particles in
a liquid – are used to create well-dispersed NT solutions. However, additional factors must be considered because sonication and centrifugation tend to shorten the
tube length in solution, which, as discussed in Section 10.2.3.4, leads to films of
lower conductivity. Factors such as sonication time and power, as well as centrifuge
time and speed, must be optimized to obtain solutions leading to films of highest
conductivity.

10.3.2 Deposition
Once a stable solution of well-dispersed tubes is obtained, transfer of these tubes
uniformly from solution to a given substrate proves a significant challenge. Tube
reaggregation during the drying process causes the “coffee ring” effect, where there
exists an extreme density gradient in the as-deposited film. However, a number of
room-temperature deposition techniques have been developed and are briefly discussed below. Note that several deposition methods are compatible with roll-to-roll
technology, the method of fabrication preferred by industry. There are several problems associated with most deposition techniques. First, bundling of the tubes during
deposition, along with incomplete removal of the surfactant from the deposited film
lead to films of lower conductivity. Also, nonuniformity of the deposited NT film
remains a problem for many deposition techniques. Last, due to the current high
costs per gram of NT material, the yield of the deposition process is an important
factor to consider.
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10.3.2.1 Spraying
The simplest deposition technique is a process involving spraying the solution of
well-dispersed tubes onto a substrate. Nanotube solutions are sprayed using an artist
spray brush (Fig. 10.6a) onto a substrate that is heated to about 80–100◦ C. Heating the substrate ensures that the small droplets that hit the surface are evaporated
quickly, so the tubes in solution do not have time to aggregate before depositing.
Figure 10.6b–d shows AFM images of a sprayed NT film along with a trace that
indicates an average bundle size of ∼5–10 nm. Rinsing the films in water, either
after the deposition or several times during deposition, is important to remove the
surfactant from the film surface, and it tends to improve the conductivity almost
an order of magnitude (Hecht, 2006, unpublished). Spray technology may be especially useful in coating irregularly shaped objects such as fabrics [36] or very large
objects such as vehicles or airplanes requiring electrostatic discharge. However, it

Fig. 10.6 (a) Photograph of nanotube spray coating set up using an artists spray brush. (b) AFM
image of a sprayed nanotube film. (c,d) AFM image of a sprayed nanotube film showing a profile
scan indicating a nanotube bundle size between 5 and 10 nm
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is difficult to obtain high degrees of surface uniformity using a spray deposition
method, due to the nonuniformity of the spray mist from the nozzle. Also, the yield
of a spray deposition process is a concern, as some of the sprayed droplets have a
tendency to either bounce off of the substrate surface or miss the surface entirely.
Due to the high current costs of nanotube material, a low yield in the deposition
process would make applications cost prohibitive.
10.3.2.2 Slot Coating
Slot coating is a process where a thin film (5–30 μm) of solution is applied evenly to
the substrate surface through a slot die. This method yields films of high uniformity
and high yield, and is a well known commercial process used in roll-to-roll manufacturing. The conductivity of films deposited by this method is limited by surfactant
molecules remaining in the film structure after deposition; therefore, methods to
thoroughly rinse away or otherwise remove all unwanted solubilization agents must
be explored.
10.3.2.3 Spin Coating
Spin coating of aqueous-based surfactant-wrapped SWNT solutions is difficult on
most hydrophobic substrates such as silicon wafers. One successful method that
was reported involves the simultaneous spin coating of a stream of methanol along
with the nanotube suspension. The stream removes the nanotube from its surfactantwrapped protection immediately before hitting the substrate, and allows the tube to
deposit on the surface [37]. This method, however, leads to highly nonuniform films
and is clearly not compatible with roll-to-roll manufacturing.
10.3.2.4 Filtration/Stamping
The deposition method that leads to NT films of highest conductivity involves first
depositing the films on a filter and then transferring the film from the filter to the
substrate of interest. To deposit the film, a dilute suspension of nanotubes is quickly
vacuum filtered onto a porous alumina filter (pore size 100 nm). As the solvent falls
through the pores, the SWNTs are trapped on the filter surface, forming an interconnected surface. After forming the film, large amounts of water or other solvents can
be washed through the film, rinsing away any residual surfactants. Since the porous
alumina filter is not transparent or flexible, the network has to be subsequently transferred onto a transparent surface, such as glass or polyethylene terephthalate (PET).
A printing method using a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) “stamp” is illustrated
in Fig. 10.7a. The stamp is first touched to the nanotube–filter surface and the nanotubes are lifted off of the filter onto the PDMS stamp. Then, the stamp is pressed
against a PET surface and heated to about 60◦ C for 1 h, transferring the tubes from
the stamp to the PET surface. This method can also be used to produce patterned
films, by simply patterning the PDMS “stamp” before transferring the nanotube
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Fig. 10.7 Method to pattern nanotube films using a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) based stamp.
The stamp is first patterned (a), contacted to the nanotube network surface (b), and lifted off (c),
to transfer the nanotubes to the PDMS surface. The stamp is then brought into contact with the
substrate of interest (d–e), and mild heat (80◦ C) is applied to transfer the pattern to the substrate
(f). (g) SEM image of such patterned nanotube films showing a gap size of ∼20 μm

film. Figure 10.7b shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a film
patterned with this method, with a feature size of about 50 μm [38].

10.4 Carbon NT Films as Conducting and Optically
Transparent Material
Due to the combination of the optical properties of individual tubes, and their
hollow/1-D nature, NT films at appropriate densities display both high conductivity
and high optical transparency.

10.4.1 Network Properties: Sheet Conductance and Optical
Transparency
Early experiments have established that the reflectivity of these networks is low in
the visible spectral range, and thus the transmission is mainly determined by the
optical absorption of the network [18]. It has been also shown that, in contrast to the
dc conductivity, the optical conductivity in the visible spectral range is due to local
excitations associated with the constituent carbon atoms. Thus, the absorption of the
NT film is proportional to the density of the network and is not strongly influenced
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by effects that influence the dc conductivity, such as the intertube resistances, NT
length, and doping.
The electrical and optical properties of the NT films can be parameterized by
the measured values of the visible light transmission (VLT) and the sheet resistance
(Rs ), where the latter quantity is defined as:
Rs =

1
σdc d

(10.4)

Here, σ dc is the dc conductivity of the material and d is the material thickness.
Both the VLT and the Rs of an NT film are a function of the network density: as
the networks become denser, both the sheet resistance and the optical transparency
of the films decrease. Figure 10.8 shows Rs as a function of network density; by
increasing the film thickness one can tailor the films resistance over several orders
of magnitude. Most applications that use a transparent electrode require a VLT
between 70 and 95%, and so belong to region II in Fig. 10.8 (the less dense networks
in region I are needed for thin-film transistors (TFTs), and more dense networks in
region III are optimal for use as supercapacitors or fuel cells).
Figure 10.9 shows the sheet resistance of the films plotted versus VLT (taken
at 550 nm, where the human eye is the most sensitive), for films of varying density. Several data points are shown for films of varying thickness, which exhibit a
general trend toward lower sheet resistance and lower VLT at higher network densities. The data have been fit to the equation relating VLT and Rs in a thin-metallic
film [39]:
−2 



μ0 σop
188(Ω) 200(S/cm) −2
1
= 1+
V LT = 1 +
2R S ε0 σdc
RS
σdc

Fig. 10.8 Sheet resistance of
carbon nanotube networks of
varying density. Notice that
the sheet resistance can be
easily tailored over seven
orders of magnitude. The
three regions indicated by the
vertical lines loosely indicate
the densities needed for
various applications: Region I
for transistors, region II for
transparent electrodes, and
region III for supercapacitors
and batteries

(10.5)
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Fig. 10.9 Plot of the sheet
resistance versus
transmittance at 550 nm for
nanotube films of varying
density, with a fit to Eq. 10.4.
The corresponding
conductivity of these films is
2,100 Scm−1

Here, the free space permeability (μ0 ) is 4π × 10−7 NA−2 , the free space permittivity (ε0 ) is 8.854 × 10−12 C2 N−1 m−2 , and σ op and σ dc are the optical and dc
conductivities, respectively. This formula is valid for films where the absorptivity
is much greater than the reflectivity, which has been established to be true for NT
films [18].
The wavelength dependence of the transmittance in the visible spectral range for
two films of different densities is shown in Fig. 10.10a. The transmission spectrum

Fig. 10.10 (a) Transmission spectra through nanotube films of two different densities (thicknesses)
in the visible frequency range. Plotted for comparison is the transmission spectra for an ITO film.
Notice the peak in the ITO film which gives it a “tint” relative to the more neutral (gray) color
of the nanotube film. (b) Optical photograph of a nanotube film at 80% transmission on a flexible
PET substrate showing its neutral color. Note: UCLA print is behind the film
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has no strong absorption peaks in the visible region, leading to films that have a
neutral, gray color to the human eye (see Fig. 10.10b), which is desirable for many
applications. For comparison purposes, the transmission spectrum through a film of
indium tin oxide (ITO) is also shown; the peak in the spectrum at 550 nm gives ITO
a yellowish appearance.

10.4.2 Applications: ITO Replacement
Because of the high conductivity and optical transparency, together with the possibility of room-temperature fabrication, NT films are promising candidates to
replace ITO in a variety of applications where transparent coatings or electrodes
are required. These applications include touch screens, smart windows [40], solar
cells [41–43], light emitting diodes [44–46], LCD’s flexible EPDs. They all use NT
films as either one (solar cells and organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)) or both
(touch screens and smart windows) electrodes. The performance of the devices is
close to that of devices where ITO has been used. These developments have been
summarized in a recent review [47]; therefore, these devices will not be described
and only some comments are in order here. Several parameters beyond VLT and Rs
are of importance for such applications. The surface roughness of the films has to be
small in order to allow integration with other layers, layers where charge generation
(e.g., solar cells) or photon creation (e.g., OLEDs) occur. For some applications,
the work function of the material is a critical parameter; carbon NT films have a
work function that is suitable for their use as anodes in either solar cells or OLEDs.
Mechanical flexibility and robustness are most likely not critical issues for the adoption of films for a variety of devices, as such films have already demonstrated excellent performance when compared to the more brittle ITO films [26, 48].

10.4.3 Challenges and the Path Forward
The parameters (Rs and VLT) displayed on Fig. 10.9 are already adequate for the
use of NT films in touch screens, as well as for electroluminescent lamps. However, some additional factors such as long-term stability and resistance of the films
to environmental factors such as humidity have to be tested and addressed if necessary. Lower sheet resistance (for the same optical transparency) is required for
OLED and solar cells; this can be accomplished by several routes including increasing the purity/length of the tubes, better dispersion, and also doping. In addition,
the surface roughness has to be below some (application dependent) critical value
in order to eliminate, or reduce, leakage current between the device electrodes. Integration with other (polymer or organic) layers must also be explored together with
different patterning methods. Manufacturing and price issues remain a challenge.
Roll-to-roll and ink-jet depositions are the preferred deposition routes due to their
low cost and, in the case of ink-jet deposition, ease of patterning. Such challenges
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notwithstanding, these initial results suggest that with further optimization such networks may offer a direct alternative to ITO and other transparent conducting oxides,
in particular under circumstances where mechanical flexibility is also required.

10.5 TFTs with Carbon Nanotube Conducting Channels
Carbon nanotube-based thin-film transistors (NTTFTs) have a short, but substantial,
history. The notion that carbon nanotube networks at low density can resemble the
properties of silicon, and serve as the backbone of transistors, emerged about 5 years
ago, first in some patent applications and then in research papers [49, 50]. The first
NTTFTs were fabricated by growing nanotubes directly on a silicon oxide surface
and using doped silicon and metal leads as the gate and source and drain, respectively. Such devices were also used to evaluate the performance and to compare the
response to expressions widely used in CMOS devices. The first devices on a plastic
surface were obtained through transfer printing [51]; tests also demonstrated that
the performance did not degrade significantly by bending and mechanical deformation. Devices that incorporate nanotube networks of appropriate densities as both
the gate and the conducting channel were first made in 2005; such devices were
shown to be highly transparent (Fig. 10.11) [52]. Devices in which all conducting

a)

Gold source- drain contacts

Parylene N (Insulating layer)

b)

Gold contacts
to the gate

Rare nanotube network
as source – drain channel

Dense nanotube network
as gate layer
Flexible PE substrate

c)

d)

Fig. 10.11 First example of a transparent, flexible transistor. (a) Schematic of the device. Carbon
NT FILMs form both the conducting channel (rare) and the gate (dense), with evaporated Parylene
N forming the dielectric. (b) Photograph of device. (c) Transmittance through the device in the
optical spectral range. (d) Transfer characteristics of the device before, during, and after being
bent
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Fig. 10.12 Flexible, transparent transistor with SWNTs as the source, drain, gate, and conducting
channel, with an epoxy/PDMS dielectric. (a) SEM image of the boundary between the thick printed
nanotube source and the thin printed nanotube conducting channel. (b) Photograph of the device,
which has a mobility of ∼30 cm2 V−1 s−1 and an on/off ratio of ∼120. The drawback is the large
voltage operation range (±80 V range). (c) Device schematic showing a carbon NT FILM with
metal contacts on a dielectric consisting of 10 nm of epoxy and 5 nm of HfO2 . (d) Transfer curve
of the device shows operating voltage range from –1 to +1 V

components (source and drain contacts, gate, and conducting channel) consisted of
carbon nanotubes were also fabricated recently (Fig. 10.12a,b) [53]. Improvements
made to the gate dielectric have yielded devices with lower operating voltage ranges
(Fig. 10.12c, d) [54]. Further improvements in device performance can be expected
as devices enriched in semiconducting tubes are explored.

10.5.1 Device Characteristics
The device characteristics of NTTFTs have been measured by several groups, and
substantial variation has been seen in devices fabricated using different sources or
having different geometries. The reason for this is that no systematic study, and
thorough comparison with theory, has been made as of today. Just like for CMOS
transistors, different length scales such as the channel length, the screening length,
and the mean free path will determine the detailed behavior of the response to drive
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Fig. 10.13 Transfer characteristics (IVg ) for spin coated NT FILM device. The inset shows the
output characteristics for a similar device. The mobility for this device is ∼1 cm2 V−1 s−1 , and the
ON/OFF ratio is ∼105

voltages. Although some theories have been advanced [55, 56], the measured device
characteristics are typically compared with standard formulas that have proven to be
useful for CMOS architectures [57]. This approach is followed here.
Figure 10.13 summarizes the device characteristics for a typical solutiondeposited NTTFT: The source–drain current (ID ) versus gate voltage (VG ) at constant source–drain voltage (VD ) (transfer characteristics) and the source–drain
current versus source–drain voltage at constant gate voltage (output characteristics)
(inset). At low source–drain voltage (VD < (VG – VT ), the source–drain current
increases linearly with VD (linear regime) and can be approximated by:
ID =

W CG
VD
μ(VG − VT −
)VD
L
2

VD < (VG − VT )

(10.6)

Here, μ is the mobility, L is the channel length, W is the channel width, Cg is the
gate capacitance per unit area (the calculation of the gate capacitance is expanded
on in Section 10.5.2.3), and VT is the threshold voltage. In particular, the mobility
can be calculated in this region from the transconductance (g),
g=(

W CG
∂ ID
μVD
)V =const =
∂ VG D
L

(10.7)
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Equation 10.7 can be used to calculate the “device” mobility and is useful to compare device properties. This device mobility is different than the inherent mobility
of the material itself and includes effects such as contact resistances at the source–
drain electrodes. Using Eq. 10.7, the device mobility for the NTTFT shown in
Fig. 10.13 can be calculated using the device parameters of W = 100 μm, L = 5
μm, VD = 0.5 V, and dielectric thickness of 50 nm of aluminum oxide; this leads to
a calculated mobility on the order of 1 cm2 V−1 s−1 [58].
Notice in Fig. 10.13 (inset) that when the source–drain voltage becomes much
larger than the gate voltage, the device current saturates; the saturation source–drain
current is given by the equation:

ID =

W CG
μ(VG − VT )2
2L

VD > (VG − VT )

(10.8)

The transconductance can again be used to calculate the device mobility in the
saturation region from:

g=μ

CO X W
(VG S − VT )
L

(10.9)

In both the linear and saturation regions, short channel effects can introduce
large error between the device-specific mobility calculated from Eqs. 10.7 and
10.9, and the inherent mobility of the nanotube network. In the linear region, high
contact resistances at the metal-semiconductor contact can cause nonlinearities in
the ID versus VD curve, leading to underestimation of the NT film mobility. For
channel lengths down to 10 μm, the on current scales linearly with the reciprocal of the channel length, indicating that the contact resistance at the source and
drain are much smaller than the channel resistance (inset Fig. 10.12d) [59]. In
the saturation region, when channel lengths are comparable to the dielectric thickness, the ID versus VD curve may not saturate, leading to overestimation of the
NT film mobility. This is not typically a problem for NTTFTs owing to the long
channel lengths required (L > 10 μm) to ensure no metallic nanotubes short the
device.

10.5.2 Device Parameters
There have been major inroads made in improving the key characteristics of an
NTTFT; substantial progress has been made in understanding and improving the
device mobility, ON/OFF ratio, operating voltage range, subthreshold swing, hysteresis, and stability. Each one of these features presents a challenge for NTTFTs,
and much progress has already been made toward solving each.
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10.5.2.1 Mobility
Figure 10.14 indicates a plot of the progress made since 1984 in field effect device
mobility for various organic semiconductors, where incremental improvements have
been made by improving the morphological properties of the devices or by synthesizing new organic molecules. However, the device mobility in organic moleculebased devices has begun to reach its saturation between 1 and 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 , where
the mobility is fundamentally limited by the weak intermolecular forces (mainly Van
der Waals) in organic semiconductors [59, 60]. For comparison, the highest reported
mobility for an NTTFT on plastic (with ON/OFF ratio > 104 ) is ∼1 cm2 V−1 s−1
for a random network and ∼480 cm2 V−1 s−1 for an aligned nanotube network
(see Fig. 10.14) [58, 61]; the latter mobility exceeds the best organic TFT mobilities by two orders of magnitude and is higher than the mobility of polycrystalline
silicon.
It has been shown that the device mobility increases with increasing network
density [50]; a further analysis of this ensues. From Eq. 10.6, and recognizing that
∂ ID
= R −1
D = G D (source–drain conductance), the mobility of an NTTFT in the
∂ VD
linear region is given by the expression:

μ=

GDL
C G W VD

(10.10)

Fig. 10.14 The evolution of the mobility of organic semiconductor TFT devices over the last
two decades. The mobility of carbon NT FILM FETs is indicated by the blue cross, as well as the
current mobility of various forms of silicon. Some application barriers are also indicated on the
right side of the figure
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In Eq. 10.9, both the source–drain conductance and the gate capacitance depend
on the network density. For densities above the percolation threshold, a NT film can
be modeled as a percolating system composed of a random distribution of 1-D sticks
spanning a 2-D surface. Standard percolation theory predicts that, for this system,
the channel conductance (GD ) is given by GD ∼ (N-Nc )1.33 (see Section 10.2.3.1),
where N is the device density (tubes/area) and Nc is the critical density where a
percolating path first forms. This scaling law is precisely accurate only when the
density approaches Nc from above; for densities greater than Nc , the exponent in Eq.
10.10 is density dependent and approaches 1 for films where N >> Nc . However,
experiment has shown that Eq. 10.10 is approximately valid for network densities up
to 10 times Nc [10]. The gate capacitance also depends on the network density. For
low-density networks near the percolation threshold, the gate capacitance is equal
to the product of the capacitance of a single isolated tube and the number of tubes
[62], or CG ∼ N. Putting it together, one expects the mobility of NTTFTs above the
percolation threshold to scale as:

μ∝

(N − NC )1.33
(close to percolation)
N

(10.11)

At higher densities, (N >> Nc ), the gate capacitance saturates; therefore, the
mobility increases linearly with N, even as the network channels become thicker
than one monolayer. Unfortunately, as the network density increases, the ON/OFF
ratio of the NTTFTs decreases exponentially, as the presence of metallic tubes in
the network short the source–drain electrodes.

10.5.2.2 ON/OFF Ratio
Semiconducting SWNT field-effect transistors (FETs) have ON/OFF ratios above
105 [63, 64], while nanotube network-based devices report ON/OFF ratios that vary
from as high as 105 to as low as ∼1 [58, 65]. Typically, ON/OFF ratios approaching
those found in single tube devices are found only in NTTFTs using conducting channels with densities just above the percolation threshold; as the density is increased
above this value, the ON/OFF ratio falls off exponentially. This behavior is due to
the presence of metallic tubes in the source–drain channel, which short the device,
providing a source–drain current pathway when the device is in its “off” state.
Figure 10.15 summarizes the fundamental relationships between device ON/OFF
ratio and mobility; there is a general trend toward lower ON/OFF ratio for devices
with higher mobility (density) [50, 52, 53, 54, 57, 58, 80, 81]. The solid line should
serve as a guide to the eye, separating results obtained from solution-deposited
NTTFTs from results obtained from chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown nanotubes. It is clear that NTTFTs deposited from solution exhibit lower mobilities for
the same ON/OFF ratios, likely due to larger tube bundles in the network or residual
surfactant.
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Fig. 10.15 Plot of the ON/OFF ratio versus mobility for carbon NT FILM devices made by various
groups over the last four years. The diagonal line coarsely separates the solution deposited devices
(open points) from the CVD grown devices (filled points). Notice the general correlation between
higher device mobility and lower ON/OFF ratio

10.5.2.3 Device Capacitance
The capacitance of TFT devices can critically affect device performance, as a higher
device capacitance leads to a lower operating voltage range, which is essential for
practical applications. At high network densities (such that the average tube–tube
spacing, d, is comparable to the dielectric thickness, LOX , see Fig.10.16a), the device
capacitance approaches that of a standard parallel plate capacitor. The capacitance
per unit area (CG ) of two metal plates separated by a distance LOX by a material with
dielectric constant εr is:
CG =

εo εr
(Parallel Plate Capacitance)
LOX

(10.12)

Below this density, the NT film capacitance is more difficult to calculate due
to the non-uniform electric field in the dielectric layer. Detailed calculations of the
network capacitance at low densities indicate that the capacitive coupling of each
tube in the network to the gate is approximately the same as for isolated tubes [62];
with each tube modeled as a metal cylinder of radius (r) embedded in a dielectric
above an infinite conducting plane, the capacitance (CG ) is given by:
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Fig. 10.16 (a) Capacitance of a carbon NT FILM as a function of the density, as obtained by computer modeling and (b) schematic of the system. At low densities, when the average tube spacing
(d) is large compared to the dielectric thickness (LOX ), the capacitance increase is proportional to
the tube density; this behavior saturates at higher densities to a value given by the standard parallel
plate capacitance

CG =

2π εo εr L T N
ln( 2LrO X )

(10.13)

The behavior of the capacitance as a function of density is summarized in
Fig. 10.16b. As the above formulas dictate, there are two major avenues for increasing the capacitance of an NTTFT: use dielectric materials that have higher dielectric
constants or decrease the thickness of the dielectric layer. It has been demonstrated
that using a thin layer of the high-κ gate dielectric Hafnium Oxide (HfO2 ) can lead
to a gate capacitance approaching the 1-D quantum capacitance limit of 4 pFcm−1
[54]. In addition to having a high dielectric constant, an ideal dielectric layer for
NTTFTs must form pinhole free layers upon deposition, to prevent device shorting.
Also, as TFTs push toward roll-to-roll manufacturing processes, a dielectric that
can be printed directly from solution will have to replace more exotic (and costlier)
techniques such as atomic layer deposition. Some companies are already making
significant efforts toward the realization of printable dielectric materials.
10.5.2.4 Operating Voltage
The required voltage range required to switch a TFT device from the off to the on
state is an important device parameter, especially with the continued push toward
low cost, lower power consumption devices. Today’s active matrix devices for TFT
backplanes operate between −20 V and +5 V, and RFID electronics require ∼5 V for
operation. Early NTTFT devices fabricated on silicon are operated between ±10 V,
while devices on flexible substrates required ±100 V [66]. However, improvements
in the gate dielectric have subsequently produced NTTFTs on plastic substrates,
which operate in voltage ranges as low as ±1 V (see Fig. 10.12d) [54].
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10.5.2.5 Threshold Voltage
The threshold voltage is the value of the gate voltage where the TFT device begins
to switch from the off state to the on state; it can be determined by extrapolating
the linear region of the transfer curve to the gate voltage axis. The threshold voltage
in NTTFTs is determined by the doping level of the nanotube conducting channel,
as well as the gate capacitance. It has been found that the magnitude of the threshold voltage can be modified by p- or n-type doping of the NT films with various
molecules or biological species; this has the effect of shifting the transfer curve
toward positive/negative gate voltages for p/n-type dopants [67, 68]. Although this
property of NTTFTs makes them excellent sensors [69], for electronics applications
it is imperative that the threshold voltage be constant over repeated device cycles.
Therefore, NTTFTs may require a protective, or encapsulation, layer to render them
insensitive to the environment. Section 10.5.2.8 will elaborate further on methods
to maintain the device stability.
10.5.2.6 Subthreshold Swing
The subthreshold swing (S) is an important device parameter because it corresponds
to the voltage range required to switch the device between its off and on states. The
subthreshold swing is determined by the inverse ratio of the gate capacitance (Cg )
to the capacitance due to interfacial traps (CIT ):
S=

CI T
kb T
ln 10(1 +
)
e
Cg

(10.14)

The room-temperature limit (CIT <<Cg ) is 60 mV/decade and has been achieved
by single tube devices with high-κ dielectrics [70] or by electrolyte gated devices
[71]. In NTTFT devices, however, S has been reported in a range from 280 to
2,500 mVdec−1 [54]. The reason for the larger subthreshold swing measured in
network devices is not completely understood; one theory is that conduction through
the metallic tubes in the network (which does not modulate with gate voltage) is the
most likely cause for the nonideal behavior of the subthreshold swing in NTTFT
devices. Evidence supporting this can be seen in Fig. 10.17, which shows S decreasing with increasing device ON/OFF ratios (decreasing number of metallic pathways).
10.5.2.7 Hysteresis
One undesirable feature present in NTTFT devices is what is known as hysteresis,
which manifests as a difference in the source–drain current for the increasing and
decreasing gate voltage sweeps. Experiments have shown that the magnitude of the
hysteresis increases as the gate sweep frequency decreases, indicating that slowly
moving species cause the hysteretic behavior. Furthermore, the introduction of an
electrolytic polymer coating to the NTTFT, as well as exposure of the device to a
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Fig. 10.17 Subthreshold Swing of a carbon
NT FILM device as a function of the
ON/OFF ratio. The increase in subthreshold
swing with decreasing ON/OFF ratio
(increasing density) is likely due to the
parasitic effects of the metallic tubes

humid environment, has been shown to increase the device hysteresis [66]. These
results indicate that the main source of device hysteresis is mobile surface ions, possibly associated with a hydration layer on the substrate. This is substantiated by subsequent experiments that show that the inclusion of a hydrophobic, self-assembled
monolayer on the device substrate reduces device hysteresis [72].

10.5.2.8 Device Stability
Carbon nanotubes, due to their unique hollow, 1-D geometry, are extremely sensitive
to changes in their environment. Although this property is ideal for making sensors,
it is a distinct drawback for using this material for TFT applications requiring longterm stability. As discussed in Section 10.5.2.5, NTTFTs exhibit a change in the
device characteristics in the presence of oxidizing or reducing molecules. Exacerbating the problem of stability is the fact that nanotubes are not intrinsically p-type
materials; they behave that way because they are hole-doped by oxygen in the air.
However, the binding energy between an O2 molecule and a SWNT is 0.25 eV [73],
which enables the molecules to readily desorb from the NTTFT surface by applying
heat, ultraviolet radiation, or vacuum [74]. One route toward solving this particular stability issue is to find dopant molecules that have a higher binding energy to
carbon nanotubes. One candidate, tetrafluoro-tetracyanoquinodimethane, has shown
to be stable after 60 hours in vacuum [75]. Another method to increase the device
stability is to coat the NTTFT device with an appropriate encapsulation layer to
passivate the device from the environment.
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10.5.2.9 Doping and Logic Elements
As discussed in Section 10.2.4, NTTFTs behave as a p-type material due to the
accidental doping of the carbon atoms by adsorbed oxygen molecules from the
surrounding air. To make active logic elements, it is imperative to have both p- and
n-type materials. Luckily, certain polymers, when noncovalently bound to nanotube
networks, act as electron donating species; this hybrid nanotube–polymer structure
can act as an n-type material. The most prevalent example of such a polymer is PEI,
which, when spin coated onto a nanotube network, acts as a stable, n-type circuit
element (see Fig. 10.18a). One can combine the p- and n-type nanotube materials to
form simple circuits, the simplest of which is an inverter; this has been demonstrated
for both single tube [63] and network [54] devices. A typical inverter (gain = 8.2)
from a nanotube network device is shown in Fig. 10.18b.

10.5.3 Challenges and the Path Forward
The early results discussed in this chapter indicate that NTTFTs could play a significant role in printed electronics, in particular when high operating speed and
long lifetime are required. Some improvements are necessary, however, before
these devices can pose significant challenges to transistors fabricated using polymer, organic molecule, or amorphous silicon-based conducting channels.
The mobility of the devices already exceeds that of devices with amorphous silicon, conducting polymer, or organic molecule conducting channels. Mobilities surpassing 10 cm2 V−1 s−1 are readily attainable; this represents (together with stability
and environmental robustness) the most significant value proposition of the devices
for printed electronics.
The ON/OFF ratio is currently smaller than what is required for applications both
for displays and RFID tags, two applications that have been identified as having significant potential. This parameter is currently limited by the presence of metallic

Fig. 10.18 (a) Carbon NT FILM transistor before (left) and after (right) doping with the polymer
PEI. (b) Electrical characteristics of an inverter fabricated using both bare (p-type) and PEI doped
(n-type) material
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tubes in the network. Such tubes lead to finite conduction even if a gate voltage
with appropriate polarity removes the contribution Isd coming from the conducting
pathways that consist of semiconducting nanotubes from the conducting channel.
Elimination of the metallic tubes either before the fabrication of the TFTs or after
the fabrication process is, therefore, the main route for enhancing this parameter.
While several groups have made attempts in separating metallic from semiconducting tubes, the only methods that have been demonstrated to lead to a significant
improvement of the ON/OFF ratio is that of density differentiation [76] and selective
gas-phase etching [77]. An improvement of about a factor of 103 clearly indicates
the potential of this route. Chemical routes to eliminate the metallic tubes, such
as treatment with diazonium [78], together with a selective burnout of the metallic
pathways [79], have also been experimented with to partial success.
The operating voltage range of most of the devices fabricated to date exceeds
the range that is required of applications. Display applications require a voltage
range of ∼25 V, while smaller operating voltages of about 5 V are needed for
electronic devices, such as RFID tags. The solution to reducing the operating voltages lies in the dielectric layer. For all other device characteristics the same voltage range is inversely proportional to the device capacitance. Thus, as described
in Section 10.5.2.3, a thin layer, preferably composed of a high dielectric constant
material is required. The dielectric layer cannot be decreased to arbitrary thinness; too thin and “pinholes” in the layer will lead to leakage currents between the
gate and the conducting channel of the nanotube network, especially when using
“rougher” plastic substrates.
The hysteresis observed is due to mobile ions at the interface between the conducting channel and the underlying (dielectric) substrate. This has also been borne
out by experiments where the device characteristics were examined at different driving speeds, and also by changing the humidity, and thus the hydration layer on the
surface of the devices. The conclusions have been confirmed by modeling the influence of the surface ions. Not surprisingly the hysteretic behavior can be largely
removed by self-assembled hydrophobic monolayers and protective encapsulation
by suitable fluoropolymers that prevents the absorption of moisture [64].

10.6 Conclusions
The early progress described in this paper demonstrates that carbon films of carbon
nanotubes have achieved a competitive position in the area of printed electronics.
This derives from several factors. First, the films already meet the performance for
certain applications, and there is reason to believe that further progress will be made
on this front. Second proof-of-concept devices have demonstrated the usefulness for
a variety of applications. Third, room-temperature fabrication avenues – still subject
to perfection – make integration into devices in the plastic/organic technology arena
straightforward. Modification of the tubes so that they have increased performance
as a metallic electrode, or a semiconducting material (needed for the conducting
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channel in NTTFTs) is also advancing at a rapid pace, and methods that lead to
separation of the metallic and semiconducting tubes are also emerging.
It is also expected that applications beyond what is currently pursued will also
emerge, such as electrodes for supercapacitors, printed batteries, and fuel cells. In
these cases, transparency is not an issue, and the attribute that can be exploited is
the high surface area of the tubes, and consequently of the films as well.
Finally, other nanoscale carbon materials will continue to emerge, with graphene
already showing considerable promise.
By considering these advances and opportunities, it is only a question of time
when NT films will find their application in a variety of areas that require flexible,
conductive, and/or transparent coatings, both in a patterned or nonpatterned form.
Acknowledgements We would like to thank Derek Hecht and Liangbing Hu for useful discussions and textual improvements.
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Chapter 11

Physics and Materials Issues of Organic
Photovoltaics
Shawn R. Scully and Michael D. McGehee

11.1 Introduction
Organic materials hold promise for use in photovoltaic (PV) devices because of
their potential to reduce the cost of electricity per kWh ultimately to levels below
that of electricity produced by coal-fired power plants. Deposition of organics by
techniques such as screen printing, doctor blading, inkjet printing, spray deposition,
and thermal evaporation lends itself to incorporation in high-throughput low-cost
roll-to-roll coating systems. These are low-temperature deposition techniques which
allow the organics to be deposited on plastic substrates such that flexible devices
can easily be made. In addition to the inherent economics of high-throughput manufacturing, lightweight and flexibility are qualities claimed to offer a simple way
to reduce the price of PV panels by reducing installation costs. Flexible PVs also
open niche markets like portable power generation and aesthetic-PV in building
design. This chapter reviews the current state-of-the-art in making efficient organic
and hybrid inorganic–organic PV devices. We discuss the basic physics of operation
in a systematic way and also discuss current material limitations and identify areas
that need improvement. Special emphasis is given to materials design and materials
and device characterization. This chapter should serve as a guide to researchers in
the field who plan to develop better material systems and optimize devices to push
organic PV power conversion efficiencies above 10%.

11.2 Basic Operation
The efficient conversion of a photon absorbed by an organic chromophore to an
electron–hole pair extracted and driven through an external circuit involves many
steps. Upon photon absorption a strongly bound electron–hole pair, known as an
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exciton, is formed [1]. The exciton must migrate to an interface where there is a sufficient electrochemical potential drop to drive exciton dissociation into an electron–
hole pair that spans the interface across the donor (material with low electron affinity) and acceptor (material with high electron affinity). This geminate pair is still
coulombically bound [2–6] and consequently must be dissociated. After dissociation, each charge must be transported through the device, avoiding trapping or
bimolecular recombination, to the appropriate contact where the excess potential
energy left over after all the above processes can be used to drive a load in an external circuit.
One of the primary ways to characterize a solar cell is by measuring current as a
function of applied voltage in the dark and under illumination. The figures-of-merit
are the short-circuit current (Jsc ), which is the current at zero bias, the open circuit
voltage (Voc ), defined as the voltage at which the total current is zero, and the fill
factor (FF):
FF =

Pmax
,
Jsc · Voc

where Pmax is the maximum product of current times voltage along the current–
voltage curve and, of course, the total efficiency, which is the percentage of Pmax
relative to the incident power.
Figure 11.1 shows representative I–V curves for the dark and the photocurrent
for an organic solar cell. The total current, Jlight , is the sum of the dark current and
the photocurrent, assuming the principle of superposition which simply implies that
the dark current does not change with illumination and consequently that the dark
current and photocurrent may be added to obtain the total current. In this case, the
Voc is the potential at which the dark current is equal and opposite to the photocurrent. Also shown is the total current for an ideal solar cell in which the photocurrent

Fig. 11.1 Normalized
current density as a function
of voltage is shown for dark
current (solid), light current
(dotted) and photocurrent
(dashed) representative of
many organic solar cells, and
the ideal current (fine dotted)
corresponding to a
voltage-independent
photocurrent
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is independent of voltage, as is the case for many inorganic solar cells. Unlike the
champion inorganic devices, most organic solar cells show a strong voltage dependence of the photocurrent, which can lower the Jsc such that saturation (in this case,
to J = −1.0) requires an extra driving force (i.e., a negative applied bias). The Voc
is also reduced simply because the photocurrent near the Voc is lowered; however,
as seen in Fig. 11.1, the most dramatic effect of a voltage-dependent photocurrent
is a lowering of the FF. This has consequences for the maximum efficiency obtainable using organics. Obtaining higher efficiency organic PVs requires knowledge of
the many factors that can lead to the strong bias-dependent photocurrent often seen
in organics such that novel materials and architectures can be designed to alleviate
these efficiency limiting factors.

11.2.1 Photocurrent
The external quantum efficiency (EQE) is the efficiency of charge pairs extracted
per photons absorbed. A useful way to write the EQE is as a product of factors
corresponding to each of the processes involved in photon-to-electron conversion:
η E Q E = ηabs · ηexhar vest · ηC T · ηG S · ηCC

(11.1)

The last two terms in Eq. (11.1) corresponding to the efficiency of geminate separation (ηGS ) and of charge collection (ηCC ) are the factors that lead to a voltagedependent photocurrent, whereas absorption (ηabs ), exciton harvesting (ηexharvest ),
and charge transfer (ηCT ) are considered to be voltage-independent. The photocurrent produced by a solar cell with incident photon flux, SR(λ), is related to the EQE
through an integral over the spectrum,

J photo (V ) = e ·

η E Q E (λ, V ) · S R (λ) dλ

(11.2)

allλ

The spectrum most relevant for rooftop applications is the AM1.5G solar spectrum
shown as a flux in Fig. 11.2. Integration over all wavelengths gives an incident power
of 1,000 W/m2 .

11.2.2 Dark Current
Dark current is the current that would flow through the device under a bias in the
dark in the opposite direction as the photocurrent. This current can be dominated
by injection from the contacts, transport of the fastest carrier, recombination at the
electrodes, or recombination in the bulk of the device. In inorganic p–n junction
cells, this current is most often written as:
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e (V − Vbi )
Jdar k = Jo exp −
nk B T

(11.3)

where Jo is the reverse saturation current and can be related to the intrinsic carrier
density and their mobilities, Vbi is the built-in potential, and n is the “ideality factor”
which can vary between 1 and 2 depending on whether recombination in the depletion region or minority carrier diffusion to/from junction dominates the current [7].
The dark current–voltage curves of many organic devices can be experimentally fit
by such an equation even though the fundamental device physics are likely different
from that of an inorganic p–n junction. Currently, the efficiencies of most organic
architectures are limited by the low magnitude and voltage dependence of the photocurrent rather than the dominance of the dark current. However, understanding
how to limit the dark current will become increasingly important as problems with
the photocurrent are solved and these devices are made more ideal.

11.3 Organic and Hybrid Solar Cell Architectures
Before discussing the device mechanisms in greater depth, it is worth reviewing
the cell architectures shown in Fig. 11.3. The simplest organic PV architecture is a
single layer material sandwiched between a transparent electrode and a reflecting
metallic electrode. Light absorption, exciton splitting, and electron and hole transport all occur in the same material. These devices typically have quantum efficiencies of <1%, due to poor exciton dissociation because high fields (>106 V/cm), are
necessary to overcome the binding energy. Most of the excitons created naturally
decay rather than dissociate free carriers.
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Fig. 11.3 Architectures of typical organic solar cells. Planar bilayer heterojunction (left), disordered bulk heterojunction (center) and ordered bulk heterojunction (right)

A simple improvement upon this architecture involves adding a second material, either organic or inorganic, which has HOMO and LUMO energy levels offset
relative to the original material shown in Fig. 11.3a. Excitons that migrate to the
heterojunction are dissociated into a geminate charge pair which spans the interface. An additional benefit of using two materials is that the photoresponse of the
device can be made broader by choosing two materials that have absorption spectra
spanning different parts of the solar spectrum. These devices when properly optically engineered have attained quantum efficiencies as high as 60% [8] and power
conversion efficiencies of over 3% [9, 10].
While planar heterojunction devices show vast improvements over single layer
devices, less than half of the incident photons over the absorption spectrum are
absorbed and ultimately converted to free electrons and holes. The primary reason
for this is low exciton harvesting. As we will discuss, excitons typically migrate
distances of only 3–8 nm before decaying [11–16]. Consequently, most excitons
created in the organic films do not arrive at the heterojunction before decaying.
Exciton harvesting was increased through the invention of the bulk heterojunction (Fig. 11.3b), which is an intimately mixed blend of two materials that has a
high internal junction interfacial area. This random blend can be composed of small
domains such that an exciton can easily migrate to a heterojunction before decaying.
In such cases, all excitons can be harvested. In many bulk heterojunctions, improved
exciton harvesting comes at the expense of poor charge collection [17]. The random
nature of the two networks creates highly circuitous pathways that impede transport. Randomness can also increase energetic and positional disorder, which reduces
electronic coupling. In spite of these issues, recent efficiencies have been reported
to be as high as 5% [18–20] and nearly 6% [21] in an optically engineered bulk
heterojunction device.
Looking forward to obtaining even higher efficiencies, however, motivated the
design of the ordered bulk heterojunction [22] in Fig. 11.3c. This architecture
is engineered such that domains are small so that all excitons can be harvested
and ordered direct pathways within each phase would maximize charge collection.
Using an inorganic scaffold to form the nanostructure has the added benefit that the
interface could be modified before subsequent deposition of the primary organic.
This is, to some, the ideal architecture for a bulk heterojunction PV [22, 23].
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Fig. 11.4 Chemical structures of common organic PV materials. CuPc, copper phthalocyanine;
PTCBI, 3,4,9,10-perylenetetracarboxylic bis-benzimidazole; pentacene, C60 , C60 -PCBM, (6,6)phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester; MDMO-PPV, poly(2-methoxy-5-(3 ,7 -dimethyloctyloxy)1,4-phenylene-vinylene); RR-P3HT, regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene); F8BT, [poly(9,9 dioctylfluorene-co-benzothiadiazole)]; PTPTB, poly(N-dodecyl-2,5-bis(2 -thienyl)pyrrole-2,1,3benzothiadiazole); BBL, poly(benzimidazobenzophenanthroline ladder)

11.4 Materials
Figure 11.4 shows the chemical structure of many common organic PV materials
used in organic and hybrid inorganic/organic solar cells.

11.5 Light Absorption
Good light absorption is essential to making a high efficiency solar cell. Organics
are attractive because they can have high absorption coefficients (∼2×105 /cm) near
their absorption maximum, which is synthetically tunable. Figure 11.5 shows the
absorption coefficient versus wavelength for some example materials.
In efficiency calculations, assumptions are often made about the absorption of
the material to predict the maximum current achievable under AM1.5G irradiance.
Figure 11.5 is a collection of representative absorption data. Figure 11.6a shows the
current density found by integrating the solar spectrum below various absorption
onsets.
The maximum current producible from converting all solar photons below
4,000 nm (above ∼0.3 eV) into electrons yields ∼70 mA/cm2 , as shown in the
inset of Fig. 11.6a. Converting all photons below the absorption onset for silicon of
∼1,100 nm gives just over 45 mA/cm2 . The above calculated currents assume 100%
absorption above the onset. Real materials have finite bandwidths and absorption
coefficients. Consequently, it is important to consider the thickness dependence of
the current for a given absorption spectrum.
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Fig. 11.5 Absorption coefficients for typical organic photovoltaic materials

Figure 11.6b shows representative absorption spectra for RR-P3HT and P3HTlike materials. The spectra for the P3HT-like materials are obtained, assuming the
same density of states (DOS) and transition strengths, by shifting the spectrum of
RR-P3HT by −0.5, 0.5, and 1 eV. Figure 11.6c shows that the absorption bandwidth
increases with film thickness for the spectrum, which is redshifted by 0.5 eV relative to RR-P3HT. Also shown are the currents found by integrating the absorption
response with the solar spectrum. This spectrum has an onset at ∼920 nm. This
calculation assumes Beer’s law absorption. As the thickness of the film increases,
the spectrum broadens. It is important to remember that absorption is not complete
when only the peak absorbs 90+% of the light. Ideally, we would engineer devices to
absorb nearly all light above the absorption onset, as is done for efficient inorganic
solar cells. An extension of this calculation is shown in Fig. 11.6a. The top line,
as mentioned, is the maximum current, assuming 100% absorption above the onset.
The curves that fall below this maximum correspond various finite film thicknesses
with P3HT-like absorption spectra. This further shows that for maximum absorption, devices near 500 nm should be made. This also shows that at this thickness
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Fig. 11.6 (a) Integrated current density as a function of wavelength found by integrating the solar
flux (Fig. 11.2) with absorption response for the case of complete absorption above the band edge
as well as for P3HT-like absorption spectra, assuming different film thicknesses. (b) Representative
absorption spectra for RR-P3HT and P3HT-like materials. The P3HT-like spectra are RR-P3HT
spectra shifted in energy. (c) Calculated fraction of light absorbed as a function of film thickness is
shown for a P3HT-like material with band edge shifted by 0.5 eV toward the red. Also shown are
the current densities found when integrating over the solar spectrum for each film thickness. This
effect corresponds to the dotted vertical line in panel (a). (d) Current density as a function of film
thickness for P3HT/PCBM solar cells calculated using a transfer matrix approach and all optical
properties of each material in stack. Also shown is the prediction assuming Beer’s law absorption

one material has a sufficiently broad absorption spectrum to absorb nearly all photons above the band edge.
One aspect of absorption we have ignored in these calculations is the effects
of optical interference and reflection off the substrate. Figure 11.6d compares the
integrated current for a P3HT:PCBM blend as a function of blend layer thickness
found by performing a full optical model, taking into account coherent reflections
and transmissions at each layer interface in the device [16, 24], similar to what was
recently reported [25, 26], to calculations assuming Beer’s law absorption. The optical
properties used in the calculation correspond to solvent annealed films, which show
enhanced absorption [18] in the red relative to films processed from chlorobenzene
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and dried quickly. Optical interference effects give rise to the oscillatory behavior
of the current with blend layer thickness. These effects are strongest for thin films
(<200 nm). In fact, comparing the currents for a 50-nm blend layer thickness, we see
nearly a factor of 2 increase when including interference effects relative to Beer’s
law absorption. We see for films thicker than this the current calculated for the
full optical model remains below that predicted by Beer’s law. This reduction, of
∼1.3 mA/cm2 or ∼8% off the maximum, is primarily due to reflection off the stack.
Future work should eventually involve minimizing this reflection by light trapping,
antireflective coatings, or surface texturing, as is currently done for silicon [27].
Besides increasing thicknesses to maximize absorption, designing materials with
low bandgaps to more effectively cover the solar spectrum is an obvious route to
increase efficiencies by increasing the maximum possible photocurrent as shown in
Fig. 11.6a. Numerous excellent reviews on the design and synthesis of low bandgap
organic materials exist [28, 29] and absorption onsets as low as 1,000 nm have
been reported recently [30–33]. Three synthetic approaches are commonly used to
make low bandgap materials: extending the conjugation, minimizing bond-length
alternation, and the push–pull approach.
The first of these methods for lowering bandgaps involves designing molecules
with larger extended pi systems. Anthony et al. has worked with the acene family
and stabilized derivatives of hexacene and heptacene driving the absorption onset
up to 900 nm (1.38 eV) [30]. Calculations show that infinite polyacene chains could
have an absorption onset above 3,500 nm and some have predicted this to be a
potential candidate for a zero gap material [29]. While intuitive, this approach tends
to be synthetically challenging because the molecules become insoluble due to the
reduction in configurational entropy in the system.
In some cases, extending the conjugation is not possible because of bond-length
alternation or breaks in conjugation due to twisting. Consequently, many materials
have bandgaps that saturate with molecular size at or above 2 eV [34]. This brings up
the second route to achieve lower bandgap materials, that is to minimize bond alternation. This is sometimes described as making the ground state have more “quinoid
character” [29]. Bond-length alternation opens the bandgap of most materials just
as it makes intrinsic polyacetylene a semiconductor rather than a metal [35].
The third option to achieve low bandgap materials involves introducing alternating electron-rich and electron-poor units onto the conjugated backbone in the
push–pull or donor–acceptor approach.
Figure 11.7 shows how resonance interactions between the units create a composite gap that arises primarily from the HOMO of the electron-rich block and
the LUMO of the electron-poor block. This has been hugely successful in tuning
bandgaps due to the ease of synthesis [31, 32, 36–38]. Unfortunately, many of these
materials suffer from poor charge carrier mobilities [33, 36] or large-scale phase
separation [32] when used in polymer/PCBM devices. Further research is needed to
probe if low mobilities are intrinsic to the push–pull design.
As a last note of caution, one should remember that the shape of the absorption spectrum is not the only important aspect of a prospective material, absolute absorption coefficients are equally important. Since optical transitions occur
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Fig. 11.7 Schematic
showing the formation of a
small optical gap as a
resonance between donor and
acceptor energy levels

between donor and acceptor units in the push–pull systems, it is not hard to imagine
that the weaker the coupling between donor and acceptor, the weaker the absorption.
Low absorption coefficients demand even more stringent requirements for exciton
harvesting, geminate separation, and charge extraction because films must be made
thicker to absorb all the photons. Future work will most certainly involve developing new low bandgap materials with high absorption coefficients (∼2×105 /cm) and
moderately high (>10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 ) mobilities.

11.6 Exciton Harvesting
The absorption of a photon creates a bound singlet exciton which must migrate to
a donor–acceptor interface, where the exciton may be dissociated into a geminate
charge pair. Consequently, exciton migration and harvesting are enormously important for obtaining high quantum efficiencies since the necessary domain sizes are
set by the distance excitons can migrate. In planar architectures, exciton harvesting
is the primary limiting factor for obtaining high quantum efficiencies since exciton harvesting can only be efficient for film thicknesses less than the value of the
diffusion length. Bulk heterojunction cells attempt to overcome this by intimately
blending two materials such that the excitons need to migrate minimally to reach a
heterointerface. In spite of this, there are numerous examples where the domain size
is still too large to efficiently harvest all excitons [39–43]. Hence, understanding the
limiting factors for exciton migration is immensely important. In this section, we
present background theory and experiment to explain what factors limit the distance
excitons migrate in relevant PV materials, methods to measure exciton migration
and harvesting, and finally some example strategies to overcome small diffusion
lengths.
Singlet excitons can migrate via coulomb coupling (Förster transfer in the pointdipole approximation [44–46]) or by electron exchange [47]. For longer range
hops, dipole–dipole coupling dominates since this coupling decreases as 1/r6 ,
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whereas exchange decreases exponentially with distance and multipole coupling
also decreases quickly with distance. On the other hand, short-range nearestneighbor hops can involve both exchange and coulomb coupling. The figure-ofmerit most often quoted for exciton migration is the exciton diffusion length. This is
often written as:
LD =

√

D·τ

(11.4)

However, we will show that in most relevant organic materials, singlet exciton
migration is not a true random walk and consequently Eq. (11.4) is technically
invalid. The deviation from random-walk theory is due to the fact that exciton migration is greatly influenced by disorder which effectively leads to a time-dependent
diffusion coefficient [48]. In spite of this complication, it is useful to first consider
how large the exciton diffusion length could be in the absence of energetic and positional disorder and use this foundation to discuss the relevant limiting factors for
exciton migration.
In Eq. (11.4), D is the exciton diffusivity and τ is the natural lifetime of the exciton. From random-walk theory the diffusivity can be written in terms of a hopping
rate, Γ, hopping distance, a, and dimensionality, d, as:
D=

Γ · a2
2·d

(11.5)

As a lower bound for the diffusion length, we can assume the hopping rate is equivalent to the rate of Förster transfer between nearest neighbor chromophores in the
point-dipole approximation. Förster theory [44] predicts that the rate of exciton
transfer between two chromophores separated by a distance, a, with natural lifetime, τ , is
Γ=

1
τ



Ro
a

6
(11.6)

The Förster radius, Ro , is the characteristic distance for transfer. Substituting Eqs.
(11.5) and (11.6) into Eq. (11.4) gives
LD =

R3
√o
a2 2 · d

(11.7)

Note that the lifetime has dropped out and the diffusion length is determined by
the hopping distance, the dimensionality of migration, and the Förster radius, which
is simple to calculate from spectroscopic properties. As an example, we can take
zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc). The Förster radius is primarily determined by the photoluminescence quantum efficiency of the chromophores and the overlap between
absorption and emission spectra.

Fig. 11.8 Normalized
absorption and emission
spectra of ZnPc. The
molecular structure is shown
in the inset
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Figure 11.8 shows this overlap for ZnPc in solution [49]. Assuming randomly
oriented transition dipoles, using a refractive index of 2 and the measured emission efficiency of 30% [50], we calculate a Förster radius of 5.5 nm. The molecular
density of most phthalocyanines is near 1.7×1021 cm−3 [51], which corresponds
to an average intermolecular separation of 0.84 nm. Using these numbers yields a
predicted exciton diffusion length of 97–168 nm. We emphasize that this should
be a lower bound for the diffusion length as higher hopping rates would result by
including exchange coupling. It is also the case that singlet transfer by coulomb
coupling deviates from the point-dipole description for exciton hops in close proximity due to the molecular shape, nonzero size of the molecule, and contributions
from higher multipole coupling [52, 53]. These deviations would generally predict
an increased hopping rate relative to what we assumed above. Finally, correlation
of the orientation of the molecular transition dipole moments should also increase
transfer rates. Experiments on phthalocyanines, however, report diffusion lengths of
only 10–30 nm [16, 54, 55], nearly an order of magnitude less than predicted.

11.6.1 Effects of Disorder
As mentioned earlier, the answer to this discrepancy between the values of predicted
(based on random walk theory) and measured diffusion lengths likely involves a
number of factors – the most important is that exciton migration is not a true random walk but in fact is dominated by downhill migration to low-energy sites where
subsequent trapping occurs [56]. In many materials, energetic and positional disorder reduce the distance excitons can migrate during their natural lifetime to <10 nm
[11, 12, 16]. Figure 11.9 schematically shows the energetic landscape both for the
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Fig. 11.9 Schematic representing the energetic landscape for a highly ordered material (top) and
a realistic material with disorder (bottom). The exciton DOS is shown for each case. In the ordered
material, all hopping rates are equivalent which leads to a random walk of the exciton. In the
disordered material, downhill hops are favored which lead to a funneling of excitons to low energy
sites that act as traps. Also shown is the possibility of an efficient quenching mechanism due to
impurities or defects, shown as the vertical arrow

case that there is minimal disorder, leading to a true random walk, and for a realistic
case with a large degree of disorder.
This figure shows a 1-D representation of the exciton levels, corresponding to
each of the chromophores, as a function of position in a thin-film solid. The corresponding schematic of the exciton DOS is shown to the left of each energetic
landscape. The top panel shows the case corresponding to a true random walk. The
energy levels are practically the same for all chromophores and therefore the associated DOS is narrow. Consequently, the rate of exciton hopping is the same between
any two chromophores. This is in great contrast to a more realistic energy landscape
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 11.9. In this case, there is a large degree of disorder and downhill exciton hopping in energy will be much faster than uphill energy
transfer. In this way, excitons funnel toward local energetic minima in the film. A
typical migration pathway is shown schematically by the series of arrows leading
from the representative exciton to a low-energy site labeled as a trap. Once the exciton arrives at a site whose nearest neighbor chromophores are all significantly higher
in energy, the exciton becomes trapped for the remainder of its lifetime. Significant
evidence supports this description, most notably time-resolved photoluminescence
measurements [12, 57]. Figure 11.10 shows time-resolved photoluminescence spectra for a polythiophene derivative.
The peak of the luminescence spectrum is near 2.1 eV at early times and progressively redshifts until it stabilizes below 2.0 eV after 50 ps. This phenomena is
known as spectral diffusion and indicates that the average exciton has lost about
0.1 eV during its lifetime. Both thermalization of the exciton via internal conversion
and electronic and structural relaxation associated with the Franck–Condon shift
typically occur on a subpicosecond timescale [1, 58], which supports the idea that

Fig. 11.10 PEOPT
luminescence spectra as a
function of time following an
ultrafast excitation pulse.
The spectra redshift with
time which indicates exciton
migration to low energy sites
in the film. APS Copyright
2000. http://link.aps.org/
abstract/PRB/v61/p12957
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the longer timescale (picosecond to nanosecond) relaxation seen above must be due
to exciton migration to lower energy sites [59].
Another enlightening experiment is to compare time-resolved luminescence
spectra of pristine organic films to steady-state luminescence spectra of organic
films which include amounts of an electron accepting quenching molecule [57].
Figure 11.11 shows the shift of the luminescence maximum as a function of time (in
open circles) for a PPV derivative that has been excited by an ultrafast laser pulse
[57]. As expected, the maximum progressively redshifts with time due to exciton
migration as mentioned. Also shown are the values of the maxima of the steadystate spectra (filled circles) for each of the organic films that have been blended with
a high electron affinity molecule which quenches the exciton by charge transfer. As
the volume percentage of quenching molecules increases, the luminescence spectra
of the organic film progressively blueshifts. At high quenching molecule volume
percentages, the steady-state spectrum of the film resembles the time-resolved spectrum at early times (<1 ps). This is because most excitons are quenched quickly
so the observed PL at steady state only comes from excitons that have decayed at
early times (<1 ps). This is in contrast to the PL of films with small volume percentages of the quencher. In this case, the steady-state spectrum is identical to the
time-resolved spectrum at long times. This demonstrates that the quenchers intercept the excitons on their migration pathways toward the low energy sites in the
film. Higher quencher concentrations quench excitons faster such that the excitons
do not have time to migrate to the tail of the DOS. The data in Fig. 11.11 were comprehensively fit to extract the amount of energetic disorder and it was found that a
Gaussian with width 0.125 eV described the data well [57].
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Fig. 11.11 Maxima (in energy) of the luminescence spectrum of a PPV derivative as a function
of time following an ultrafast excitation. Also shown are the luminescence maxima of steady state
spectra for various concentrations of a high electron affinity quenching molecule randomly blended
in the PPV derivative, which demonstrates that the quenching molecules intercept excitons on their
migration paths to low energy sites. The dotted curve was generated from a microscopic Monte
Carlo model of exciton migration and quenching in an inhomogeneously broadened DOS with
width 0.125 eV [57]. Copyright [2002], American Institute of Physics
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We can now understand how energetic disorder affects the rate of exciton hopping and how a time-dependent diffusivity arises. The experiments suggest a picture
like that in Fig. 11.12 where we show representative photoluminescence spectra for
early, mid, and late times following absorption by an ultrafast pulse as well as the
average absorption spectrum of all chromophores. At early times, there is strong
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overlap between absorption and emission spectra, which gives rise to strong coupling and consequently fast exciton hopping. At mid times, the exciton population
has migrated to lower energy sites with reduced density. Accordingly, the overlap
between emission and absorption has lessened and exciton hopping has slowed.
After long times, the exciton population has migrated to the tail of the exciton DOS,
which gives rise to extremely weak overlap and slow hopping. At these times, the
excitons are trapped because the hopping rate becomes long compared to the natural
lifetime (∼1 ns). This simple model explains how the inherent disorder in polycrystalline and amorphous films is primarily responsibly for a time-dependent exciton
diffusivity and is the major reason excitons migrate much shorter distances during
their lifetime than one would predict from basic random walk theory.

11.6.2 Extrinsic Defects
There are other factors that can limit exciton migration lengths. For example, reports
exist on the effect of extrinsic quenching sites which effectively reduce the lifetime
of the exciton [60–63]. This effect is represented in Fig. 11.8 schematically as the
vertical arrow in the lower panel. This mainly affects exciton migration by reducing
the average lifetime of the exciton in the same way as the quenching molecules
described in Fig. 11.11. An exciton can arrive at a site where deactivation, by charge
transfer for example, is fast compared to exciton hopping. O2 incorporation in films
of C60 and metal-free phthalocyanine have been shown to act as efficient quenching
centers [61, 63]. If O2 or other chemical impurities create the defect, purification is
crucial to obtaining materials with high diffusion lengths. In polymers, the carbonyl
defect, commonly formed in PPV derivatives upon exposure to oxygen, acts as an
efficient quencher as well [60].
More recently, exciton migration was studied in three different PPV derivatives
with various degrees of energetic disorder [13], as determined by charge transport
measurements. The measured exciton diffusivity varied by a factor of 10 between
the derivatives which correlated well with the degree of disorder seen through charge
transport measurements. As expected, exciton migration was faster in the materials
with a lower degree of disorder. However, the materials with faster diffusion also had
shorter lifetimes. Consequently, the three materials, while having different diffusivities and lifetimes, all had practically the same diffusion length [13]. Unfortunately,
increasing the diffusivity simply resulted in faster diffusion to quenching centers in
the film.

11.6.3 Measuring Exciton Harvesting
As emphasized, Eq. (11.4) is technically invalid due to the fact that the diffusivity is
time-dependent because of energetic disorder. In spite of this deviation, steady-state
experiments are still remarkably well fit by a model assuming a random walk and an
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empirical effective diffusion length (hereafter referred to as “diffusion length”) [11,
12, 16, 64]. Consequently, the length extracted from common experiments does represent a characteristic distance excitons migrate, but one should always remember
the underlying microscopic physics are quite different from a true random walk in
spite of what the name “exciton diffusion length” implies. With that said, knowing
the value of this length is invaluable for considering device design and so we should
discuss what the diffusion length empirically corresponds to and how to measure it.
For large thickness (tfilm >>LD ) films, the diffusion length is the perpendicular
distance an exciton will diffuse with probability equal to 1/e. Usually, more relevant
for solar cells is the case that the film thickness is equal to the diffusion length.
In this case, assuming uniform generation of excitons and perfect reflecting and
quenching boundaries on either side of the organic film, approximately three-fourth
of all excitons created in the film will be harvested [11].
For the accurate determination of the diffusion length, steady-state or timeresolved photoluminescence quenching studies are often used [11, 12, 16, 65, 66].
In a planar geometry, the films of the organic of interest are deposited to form a
heterojunction with a material with staggered energy levels to drive exciton dissociation at the interface. To prevent overestimation of the diffusion length, the other
material in the heterojunction must be chosen such that only electron transfer rather
than energy transfer will occur [11]. Wide bandgap materials such as TiO2 or ZnO
are ideal quencher materials. Photoluminescence measurements are then performed
on the organic materials in the heterojunction as well as neat layers on glass or
quartz substrates for a variety of organic film thicknesses. Figure 11.13 shows the
results of a typical experiment for MDMO-PPV when using titania as a quenching
substrate [11].
The luminescence of the organic films on nonquenching substrates increases linearly with thickness for thin films (where the light is negligibly attenuated due to

Fig. 11.13 Integrated
photoluminescence as a
function of MDMO-PPV
thickness on glass (squares)
and titania (circles). The
luminescence is reduced on
titania where excitons can
migrate and dissociate at the
heterointerface. The solid
lines were produced
simulating exciton migration
and harvesting assuming a
6 nm exciton diffusion
length. Reprinted with
permission from [11].
Copyright [2006], American
Institute of Physics
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absorption by the film) and relative to this the luminescence of the organic on the
quenching substrate is reduced. The reduction in luminescence on the quenching
substrates is due to exciton migration and subsequent charge transfer at the quenching interface. By solving the continuity equation for exciton migration with appropriate boundary conditions, one can fit experimental data and extract a diffusion
length:
∂ 2n
n
∂n
= D 2 − + G(x)
∂t
∂x
τ

(11.8)

The first term on the right corresponds to exciton diffusion, the second to natural
decay, and the third to exciton photogeneration. Assuming the heterojunction is a
perfect exciton splitter and the organic/gas and organic/glass interfaces are perfect
exciton reflectors, one finds by solving Eq. (11.8) at steady state:
PLnonquench (d) = γ Io d

(11.9)


 
d
PLquench (d) = γ Io d − Ld tanh
Ld

(11.10)

where Io is the incident flux, d is the film thickness, and γ is a multiplicative
constant. To obtain accurate measurements, one must ensure a well-defined heterojunction exists with no interdiffusion [66] and low roughnesses of all interfaces,
accurately model and understand dominating interference effects in these experiments, and finally ensure excitons can only be harvested by migration and subsequent electron transfer and not by other means such as energy transfer. Following
these guidelines, we have measured a diffusion length for MDMO-PPV and MEHPPV of 6±1 nm [11]. We emphasize the importance of interference effects. To properly measure the diffusion length in these materials, we used thin (<5 nm) TiO2
films. If thick films (>30 nm) were used, models incorporating diffusion lengths
of 15–20 nm could fit the data because interference effects can lead to dramatic
changes in the optical structures tested [11].
Performing the above quenching experiment in a time-resolved fashion and
tracking the exciton lifetime instead of the integrated steady state, PL intensity
has the advantage of insensitivity to optical interference effects and can be used
to decouple the diffusivity, D, and the lifetime, τ , for a more complete picture of
migration [67]. Exciton–exciton annihilation measurements can also be performed
and have the benefit that only a single sample needs to be used [14, 15, 47]. However, uncertainty in the annihilation radius can make the results difficult to interpret.
In spite of this concern, fair agreement exists between techniques. Finally, exciton
diffusion lengths can also be extracted by accurately modeling the thickness dependence of the quantum efficiency in planar heterojunction cells by incorporating optical interference effects if the charge collection efficiency can be made perfect (e.g.,
by applying a reverse bias if necessary) [8, 16, 24].
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In bulk heterojunction cells, a simple litmus test to determine the exciton harvesting efficiency is to compare luminescence, normalized by absorption, of a
donor–acceptor blend to that of a neat organic film [68–71]. The fraction of luminescence quenched directly gives an upper bound for the quantum efficiency. While
an extremely simple test, care must still be taken as optical interference effects,
scattering, and changes in morphology can invalidate this measurement.

11.6.4 Approaches to Overcome Small Diffusion Lengths
We have already discussed bulk heterojunction cells which were originally designed
for the specific purpose of harvesting more excitons. For example, PCBM blended
with the polymer, MDMO-PPV, quenches (>95%) the luminescence of the polymer
at only 1% PCBM loading. At 50% PCBM loading, the photoinduced absorption
signature of radical anions which are formed after charge transfer in the polymer
form in under 50 femtoseconds [72]. Such fast kinetics imply the exciton must
already be formed adjacent to one or more PCBM molecules. In this case, minimal migration, if any, is necessary for efficient exciton harvesting. Another extreme
example where exciton harvesting is near perfect is the dye-sensitized solar cell
[73]. In this architecture, the exciton is created in a Ru-dye which is anchored to
the electron acceptor titania. Consequently, the excitons are all created right next
to the titania. This is surely the reason why ultrafast electron transfer from the dye
to titania has also been observed in this system [74].
While some bulk heterojunction systems have high exciton harvesting efficiencies, others have domains too large for efficient exciton harvesting. As mentioned
earlier, disordered heterojunctions can have other problems such as poor charge
transport. It is therefore often believed that a more ordered structure is better. In
both planar heterojunctions and current ordered bulk heterojunctions, exciton harvesting is far from perfect. Two major approaches have been used to increase exciton
harvesting.
The first approach is to employ triplets by choosing materials with high intersystem crossing rates. Triplet excitons are long lived (∼100 ns–1 ms) relative to
singlet excitons (0.1–10 ns). Consequently, they have more time to migrate and
detrap if stuck at low energy sites. A diffusion length of 40 nm was reported for C60
and attributed to the formation of triplets [16]. Others have used metal-centered
complexes to ensure high intersystem crossing rates due to spin–orbit coupling.
Enhanced harvesting efficiencies were reported when using the common phosphorescent OLED material PtOEP and a diffusion length near 20 nm was qualitatively
extracted [75]. More recently, a novel white light OLED architecture was designed
and utilizes long-range triplet migration [76]. Also of interest is the technique used
to measure the triplet diffusion length of materials incorporated in the OLED [77].
Since these triplet excitons (like many) were nonemissive, a phosphorescent antenna
was incorporated that accepts excitons and phosphoresces upon exciton capture. In
this way, the same thickness dependence study as described above can be performed,
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Fig. 11.14 Fraction of
excitons photogenerated in
DOW Red film on a thin film
of the energy acceptor
PTPTB as a function of
DOW Red film thickness.
The inset shows the overlap
between emission of DOW
Red and absorption of
PTPTB. The solid line
corresponds to an effective
diffusion length of 27 nm

1.0

1.0
Abs/PL (norm.)

Fraction Excitons Harvested

but the time-resolved phosphorescence of the antenna layer is monitored as a function of the triplet material thickness rather than tracking the luminescence of the
triplet material itself.
While employing triplet diffusion can enhance exciton harvesting, this can come
at the expense of a loss in energy when converting the singlet to triplet. The singlet–
triplet splitting of energy levels, due to electron exchange, is often 0.5–0.8 eV [78].
This loss reduces the maximum voltage obtainable using these materials. C60 has
been reported to have an exchange loss of only 0.15 eV [79, 80]. An extremely novel
approach would be to use exciton fission of the singlet exciton to two triplet excitons
[81]. Using this scheme, the exchange energy would not be lost and would instead
be stored in a second exciton. Only if the exchange energy can be minimized (as in
C60 ) or utilized (through exciton fission for example) will it be practical to utilize
triplets to achieve high efficiencies.
A novel approach our group has been pursuing is to use hetero-energy transfer
to enhance exciton harvesting [82, 83]. By incorporating a thin highly absorbing
layer which has an absorption spectrum overlapping the emission spectrum of the
donor material at the heterojunction, singlet excitons can be harvested over 30 nm
away. Figure 11.14 shows exciton harvesting measurements for our model system
of DOW Red (as energy donor) and PTPTB (as energy acceptor).
The inset shows the strong overlap in emission and absorption spectra necessary
for efficient energy transfer. This high exciton harvesting at very large distances
is due to the increased dimensionality of the system. The rate of energy transfer
goes as 1/x3 [84, 85] instead of 1/r6 [44] because the total rate of energy transfer is
determined by the sum of all excited chromophore–acceptor pairs. Here, x is chosen
to emphasize that the distance is the perpendicular one from the exciton (excited
donor) to acceptor sheet rather than a radial distance, r, as it is between two point
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dipoles. This approach looks extremely promising due to the effectiveness in longrange exciton harvesting and straightforward design criteria for materials choice.
With this said, abundant opportunities exist to increase exciton harvesting by
controlling the nanomorphology of bulk heterojunctions, through the design of better ordered bulk heterojunction architectures, by employing triplet materials with
small exchange losses, using resonant energy transfer, or by designing materials
with higher intrinsic diffusion lengths. For the latter, reducing energetic disorder,
minimizing relaxation processes by choosing stiff materials, and using syntheses
and materials processing which minimize contaminants that are responsible for
forming quenching centers are all necessary to obtain high diffusion lengths and
consequently high quantum efficiencies.

11.7 Exciton Dissociation
Following exciton migration, exciton splitting must occur to obtain extractable electrons and holes. Paramount to this discussion is the issue of the exciton binding
energy. While formerly controversial, there appears to be a consensus that absorption of a photon creates a bound exciton in most organic materials [86–89]. Reports
of the binding energy have ranged between 0.3 and 1.4 eV depending on the material [88–90]. This binding energy is often associated with the attractive coulombic
energy between the photoexcited electron and hole. As an example, two opposite
point charges separated 1.2 nm in a medium of dielectric constant ε ∼ 4 corresponds
to a coulombic binding energy of 0.3 eV, whereas a separation of 5 Angstroms corresponds to a binding energy of 0.72 eV. More precise calculations involving discrete
partial charges have shown these qualitative predictions to be close to reality [89].
Comparison of photoelectron spectroscopy, which gives the energy levels associated with the positively and negatively charged molecules, with the optical spectra
offers a way to measure this energy difference. UPS and IPES have been employed
to identify the energy levels associated with the free hole and electron, respectively.
The gap between these levels is the so-called transport gap. Similar measurements
of the transport gap can be performed using scanning tunneling microscopy [89]
as well as cyclic voltametry. Comparison between this gap and the optical bandgap
always shows the optical gap to be smaller.
This is easily understood by recognizing that the exciton is composed of an
electron coulombically attracted to a hole and hence stabilized relative to the case
involving the free, separated (infinitely apart), pair. Simply subtracting the optical
gap from the transport gap gives the binding energy.
The exciton binding energy is often associated with the energy drop necessary
at a donor–acceptor interface to split the exciton. We note a few discrepancies with
this interpretation. The first, as will be discussed in greater detail in the following section, is that after splitting the exciton, the geminate charge pair is often still
strongly bound due to the close proximity of the charges to each other. In other
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Fig. 11.15 Schematic
showing optical and
transport gaps

words, splitting the exciton does not create free charges. Usually, the coulomb binding energy is reduced by charge transfer, but it is by no means zero. Consequently, a
field or other electrochemical potential bias is necessary to free these bound charges.
However, using a simple conservation of energy argument, it does appear to be
the case that, as defined, the exciton binding energy represents the energy necessarily lost between photon absorption and charge extraction. We note, however,
that there are additional losses due to the structural relaxation associated with the
Franck–Condon shift and from exciton migration to low energy sites in the film
as described in the previous section. In some materials systems, each of these loss
mechanisms can easily account for 0.1 eV energy loss. The losses associated with
exciton relaxation which corresponds to the difference in energy between absorption
and emission spectra certainly impose restrictions on the energy levels necessary for
exciton splitting.
Disorder in the energy levels at the interface has also been shown to greatly
influence electron transfer rates [91]. Marcus nonadiabatic electron transfer theory
also gives guidelines for the driving force necessary for fast electron transfer. In this
case, the driving force which maximizes the rate of electron transfer is that which
equals the reorganization energy of the system.
While the exact value of the energy offset necessary for exciton splitting still
needs further investigation, luminescence quenching and photoinduced absorption
can be a good way to determine whether exciton splitting is occurring. If one can
ensure intimate random mixing, then simply correlating luminescence quenching
and formation of radical-ion photoinduced absorption as a function of energy offset
should offer a straightforward means to “observe” exciton splitting. Unfortunately
this can be complicated by exciton diffusion limitations. However, numerous measurements suggest charge transfer can occur with a drop in some systems of only
0.2–0.5 eV [92]. Key to future studies which probe this important question will
be to develop higher resolution energy level measurements. Currently, both cyclic
voltammetry and photoelectron spectroscopy have errors of ±0.3 eV.
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11.8 Dissociating Geminate Pairs
While early in the field it was thought that charges were free immediately following
exciton splitting, a large consensus has grown that this is not the case. Immediately
following exciton splitting, a geminate charge pair spans the donor–acceptor interface and is separated by ∼1–3 nm [2–4, 6]. This necessarily implies the charge pairs
are strongly coulombically bound due to the low dielectric constants of the materials
and the small extent of the electronic wavefunctions associated with these charges.
For efficient PV operation, these charge pairs must be separated efficiently.
The charge transfer process at a donor–acceptor heterojunction has been
explained to be analogous to the autoionization and subsequent thermalization processes of “hot excitons” in molecular crystals [1, 3]. Upon charge transfer, the excess
energy of the transferred charge due to the band offsets is lost in discrete scattering events, which convert electrochemical potential energy of the charges into local
molecular vibrational energy. The charges thermalize through these events and come
to rest some distance away from the interface and from each other. This characteristic distance, known as the thermalization radius, then determines the coulomb
binding energy of the geminate pair via the coulomb potential:

E gp =

e
1
4π εo · εr rth

(11.11)

Geminate recombination has come to be viewed as one of the major loss mechanisms in organic PVs. In the “single photon regime” (i.e., at low light intensity),
separation of geminate pairs will be the dominant process that determines the shape
of the photocurrent versus the voltage curve. In this regime at low light intensity
bimolecular recombination and space charge can be made inconsequential. The
quantum efficiency is therefore only limited by the separation of the geminate pair,
assuming efficient photon and exciton harvesting. FF in small molecule heterojunctions and polymer/PCBM cells have been shown to be limited by geminate separation [3, 4]. Normalized photocurrent versus applied field directly measures the
probability of separation versus field.
Onsager-type models of separation have been invoked to explain the probability of separating the geminate pairs that span a donor–acceptor interface following
exciton dissociation [2–4, 6]. General to all models is that the charges are coulombically attracted to each other and, through stochastic motion, undergo a biased
random walk. Field, mobility, disorder, dielectric constant, binding energy, backtransfer time, and geometry are all important factors that influence the likelihood
of pair separation. To first order, separation occurs when the carriers are outside of
their Onsager radius:

ro =

1
e
4π εo ε k B T

(11.12)
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which is the separation distance at which the coulomb binding energy of the pair
becomes approximately equal to the thermal energy, that is ∼kB T.
Geminate separation in polymer/PCBM devices has been modeled using an average continuum model that reproduces the field and temperature dependence of this
particular device [4]. Key to the model is that a distribution of thermalization distances and consequently a distribution of binding energies, due to inherent disorder
in these systems, are necessary to explain the observed current–voltage characteristics. Spatially averaged mobilities and dielectric constant are used and a backtransfer time, corresponding to the rate of recombination when the electron and
hole reside on neighboring molecules, must be assumed.
This last point is more delicate than it might be assumed at first since most
recombination measurements (transient photovoltage or transient photoinduced
absorption) involve measuring the full kinetics of the recombination process (biased
random walk plus back transfer) rather than only the interfacial back-transfer time.
Molecular dyads in solution have been studied and their back-transfer kinetics can
serve as useful guides; however, there are potential large differences between these
dynamics in solution and in the solid state [52, 93–97].
Monte Carlo simulations have also been used to predict the charge separation
dynamics on the microscopic scale [3, 6]. The models only assume average dielectric properties and all other parameters are treated microscopically. Geometry is an
important parameter in these dynamics as the electrons and holes are energetically
confined to their own phase such that a donor–acceptor interface increases the likelihood of charge pair separation [3]. Asymmetry in the dynamics of charge hopping
has also been suggested to lead to high separation efficiencies because the likelihood
of the electron and hole meeting on neighboring sites is reduced [3].
Common to all three reported models is that the ratio of charge carrier hopping rate to back-transfer rate is an important parameter since this determines
the probability of survival when the carriers arrive on adjacent molecules. For
example, a mobility of 10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 corresponds to a hopping rate of about
5 hops/ns assuming the Einstein relation, 3-D diffusion, and a hopping distance of
5 Angstroms. Each hop takes ∼200 ps. If the back-transfer time were also 200 ps,
each time a geminate pair sits next to each other they would have about a 50%
probability of recombining and a 50% probability of hopping away from each other.
Were the back-transfer time instead 2 ns, the probability of recombination would be
reduced to 10%. Some fullerene–porphyrin dyads have shown back-transfer times
as long as 200 μs [98]. If this were representative of back transfer in a bulk heterojunction, the likelihood of recombination would be extremely reduced. The longer
the back-transfer time is, the more chances the geminate pairs will have to climb out
of their coulomb potential wells.
Another crucial but poorly understood parameter which influences geminate separation is the thermalization distance as this determines the pair’s binding energy.
It has been suggested that the thermalization distance should be related to the band
offset and ultimately to the excess energy between relaxed excitons and relaxed
geminate charge pairs however no thorough study exists that probes this hypothesis
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[3]. The excess electrochemical potential energy is partially converted to help the
geminate pairs climb out of their mutual coulomb potential wells. It is unknown how
efficient this conversion is; however, evidence suggests that it is likely inefficient
because exciton splitting across heterojunctions with band offsets near 1 eV still
produce geminate pairs with binding energies of 0.2–0.3 eV rather than free carriers
[3, 4, 6, 99]. This implies that much of the excess potential energy is lost to heat in
the form of molecular vibrations.
One of the most recent studies probing these physics reported on the dynamics of transient photoconductivity and transient photoinduced absorption for blends
of MDMO-PPV/PCBM and methyl-substituted ladder-type poly(p-phenylene)
(MeLPPP)/PCBM [100]. MeLPPP is more rigid and is energetically more ordered
than MDMO-PPV. MeLPPP also has a high bandgap relative to MDMO-PPV and
consequently a larger energy offset at the polymer/PCBM interface. It was reported
that the geminate pairs in the MDMO-PPV/PCBM blend have a higher probability of separating than in MeLPPP/PCBM blends and this was attributed to a larger
thermalization radius and lower binding energy of the geminate pairs in the MDMOPPV blend compared to the MeLPPP blend. This is despite a lower band offset in the
MDMO-PPV/PCBM blend and implies a more complicated relationship between
band offset and thermalization distance.
Charge separation following exciton splitting can also be inhibited through the
formation of an exciplex state which if significantly more stable than the charge
separated state will trap the charges until back transfer occurs [5, 101]. Figure 11.16
shows a schematic describing the energetics of this situation.
Two blend systems were recently investigated: PFB:F8BT and TFB:F8BT [5]. In
both blends, photopumping the F8BT results in the formation of a new luminescence
spectrum that is not a simple linear combination of the neat layer luminescence for
the polymers that comprise the blend. The new spectrum is broad and redshifted
relative to the spectra of the pure materials and has a characteristic lifetime of its
own. The interpretation of this phenomena was that the spectrum arises from an
intermolecular excited state, termed an exciplex, composed of an electron on an
acceptor molecule and a hole on a neighboring donor molecule. Diode structures
were fabricated to investigate the field dependence of the luminescence dynamics of
the excimer. The generation of the exciplex was found to be highly field-dependent
but the luminescence decay corresponding to the exciplex lifetime was found to be
field-independent. Potential energy curves are shown for the ground state system,
the state with excited acceptor (F8BT), and the state which has the electron residing
on the acceptor and the hole residing on the donor. The field dependence of the
exciplex generation is explained by suggesting a “spectroscopically dark” geminate
pair is always created following exciton dissociation. This pair can be dissociated by
a field or can collapse into a highly stable exciplex whereafter it can regenerate bulk
F8BT excitons with a thermal activation energy ranging between 0.1 and 0.3 eV.
These findings are relevant for geminate splitting as collapse to an exciplex offers
an alternate route to back transfer during the dynamics of geminate migration and
separation.
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Fig. 11.16 Schematic showing the free energy for a donor–acceptor system, with energy levels
shown schematically in the inset, as a function of distance (electron–hole or intermolecular separation) for the ground state of donor and acceptor (|AD distance is intermolecular separation),
for the case that the exciton resides on the acceptor (|A∗ D distance is intermolecular separation),!
and for the case that the electron and hole reside on the acceptor and donor respectively ( A− D+
distance is electron–hole separation). This system shows that an exciplex is simply a tightly bound
geminate pair. The arrows represent different transitions/pathways for the electron–hole pair. APS
Copyright 2004. http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v92/e247402

Following this work, the triplet energy levels of the donor and acceptor relative
to the exciplex and the charge separated state were shown to be equally important
in determining the fate of the collapsed geminate pair [101].
Blend systems of MDMO-PPV and PCNEPV were investigated. Figure 11.17
summarizes the spectroscopic data found for this system. In these polymer blends,
the energy level of the MDMO-PPV triplet is lower than the triplet energy of the
exciplex. Following dissociation of photoexcited excitons in MDMO-PPV, the geminate pair can survive long enough for spin dephasing of the two carriers, which
occurs on a microsecond timescale. After spin dephasing, the geminate pair can
collapse into a triplet exciplex with a probability dictated by spin statistics (3/4 to
first-order). Decay from the exciplex triplet to the MDMO-PPV triplet via triplet
energy transfer is then spin allowed. Since the triplet level in MDMO-PPV is significantly lower than the triplet exciplex, the exciton remains trapped until decay
to the ground state whereby the energy is lost. This process represents an important potential loss mechanism of charges in organic PVs. The triplet level is often
∼0.5–0.8 eV below the singlet [78]. We may estimate the charge separated state
energy as the effective HOMO–LUMO gap arising from the HOMO of the donor
and the LUMO of the acceptor. This relationship might suggest the effective gap
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Fig. 11.17 Jablonski diagram showing the energies of different spectroscopic species for the
MDMO-PPV/PCNEPV system studied by Janssen and coworkers. Arrows indicate transition pathways. In this system, it is shown that the separated geminate pair can collapse back to a triplet exciplex whereafter triplet energy transfer to the triplet state of MDMO-PPV can occur and effectively
trap photogenerated charges. APS Copyright 2005. http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRB/v72/e045213

must be less than the relaxed singlet energy minus the exchange energy to prevent
the geminate pair from collapsing to a triplet level of one of the polymers. Others
have offered similar warnings on blends of polythiophene derivatives and PCBM
[102]. Understanding the dynamics of charge separation will remain an active area
of research. Future findings will have potentially large implications on the maximum
efficiency these cells can achieve.

11.9 Heterojunction Energy Offsets
These offsets are extremely important because they affect the maximum Voc that can
be obtained since the quasi-Fermi levels will never practically be pushed beyond the
band edges because the DOS is high. The energy difference between the absorbed
photon and the effective gap of the heterojunction will always be consequently lost
to heat.
Multiple groups have shown a strong correlation between the effective gap and
the maximum obtainable Voc [103–106]. Figure 11.18b shows an energy level diagram for an ideal material as well as for one where a Gaussian DOS is superimposed
over the energy levels.
A recent review [106] shows the linear correlation between polymer HOMO level
(and consequently effective gap) and Voc for over 20 different polymer/PCBM combinations. In spite of the strong correlation, the Voc is often less than the effective
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Fig. 11.18 (a) Voc as a function of polymer HOMO level for polymer/PCBM solar cels for a
series of polymers. The solid line has a slope of 1 indicating a clear dependence of Voc on polymer
HOMO level. (b) Shematic showing idealized energy level diagram as well as a more realistic case
where the rigid energy levels are replaced gaussians. Disorder which gives rise to the Gaussian
tail states can then be easily understood to pin the Voc at less than would be predicted from the
idealized model

gap by 0.2–0.4 V. This can be due to an early turn-on of dark current, pinning of
the cathode and/or anode workfunctions to be within the gap relative to the HOMO
of the donor and the LUMO of the acceptor respectively [107]. It is also possible
that measurements of the HOMO and LUMO levels are just not accurate enough
to conclude within about 0.2 eV where they lay. In fact, just as important as the
average energy levels are is where the tail states are relative to these average levels. Having less than 1% of the energy states to be within the gap 0.2 eV below the
average levels could easily explain this discrepancy because these states would pin
the quasi-Fermi levels as shown in Fig. 11.18b. This pinning is the same issue that
keeps amorphous silicon solar cells from achieving higher Voc s. The tail states pin
the quasi-Fermi levels such that the Voc can only be as high as 0.7 V even though the
bandgap is nearly 1.4 eV. Future work will show if we must always lose this energy
or if it is specific to the material system used. Perhaps using more ordered materials
will reduce this drop.
Further research is necessary to fully explain the energy offsets necessary for
efficient exciton splitting at the heterojunction. With that said, the required offsets
are likely to be less than current offsets in state-of-the art metal oxide/polymer,
P3HT/PCBM, and CuPc/C60 systems of nearly 1 eV.
A novel approach to tune the energy level offset was recently reported [108]
where a percentage of a magnesium oxide (MgO) precursor was incorporated in
solution of a zinc oxide (ZnO) precursor to form a ternary Zn1−x Mgx O compound.
Figure 11.19 shows Voc and Jsc as a function of Mg content for planar solar cells,
incorporating P3HT and the ternary compound. As shown, the Voc of solar cells was
increased by nearly 0.4 V with incorporation of about 35% Mg. Unfortunately, this
came at the expense of the Jsc which dropped by about 30% at this Mg concentration
relative to the case without Mg. However, an increase of about 0.3 V was obtained
while maintaining a high Jsc . Further studies combined with more accurate energy
level measurements and spectroscopy will be needed to explore how small an energy
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level drop is needed to maintain high currents and fill factors. Pushing efficiencies
beyond about 7% will require minimizing wasted energy by reducing unnecessary
junction offsets.

11.10 Charge Transport and Recombination
Following photon absorption, exciton harvesting, charge transfer, and geminate separation leaves only charge extraction as the remaining mechanism to understand and
optimize for high quantum efficiencies. Two major efficiency-limiting mechanisms
must be understood and solved to engineer efficient devices. These are the formation of space charge and the mechanism of bimolecular recombination. These two
effects are what prevent achieving fill factors as high as those seen in inorganic solar
cells.
Space charge arises when there is a mismatch in carrier mobilities which leads to
a buildup of net charge in the device. This charge consequently leads to a redistribution of the electric field, which hinders dissociation of geminate charge pairs and
the collection of dissociated charges. The space-charge limited photocurrent for a
bulk heterojunction is given by [109]:

JSC L PC = e

9εo εμlow
8e

1/4
G 3/4 V 1/2

(11.13)

where μlow is the lowest of the two carrier mobilities, εo is the permittivity of free
space, ε is the dielectric constant of the medium, G is the generation rate of charge
pairs, e is the electric charge, and V is the internal voltage of the cell. It was quite
convincingly shown that polymer:PCBM devices showed all the characteristics of
space-charge limited photocurrent in blends that had a high mismatch in mobilities (2–3 orders of magnitude difference) [109]. Figure 11.20 summarizes these
findings.
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Fig. 11.20 (a) Photocurrent as a function of internal voltage demonstrating the occurrence of
space-charge limited photocurrent. The straight lines indicate the regions the photocurrent is spacecharge limited. As the temperature is lowered, the mobilities are lowered and the mobility mismatch increases such that the region over which the photocurrent is space-charge limited expands.
However, as the internal field is increased photocurrent becomes limited by absorption rather than
space charge. (b) Photocurrent is shown as a function of light intensity for two different internal
voltages. For 0.1 V, the photocurrent is highly space-charge limited and hence follows a threequarter dependence on power, whereas for 10 V, the photocurrent scales nearly linearly with light
intensity

Figure 11.20a shows the current–voltage curves for different temperatures. The
solid lines show the square root dependence on voltage for the regime that the photocurrent is space-charge limited. The electron and hole mobilities in the above
study had different activation energies. Consequently, by lowering the temperature, the mobility mismatch was increased from 100 to 1,000 which made the
voltage range over which the photocurrent was space-charge limited also increase.
Figure 11.20b shows the photocurrent as a function of light intensity for two characteristic voltages. For voltages within the square root regime, the photocurrent
follows a near three-quarter power dependence on light intensity as predicted by
Eq. (11.13). In the saturation regime, at strong reverse bias the photocurrent follows
a near linearly relationship with light intensity. It has since been shown that the photocurrent versus light intensity can fall in a regime where it is limited to some extent,
but not fully, by space charge [110]. The extent to which the current is space-charge
limited can be measured by the exact dependence of photocurrent on light intensity. It was concluded that for many of the polymer/PCBM cells, the efficiency was
primarily limited by space charge which in turn limits the fill factor [110]. Hence,
given low mobilities <10−4 cm2 V−1 s−1 ), it is important to balance the mobilities
to prevent space charge effects.
We would like to point out that the situation is markedly different in the case
of planar heterojunctions because all charge is being created at the planar heterojunction rather than throughout the bulk of the film. In this case, there is always
net charge on either side of the junction since the carriers are physically separated.
This is analogous to the space-charge limited diode where the carriers are instead
photoinjected. Hence, neglecting diffusion, the space-charge limited photocurrent
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should simply follow Child’s law:
JSC LC =

V2
9
ε · εo μlow 3
8
L low

(11.14)

where μlow and Llow are the mobility and the layer thickness, respectively, of the
low mobility material. In this case, space charge can become a problem even if the
mobilities are matched.
For the case that the mobilities are matched and high enough, the only other
mechanism by which charge carriers can be lost is through bimolecular recombination. This involves nongeminate electrons which recombine with holes as the
carriers traverse the device to their respective electrodes. Usually in organics with
electron density, n, and hole density, p, the recombination rate (in # of carriers cm−3
s−1 ) is given by:
R = −βnp

(11.15)

11.10.1 Diffusion-Limited Recombination
As has been reported [2, 111, 112], recombination in most organic cells appears to
follow Langevin-like kinetics. In this case, β is given as:
β=

μh + μe 
eεo ε

(11.16)

where the brackets indicate “spatial average”. This corresponds to a “diffusionlimited” scenario wherein the rate of recombination is limited by the rate an electron
and hole meet.
Langevin recombination has been successful in modeling the recombination current in single layer OLEDs. Recently, however, a deviation from Langevin kinetics in bulk heterojunction cells was reported [112] and it was explained that the
recombination rate is limited by the slowest carrier, rather than the fastest as above,
because the carriers are confined to their own phase – electrons in fullerene and
holes in polymer. Replacing the spatial average of the mobility with the mobility of
the slowest carrier reproduced the current–voltage curves. Understanding the role
of morphology and geometry on recombination will surely be important in the near
future.
While recombination is rarely unimportant in most solar cell architectures
the effects of space charge and geminate separation have largely overshadowed
the importance of bimolecular recombination in organic bulk heterojunctions.
However, as these architectures are made more efficient by choosing materials
which yield efficient geminate separation and high mobilities (which consequently
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eliminate space charge), bimolecular recombination will then be left as the top culprit for limiting efficiencies.
Already in 100-nm-thick MDMO-PPV:PCBM blends, it is estimated that at the
maximum power point nearly 25% of the photogenerated charge carriers bimolecularly recombine [113]. It has been shown that the importance of bimolecular recombination will increase at greater device thicknesses because the carriers must be
transported further and hence will be more likely to recombine. It is not obvious
just from Eq. (11.16) whether an increase in mobility would lead to an increase
or decrease of bimolecular recombination. Increasing mobility would lead to faster
extraction, but the recombination coefficient would also increase in proportion to
the mobility. However, it is important to recognize that the steady-state carrier density also varies with mobility. For similar generation rates, increasing the mobility
leads to a reduction in the steady-state carrier concentration. This effect outweighs
the increase in bimolecular rate constant such that for higher mobilities bimolecular
recombination is lessened.

11.10.2 Interface-Limited (Back Transfer Limited) Recombination
A few other options exist for increasing the FF which in the case of efficient geminate separation and in the absence of space charge would be limited by recombination. Designing materials with higher dielectric constants may also be a route
to reduce recombination. Otherwise, to exceed these efficiency limits we need to
design devices that have recombination which is not diffusion limited. Diffusionlimited recombination implies the interfacial back-transfer rate, corresponding to
the electron and hole sitting on adjacent molecules, is not limiting. Therefore, if a
system can be designed such that the back-transfer rate becomes limiting, and we
are in an interface limited regime, recombination rates can be slowed to even less
than that predicted by Langevin theory. This concept has been investigated extensively in the dye-sensitized architecture. One recent study [93] is summarized in
Fig. 11.21.
By adjusting, through molecular design, the spatial location of the HOMO wavefunction of the dye relative to the surface titania, the recombination rate from photoinjected electrons in the titania through back transfer to the dye can be changed by
five orders of magnitude. These findings clearly indicate that the recombination rate
is interface rather than diffusion limited in this system. The solid line in Fig. 2.21
is an exponential fit and can be understood by considering the basic nonadiabatic
Marcus electron transfer equation:


kET

(ΔG o + λ)2
∝ exp (−β · r ) exp −
4λk B T


(11.17)

The first exponential represents the electronic coupling between the dye wavefunctions and the titania wavefunctions and contains the distance dependence. The
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Fig. 11.21 Recombination
time as a function of
calculated spatial separation
of the HOMO wavefunctions
for a series of dyes from the
titania surface. The straight
line is an exponential fit and
indicates that the
recombination process is
limited by tunneling from the
titania to the dye HOMO
level. [93] – Reproduced by
permission of The Royal
Society of Chemistry

second exponential contains the information relating to the thermal activation barrier given as:

ΔG =

(ΔG o + λ)2
4λ

(11.18)

where ΔGo is the free energy change between initial (electron in titania and hole
on dye) and final (electron back on dye in the ground state) states, and λ is the socalled “reorganization energy,” which is related to the polarization and relaxation in
the surrounding medium.
Marcus theory has been used to explain electron transfer between single donor
and acceptor molecules and has also been extended to describe transfer between
discrete and continuous states by integrating over the DOS to account for all possible
transfer pathways [93, 114].
This simplistic equation gives two parameters to tune the rates of forward
and back electron transfer. As mentioned, the electronic coupling can be reduced
through molecular design. Because the rate of forward electron transfer in many
systems is orders of magnitude larger than necessary, there is some leeway to reduce
the electronic coupling for both forward and back electron transfer without sacrificing the yield of electron transfer. For example, in the MDMO-PPV:PCBM system
formation of the photoinduced charge separated state through electron transfer has
been shown to occur faster than 50 fs, whereas the excited state lifetime of MDMOPPV is near 200 ps [72]. For 90% charge transfer, an electron transfer rate of only
20 ps is necessary. In this case, the forward transfer is 5,000 times higher than
is necessary for efficient photogeneration. This system is a good example where
the electronic coupling could likely be reduced without the expense of a reduction
in electron transfer yield. The reduction in electronic coupling would likely also
reduce, to some extent, the rate of back transfer.
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Fig. 11.22 Simplified
energy level diagram
indicating changes in free
energy for forward and back
electron transfer

The second parameter we, as chemists and engineers, have to control is the
change in free energy of the systems which effectively amounts to changing energy
levels. Appropriate design can also lead to asymmetry in the system such that forward electron transfer is barrierless and back transfer has a large activation energy.
To first-order, this is already the case in donor–acceptor systems with small energy
offsets. Figure 11.22 shows this case.
In this case, assuming a value for the reorganization energy equal to the change in
free energy associated with forward electron transfer, we would predict the forward
transfer to be barrierless but the back transfer to be thermally activated with a barrier
equal to 0.68 eV. Consequently, the back transfer would be slowed by over 11 orders
of magnitude relative to forward transfer. Of course this example is overly simplistic and complications such as differences in electronic coupling and reorganization
energy between forward and back transfer as well as the effects of disorder would
most certainly change the details of this picture. It is also possible that recombination would proceed through back transfer to the LUMO of the donor which should
only have an activation barrier of 0.3 eV followed by direct recombination within
the donor. With these considerations in mind, slowing back-transfer rates such that
recombination is interface limited rather than diffusion limited offers a straightforward route, by introducing asymmetry in the electronic coupling or activation
energies for back and forward electron transfer, to reduce the probability charge
carriers recombine and consequently achieve higher efficiencies. Ordered bulk heterojunctions which utilize an inorganic scaffold are the ideal architectures to tune
recombination kinetics because the interface can be easily modified. Furthermore
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one can engineer systems such that molecules attach in a preferential geometry to
the scaffold, thereby better controlling the electronic coupling.

11.10.3 Measurements Relevant for Extracting Charge
One of the most important and informative measurements one can do to investigate
charge extraction issues is to measure the charge carrier mobilities. Because of the
high degree of disorder and consequent field-dependent mobilities, measurements
of mobility corresponding to the carrier densities found in working solar cells under
one sun are most relevant. The mobility can vary by four orders of magnitude simply
because of the differences in carrier density [115, 116]. Mobilities at lower densities are usually lower because low energy sites are not occupied and consequently
tend to trap charges as they traverse the films, whereas at high carrier density traps
can be filled which leads to higher measured mobilities. Time-of-flight (TOF) or
space-charge limited diode (SCLD) measurements are the best options for obtaining
meaningful numbers because the carrier densities in these experiments are similar
to densities in solar cells under one sun illumination (1015 /cm3 ). Thin-film transistor (TFT) mobilities are less relevant because the charge carrier density is higher
(1019 /cm3 ).
Some effort has been made to focus on mobility studies relevant for solar cells.
Using TOF, it was shown that slowing the kinetics of film formation of RRP3HT:PCBM films led to a balancing of electron and hole mobilities [18]. Using
similar processing, the hole mobility in the RR-P3HT, measured in SCLDs, was
shown to increase by a factor of 33 to 5×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 [117]. We have shown
that aligning polymer chains in anodic alumina can increase the mobility by about
this amount as well and found that, due to the increase in dielectric constant, the
space-charge limitations were reduced which led to higher currents through the
structures than the SCLC of neat films of similar thickness even though less volume was occupied by polymer [118]. Development of high mobility materials tested
under relevant conditions is ongoing and still needed.
Recombination times are most commonly measured by transient photoinduced
absorption [74, 93], transient photovoltage [119, 120], or impedence spectroscopy
[121]. Transient microwave photoconductivity [122], charge extraction in linearly
increasing voltage (CELIV), modified TOF [111], as well as time-delayed collection field [123] experiments offer other alternatives to measure back-transfer
times. Key to these experiments is understanding the recombination mechanisms to
properly interpret the data. Transient photoinduced absorption monitors the kinetics of the total photoinduced charge population, whereas transient photovoltage
appears only to measure the mobile population which reach the electrodes. All of
these experiments can likely mask the interfacial back-transfer kinetics since the
diffusion-limited kinetics often occur on a longer timescale. In this regard, transient photoinduced absorption experiments that involve molecular dyads in solution
are ideal to measure back-transfer times [93–96, 98], in spite of the fact that the
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kinetics can dramatically change with environment. With this potential complication in mind, we need to plod ahead because back-transfer times are so crucial to
understanding the kinetics of geminate separation and bimolecular recombination.

11.11 Nanostructures
In this section, we review progress on nanostructures and discuss the ideal architecture. Most agree the ideal nanostructure involves straight vertical pores or pillars.
For porous structures, the pore diameter should be near the exciton diffusion length
in size such that most excitons are harvested. If a wide-bandgap scaffold is used,
like titania or ZnO, the scaffold volume should be as small as possible to maximize
light absorption (since the scaffold absorbs no visible light) and high aspect ratios
are needed such that devices upward of 500 nm thick can be made.
A first attempt at this structure was made by our group using a block copolymer self-assembly route [42]. A structuring directing agent, P123, was mixed with
a sol–gel titania precursor. Upon evaporation of solvent, the P123 self-assembles
into hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains where the hydrophilic domains collect
the polar titania precursor. Upon calcination, the titania crystallizes and the block
copolymer is removed. Figure 11.23 shows SEM pictures of the corresponding
structures and SAXs data suggested uniform pore size near 6.5 nm in calcined films.
Over 60% of the pore volume could be filled with RR-P3HT upon a thermal
treatment. Unfortunately, these structures were later shown to have a body-centered
cubic structure such that the pathways through the pores were actually quite tortuous
rather than straight and vertical.
Later, we developed a method to emboss porous titania structures [124]. By infiltrating a stiff crosslinkable polymer into a porous anodic alumina mold, we formed

Fig. 11.23 SEM pictures of mesoporous titania fabricated via block copolymer self-assembly
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Fig. 11.24 SEM pictures of nanoembossed titania films showing straight pores

a stamp that replicated the anodic alumina structure when pressed onto a substrate
covered in a titania sol-gel precursor. This resulted in the titanium dioxide architecture with vertical pores shown in Fig. 11.24.
This technique allowed a straightforward way to tune pore depths and diameters
by controlling the anodization conditions of the alumina master; however, the pore
size could not be reduced to less than about 40 nm because the polymer pillars of
the stamp would begin to stick together due to the flexibility of and the strong van
der Waals interactions between the pillars.
A very promising approach was demonstrated using a templated hydrothermal
route to grow ZnO nanowires [125, 126]. Figure 11.25 illustrates SEM pictures
showing the dense, high aspect ratio nanowires.
This growth route was also shown to be reproducible on large wafer scale. And
these structures have been used in liquid dye-sensitized cells where it was shown
that the nanowires have superior transport compared to nanocrystalline colloidal
titania films.
A novel route was presented where ordered organic nanostructures were created
by proper choice of the growth conditions when using organic vapor phase deposition [127]. Figure 11.26 shows SEM and AFM images of CuPc structures.
By adjusting the growth parameters, the α-CuPc phase, a highly anisotropic
phase which grows predominately along the z-axis due to the columnar stacking
of CuPc, can be encouraged to grow as evidenced by the SEM photos and XRD
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Fig. 11.25 SEM pictures of
oriented ZnO nanowires
produced from oriented
seeded nucleation layers

Fig. 11.26 SEM pictures of OVPD grown CuPc films on silicon (a) and ITO (b–c) and a thermally
evaporated CuPc film on ITO (d). The different morphologies arise from different deposition conditions and kinetics (i.e., surface energy, substrate temperature, molecular vapor delivery rate, and
pressure). Insets in (c) and (d) are AFM images of the surface which show the OVPD deposited film
to have an average peak-to-valley height of 35 nm compared to just 3 nm for the thermally evaporated film. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature Materials] [127],
copyright [2005]
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data. By adjusting the substrate temperature, the density of nucleation sites was
controlled. This structure could be effectively filled by a second deposition of the
acceptor material, PTCBI.

11.12 Efficiency Limits and Outlook
Numerous attempts to estimate the practical efficiency limits of organic solar cell
architectures have been made [23, 106, 128]. All agree that the major improvement upon current materials systems through new materials design will be reduction of the heterojunction offset, which currently limits Voc s to ∼0.6 V or less for
TiO2 /P3HT, P3HT/PCBM, and CuPc/C60 systems. The consequences of reducing
this drop on other device characteristics (FF, photocurrent, dark current, etc.) are
still unknown, but we are confident that through the proper engineering of architectures additional losses can be kept at a minimum. Understanding the effects of
exciton binding energy, geminate pair thermalization, and other interface energetics
will be crucial to design more efficient devices. Additional understanding of what
practically limits the Voc will be required, which may be tied to more quantitatively
understanding the tail states in the organics as well as understanding the dark current. Some estimates have assumed that EQE would practically be limited to 65%.
We believe we can engineer devices such that EQEs are at the absorption limit as
this has actually already been demonstrated. By using light trapping and antireflection coatings, we may raise EQEs over the entire absorption range of the organic
to above 90%. Reducing bandgaps will become important to raise the photocurrent
by absorbing more light, though the exact value of the optimum bandgap depends
strongly upon the heterojunction offset and losses from the ideal Voc . Finally, investigation of the ultimate limitations on the FF (geminate separation, bimolecular
recombination, dark current) through intentional device design will determine just
how high the efficiency of this exciting technology can be, though we are confident that devices will be designed to nearly eliminate the voltage dependence of
the photocurrent. Numerous opportunities exist for the chemist and device physicist, and we hope this chapter will serve as a guide to better design materials and
architectures necessary to rapidly improve the efficiency of these devices. Transferring the technology of highly efficient organic and hybrid inorganic–organic PVs to
flexible substrates will most certainly require better understanding of the underlying device physics since materials processing can have such a dramatic influence on
the structure of organic films, the materials’ electronic properties, and consequently
the ultimate PV efficiencies achievable using exciting next-generation processing
associated with flexible devices.
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Chapter 12

Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells for Large-Area
PV Fabrication on Flexible Substrates
C. Waldauf, G. Dennler, P. Schilinsky, and C. J. Brabec

12.1 Introduction and Motivation
12.1.1 Photovoltaics
Photovoltaics (PV) is the harvesting of energy from sunlight and conversion into
electrical power. This technology is being increasingly recognized as one of the key
components in our future global energy scenario. The limited resources of fossil fuel
and the steadily increasing costs to supply fossil fuels to the market give a natural
limit when renewable energies will begin to kick in as major energy suppliers. In
addition, the detrimental long-term effects of CO2 and other emissions from burning fossil fuels into our atmosphere underscore the multiple benefits of developing
renewable energy resources and commercializing them.
Certainly, PV technology is only one of many alternative renewable energies like
wind, biomass, and water. Though all of these technologies are expected to give
significant contributions to the world’s energy supply in the next century, PV has
three key properties that make it unique:
• it directly generates electricity (without the need of generators);
• it is an outstanding flexible technology, supplying electrical power in form of
portable modules in the mW scale toward PV power plants with peak capacities
in the multiple MW regime;
• it is the only renewable energy which can be customized, i.e., handled by individuals.
Though it is not surprising that PV becomes increasingly recognized as part of the
solution to the growing energy challenge and an essential component of future global
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energy production, the big drawback of the current PV technologies is their economy
of energy production. Currently, electricity from PV is about 10 times more expensive than energy from fossil fuels and about three times more expensive than other
renewable energies. Provided that PVs can be made truly economically competitive
with fossil fuels, large-scale manufacturing of these devices offers a pathway to a
sustainable energy source that can supply at least 20% of our energy needs.

12.1.2 Technology Overview
To address the economics of PV technology, Martin Green from University of
New South Wales has originally developed the concept of third-generation PVs
(see Fig. 12.1).
The third generation is currently separated into two categories. In the first, IIIa
are novel approaches that strive to achieve very high efficiencies. Key words for
IIIa technologies are hot carriers, multiple electron–hole pair creation, concentrator
cells, and thermophotonics. All these concepts have theoretical maximum efficiencies well in excess of the Shockley–Queisser limit of ∼31% for single junction
devices [1]. Certainly, these high-efficiency cells can allow higher costs and still
show a favorable e/Wp balance. In the second type of third-generation device, IIIb,
the goal is opposite. A low e/Wp balance shall be achieved via moderate efficiencies (15–20%), but at very low costs. This will require inexpensive materials for
the semiconductors, the packaging, the production process, low-temperature atmospheric processing, high fabrication throughput, low or no investment into the production facility, and a production on demand scenario. Novel PV technologies, such
as organic-based PVs, with their potential to be manufactured by well-established
printing techniques in a roll-to-roll process, are found in this latter category. Such
low-temperature and therefore low-energy consuming techniques require less capital investment than fabrication techniques for Si-based devices.

Fig. 12.1 Efficiency versus
cost of the different PV
technologies currently
followed. First generation are
thick film Si devices, and
second generation are
inorganic thin-film
technologies.
Third-generation
technologies are described in
more detail in the text
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Today, we have several promising technologies for this third-generation low-cost
PVs, summarized under the key word bulk heterojunction (BHJ) PVs. They all have
in common that at least one of the key functionalities, typically the absorber layer for
the PV energy conversion, consists of a blend of organic or hybrid semiconductors
processed from solution.
The most prominent and mature technology are the dye sensitized solar cells
(DSSCs). DSSCs use an organic dye to absorb light and undergo a rapid electron
transfer to a nanostructured oxide such as anatase TiO2 . The mesoscopic structure of
the TiO2 allows processing rather thick nanoporous films. At an active layer thickness of several microns, light is entirely absorbed and these devices reach external
quantum efficiencies in excess of 80%. The hole transport is handled by a redox
couple, such as iodide/triiodide (I− /I3− ). There is much interest in replacing the liquid electrolyte by a solid-state hole transporter; however, current progress is limited
by the transport properties of the solid-state system.
Another interesting technology, which this chapter will focus on, consists of
employing a conjugated polymer such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) as the donor and
a fullerene derivative as the acceptor.
A close hybrid alternative to the fully organic BHJ are organic–inorganic composites that combine a light-absorbing conjugated polymer as the donor and hole
transporter with a nanostructured, inorganic semiconductor such as CdSe, CdS, PbS,
TiO2, or ZnO as the acceptor and/or electron transporter. Depending on the choice
of the semiconductor, both components can efficiently absorb light, and the bandgap
of the nanocrystals can be tuned by growing them to different sizes.
One step further are hybrid BHJ, where the electron acceptor and electron transporter are grown in self-organized structures on a substrate, filled up with conjugated
polymers as hole transporters. These work similarly to the organic ones; however,
the gross morphology of the mixture is determined by that of the nanostructured
oxide. One has to mention that this approach is relatively close to the solid-state
DSSC devices.
Though all these technologies are under development and none of them has
received full commercialization, comparison of their current performance and
roadmaps is not always fair, and certainly not easy. Such roadmaps may only reflect
the current situation, which frequently is a mirror of the person years and development dollars spent on a technology program. Nevertheless, it is sometimes helpful to
use these roadmaps as an orientation from where a technology has come, as depicted
in Fig. 12.2.

12.1.3 Motivation for Large-Area, Solution-Processable
Photovoltaics
The biggest argument for the third-generation organic and hybrid technologies is
certainly their promised ultralow costs. As a result, the thought of PV elements
based on thin plastic carriers, manufactured by printing and coating techniques from
reel to reel and packaged by lamination techniques, is not only intriguing but highly
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Fig. 12.2 Roadmap for prominent thin film PV technologies. Organic BHJ and DSSC data till 2007
were added to this roadmap initiated by the National Renewable Energies Laboratory (NREL)

attractive from a cost standpoint. In order to fulfil these requirements, high volume
production technologies for large-area coating must be applied to a low-cost material class. Solution-processable organic and inorganic semiconductors have a high
potential to satisfy these requirements. Flexible chemical tailoring allows the design
of organic semiconductors with the desired properties, and printing or coating techniques like screen, ink-jet, offset, gravure, or flexo printing are being established for
semiconducting polymers today, driven by display or general electronic demands.
Altogether, the BHJ technology offers many attractive features for large-area electronic applications among them

•
•
•
•
•
•

the potential to be flexible and semitransparent
the potential to be manufactured in a continuous printing and coating process
large-area coating
easy integration in different devices
significant cost reduction compared to traditional solutions
substantial ecological and economic advantages

These features are beneficial for commercialization; however, as their classical
counterparts, these new technologies have to fulfil the basic requirements for renewable energy production. In the energy market, the competitive position of every
solar technology is mainly determined by these factors: efficiency, lifetime, and
costs (per Wp). The potential of organic PV has to be judged by these key figures
as well (Fig. 12.3).
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Fig. 12.3 The critical
triangle for PVs. BHJ solar
cells have to fulfil all
requirements simultaneously:
lifetime, efficiency, and costs;
otherwise, they will be
limited to a niche market.
Additional criteria like
semitransparency, flexibility,
or very short break even times
are beneficial but cannot
make up for a significant
deficiency in one of the
triangle’s corners

12.2 The Concept of Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells
12.2.1 Basics of Organic Solar Cell Materials
Organic semiconductors distinguish themselves significantly from inorganic semiconductors by their structural and energetic disorder, which result in a different
nature of the primary photoexcited state [2]. Most inorganic semiconductors have a
large dielectric constant and are thus characterized by a quite small exciton binding
energy, which leads to a direct photogeneration as the primary event after photoexcitation. In organic semiconductors, on the other hand, photoexcitation preferentially
leads to an excitonic state dominated by the Coulomb binding energy. The precise
nature of the exciton as well as the exciton binding energy is still under scientific
discussion [3], but most groups generally agree that the exciton binding energies are
in the range of 0.3–0.5 eV, while extreme values as low as 0.05 eV and as high as
1 eV [4] were reported.
Excitonic materials with large binding energies are not useful for PV applications, and various strategies to overcome this limitation have been reported over the
last decade. Among the most successful concepts so far, the so-called BHJ composites were discussed [5–8]. The BHJ relies on the concept to use two different
materials with a relative shift in their energetic levels (donor–acceptor) sufficient to
break down an exciton at their interface. In the BHJ, these donor–acceptor interfaces
are distributed all over the bulk of the photoactive layer, justifying the name BHJ
compared to a planar bilayer heterojunction. For a given exciton diffusion length and
for a given carrier mobility, a simple design rule lays out how to create an efficient
BHJ composite.
Design Rule: After photogeneration, the exciton needs to diffuse to the nearest
charge separating interface. Since there is no driving force toward these randomly
distributed interfaces, the diffusion will follow in first approximation the random
walk theory well described by the Onsager theory [9, 10] The typical exciton
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diffusion length for most organic semiconductors lies between 5 and 15 nm [11–13]
before they decay radiatively or nonradiatively. Therefore, the average donor–
acceptor separation should be of the order of the exciton diffusion length. A more
intimate mixture leads to recombination losses of charge carriers, while a more
coarse mixing leads to loss of excitons before charge generation.
Other strategies to separate excitons, like trap dissociation, [2], electrical field
dissociation [14], or dissociation of “hot exciton” [15] states with excess energies
currently have no relevance for the organic PV field.
One very efficient embodiment of a BHJ system was independently reported by
Wang et al. [16], the Santa Barbara group [17], and the Osaka group [18]. Their
experiments clearly evidenced that a photoexcited exciton on a conjugated polymer
is broken down into free carriers at an interface with a C60 -containing molecule
(acceptor), leading to a photoinduced charge transfer system from the polymer to the
fullerene. The forward electron transfer was observed to happen within few tens of
femtoseconds [19], which is much faster than any competing relaxation processes.
The internal quantum efficiency of this process is ∼100%.

12.2.2 Fundamentals of Photovoltaics
12.2.2.1 Solar Radiation
According to Planck, a universal dependence of the energy density per photon
energy interval has been found for the so-called blackbody radiation. Any body,
which has an absorptivity of a(ω) = 1 for photons with energy ω, will emit
radiation proportionally to its temperature. Although the sun consists mainly of
protons, alpha particles, and electrons, its absorptivity is a(ω) = 1 for all photon energies ω by virtue of its enormous size. There is a relatively thin layer of
a few hundred km at the surface of the sun, in which the temperature is constant
and all incident photons are totally absorbed. The solar spectrum, observed just
outside of the earth’s atmosphere, agrees well with Planck’s law for a temperature
of TS = 5,800 K.
Light passing through the atmosphere of the earth gets modified by scattering
and absorption and it is particularly attenuated in the ultraviolet and in the infrared
regime, by an amount proportional to the path length through the atmosphere. This
path length depends on the incident angle of the sunlight and the light intensity
as well as the spectral distribution of sunlight at the earth’s surface. As a standard
spectrum, for which solar cell efficiencies are rated, a distance of 1.5 times the atmosphere’s thickness is chosen and the spectrum is designated AM1.5 (air mass 1.5).
The solar spectrum outside the atmosphere is accordingly AM0. The total energy
current density obtained by integrating over the spectrum amounts to 1.35 kW/m2
for the AM0-spectrum and to 1.0 kW/m2 for the AM1.5-spectrum.
For solar cells, the photon current density is much more important than the
energy current density. Neglecting nonlinear processes like impact ionization effects
or multiple carrier generation, the excitation of one electron requires at least
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one absorbed photon. The photon current density, jph , is derived from Planck’s
blackbody equation:
d j ph,ideal
2Ω
(ω)2
 
= 3 2
dω
 c exp ω
−1
kT

(12.1)

with Ω as the solid angle perpendicular to the emission front. For radiators with an
absorptivity smaller than 1 (i.e., part of the photons are reflected), Kirchoff found
that the photon current density is proportional to the absorptivity:
d j ph
2Ω
(ω)2
 
= a (ω) 3 2
dω
 c exp ω
−1
kT

(12.2)

12.2.2.2 Band Considerations of a Two-Level System
A two-level system is the most general electronic model of a solar cell. It allows
a simple and rigorous treatment of optical transitions and the formulation of the
excitation state. A precise description of the formal treatment of the fermionic twolevel system can be found in [20]. Such a system has a lower energy level at ε1
and an upper energy level at ε2 . In classical semiconductor terminology, the highest
mostly occupied energy range is called valence band, and the next higher mostly
unoccupied energy range is called conduction band. In organic materials, the highest
occupied states are called HOMO (Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital) and in the
next higher energy range states are called LUMO (Lowest Unoccupied Molecular
Orbital). The difference between the HOMO and the LUMO is the band energy gap
εG of the semiconductor, and the carrier statistics is given by the Fermi distribution
for the individual energy levels.
Specifically for BHJ-type solar cells, it is necessary to define more precisely
the relevant energy levels. In the previous section, we have outlined that pristine organic semiconductors have a low quantum efficiency for charge generation.
The quantum efficiency for charge generation is significantly increased by designing a so-called heterojunction, in which a donor-type material is blended with an
acceptor-type material. A BHJ composite is therefore a four-level system, with a
HOMOdonor , a HOMOacceptor , a LUMOdonor , and a LUMOacceptor , having two separate bandgaps, εdonor and εacceptor . Specifically for organic BHJ systems, it was
demonstrated recently [21] that the four-level system can be reduced to a two-level
system by assuming that the majority carrier concentrations will reside either in the
HOMOdonor or in the LUMOacceptor . Furthermore, the effective electrical bandgap
(not to be confused with the optical bandgap) is given by εgap = HOMOdonor −
LUMOacceptor . With this set of assumptions, we will be able to calculate the carrier
density in the respective bands according to well-established equations of semiconductor physics.
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According to Fermi statistics, the probability to find an electron in a state in
which it has the energy,εC , is given by:
f (εC ) =

exp

1
 εc −ε F 
kT

+1

(12.3)

If the electron density is significantly smaller than the density of states (i.e., in the
Boltzmann limit), the “+1” can be omitted. Assuming a two-level system, the total
number of electrons per volume in the LUMO (respectively conduction band) is
found by integrating the density of states per energy interval multiplied by the Fermi
distribution over the energy range of the conduction band:

f (εe )D(εe ) dεe
(12.4)
ne =
εC

where εC designates the bottom of the conduction band. Since the Fermi function
decreases exponentially with increasing energy, if εC exceeds the Fermi energy by
some kT, only states in the lower part of the conduction band contribute to the integral in Eq. (12.4). As a result, the total number of electrons is in good approximation:


εC − ε F
(12.5)
n e = NC exp −
kT
where NC is the effective density of states, which depends on the temperature and
the effective electron mass. The effective density of states strongly depends on the
nature of the semiconductor, while Eq. (12.5) is quite independent from the nature
of a material. The calculation of the total concentration of holes nh in the valence
band is analogous to Eq. (12.5) and yields:


εV − ε F
n h = N V exp
kT


(12.6)

where NV is the effective density of states in the valence band. The Fermi energy
εF , in between the conduction and the valence band, follows from the condition of
charge conservation.
Doping of the semiconductor shifts the position of the Fermi level relative within
the band. This is easily rationalized by substituting the carrier density ne by ne +
ND . In this case, the increased electron density shifts the Fermi level closer to the
conduction band.
For a semiconductor in equilibrium under a constant temperature, the product
ne nh of electron density in the conduction band and hole density in the valence band
is independent of doping and is a constant. It has the same value for doped as well
as undoped semiconductors, when the electron and hole densities are equal and are
called intrinsic density ni :
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εC − εV
n e n h = NC N V exp −
kT
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= n i2

(12.7)

A semiconductor under illumination or with a current flow is considered to be in
equilibrium, though the electrons and holes will be in a dynamic equilibrium. That
equilibrium, however, is a thermodynamic equilibrium, in which the blackbody
background radiation is kept in balance with its inverse, a recombination process.
Deviations from this detailed balance result in a perturbation. Due to the additional
charge carrier generation, however, the electrons in the conduction band are not in
detailed balance equilibrium with the holes in the valence band. This perturbation
may not be intermixed with the Coulomb neutrality of the charge carriers, which is
always valid. A more detailed discussion on the equilibrium conditions of a semiconductor under illumination can be found in [20]. As a consequence, the occupation probability for holes in the valence band and for electrons in the conduction
band with electrons has different Fermi energies:


εC − ε F,C
n e = NC exp −
kT


(12.8)

and

n h = N V exp

εV − ε F,V
kT


(12.9)

The product of electron and hole densities is now:

n e n h = n i2 exp

ε F,C − ε F,V
kT


(12.10)

and can exceed ni significantly.
12.2.2.3 Transport Phenomena
The charge carrier transport in solar cells follows the classical transport equation,
irrespective of the nature of the semiconductor. Solutions to the transport equations
for organic solar cells have been published recently, and allow a great insight into
the balance between charge carrier generation and charge carrier recombination.
[21–23]. The transport equations are a set of four equations: the Poisson equation,
the continuity equation, and the electron and the hole transport equations that are
summarized below.
• The Poisson equation
d2
q
ψ(x) =
[n(x) − p(x)]
dx2
ε.ε0

(12.11)
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where ψ(x) is the electric potential in the device as a function of position, and
n(x) and p(x), the electron and hole densities, respectively.
• The current continuity equation
d
d
Jn (x) =
J p (x) = q [G(x) − R(x)]
dx
dx

(12.12)

where Jn (x) and Jp (x) are the electron and hole current densities, respectively,
G(x) the generation rate of charge carriers, and R(x) the recombination rate of
charge carriers.
• The current transport equations for electrons and holes
Jn (x) = −q.n(x).μn .

d
d
ψ + q.Dn n(x)
dx
dx

(12.13)

J p (x) = −q. p(x).μ p .

d
d
ψ + q.D p
p(x)
dx
dx

(12.14)

where μn and μp are the electron and the hole mobilities, respectively. Dn and
Dp , the electron and hole diffusion coefficients, are assumed to obey the Einstein
relation:
Dn, p = μn, p .

k.T
q

(12.15)

A specific property of disordered semiconductor is the field and temperature dependence of the mobility. Various microscopical models have been used to describe
mobility in a highly disordered system. Among them are the Marcus-type jump
theory [24], the Miller-Abrahams form to describe hopping rates between adjacent
sites, [25] an empirical equation [26] reflecting explicitly the field dependence of
the mobility, and a general formula within the framework of the disorder formalism:

2 σ
μ(T, E) = μ0 exp −
3 kT

2



" 
σ
exp C
kT

2


#
− Σ2 E 1/2

(12.16)

where σ is the width of the Gaussian density of states in a disordered semiconductor, Σ is a parameter characterizing the positional disorder, μ0 is a prefactor
mobility in the energetically disorder-free system, E is the electric field, and C is
a fitting parameter. This formalism attributes the temperature and the electric field
dependence of the mobility to two main parameters, namely the energetic and the
positional disorder. The former one is related to the width σ of the Gaussian density
of states normalized by kT. The latter one, on the other hand, arises from fluctuation
of the intersite coupling due to either the variation of intersite distance between the
charge transport sites or simply the variation of the overlap between corresponding
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electronic orbital. Equation (12.16) predicts a non-Arrhenius-type activation of the
mobility extrapolated to zero electric field following [27, 28]:
ln [μ(0, T )] ∝

1
T2

(12.17)

and a potentially negative field dependence of the mobility, experimentally observed
by Mozer et al. in the case of P3HT [29].
The lifetime τ of carriers is the second important parameter besides the mobility to consider for loss analysis. It is the μτ -product of a semiconductor, which
determines the volume of the semiconductor contributing to the external circuitry.
The kinetics of charge carrier recombination can be of two different natures, namely
monomolecular (first-order), or bimolecular (second or higher order). It is important
to keep in mind that monomolecular does not mean that a carrier can recombine with
itself and violate the Coulomb neutrality. Rather, monomolecular recombination
means that the species under investigation recombines at a rate that is linearly proportional to its population density. The light intensity dependence of the photocurrent is frequently looked at in order to distinguish between first- and second-order
recombination processes [30, 31], but only a few studies have focused on determining the photoinduced carrier lifetime of BHJ composites. Among them, transient
absorption spectroscopy and transient photocurrent/photovoltage spectroscopy [32–
34], flash photolysis time-resolved microwave conductivity (FP-TRMC) [35, 36],
and photoinduced charge carrier extraction by linearly increasing voltage (photoCELIV) [37–40] technique studies all yielded a second-order-type recombination
behavior with lifetimes of the mobile carriers in the microsecond regime, whereas
the lifetime of trapped carriers can extend into the millisecond regime. Depending
on the type of polymer, the bimolecular recombination was found to be of Langevin
type (βL = e.μ/ε.ε0 ) for more amorphous semiconductors and of non Langevin-type
for more ordered or semi-crystalline semiconductors [40, 41].
12.2.2.4 Current–Voltage Characteristic
The most simple way to discuss and describe a two-level system is by assuming
that a semipermeable membrane at the interface of the two-level system with the
external circuitry is selectively allowing only carriers with a distinct energy to pass.
In case of an electrical current flowing through the system, independently of whether
the carriers are injected or photogenerated and extracted, this membrane does only
allow holes with an energy ε1 and electrons with an energy ε2 through. From Eq.
(12.12), the continuity equation for electrons or holes we have:
d
J (x) = q [G(x) − R(x)]
dx
For the qualitative derivation of the current (I)–voltage (V) relation, we now follow
the thermodynamic approach and redefine the generation and recombination rates
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for photons instead of carriers. The generation G(x) remains, as defined above, the
generation of charged carriers. But it is important to understand that these carriers
are generated radiatively. Therefore, the number of absorbed photons needs to equal
the number of emitted photons, whereas recombination of carriers is regarded to
lead to radiative emission. Nonradiative recombination, i.e., recombination without
emission of visible light, generates heat and this heat will be emitted as IR photons.
This allows us to give an analytical expression for R(x), the radiative recombination
constant [20], with R0 as the spontaneous emission rate of the material in equilibrium with its environment:




ε F2 − ε F1
−1
(12.18)
R(x) = −e R 0 exp
kT
By integrating over the thickness of the two-level system, the total current density
jQ can be calculated as follows:

jQ = e






ε F2 − ε F1
− 1 d x − e G(x)d x
R 0 exp
kT

(12.19)

We further assume that our semipermeable membranes give an ideal unipolar ohmic
contact so that the Fermi energy of the higher level is identical to the Fermi energy of
the electron membrane, and the Fermi energy of the lower level becomes identical
to the Fermi energy of the hole membrane. The difference of the Fermi energies
of the two membranes is then related to the voltage V between the contacts to the
membranes, eV=εF2 −εF1 , and by introducing the dark saturation current density j0
and the photocurrent density under short-circuit conditions jSC , we can rewrite Eq.
(12.19) as Eq. (12.22), which is the familiar one-diode equation for semiconductors
with two distinct energy levels for electrons and holes (plotted in Fig. 12.4):

j0 = e

R0d x

(12.20)

G(x)d x

(12.21)


jSC = −e


 

eV
− 1 + jsc
j Q = jr ev exp
kT

(12.22)

12.2.2.5 The Voc
The nature of the Voc in BHJ solar cells has long been debated. Due to the similarity
of the device architecture to that of organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), it was
intitially suspected that BHJ solar cells can be described by a MIM model (metal–
intrinsic–metal) [42], where the built-in voltage is controlled by the difference in the
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Fig. 12.4 Photocurrent
density of a two-level system
versus the energy of the
electron–hole pairs (i.e., eV).
The maximum usable
photocurrent density is found
when absorbed photons and
reemitted photons are
balanced and is called the
maximum power point
(Pmax ). At the energy eVOC ,
all carriers recombine (i.e., all
absorbed photons are
reemitted) and the total
current density becomes zero

work function of the two metal electrodes. Systematically, varying the work function of the electrodes [43–47] or the HOMO/LUMO positions of the semiconductors showed quite clearly that the MIM picture is wrong. By today, it is commonly
accepted that the appearance of the Voc is induced by the splitting of the electron
and hole pseudo-Fermi levels [48], whereas the role of the electrodes is to provide
semipermeable membranes at the interface of the semiconductor. Fermi level pinning occurs at the interfaces. Most metals irrespective of their work functions can
get pinned to surface states of fullerenes [44], while at the polymer interface only
the metals with work functions outside the polaron bands get pinned to the energetic
position of the polaron [49].

12.2.3 Understanding and Optimization of BHJ Composites
The printing and coating of large-area semiconductor devices is a completely new
challenge for the thin-film electronics industry. Traditional printing is well understood as the art to generate visual pictures with low defects. Quality control of
printed patterns is easily done by various optical and microscopical methods. The
printing of semiconductors requires a level of control of the printed or coated
films which goes well beyond the traditional printing picture. Printing of semiconductors implies the printing of a functionality. This functionality can be of electrical (OFET), magnetic (storage), electro-optical (OLED, OPV), electrochemical
(OFET, storage, sensors) or of other nature. Traditional printing does not handle
or control these disciplines so far. Modeling the printed devices will be a first
and important step to introduce quality control for printed semiconductor layers.
A successful device model can give insight into the printed film properties which
goes beyond the traditional quality control of printing. Expectations are that such
a model will answer questions on (1) the correlation between processing parameters and device performance, (2) quality and homogeneity of the printed layers,
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(3) morphology problems during solid-state film forming, and (4) electrical and/or
mechanical defects of the films.
12.2.3.1 The One-Diode Model for Organic Solar Cell
In order to optimize solar cell devices and to explain the dependence of the fill factor
( FF) and Voc on light intensity, models are needed to describe the light-dependent
processes in BHJ solar cells. In this section, an extension of the standard one diode
model is introduced, which allows the simulation of I–V curves measured under
different light intensities.
It was shown recently that based on the self-consistent solutions to the transport
equations, the electrical field and the carrier concentration in the active layer of the
BHJ solar cells can be calculated (Fig. 12.5a). These simulations showed that a BHJ
composite can be successfully described by a single intrinsic semiconductor layer
with the energy levels of the valence and conduction bands as the HOMO of the
polymer and the LUMO of the fullerene, respectively [50, 57]. The electric field is
found to be constant over the active layer and no or negligible deviation from this
behavior is observed under intense illumination (Fig. 12.5a,b).
Based on this finding, a macroscopic replacement circuit is suggested, capable
of describing the I–V characteristics of BHJ solar cells under different illumination densities with a single set of parameters. Such a replacement circuit has to
take the field dependence of the photocurrent into account. Before describing the
expanded replacement circuit, the deficiencies of the standard one-diode model [51]

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.5 Dependence of the electrical potentials on the applied voltage as calculated by solving
self-consistently the transport equations (Eqs. 12.11–12.14). Shown are the conduction band edge
(full line) and the valence band edge (dotted line) as a function of distance from the ITO electrode.
The PEDOT is up to 50 nm thick and assumed to be a p-type semiconductor. The BHJ spans a 50to 100-nm distance from the ITO electrode and assumed to be a single ambipolar semiconductor.
The metal contact is more than 110 nm away from the ITO electrode. The potential within the bulk
of the solar cell is nearly flat for voltages near Voc (a) and shows a constant potential decrease,
which can be seen clearly for 0 V (b) without band bending
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Fig. 12.6 Equivalent circuit diagram of the macroscopic model for describing a solar cell with
one diode. The total current for a given voltage V is the sum of the single currents through the
diode, which is represented by the parameters n and I0 , the shunt resistance Rp , the limiting series
resistance Rs , and the photoinduced current Ilight

need to be analyzed. The model is given by Eq. (12.21) and is schematically depicted
in Fig. 12.6.
Here, the photoinduced current jlight is added as a current source:
j − j0 × e

e×(V −I ×Rs)
nk B T

−1 −

V − j × Rs
+ jlight = 0
Rp

(12.23)

where j is the current density through the diode, j0 is the saturation current density,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature in kelvin, V is the external bias
applied to the diode, n is the ideality factor of the diode, Rs is the series resistance,
and Rp is the parallel resistance. The dependence of the parallel resistance Rp on
the illumination intensity is taken into account by adding a second photoconductive
parallel resistor Rphotoshunt , where the photoconductivity is proportional to the light
intensity Plight . Figure 12.7 shows typical I–V characteristics of BHJ solar cells,
measured under different illumination intensities together with the best fit to Eq.
(12.23).
The fit parameters are collected in Table 12.1, where Rp is calculated with Rp,dark
and Rphotoshunt via the light intensity. Experimental data have been taken on devices
using a poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) as donor and a [6,6]-phenyl-C61 -butyric
acid methyl ester (the fullerene PCBM) as acceptor.
The general quality of the fits is satisfying. The shunt (characteristic in the voltage regime between −0.2 V and 0.2 V) and the diode turn-on (characteristic in the
voltage regime between 0.3 and 0.6 V) of the dark I–V curve are correctly reproduced with a meaningful set of parameters. Please note, that the slope of the j–V
characteristic in the diode turn-on regime is governed by the ideality factor n. Also
the illuminated j–V curves can be correctly reproduced; however, in order to properly describe the open circuit voltage under increasing illumination density, a continuous increase of the saturation current j0 is necessary. The variation of j0 by a
factor of 2 is significant and gives an equivalent shift of the open-circuit voltage
by nearly 50 mV. However, the variation of dark diode parameters under illumination cannot be justified, since it would correspond to a change of the dark diode
itself under illumination. This is in conflict with Eq. (12.23), where jlight is the only
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Fig. 12.7 I–V curves
measured under various light
intensities (boxes) with fitted
curves using standard
one-diode model (line).
Values for the parameters n
and I0 are given for each light
intensity. The light intensity
is given by the value of
optical density of the various
gray filters and the light
intensity
of 110 mW/cm2 @ OD0

Table 12.1 Fit parameters n, j0 , and Rs for I–V curves measured under various light intensities,
fitted using standard one-diode model. The light intensity is given by the value of optical density
(OD), the various gray filters and the light intensity of 110 mW/cm2 @ OD0. Rp is calculated
with the dark shunt Rp,dark = 1,540 Ωcm2 parallel to a photo conductive resistor with the photo
conductivity 1/Rphotoshunt = 5.3×10–5 (Ωcm2 mW)−1
OD filter

n

Saturation current I0 [A/cm2 ]

Rs [Ω cm2 ]

0.0
0.6
1.0
3.0
dark

1.84
1.84
1.81
1.82
1.82

1.3 × 10−7
9.3 × 10−8
8.1 × 10−8
5.7 × 10−8
5.7 × 10−8

2.2
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.4

parameter sensitive to illumination. A fixed set of parameters j0 and n do not correctly reproduce the illumination dependency of Voc (see Fig. 12.8): the higher the
light intensity, the larger the error in Voc . Also a two-diode model, where the second
diode is implemented as a Shockley–Read-Hall (SRH) – recombination diode [52]
– does not explain the illumination intensity of the Voc , independent of the ideality
factors of these two diodes.
The discrepancy discussed above brings up the deficiencies of the one-diode
model given in Eq. (12.23). In order to remove this discrepancy, a more sophisticated model was introduced. It is well known that the photoinduced current of BHJ
solar cells is strongly driven by the internal electrical field. This is not surprising
for devices with active layers in the 100-nm regime, and a constant electrical field
(as seen in Fig. 12.8) further supports these findings. Applying now an external bias
close to the built-in voltage Vbi will minimize this field. Consequently, a reduction
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Fig. 12.8 The open-circuit voltage (Voc ) over the light intensity as measured (open circles ),
fitted with the standard one-diode model (closed triangle ), and fitted with the extended model
(closed circle •). The inset shows the relative error of the Voc value of the standard model and the
extended model to the measured value

of the electrical field is expected to reduce the average mean carrier distance, which
can be given as follows:
mean distance = τ × μ ×

(V − V bi)
L

(12.24)

where τ is the average lifetime of the carriers, μ the carrier mobility, and L the thickness of the sample. Equation (12.24) suggests that jlight should not be regarded as
constant with voltage. If the average mean carrier distance is smaller than the thickness of the sample, just the fraction (mean distance/layer thickness) of carriers will
reach the contacts and can be extracted from the solar cell. Therefore in the expansion of the one-diode model, the dependence of jlight on the voltage will be taken
into account. Similar models have been used to describe j–V curves of amorphous
silicon (a-Si) solar cells [53], when transport is limited by the field-driven average
mean carrier distance.
First, the photogenerated charge carrier flux density is calculated. Since the solar
cells discussed in this chapter show no or only negligible carrier losses (an internal
quantum efficiency of ∼100% and an external quantum efficiency of ∼80%), the
carrier flux density can be estimated directly from the short circuit current jsc , which
is equivalent to jlight (0 V). The photogenerated charge carriers are now driven by
the potential difference between the internal built-in voltage Vbi [54] and the applied
voltage V. The number of carriers which can be extracted from the device equals the
total number of carriers multiplied by the ratio of the mean distance to the thickness
of the sample, where this ratio should be in the range 0–1
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Table 12.2 Fit parameters n, j0 , Rs ,
Rp,dark , 1/Rphotoshunt , μ, τ , and Vbi for j−V
curves measured under various light
intensities, fitted using expanded
one-diode-model with nonconstant jlight

Parameter

Value

n
j0 (A/cm2 )
Rs (Ω cm2 )
Rp,dark (Ω cm2 )
1/Rphotoshunt (Ω cm2 mW)−1
μ (cm2 V−1 s−1 )
τ (s)
Vbi (V)

1.79
4.8 × 10−8
2.1
1,540
5.3 × 10−5
0.001
7.1 × 10−6
0.61

The overall photogenerated current jlight can be rewritten as:

jlight (V ) =

⎧
⎨

− | jsc |
if μ × τ × (−V + Vbi )/L > L
| jsc |
if μ × τ × (V − Vbi )/L > L
⎩
else
| jsc | × μ × τ × (−V + Vbi )/L2
(12.25)

Reversal of the photocurrent between the fourth and the first quadrant is a consequence of a field-driven light-generated current. In the forward direction, the photocurrent contributes to the total current, e.g., due to photoconductivity; Eq. (12.25)
does not contain direct carrier recombination. Please note that in the case of recombination losses, jsc in Eq. (12.25) has to be replaced by jsc0, the maximum possible (optically limited) primary photocurrent, which can be extracted under large
reverse bias. For comparison, more complex models, regarding the influence of
direct recombination processes as discussed for a-Si devices [53], were applied to
fit the BHJ data presented in this section. The result was that direct recombination
processes are not relevant for most of the presented BHJ data. However, we cannot
exclude that these more sophisticated models are relevant for other BHJ materials
or materials combinations.
This extended one-diode model composed of the standard one-diode model and
the field-depended light current was tested using the experimental data set already
shown in Fig. 12.8. The fitting of I–V curves is done by iteratively minimizing the
mean least error χ2 , which is given by the sum over the differences between the
measured and the fitted currents at each voltage:
χ2 =

$

Imeasur ed (V ) − I f itted (V )

2



2
+ log (Imeasur ed (V )) − log I f itted (V )

V

(12.26)
With this iterative method, dark diode parameters j0 , n, Rs , and Rp,dark are determined
first. Second, keeping the dark diode parameters constant, the mobility μ and the
carrier life time τ are determined by fitting the illuminated j–V curves. The set of
parameters are listed in Table 12.2 for the light–current Eq. (12.25). The mobility is
kept constant at 10–3 cm2 V−1 s−1 in agreement with literature values.
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Fig. 12.9 (a) I–V curves measured under various light intensities (boxes) and fitted curves using
one-diode model with nonconstant light current Ilight (line). Values for the model parameters are
given in Table 12.2 and are the same for each light intensity. The light intensity is given by the
value of optical density of the various gray filters and the light intensity of 110 mW/cm2 @ OD0.
(b) The fourth quadrant of measured (boxes) and fitted (line) I–V curves in a linear scale for 110
mW/cm2 . The values for the short circuit current (Isc ), open-circuit voltage (Voc ), maximum power
point (mpp), and fill factor (FF) are given for both fitted and measured I–V curves

Figure 12.9 shows again the experimental data compared to the fitted data as
calculated from Table 12.2. Again, excellent agreement is observed; but in contrast with the simple one-diode model, the expanded model fits the experimental
data with a high degree of accuracy with one and the same set of parameters. Most
importantly, the open-circuit voltage is fitted correctly over more than three orders
in illumination with one set of parameters. Plotting the I–V curve on a linear scale
reveals a small deviation in the fourth quadrant just before the open-circuit voltage
is observed (Fig. 12.9). This deviation is supposed to originate from the rather crude
assumption in the model that all photogenerated carriers have identical mobility
and lifetime. Because we neglect the statistical distribution of mobility and lifetime
values, the photocurrent is slightly overestimated at the opening of the diode, and
therefore, the FF is also slightly overestimated.
Another advantage of the expanded model is the estimate of a mean carrier lifetime τ , which is elaborate to obtain otherwise. The value of τ determined by fitting
experimental data with the expanded diode model (several microseconds) is similar to the carrier lifetimes determined from transient absorption measurements on
polymer BHJ films [55]. The value of the fitted built-in voltage of 0.61 V is also
in good agreement with the measured open-circuit voltage. Summarizing it is necessary to expand the one-diode model by introducing the field dependence of the
photocurrent. Efforts to use this slightly more complex model are rewarded by the
accurate estimate of the built-in voltage Vbi and the mean carrier lifetime τ or of the
μτ -product if the mobility μ of the tested material is unknown. Small deviations
in the fourth quadrant are explained by the fact that the model does not take into
account the statistical distribution of the mobility and lifetime.
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12.2.3.2 Consequences of the One-Diode Model
In the previous section, a simplified model for BHJ solar cells was introduced, allowing to deviate from the misleading concept of a MIM picture as
the charge-generating principle in the solar cell. Clearly, the intimate mixture of
electron-accepting and hole-accepting materials is responsible for the direct charge
generation, independently of the choice of metal contacts. Since it is agreed that the
charges are generated everywhere within the bulk, the proper picture for the organic
bulk heterojunction (oBHJ) solar cells is a homogenously distributed p–n junction,
with the p–n junction formed between the donor and the acceptor molecules. In
contrast to other models [56, 57], this picture allows to explain the light intensity
and temperature dependence of solar cells without the introduction of microscopic
transport parameters.
The fundamental question for any PV technology is the origin of the diode rectification, which is the energetic barrier which physically separates the charge carriers
from each other and prevents their recombination after separation. This energetic
barrier is the origin of the diode I–V characteristics which was discussed in Section 12.2.2.4. Addition of a parallel and a series resistance to the diode resulted in
the expanded equivalent circuit with a field-dependent photocurrent. In case of no
illumination (jlight =0), assuming Rp >>Rs , the electrical response of the solar cell is
expected to consist of three distinct regimes:
• A linear regime at negative voltages and low positive voltages where the current
is limited by Rp .
• An exponential behavior at intermediate positive voltages where the current is
controlled by the diode.
• A second linear regime at high voltages where the current is limited by the series
resistance.
Typical j–V characteristics of nonilluminated BHJ devices are presented in
Fig. 12.10. The three regimes can be easily identified. Differently processed solar
cells differ in the ohmic response in regimes (1) and (3), but have a common positive
slope between 0.5 V and 0.75 V. The linearity of this j–V regime in the semilogarithmic representation indicates an exponential correlation between current density
and voltage. Exponential behavior is usually attributed to a clearly defined interface between two materials with chemical potentials shifted relative to each other,
as present in bilayer or Schottky devices. The relation between current density j and
voltage V therefore is analytically best described by Eqs. (12.23) and (12.25).
For devices consisting of an intimate mixture of two materials, a well-defined
interface for charge separation, such as a p–n junction, suggests an arrangement of
the two blended semiconductor materials as shown schematically in Fig. 12. 11.
The concept of organic BHJ devices was initiated by the idea of an increased
interface for charge separation in order to overcome the limits due to low exciton
diffusion lengths [58, 59] in organic materials. For several reasons, it is sound to
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Fig. 12.10 j–V characteristics of seven oBHJ devices(Δ,,+, , , , − ) of one production batch.
The inset shows the standard replacement circuit. The characteristic of one device under incident
light of one sun is shown as a solid line

accept that this interface is responsible for the charge generation and also for the
charge separation.
The charge transfer from polymers to derivatives of C60 is known to occur on an
ultrafast timescale [60], while the back transfer is strongly hindered due to energetic
reasons [61, 62]. Once the carriers are separated, selective contacts are still needed to
extract them. The choice of nonselective contacts may lead to surface recombination
at the metal–semiconductor interface. These losses, namely the effect of the type
of metal contacts on solar cell parameters, were frequently misinterpreted as an
indication of the MIM picture.
Due to the clearly defined interface, its 3-D expansion throughout the bulk and
the selective transport of the appropriate charge carriers along phases of the respective material it makes sense to regard BHJ solar cells as “expanded p–n junction”
compared to the classical “planar p–n junction.” With that model developed, it is
much easier to work out the physical differences to the MIM picture: in a p–n picture, the diode properties – i.e., the ideality factor n and the reverse saturation current
j0 – will depend on the two semiconductor materials.
The ideality factor reflects the bias dependence of the energetic barrier between
the two semiconductors, controlling injection as well as recombination. It is a
measure of the morphology of the p–n junctions and will vary with the processing conditions [63], which is clearly reflected in different ideality factors for
different solutions.
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Fig. 12.11 Schematic presentation of the formation of p–n junctions in BHJ devices: The two
materials arrange as a bilayer, the electrodes are connected by a pure phase, or one material is
completely enclosed by the other (a). After excitation, undirected charge transfer takes place across
the donor–acceptor interface subsequently followed by field-driven transport along pure materials
phases (b)

The saturation current density reflects the majority type carriers which can overcome the barrier, independently of the applied bias. In conventional p–n junctions,
the carrier density consists of a temperature independent (intrinsic) part reflecting
the purity of the materials ji and a thermally activated part. The latter shows an
exponential dependence on the temperature T and on the height of the barrier φ.
Analysis of temperature-dependent j–V measurements on oBHJ devices clearly
reveals j0 = ji eqφ/nkt (Fig. 12.12), with the barrier height φ being identical
to the difference to the LUMOPCBM and the HOMOPOLYMER (see Table 12.3).
This correlation is somewhat the ultimate proof that the MIM picture can not be
correct.
It is worthwhile to compare the barrier values calculated from the temperature
dependence of the saturation current to either Voc or better Vbi values extracted from
the j–V characteristics. Theory for p–n junction predicts that these values should be
more or less identical. The values for the Vbi were calculated according to Section
12.2.3.1 and compared in Table 12.3 and excellent agreement is found. A different
model was recently suggested by Koster et al. [56], whereas this model needs to
redefine the specific material parameters for each new material system.
An interesting consequence of the extended p–n junction picture is the photodependence of the parallel resistance. In the extended p–n junction, pure phases of the
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Fig. 12.12 Temperature dependence of the reverse saturation current of P3HT:PCBM (closed
circles) and PPV-based (open circles) oBHJ devices. The closed circles are values obtained by
fitting the exponential part of the j–V characteristics in the dark. The line is the best fit to the
experimental data
Table 12.3 Values for the built-in potential Vbi obtained from intensity-dependent j–V data compared to the energetic barrier φ responsible for the temperature dependence of the saturation current j0 . Both values are in strong correlation with the difference between the LUMO level of the
acceptor and the HOMO level of the donor which were determined from cyclovoltammetric measurements. The ideality factor n is listed as well. The second batch of MDMO-PPV:PCBM devices
was not measured under different temperatures; therefore, no energetic barrier is indicated
Materials/
batch

Vbi (V) determined φ (eV) determined ELUMO –EHOMO
via jlight = 0
via j0 (T)
(eV)

n

MDMO-PPV:PCBM/1
MDMO-PPV:PCBM/2
P3HT:PCBM/1
P3HT:PCBM/2

1.05 ± 0.1
1.05 ± 0.1
0.85 ± 0.1
0.85 ± 0.1

1.38 ± 0.02
1.23 ± 0.02
1.6 ± 0.02
1.72 ± 0.02

1.25 ± 0.05
–
0.92 ± 0.05
0.93 ± 0.05

1.1 ± 0.1
1.1 ± 0.1
0.95 ± 0.1
0.95 ± 0.1

two materials can form continuous transport paths between the anode and the cathode, thereby generating a parallel shunt resistance. The dark parallel shunt resistance reflects the intrinsic conductivity of the materials, which for most organic
semiconductors is quite low. Under illumination, light-induced charge generation
(“photodoping”), caused by the charge transfer between donor and acceptor, is
expected to reduce the shunt dramatically. The conductivity σ of materials is given
by σ = (nq)μ, where n is the charge density, q the charge, and μ the mobility, which
is assumed to be independent of illumination. Under illumination, the photogenerated carriers Nph increase the semiconductor conductivity via σ ≈ (n + Nph )qμ.
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Fig. 12.13 Relation between the light generated photoconductivity σph and the light generated
current density jlight for P3HT:PCBM-devices (closed circles) and MDMO-PPV:PCBM devices
(open circles). σph = σill − σ0 = f(jlight ). The lines are the best power law fits to the data

Since the photogenerated carriers are proportional to the photocurrent, one would
expect the shunt to scale with photocurrent density. The experimental data for this
correlation are shown in Fig. 12.13 for P3HT:PCBM as well as MDMO-PPV:PCBM
devices.
Summarizing this section, BHJ solar cells are characterized by a p–n type
junction between the donor and the acceptor phases. The nature of the junction
is observed in the temperature dependence of the dark current, built-in potential and photoshunt of various material systems, including P3HT:PCBM, MDMOPPV:PCBM, and PF:PCBM devices. Device analysis based on the expanded p–n
junction picture is a powerful tool to analyze performance losses of the solar cells.
This aspect will be discussed in more detail in the next section.
12.2.3.3 Application to Large-Area Solution-Processed Solar Cells
The establishment of a well-working simulation model for solar cells opens up the
possibility to analyze the interplay between processing and performance. Simply
looking at the device performance is most of the times insufficient to understand
why certain process conditions give a fully working device, while another set of
process conditions may cause failure. A successful device analysis consists of two
parts: (1) a semiconductor bulk analysis needs to determine the density long living
photocharges, while (2) the interface analysis needs to determine the charge extraction efficiency to the electrodes. It is generally accepted that deficiencies or defects
of the bulk semiconductor dominantly cause lower current densities, while interface
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deficiencies lead to FF and Voc losses. However, there are situations where different
bulk semiconductor morphologies significantly influence FF or Voc . These atypical
scenarios are difficult to identify. A cost and time efficient alternative to spectroscopic investigations is the simulation of j–V curves.
Processing of organic solar cells via printing or coating technologies is the essential advantage for large-area electronics applications. A true low-cost technology
demands low processing temperatures, compatibility to existing coating or printing
equipment with reasonable low resolution and raw materials in abundance. However, with a few exceptions, most of the low-cost, solution-processed solar cells
reported in literature have been processed by spin coating technologies. Spin coating is a suitable technology for the precision coating of photoresists, for instance,
resulting in outstanding smooth and homogenous surfaces. It is at least questionable whether a printing technology can give films with comparable specifications.
Another complexity is the impact of drying on the semiconductors morphology.
Especially for two-component BHJ composites, drying is known to majorly influence the solar cell performance. Slow drying gives more time to two components to
organize and arrange themselves into the equilibrium configuration. A few reports
in literature demonstrated high power efficiencies for coated solar cells [64–66], but
a systematic investigation on the correlation between production technology and
device performance is missing so far and cannot be settled within the scope of this
chapter. Nevertheless, the performance of fairly efficient BHJ solar cells produced
by a reel-to-reel compatible coating technique will be analyzed and compared to a
reference, namely devices produced by a discrete spin coating technique.
Figure 12.14 shows a typical j–V curve of an efficient P3HT:PCBM solar cell
produced by large-area coating of the semiconductor. This particular device had a
short-circuit density Isc of 11.5 mA/cm2 , an open-circuit voltage Voc of 615 mV, and

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.14 (a) j–V curve of a P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cell under 100 mW/cm2 white light illumination. This particular device has a AM1.5 power efficiency of more than 4%. (b) Spectrally
resolved photocurrent (EQE) of a doctor-bladed device. By convoluting the external quantum efficiency with the AM1.5G solar spectrum, a short circuit current density of over 11 mA/cm2 is
derived. From comparison to the measured value and by utilizing outdoor measurements, a mismatch factor for the Isc of 0.75–0.8 is calculated. All values in this chapter have been calculated by
a mismatch factor of 0.75
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a FF of 58% under AM1.5 illumination with 100 mW/cm2 . This corresponds to a
power efficiency of over 4%. More than 45 devices were produced and compared
for this study, and the performance data varied between 7.5 and 12 mA/cm2 for Isc ,
between 600 and 645 mV for Voc , between 56 and 65% for the FF, corresponding to
power efficiencies between ∼3% and well beyond 4%. It is important to say that the
current densities were calculated by using a mismatch factor which was derived by
convoluting the EQE spectrum with the AM1.5G spectrum. Together with the small
size of the devices, which may favor parasitic effects from the edges, the current
densities should be accurate within a 10–15% tolerance.
Printing techniques are a natural choice for applying and fixing a fluid in a structured way onto a flexible substrate. Shaheen et al. recently presented screen-printed
organic solar cells [67]; other printing and coating techniques for organic semiconductors under investigation are, for instance, ink-jet printing [68]. However, organic
solar cells have the advantage that the semiconductor layer does not necessarily
have to be structured by printing because the dimensional requirements for the lateral resolution or registration are relaxed. This situation favors the use of largearea coating techniques such as doctor blading or slot extrusion, methods which
are known to give lateral resolutions in the submillimeter regime. Though it is still
widely believed that spin coating is superior to other coating technologies, mainly
due to homogeneity of the film thickness, reduced particles, and reduced number of
pinholes, it appears obvious that conventional printing and coating techniques, such
as solution extrusion or doctor blading, are the more proper tools for production of
organic PV devices. This is demonstrated in Fig. 12.15 where the typical perfor-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.15 Comparison of the power efficiency of (a) coated versus (b) spin-coated devices. Data
are presented in box plots. The horizontal lines in the box denote the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentile
values. The error bars denote the 5th and 95th percentile values. The two symbols below and above
the 5th/95th percentile error bar denote the highest and the lowest observed values, respectively.
The open square inside the box denotes the mean value. The height of the box is the measure
for the tolerance. Devices were illuminated with 100 mW/cm2 from a solar simulator. Efficiencies
were corrected for the mismatch factor of the illumination source and represent AM1.5 values
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mance of spin-coated versus doctor-bladed organic solar cells is compared. Three
series of 16 solar cells were compared to evaluate the quality of the doctor blading
process. For these batches, it was found that the average performance of doctorbladed solar cells is even slightly higher than that of batch-processed, spin-coated
solar cells from the reference experiment. Further, the tolerance of the doctor blading process is comparable to that of the spin coating process. The slight increase in
the variation of the efficiency for the bladed devices is mainly due to a gradient in
the film thickness of the bladed layers, which is frequently observed for coating or
printing of small areas.
The correlation between the morphology of a BHJ composite and its PV performance is under intense scientific discussion [69]. One approach to this complex
situation is a more in-depth analysis of the I–V behavior of BHJ solar cells based on
the above introduced equivalent circuit for BHJ solar cells.
One reason for the higher efficiency of the coated devices is a slightly higher
Isc , by ∼10%, which is attributed to a slightly increased film thickness. EQE measurements evidenced that the quantum efficiency for charge generation or charge
separation is comparable to doctor-bladed and spin-coated films. Layers produced
by each of these techniques are therefore suggested to have comparable morphology in the 5–30 nm scale, i.e., in the relevant dimensions for charge generation
and transport. In parallel, it is observed that doctor-bladed devices have a higher
open-circuit voltage (Fig. 12.16a), which somehow contradicts the hypothesis of
identical morphologies. Statistical analysis reveals that the Voc of coated devices
is ∼30–40 mV higher than that of spin-coated devices, corresponding to a 6–7%
increase. The diode parameters of the equivalent circuit for both types of solar cells
were analyzed as described above and are depicted in Fig. 12.16b.
The focus of the evaluation is on two-diode parameters: the ideality factor n and
the reverse saturation current density j0 . These two parameters determine the low
voltage shape of the j–V curve in the absence of shunts. The saturation current j0
determines the absolute size of the diode current around zero bias, while the exponential behavior is dominated by the diode ideality factor n. Following PV theory
[70, 71, 72], the physics of a solar cell, namely the separation of the photogenerated
charges, is described by these two parameters. This concept is well developed and
understood for inorganic solar cells.
The ideality factor reflects the “opening behavior” of the diode with the applied
voltage, that is its recombination behavior. Recombination will take place at interfaces where carriers with opposite charges can meet. The diode ideality factor n
therefore reflects the density of such interfaces and is representative of the morphology between the conjugated polymers and the fullerenes [73]. Different solvents alter the morphology of pristine as well as of blended films [74], and this is
usually reflected in different ideality factors of solar cells processed from different
solutions [72].
The second parameter that affects the exponential part of the j–V characteristic
is the saturation current, which reflects the number of charges able to overcome the
qφ
energetic barrier under reverse (zero) bias, j0 ≈ ji e /kT . Also, the dark current
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12.16 (a) Comparison of the open-circuit voltage Voc of spin coated and doctor-bladed
devices. The experimental data of 16 devices are presented in the box diagrams. (b) Diode ideality
factor n (open circles) and saturation current density j0 (closed squares) of spin-coated and coated
devices according to the analysis with an equivalent circuit. (c) Dependence of the Voc on n and j0 .
The cross marks the parameter set for spin-coated devices, and the dot for coated devices

density is representative of the loss mechanisms as lumincescent recombination. As
demonstrated above, the height of the respective energetic barrier φ correlates to the
difference between the conjugated polymer’s HOMO and the fullerene’s LUMO.
For the investigated samples, analysis of spin-coated versus doctor-bladed cells
reveals differences in the saturation current density j0 . The diode ideality factor n is
unchanged as it can be expected for devices processed from the same solvent. It is
this reduction of j0 by approximately a factor of 3 which is responsible for the Voc
enhancement. For BHJ devices, j0 correlates with the probability that carriers are
generated across a barrier. This barrier originates from the difference of the donor’s
HOMO relative to acceptor’s LUMO. As such, there is a distinct difference between
n and j0 . The former parameter correlates with the number of interfaces and the latter
parameter correlates with the quality of the interface with respect to recombination
and generation processes. Different processing techniques yield different morphologies of the composite exerting a strong influence on the absolute value of j0 , since
j0 may be governed by the particular combination of grain boundaries, crystalline
regions, mixed amorphous regions between the two semiconductors and especially
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to 2-D and 3-D polymer aggregates typical of polyhexylthiophenes [75]. Formally, a
reduction of j0 can also be explained by a reduced doping of one of the components.
It is unclear how different processing could lead to different background doping.
Based on the results from the equivalent circuit analysis, one can analyze the
potential for further improvements. For the given materials and their absorption
spectrum, the current densities are already close to the optimum. An additional small
enhancement of Isc is expected with better light incoupling, e.g., antireflection coating, more transparent electrodes, and electrode layers or light trapping. The bigger
potential for improvement is in the fill factor FF and especially in the open-circuit
voltage Voc . To understand how the open-circuit voltage Voc can be influenced by
the diode parameters, it is important to recall that the Voc is the bias where the photocurrent and the dark injection current are matching, resulting in an overall zero
current densitiy. Though the maximum value of Voc is the difference of the donor’s
HOMO and the acceptor’s LUMO, also referred to as the built-in potential (Vbi ),
dark current contributions usually result in Voc values significantly below Vbi .
Figure 12.16c summarizes the correlation of the Voc, the diode ideality factor n,
and the dark saturation current density j0 . A further reduction of j0 by one order of
magnitude is needed to increase the Voc of P3HT:PCBM solar cells above 650 mV
and close to the 700-mV level, which is a further relative efficiency increase of
∼10%.
The development of proper coating techniques for organic semiconductors is
imperative for large-area reel-to-reel processing. The difference between differently
processed (i.e., coated and spin-coated devices) is, according to the analysis based
on the extended one-diode replacement circuit, negligible. More freedom to deposit
a semiconductor layer with the optimized film thickness together with improved
diode parameters are additional strong arguments that BHJ solar cells are compatible with large-area electronics production via printing and coating technologies.

12.3 Challenges for Large-Area Processing
12.3.1 Production Scheme
As illustrated on Fig. 12.17, BHJ-based devices consist in a quite simple structure made of one photoactive organic layer sandwiched between conductive electrodes. Up to now, the most widely used bottom transparent electrode is indium
tin oxide (ITO) deposited by reactive sputtering on either rigid glass or flexible
polymer foils like PET. In order to compensate for the roughness of this electrode, a layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) highly doped with
poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) can be applied. On the top of this layer, the active
donor–acceptor blend is deposited. Finally, the back electrode is evaporated after
having deposited a small layer of typically low work function metals like Ca, Ba,
Al, or combinations of LiF/Al, all of them known to enhance cell performance.
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Fig. 12.17 Schematic
drawing for a BHJ solar cell

The obvious advantage of plastic solar cells compared to their inorganic counterparts comes from the possibility to produce large-area flexible devices with processing technologies employed in the very mature printing industry [76]. While for
small samples, spin casting technique is commonly carried out, large-scale devices
call upon other approaches like ink-jet printing [77] or doctor blading [78]. Shaheen et al. showed even the applicability of screen printing. Though the application
of screen printing for the deposition of a few 100-nm layers is under discussion,
Shaheen’s work certainly paved the route to potentially larger scale and faster rollto-roll processing [67]. Figure 12.18 summarizes the schematics of doctor blading
and screen printing.
It has to be mentioned here that an optimization of the device design is mandatory to achieve high efficiencies over large areas. Indeed, the bottom transparent
electrodes usually possess sheet resistance of about 10 Ω/square on rigid substrates,
while flexible ITO substrates typically are in the 20–40 Ω/square regime. Therefore, the series resistance induced by this part of the device can dramatically reduce
charge collection. A solution to overcome this problem is to limit the path of the
charge carriers in this electrode, that is, to design individual cells that have large
width but short length, similarly to the case of transistor channels. Furthermore,
since BHJ organic solar cells usually possess a Vmpp of several 100 mV, the realization of modules delivering several volts requires efficient series connections of
a large number of individual cells. Figure 12.19 shows the cross section of a BHJ
module. The individual cells are interconnected in a so-called Z-interconnect, where
the top electrode (cathode) of one adjacent cell makes an electrical interconnect to
the anode of the neighboring cell. Such connections, already used to produce inorganic thin-film solar cell modules for a long time, have to ensure minimized surface
area losses and optimized connections of the anode of one cell to the cathode of the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.18 Schematics of the (a) doctor blading and the (b) screen printing techniques
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Fig. 12.19 Schematic layout of a BHJ solar cell

next cell. To achieve such integration, the cells should be precisely aligned and their
size perfectly controlled. Moreover, such a process should be compatible to roll-toroll production at high speed, thus avoiding any masking steps. Different strategies
to pattern organic devices have been proposed. They mostly rely on ink-jet printing
[77], photolithography [79], soft lithography [80], and laser etching [81].
Looking at the layout of a BHJ module, it becomes obvious why coating and
printing technologies are expected to be the ideal production technologies. However,
recently a very attractive alternative to printing was suggested: the combination of
coating technologies and laser patterning [82]. It was shown that a patterning technique based on Nd:YAG laser etching can allow to easily shape self-aligned seriesconnected solar cells into large-scale modules (Fig. 12.20). This technique, inspired
by the state-of-the-art processing used in a-Si thin-film solar cell production [83],
relies on selective etching of the photoactive material and the electrode of the cell.
When comparing the absorption spectra of ITO MDMO-PPV:PCBM blend to the
emission lines of the fundamental and the second harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser, one
realizes that ITO can be etched by the 1,064-nm line, while the organic photoactive material is much more sensitive to the 532-nm line. This selective absorption
in principle allows to access complicated patterns with one single laser without any
mask or lithographic operation. Figure 12.21 shows the successive steps for the production of large modules made of series-connected cells:
• Deposition of ITO and PEDOT:PSS all over the substrate.
• Structuring of the ITO and PEDOT:PSS by ablation with the 1,064-nm Nd:YAG
laser line to separate the cells.
• Deposition of a blanket layer of the photoactive material.
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Fig. 12.20 Successive steps of Nd:YAG laser patterning of MDMO-PPV:PCBM based solar cells
connected in series (reproduced with permission from [82])

• Structuring of the MDMO-PPV:PCBM material by ablation with the 532-nm
Nd:YAG laser line to open vias to the underlying ITO electrodes.
• Deposition of a blanket layer of the top electrode material over the surface of the
device.
• Structuring of the top electrode by lift-off due to ablation of the MDMOPPV:PCBM blend with the 532-nm Nd:YAG laser to separate the individual cells.
Using a 30-kHz pulsed laser, etching speed up to 300 mm.s–1 has been achieved,
suggesting that this facile way of creating tightly packed series-connected cells
might be entirely compatible with roll-to-roll process [82].

12.3.2 Encapsulation of Flexible Solar Cells
Conjugated polymers such as poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) are known to
be rather unstable in air [84], being particularly susceptible to photodegradation
induced by oxygen and moisture [85, 86]. The mechanism involves the binding
of oxygen atoms to vinyl bonds, which breaks the conjugation and leads to the
formation of carbonyl groups [87, 88]. Spectroscopic ellipsometry studies showed
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Fig. 12.21 OTR versus
WVTR of commercially
available polymer films, food
packaging requirements, and
organic electronics
requirements

that during simultaneous exposure to air and light, the thickness of the active layer
increases, while its refractive index and absorption coefficient drastically decrease
[89]. Moreover, the material for the low work function electrode is usually chosen from metals like Al and Ca, in order to maximize the open-circuit voltage of
the solar cells, as explained above. These metals rapidly undergo oxidation when
exposed to air. This leads to the formation of thin insulating oxide barriers [90],
hindering electric conduction, and collection of the charge carriers. Moreover, it has
been reported that water can affect the interface between the metallic contact and
the organic semiconductors by an electrochemical process that causes delamination
of the electrode [91]. This effect is directly connected to the formation of dark spots
in OLEDs.
While all these phenomena drastically complicate the usage of OLEDs in air,
conjugated polymer:fullerene blends have been shown to be slightly less sensitive
than pure conjugated polymer. Neugebauer et al. studied the degradation of MDMOPPV, PCBM, and blend of the two materials by attenuated total reflection fourier
transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) [93]. The authors observed that the MDMO-PPV
signal decreases by 50% within 5 hours, under illumination and pure oxygen atmosphere. Though these numbers are relative and mainly reflect the experimental setup,
when mixed with an electron acceptor, the stability of the MDMO-PPV is drastically
increased relative to the pristine material. There may be two distinct explanations
of this effect. First, since the electrochemical potential of the photoexcited state of
conjugated polymer is relatively high, it might immediately lead to direct electrochemical interactions with oxygen and water vapor present in its vicinity. The ultrafast electron transfer from the LUMO of the conjugated polymer to the LUMO of
the acceptor empties the excited state of the polymer and lowers the electrochemical
energy of the excited electron. Second, the intersystem crossing of the polymer can
produce triplet excited states that may create singlet oxygen by energy transfer [92].
This highly reactive form of oxygen is expected to react with the polymer backbone
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creating carbonyl-type defects. As shown above, the ultrafast photoinduced electron
transfer does quench the inert system crossing to the triplet state, by hindering this
degradation route.
Several studies focused on the lifetime investigation of conjugated polymer:fullerene solar cells. In the case of MDMO-PPV:PCBM cells encapsulated
between glass plates, Neugebauer et al. reported a decrease of 40% of the Voc and
60% of the Isc within 3,000 hours, whereas unprotected cells lasted only couple
of hours [93]. Accelerated lifetime test showed that the degradation was about 10
times faster at 80◦ C than at 25◦ C [94]. Moreover, the degradation was found to
be influenced by some morphological components. Indeed, Jeranko et al. investigated the aging effect by photocurrent imaging, which revealed the formation of
island of higher efficiency [95]. Finally, deterioration of the electron collecting
electrode–polymer interface has been proposed as a determining factor [96, 97].
Several attempts have been tried to reduce the degradation of the active materials,
such as replacing the easily oxidized Al by more stable Au [98] or blending the photoactive polymer with a potentially protective host matrix [99]. However, efficient
encapsulation solutions are required in order to ensure extended lifetime to this type
of device. In order to fully take advantage of the opportunities offered by soluble
materials like conjugated polymers, these solution have to be mechanically flexible.
The ability of oxygen and moisture to cross an encapsulating membrane is
quantified by the oxygen transmission rate (OTR) and the water vapor transmission rate (WVTR). It is generally accepted that the lifetime of OLED devices
above 10,000 hours requires WVTR and OTR of about 10−6 g.m−2 .day−1 and
10−4 cm3 .m−2 .day−1 .atm−1 , respectively [100]. As illustrated on Fig. 12.21, these
values are about three to five orders of magnitude lower than the corresponding values of commercially available polymer films. However, since conjugated
polymer:fullerene-based solar cells are slightly less sensitive to oxidative agents, it
is commonly considered that WVTR around 10−4 g.m−2 .day−1 might be sufficient
for this type of device. It has to be noted here that WVTR and OTR are inversely
proportional to the thickness of a homogeneous membrane. This result arises from
the fact that these parameters are experimentally evaluated by placing the membrane
in between a fully saturated and a fully depleted atmosphere (under constant flux of
inert drain gas). The concentration of diffusing species decreases linearly across the
thickness of the membrane. Thus, in order to decrease by four orders of magnitude,
the OTR of a 50-μm-thick PET substrate, one would have to increase its thickness
by the same factor. Luckily, and for the sake of flexibility, another solution consists
of using inorganic gas barrier thin-film deposited on thin polymer substrates.
Transparent thin-film barrier coatings resistant to permeation of gases and
vapors deposited onto flexible polymer substrates have been intensively studied for
applications in food and pharmaceutical packaging, where improving the barrier
capabilities of the bare plastic films by 1–3 orders of magnitude is usually considered sufficient (Fig. 12.21). It has been shown that silicon-based dielectric coatings
deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) on plastic films
can be used as single layer permeation barriers yielding barrier improvement factors (BIF) up to 3 orders of magnitude [101, 102]. Permeation through those barrier
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materials has been proven to be a phenomenon controlled by nanometer-size structural defects present in the barrier coating, mainly caused by intrinsic or extrinsic
surface roughness [101, 103, 104]. Moreover, theoretical calculations have shown
that the total permeation rate through many small pinholes is much higher than that
corresponding to the same total pinhole area combined in a few larger defects [105,
106]. This can be explained by lateral diffusion which is of crucial importance when
the diameters of the defects are small compared with the thickness of the substrate.
Thus, BIF beyond three orders of magnitude are unlikely to be achieved with single
inorganic layers.
The most common technique used to achieve ultrahigh barrier properties is
based on alternating organic–inorganic multilayers; sandwiching inorganic barriers
between polymeric buffers has been reported to reduce the number of pinholes significantly [107]. This can be explained in terms of smoothing of the coated surface,
reduction of mechanical damage, and increase of thermal stability [100] Moreover,
repeating the alternating process yields stacked structures that allow the organic layers to “decouple” the defects from neighboring inorganic layers. Polyacrylate/Al2 O3
alternating coatings produced in a multistep process [108] have been used to encapsulate OLEDs. The organic layer typically is produced by flash evaporation of an
acrylic monomer that is subsequently cured by UV light, while the inorganic coating

Fig. 12.22 Relative change in efficiency, of glass cells encapsulated with an ultra barrier, as a
function of time. The change in efficiency can be modeled using a constant WVTR rate and the
volume of Ca. Degradation is ca. 4× slower than predicted with the WVTR rates measured with a
Ca sensor
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is usually deposited by reactive sputtering. WVTR of about 2 × 10−6 g.m−2 .day−1
has been reported [109], yielding 5-mm2 OLED lifetime of 2,500 hours [110].
In the case of conjugated polymer:fullerene solar cells, the usage of another
type of ultrahigh barrier was reported. This barrier, entirely produced by PECVD
of alternating organic/SiOx on 175-μm-thick PET substrate, succeeded accelerated
“calcium test” (50◦ C, 85% relative humidity) for more than 1,000 hours, which corresponds to at least 10,000 hours under normal ambient conditions [111]. Dennler
et al. showed that MDMO-PPV:PCBM cells fabricated on such substrates and
subsequently encapsulated exhibit shelf lifetime of about 3,000 hours in spite of
their appreciable mechanical flexibility. The correlation between the device lifetime and the barrier property was recently investigated by Hauch et al. (Fig. 12.22).
Figure 12.22 correlates the lifetime of single cells with the WVTR of the packaging
material. For a variety of WVTRs, the device lifetime correlated quite well with the
WVTR of the top package. Thus, solar cells with sensitive electrodes like Ca do
have an environmental stability issue. Careful engineering of the devices was necessary to achieve longer lifetimes. Operational lifetimes beyond 1,000 hours under
one sun and elevated temperatures were reported for glass as well as flexible substrates [112–114]. These observations reveal that the encapsulation may not be the
limiting factor and the combined usage of more stable conjugated polymers, better
defined interfaces in combination with reasonable high barrier coatings, will lead to
very long lifetimes [95].

12.4 Conclusions
BHJ solar cells made impressive progress over the last couple of years. Starting with
roughly 1% efficient devices on a few millimeter square active areas, processed by
sublimation of compounds such as merocyanines [115] and pthalocyanines [116]
in the late 1980s, today’s efficiency is over 6%, on large areas and on flexible substrates with impressive lifetime. The rapid progress in this field is mostly based
on the progress in the materials science and production technologies. Today’s BHJ
solar cells can be processed on glass as well as on flexible substrates with relative ease and comparable performance. From today’s perspective, it seems only
a question of time when devices with 10% power conversion efficiency on flexible substrates and large areas will be demonstrated. One key development allowing such high efficiencies certainly will be on the materials side. The second, as
important development, is to gain improved control over the solid-state morphology
of donor–acceptor composites. The near future will show exciting developments,
and some of them can be anticipated already today, like self-assembled materials, nanosized device geometries release the requirements on the proper morphology, metallic nanoparticles and plasmon absorption and highly complex molecules
which fulfil all functions in distinct parts of the molecule. In parallel to these exciting new fields, we will see a fast development of the solution-based techniques
such as ink-jet, screen, or flexographic printing (a form of rotary web letterpress
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using flexible relief plates) for the production of BHJ solar cells. Other important
economic factors addressing the balance-of-system costs are novel semiconducting
electrodes to replace ITO, low-cost barriers against water and oxygen permeation
as well as flexible electronic components to be combined with flexible PV power
supply. The BHJ technologies will see an exciting nearby future in the application
of PVs.
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Chapter 13

Substrates and Thin-Film Barrier Technology
for Flexible Electronics
Ahmet Gün Erlat, Min Yan, and Anil R. Duggal

13.1 Introduction
The term “flexible electronics” encompasses a wide array of applications such as
flexible displays, low-cost and/or large-area sensors, conformal lighting, and solar
cells to name a few, with one common ingredient: the ability to fabricate electronic
and optoelectronic devices on nonrigid substrates such as plastic films, metal foil,
or thin glass, without losing the functionality of the devices during operation. Other
terms often used to convey this concept include “printable electronics”, “macroelectronics,” and “organic electronics.” The promise of flexible electronics lies in
the potential for building large-area electronic devices with much lower cost than
possible with conventional silicon-based technology [1]. The technologies being
developed to enable this all revolve around building devices using low-cost printing techniques that are compatible with high-volume “roll-to-roll” manufacturing.
Example technologies that are potentially compatible with low-cost printing techniques include organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs) [2–3], organic photovoltaic
devices [4–6], thin-film transistors (TFTs) and TFT arrays using both organic [7–9]
and solution-processible inorganic materials [10, 11], electronic paper [12], wearable electronics [13], flexible batteries [14], RFID tags [15], sensors [16], and more
complicated circuitry [17–19].
Fabricating these devices on flexible substrates, particularly on plastic, brings
with it new challenges in order to make them commercially viable. One critical challenge is to design a means of hermetic packaging of the organic electronic device
because many such devices exhibit a very short shelf lifetime if not protected from
the ingress of environmental permeants such as oxygen and water vapor [20]. Such
a packaging scheme can be viewed to have two components. First, the substrate on
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Fig. 13.1 Water vapor barrier requirements for various optoelectronic applications (OLED,
organic light-emitting device; PV, photovoltaic; LCD, liquid crystal display; E-paper, electrophoretic paper display)

which the device is built needs to provide a barrier; second, the device and the substrate need to be “capped” with a form of encapsulation to complete the hermetic
package. Figure 13.1 demonstrates the barrier levels for water vapor (in terms of
water vapor transmission rate, WVTR) required for many of the technologies mentioned above. One can see that plastic materials alone cannot provide a sufficiently
hermetic barrier and that an OLED device requires the most stringent level of barrier protection. The focus of this chapter is to present a comprehensive account
of the thin-film barrier technologies available to enable flexible electronics. The
main emphasis will be on barrier technologies that can be integrated with an OLED
device since this represents the most challenging application. Section 13.2 outlines
the requirements for hermetic packaging in detail. Section 13.3 describes the engineering challenges in creating a thin-film barrier, measuring its effectiveness, and
the various approaches and solutions that are available. Section 13.4 delves into
device–barrier integration challenges both for the case where the barrier is part of
the device substrate and for when it is used as an encapsulation layer on top of the
device.

13.2 Barrier Requirements
Various packaging schemes that have been considered for a flexible OLED are
depicted in Fig. 13.2. In each flexible scheme, the device is built up from a rollprocessible film substrate which needs to provide adequate barrier properties, and
then covered with a flexible top barrier which consists of either a superstrate film
(A, B, C) or a thin encapsulating film (D). Schemes A, B, and C utilize an adhesive to attach the superstrate and substrate films together. As shown, the adhesive
fills the whole area between the two films, but other variations can be considered
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Fig. 13.2 Packaging schemes for flexible OLEDs. (A) Barrier plastic film as substrate with barrier
plastic film as superstrate, (B) Barrier plastic film as substrate with metal foil as superstrate, (C)
Metal foil as substrate with barrier plastic film as superstrate, and (D) Flexible substrate with thinfilm encapsulation

where the adhesive fills only the peripheral area outside of the devices. Regardless,
whenever an adhesive is utilized, it must be recognized that its thickness and barrier properties are also important since water and oxygen can diffuse into the device
from the edge of the adhesive seal. This can be the leading device failure mechanism
when the substrate and superstrate provide a high-quality barrier.
OLEDs represent a subset of flexible electronic devices that require optical transmission through either the bottom or the top of the device. The difference between
schemes A, B, and C relate simply to how this optical transmission is accomplished.
Schemes B and C utilize a metal foil, e.g., stainless steel or aluminum, as either a
substrate or a superstrate and a plastic film coated with a thin-film barrier on the
opposite side of the device. Metal foils provide essentially a perfect barrier but are
of course opaque. Hence, the combination of the plastic film and thin film barrier
needs to be transparent at the wavelengths appropriate for the device. Scheme A
utilizes a plastic film and thin film barrier as both substrate and superstrate. This
scheme enables the possibility of a fully transparent flexible electronic device such
as a heads-up display.
Scheme D represents an alternative packaging approach where a thin-film barrier is coated directly onto the device. The potential advantage of this scheme is that
there are no longer edge-permeation issues due to the elimination of the need for
an adhesive. The primary disadvantage is the extra-imposed constraint that the thinfilm barrier deposition process has to be integrated with the device-making process
such that the underlying device is not damaged. Given a transparent barrier coating, the underlying substrate can be either transparent or opaque depending on the
application.
In the following, the requirements for a barrier coating suitable for an OLED
device are described. In particular, first the generic properties that are required for
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both an encapsulation coating and a substrate coating are described and then the
needs that are unique to the substrate coating application are given.

13.2.1 Generic Requirements
13.2.1.1 Barrier Level
The packaging of an OLED device affects mainly its “shelf lifetime,” i.e., how the
device degrades in the environment even when it is not in use. Shelf lifetime is limited due to several potential degradation mechanisms. OLEDs utilize low work function cathodes that are evaporatively deposited [3, 21]. These materials are extremely
reactive with water and can lose their electrical properties rapidly upon exposure to
moisture [22]. Also, water vapor permeating through the pinholes in the vacuumdeposited cathode can diffuse into the metal–organic interface and limit electron
injection as well as cause delamination [22]. In addition, the commonly used organic
materials within the active layers of the device are known to lose their emissive
properties due to moisture exposure [22, 23]. As a result of all or some of these
mechanisms, degradation presents itself as growing dark spots distributed throughout the active area or as a front of nonemissive area growing in from the edges of
the device. Simple calculations, primarily based on the degradation of the cathode
material when exposed to water vapor, suggest that in order to achieve a device lifetime of 10,000 hours at room temperature, the substrate must provide a barrier that
limits permeation rates to less than 10−6 g/m2 /day and 10−3 cm3 /m2 /day for water
vapor and oxygen, respectively [24, 25].
13.2.1.2 Optical Properties
Any absorption of light in the barrier film through the emissive side of the device
results directly in a loss in device efficiency. Hence, any such loss needs to be
minimized. In addition, because light from an OLED is emitted from an optical
microcavity, the refractive index of the barrier film needs to be understood and controlled [26]. This is particularly important for cases where the barrier coating consists of multiple components with different refractive indices since these can act as
dielectric mirrors, which greatly enhance microcavity effects. Depending on device
design, these microcavity effects can enhance, suppress, or distort the desired light
emission.
13.2.1.3 Mechanical Flexibility
Mechanical flexibility is required for roll-to-roll (R2R) processing and for various
end-use applications such as bendable to “roll-up” displays. A typical metric to test
the barrier structure for the latter application is to bend the barrier-coated substrate
over a 1” diameter 100 or 1,000 times and measure the barrier properties before
and after this test. It has been demonstrated that the most advanced barrier films on
plastic substrates can pass this test [26–28].
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13.2.1.4 Compatibility of the Barrier Coating
It goes without saying that the process conditions used to deposit the barrier must be
compatible with the underlying layers. For a device encapsulation application, this
can be a demanding requirement – particularly for organic electronic devices where
the active organic layers degrade at relatively low temperatures (150–200◦ C) and
are sensitive to UV radiation and ion bombardment. For a barrier coating on plastic
substrate application, the same considerations apply but there is less sensitivity to
slight degradation in the substrate since it is not one of the active layers of the device.

13.2.2 Substrate-Specific Requirements
13.2.2.1 Substrate Options
When mechanical flexibility is not a requirement, the substrate material of choice for
OLED devices is glass as it is transparent, smooth, impermeable to water and oxygen, and chemically and thermally stable. Glass can actually be considered for flexible electronics applications because, when fabricated with a thickness of <200 μm,
it is relatively bendable. Currently, glass sheet as thin as 30 microns can be produced
using down-draw processing [29]. Unfortunately, the application space open to thin
glass is likely to be small because this material is still brittle, difficult to produce in
large sheets, and unsuitable for R2R processing.
Metal foils are flexible, have excellent barrier and thermal properties, and are
compatible with R2R processing. In fact, at the research stage, stainless steel foil
has been successfully integrated into a flexible active-matrix electrophoretic display
device by E Ink Corporation [30] and into a flexible active-matrix OLED display
device by Universal Display Corporation [31]. Hence, it appears likely that metal
foil substrates will play a prominent role in flexible electronics. The main drawback
is that applications are limited to the packaging scheme C depicted in Fig. 13.2 and,
for optical devices, still require a barrier encapsulation coating or a superstrate. It
should be noted that typically the metal foil substrate still requires its own thin-film
coating to provide the appropriate combination of surface smoothness, electrical
isolation, and chemical resistance required by the application.
For applications where a transparent flexible substrate is required, a plastic film
is necessary. In choosing an appropriate plastic film, it is useful to categorize the
available options by glass transition temperature (Tg ) as this sets the scale for the
accessible processing temperatures and time. Another key distinction is whether
the underlying structure is amorphous or semicrystalline as this leads to different
thermomechanical film properties. Amorphous polymers can be further subdivided
into thermoplastic materials, which can be converted into films via an extrusion
process, and higher Tg materials, which require solvent casting for film formation.
Semicrystalline polymeric films, such as PET and PEN, are commercially available from DuPont under the names Melinex® and Teonex® respectively. PET has
a relatively low Tg around 78◦ C, while PEN has Tg around 120◦ C. Due to their
semicrystallinity, PET and PEN have relatively low coefficient of thermal expansion
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(CTE), which is around 15 ppm/◦ C and better solvent resistance when compared
with amorphous polymeric films. PET and PEN films can be melt cast followed
by biaxial stretching and heat setting processes to crystallize the film. The dimensional stability of PET and PEN films can be further enhanced by a heat stabilization process in which the internal stress in the film is relaxed by exposure to high
temperature while under minimum line tension [32]. The heat stabilization process
dramatically reduces the shrinkage rate of PET and PEN films at temperatures above
their glass transition temperatures and thereby extends the accessible process temperatures. For instance, even though PET has a Tg of 78◦ C, when heat stabilized it
can be processed at temperatures above 100◦ C.
Examples of thermoplastic amorphous polymers include polycarbonates (PCs)
and polyethersulfones (PES). The classic bisphenol A (BPA) PC (e.g., GE’s
Lexan® ) has a Tg of ∼150◦ C, while new engineered high heat PCs are now commercially available with Tg s around 220◦ C (e.g., GE’s Lexan® XHT resin). PES,
materials (e.g., Sumitomo Bakelite’s Sumilite® ) also offer Tg s around 220◦ C. Both
PC and PES have a relatively high CTE (50∼70 ppm/◦ C) due to their amorphous
structure.
Several high Tg polymers can only be solvent cast due to the fact that their melting points are too high to allow the polymers to be melt processed without significant
degradation. This typically results in a higher cost for the resulting film. Examples
of solvent cast amorphous polymer films include aromatic fluorine-containing polyarylate (PAR), e.g., Ferranias Arylite® ; polycyclic olefin (PCO), e.g., Promerus
Appear® ; and polyimide (PI), e.g., DuPont Kapton® [32, 33].
Most of the plastic films described above can deliver optical transparency over
the visible light range except for PI, which is yellow. PC, in particular, has excellent optical properties (high transmission, low haziness). Polymeric films tend to
undergo undesirable change in dimension when heated to high temperatures due
to molecular relaxation associated with the increased mobility of polymer chains
and relaxation of residual strain within the film. This effect is, in general, less
pronounced for semicrystalline polymers than for amorphous polymers. In addition, semicrystalline films are inherently stiffer than amorphous films (∼3× greater
Young’s modulus). Nevertheless, the thermomechanical stability of any plastic film
is substantially inferior to glass or metal foil and hence any robust manufacturing
process needs to be designed with this in mind.
All these substrate choices have advantages and disadvantages and they most
often require additional coatings that can provide functions other than barrier to
moisture and oxygen.
13.2.2.2 Chemical Resistance
Most device fabrication processes utilize solvents and chemicals that may dissolve or otherwise damage the plastic substrate. A typical list of the materials that
the substrate must be compatible with includes methanol, isopropanol, acetone,
tetrahydrofuran, n-methylpyrrolidone, ethylacetate, sulfuric acid, glacial acetic acid,
hydrogen peroxide, and sodium hydroxide. Fabricating a thin-film barrier structure
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that protects the substrate from such chemicals would be ideal but in most cases it
is not possible. More often than not, a chemical hard coat, preferably on both sides
of the substrate, is necessary [28, 34].

13.2.2.3 High-Temperature Stability
High-temperature stability substrate films are desired for flexible electronics in
order to increase the range of process steps accessible for device fabrication. Such
steps can range from simple drying steps where higher temperature results in
faster processing to TFT material deposition where higher temperature results in
higher performance [35]. Specific processes have different temperature requirements and/or tradeoffs with temperature. However, a useful upper-limit target value
is 350◦ C as this is currently a lower-limit processing temperature for conventional
high-performance α-Si TFTs [35]. These films also need to have high dimensional
stability with low level of shrinkage through thermal process cycles in order to
enable precise registration, for example, in active-matrix displays. In fulfilling these
requirements, care has to be taken to match the mechanical properties of the barrier
coating to the underlying plastic film to as great an extent as possible. The barrier
coatings discussed in this chapter all utilize inorganic coatings which have low thermal expansion coefficients relative to most plastic substrates. Hence, the barrier has
to be designed to be robust to mismatches in thermal expansion to avoid cracking
under thermal cycling conditions.

13.2.2.4 Surface Quality
The total thickness of the active layers of an OLED and most other organic electronic devices is on the order of 100 nm. Hence the surface morphology and roughness of the substrate need to be tightly controlled to avoid adversely affecting device
integrity. In particular, the surface needs to be ultrasmooth (<1 nm rms roughness)
and free of local surface anomalies such as spikes greater than a few tens of nanometers. Typical plastic substrate films do not meet this requirement [34, 36]. Thus, the
barrier coating must be designed to “smooth over” the relatively rough morphology
of the plastic film surface. In order to achieve this, most barrier coatings include
some form of planarizing or smoothing layer.

13.3 Thin-Film Barrier Technology
13.3.1 Historical Background
Many applications, including food packaging [37, 38], pharmaceuticals [39], medical [40] and electronic devices [41, 42], require some sort of barrier to protect
against the permeation of gases and vapors that are harmful to the application.
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Barrier packaging can be divided into two categories: rigid and flexible. Rigid
packaging utilizes metal or glass and has been around for centuries. Both these
materials are still being used today to hermetically seal electronic devices. Flexible
packaging also dates back almost to first humankind, in the shape of fruit skins,
leaves, and animal skin, driven mostly by the need to preserve food. More recently,
paper has been used as a packaging material for two centuries and plastics have
been used for about a century [43]. Plastic films offer unique advantages compared
to rigid and other flexible packaging forms in that they are thin, light-weight, costeffective and lend themselves to much broader design-freedom depending on the
requirements of the application (e.g., transparency for an OLED) [44]. The downside, however, is that none of the plastic films available today are able to satisfy the
barrier requirements outlined in the previous section.
It was soon realized in the mid-1900s that coating the plastic film with a very
thin, single inorganic layer by means of vacuum deposition provided significant
improvement in the barrier properties [45, 46]. At first, these films were based on
metals such as Al but then, in the 1980s, due to the increased demand for visual
access to food products as well as for compatibility of packaging with microwave
use, transparent thin barrier coatings based on oxides such as SiOx and AlOx were
developed. [46–48]. Oxide barrier films are now routinely coated onto plastic films
such as PET to provide transparent barrier packaging. Typically, they provide a barrier to water permeation of 10−2 g/m2 /day [48].
Flexible electronic applications such as OLED devices require more than four
orders of magnitude higher barrier performance than possible with single layer
oxide films. In this section, the development of these advanced barrier films is
described. One important and often ignored aspect in the development is how to
reliably measure such low permeation rates. Hence, this section will start with a
description of measurement methods. Following this, the basics and limitations of
single layer oxide coatings will be described to provide a basis for the final discussion of today’s state-of-the-art advanced barriers.

13.3.2 Permeation Measurement Techniques
The food and medical packaging industries typically measure oxygen and water
vapor transmission rates (OTR and WVTR, respectively) using commercially available equipment such as that available from MOCON, Inc. [49, 50]. The principle of
measurement for this type of equipment is illustrated in Fig. 13.3a for water vapor.
The upstream side of the barrier film is saturated with a certain concentration of
water and the downstream side is purged with a moisture-free carrier gas. As the
water vapor permeates through the film, the carrier gas transports it to a sensor.
Once steady state is reached, WVTR values are reported at a given temperature and
relative humidity (RH) level. The sensitivity of this technique is limited primarily
by edge leakage and sensor technology to values of 5×10−3 g/m2 /day for WVTR
and 5×10−3 cm3 /m2 /day/atm for OTR at temperatures from 5 to about 50◦ C [50].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 13.3 (a) Schematic for water vapor transmission rate measurement system developed by
MOCON, Inc., (b) Schematic for tritium water vapor transmission rate measurement system developed by General Atomic, (c) Schematic for water vapor transmission rate measurement method
developed by National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
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Numerous techniques have been developed over the last few years with better sensitivity, most notably mass spectrometry [51, 52], measurements utilizing X-ray and
neutron reflectivity [53], tritium diffusion test [54] and the calcium test [55–61] for
water vapor permeation measurement, and residual gas analysis in ultra high vacuum [62] for oxygen permeation measurements.
The principle of tritium diffusion test is shown in Fig. 13.3b [54]. This technique
follows the same basic principle as the MOCON test except that tritium-enriched
water (HTO-enriched water) permeates through the barrier film and is carried to a
beta counter by means of a dry methane gas. In the ionization chamber, radioactivity counts are converted to WVTR values once steady state is reached, taking
into account the concentrations and geometry of the setup. In this case, since only
HTO contributes to beta decay, the influence of water vapor contamination from
other sources such as edge leakage is alleviated. Hence, a theoretical detection limit
of 2×10−7 g/m2 /day is possible and so far a practical detection limit of 1×10−6
g/m2 /day has been reported [54]. This technique meets the barrier testing requirement for an OLED but suffers from two shortcomings: (1) only WVTR spatially
averaged over the measurement area can be determined and (2) it produces radioactive waste contaminants.
Another technique introduced to study barrier films with ultralow permeation
rates works by measuring film swelling using X-ray and neutron reflectivity measurements as a function of time at given temperature and humidity conditions [53].
The measurement utilizes an undercured polymer film sandwiched between the barrier and the base substrate as shown in Fig. 13.3c. As water vapor permeates through
the barrier and reaches the polymer, swelling of the polymer is used as a means of
calculating the amount of water vapor that has permeated. This technique, although
shown to be a useful tool to understand the water vapor permeation mechanism
through multilayer films [53], has not been taken up by the industry as a standard
means of measurement, likely due to the need for expensive measurement apparatus and very specific processing required to prepare the polymer film for swelling
studies.
The technique that is the most widely used today is the so-called “Calcium test”,
first introduced by Nisato et al. [55, 56]. The principle is simple: very thin, evaporated Ca metal is sealed between a perfect barrier such as glass and the film to
be tested and serves as a well to collect the water vapor that permeates through
the barrier film. The test relies on the high level of reactivity of Ca metal with
H2 O to create transparent and nonconducting calcium hydroxide as depicted in
Reaction (13.1).
Ca + 2H2 O → Ca(OH)2 + H2

(13.1)

It should be noted that calcium also reacts with oxygen but the contribution
of oxygen to the degradation of Ca has been shown to be negligible at room
temperature [60, 61]. Typically, the rate of Reaction (13.1), and hence the water
permeation rate, is monitored by measuring the change in visual appearance and/or
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optical density (OD) [55–59] or the electrical resistivity [60] of the calcium film as
a function of time.
Although the principle of the calcium test is simple, the application can be problematic because the outcome is sensitive to the means of sample preparation, sealing
material and data collection methods. In the following, we describe in detail two
types of calcium tests for measuring water permeation: a “Total Rate” test which
measures the rate over a selected area and a “Defect Imaging” test which is sensitive to local variations in the water permeation rate [58, 59]. The schematic of
a calcium cell, the measurement system, and the cell geometry for the Total Rate
WVTR case is shown in Fig. 13.4a. The calcium test cell is constructed by first
evaporating a 50-nm-thick calcium layer on top of a cleaned, 50 mm × 75 mm
glass slide. This glass slide is then encapsulated in a glove box (H2 O and O2 levels
below 1 ppm) with either another clean glass slide without Ca (the reference cell)
or with the polymer/barrier substrate using a UV-curable adhesive as a perimeter

Fig. 13.4 Illustration of the “Total Rate” calcium test (a) cell structure and (b) measurement
capability and standard detection limit
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seal. By depositing the calcium onto the glass substrate and not onto the barrier,
one is assured that the Ca will corrode uniformly over its area even if the barrier
film has nonuniform properties across its area. Hence, the calcium corrosion rate
measures the diffusion rate integrated over the barrier area. The Ca cell is placed
between a LED light source and a photodetector and is kept in a temperature- and
humidity-controlled chamber. As the water vapor permeates through the substrate
and/or the edge perimeter seal, or is being released from any internal sources (e.g.,
residual moisture in adhesive), it reacts with the calcium inside the cell according to
Reaction (13.1) above. As water vapor permeation progresses, calcium, corroding
uniformly according to Reaction (13.1), becomes thinner and more transparent. The
light transmittance (T) of calcium at 880-nm wavelength is measured continuously
via the photodetector at an interval of about 1 Hz, and the average value is stored
to a file every 5 minutes. As the OD of a film is proportional to its thickness, the
WVTR is calculated via the following equation:
W V T R = −2A

L Ca · WC A d(O D)
M[H2 O]
ρCa
M[Ca]
L S · WS
dt

(13.1)

where A is the scaling factor between calcium thickness and OD; M[H2 O] and
M[Ca] are the molar masses of H2 O and Ca with values of 18 and 40.1 amu, respectively; ρ Ca is the density of calcium; LCa and WCa are the length and the width of the
deposited Ca; Ls and Ws are the length and the width of the permeation area defined
by the interior boundary of the edge perimeter seal (Fig. 13.4a), and d(OD)/dt is the
slope of the measured optical absorbance.
In order to be able to measure substrate materials with WVTR values on the
order of 10−6 g/m2 /day, the effective WVTR (WVTReff ) from the perimeter edge
seal needs to be either significantly below 10−6 g/m2 /day or it should have a very
low variation so that it can be subtracted from Eq. (13.1) to obtain the true substrate
WVTR. One can estimate the steady state WVTReff for a reference cell with the
geometry as shown in Fig. 13.4a with the following equation:
WVT R =

Pa
· da · (2L s + 2Ws )
Wa · L a · W s

(13.2)

where Pa , Wa , La , and da are the permeability, width, length, and thickness of the
adhesive respectively. Figure 13.4b shows OD versus time plots from a Total Rate
calcium corrosion test for a single inorganic barrier layer and from an advanced barrier on polymer substrates and glass/glass reference cells. It is clear from this figure
that the Total Rate calcium test is a reliable test to measure samples with WVTR
in the range of 10−2 to 10−5 g/m2 /day. With improvements to the sealing technique
and seal degassing procedures, it has also been demonstrated that measurements in
the 10−6 g/m2 /day regime are possible at 23◦ C/50%RH [63].
One of the shortcomings of the Total Rate calcium test is that it is not possible to
assess information about permeation through defects/pinholes. When such information is needed, the Defect Imaging test, originally developed by Nisato [55, 56, 59],
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is more appropriate. In one implementation of this method [59], ca. 100-nm-thick Ca
is thermally evaporated directly onto the barrier coating of a 1 ×1 plastic substrate
in a glove box. This structure is then encapsulated in a “solid-fill” fashion using a
UV curable epoxy and a 1 diameter glass cover slip. The UV curable epoxy is a
lower viscosity material than the one used for the Total Rate method and therefore
it is possible to make a seal that is less than 10 μm thick, providing a much lower
edge leakage rate of water vapor. An automated imaging system enables imaging
and measuring the OD of 24 samples at a time placed on stages built to reduce subsequent handling of the samples. Once the samples are sealed, they are removed
from the glove box, imaged and measured for initial OD, and then placed into an
environmental chamber. These samples are then periodically imaged using the automated imaging system. As the water vapor permeates through the plastic substrate,
mainly through the defects in the UHB and reaches the Ca, it starts reacting with
Ca in local regions forming Ca(OH)2 and these local reaction areas expand laterally
as a function of time. The schematic of this complete process is shown in Fig. 13.5.
The detection limit for this method is more than 1,000 hours at 60◦ C/90%RH. Using
this method, it is possible to obtain information on defect related permeation as well
as information on effective WVTR through the UHB by analyzing the area fraction
of Ca(OH)2 formation as a function of time [56].
With all these techniques facilitating the measurement of barrier performance,
the field of barrier films is still lacking a standard technique or procedure to enable
comparison of barrier performance for different types of barrier films produced by
different institutions. Calcium test is the most common method; however, one-toone comparison of measurements from variations of calcium test is at best satisfactory, without a common standard. Better understanding will stem from a good
understanding of permeation mechanisms for different barrier structures and the
next section presents a review of such studies.

Fig. 13.5 Illustration of the
“Defect Imaging” calcium
test
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13.3.3 Permeation Through Thin-Film Barriers
An extensive amount of research has been put into understanding permeation
through single layer barrier films and this forms the basis for more recent developments in advanced barrier structures for flexible electronic applications. This section
first addresses key challenges and findings from work on single layer barriers and
then discusses advanced barriers and fabrication methods.
13.3.3.1 Simple Single Layer Barrier Films
Single layer thin-film barrier materials are chosen from oxides (SiOx , AlOx ), nitrides
(SiNx ), or oxynitrides (AlOx Ny ), which, in bulk structures, are impermeable to
oxygen and water vapor at low temperatures, even at thicknesses on the order of
10 nm [64, 65]. However, when formed on polymer substrates using the most common vacuum deposition techniques such as sputtering, evaporation, and plasma
enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD), the barrier properties of the overall composite are found to be limited to around 10−2 g/m2 /day for WVTR and 10−2
cm3 /m2 /day/atm for OTR [46–48]. Although these values represent two to three
orders of magnitude improvement over the OTR and WVTR of an uncoated polymer, they are still many orders of magnitude higher than what is possible with a bulk
oxide with the similar thickness [64]. The thickness of the barrier film, defects in
the shape of pinholes or cracks formed during deposition, coating density, morphology, and composition are all responsible for this discrepancy in barrier performance
between a bulk oxide and a thin-film oxide of similar thickness.
Permeation of gases and vapors through polymer/barrier systems as a function of
barrier thickness has been well documented [46, 47, 66, 67] and the relationship is as
shown in Fig. 13.6. Three regimes are identified. Permeation rate initially decreases
with coating thickness until a critical thickness is achieved (dc , limit of regime I).
Such behavior is linked to the fraction of polymer surface covered by the coating
during the initial stages of deposition [66, 67]. Once complete coverage is attained,
the permeation rate mostly remains unchanged in regime II with a rate that is much
higher than the rate for bulk material. As the thickness is increased further into

Fig. 13.6 Simplified
illustration of the change in
gas transmission rate of a
barrier coated plastic as a
function of increasing barrier
coating thickness
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regime III (> df ), the barrier performance degrades mostly due to the internal stress
build-up in the glassy coating which leads to the formation of cracks [67, 68]. The
determination of the critical thickness (dc , onset of regime II) is the crucial first step
in designing barrier films due to the fact that optimal barrier properties need to be
satisfied while avoiding commercially unacceptable processing times (thick films).
The value for dc changes with coating material, deposition method, and to a larger
extent the substrate surface [48, 69]. The reported values on polymers are 40–50 nm
for PECVD SiOx [70, 71], ∼20 nm for EB-evaporated AlOx [72], ∼20–30 nm for
sputtered AlOx [72, 73], 8–30 nm for PECVD SiNx coatings [71, 74], ∼100 nm for
ETP SiN [75], and <25 nm for ALD AlOx [76, 77].
For the purposes of this chapter, the main interest is in transparent thin-film barriers with thicknesses in regime II. In this regime, thin-film oxides and oxynitrides
grown at low substrate temperatures (usually below 100◦ C) have varying degrees of
porosity [69, 78–80]. The permeation channels that create this porosity and hence
contribute to varying degrees of barrier performance can be classified as macrochannels (>5 μm), microchannels (1–5 μm), Nanochannels (<1 μm), and the oxide lattice (<0.3 nm). The extent to which these channels are created and influence barrier
performance depends on several factors, including handling and cleanliness of the
deposition environment, substrate surface roughness and morphology, and deposition technique and process parameters.
Handling and cleanliness (or lack thereof) of the deposition environment is
mostly known to contribute to the occurrence of macro- and microchannels. A good
example of this was shown by Jamiesson and Windle [45] for their PET/Al barriers
where they found that the density and size of pinholes correlate well with the density
and size (1–5 μm) of atmospheric dust particles on the polymer surface. In addition,
the number density (mm–2 ) of the channels created correlate well with OTR values
(<10 mm−2 for ∼0.1 cm3 /m2 /day/atm and ∼100 mm−2 for ∼1.3 cm3 /m2 /day/atm).
This is a clear indication that proper handling of the barrier coated substrate, implementing effective substrate cleaning procedures, and controlling the particle counts
in the deposition environment by means of utilizing “cleanrooms” are the first steps
to eliminating macro and some of the microchannels in the barrier film.
High substrate surface roughness is another key factor that adversely affects barrier performance as demonstrated by many researchers [81–83]. Especially for the
most widely used commodity polymers such as PET and oriented polypropylene
(OPP), it has been shown that the surface may appear very smooth (rms ∼ 1–5 nm)
when analyzed in μm2 lateral scale (by AFM), but when studied on a broader lateral
range, this roughness can reach tens to hundreds of nanometers [81]. Similar roughness can be created by antiblock, filler particles (i.e., silica) of 1–2 μm diameter
[83]. Shaw [84] first reported the application of a flash-evaporated, UV or E-beam
curable smoothing coating on such surfaces and through systematic AFM analysis
showed that surface anomalies were covered by increasing the thickness of this layer
to a few microns [85]. It was further shown that the application of this layer prior to
an Al or AlOx barrier coating improved both the OTR and the WVTR of the composite by more than three orders of magnitude compared to an uncoated polymer [84,
86, 87]. More recently, it has been demonstrated that WVTR values in the range of
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10–4 to 10−5 g/m2 /day, as well as a dramatic reduction in microscale defects, can be
achieved by appropriate modification of the polymer surface with a smoothing layer
applied either via flash evaporation or simple nonvacuum techniques such as spin
coating [88].
Assuming that the deposition environment is kept clean and proper film handling
procedures are implemented and if applicable, a smoothing coating is applied, the
majority of macro- and microchannels for permeation can be eliminated. Many studies utilizing either analytical characterization [71, 72, 79, 80, 89, 90] or the activated
rate theory [70, 79, 90, 91] and several physical “defect” models [45, 69, 78, 92–96]
have demonstrated that especially oxygen permeation is dominated by these type of
defects. On the other hand, water vapor permeation through polymers coated with
SiOx [70, 80, 97], AlOx [72, 91, 98, 99] AlOx Ny [99, 100] exhibits less linear dependence on the size and density of larger defects and at times has been shown to be
controlled by the nanoscale morphology and composition of the coating (due to its
polar nature, water molecules can chemically interact with the coating depending on
the material chosen). The remaining engineering challenge then becomes producing
a dense thin film as close as possible in structure to its bulk counterpart with good
control of composition. The optimal solution depends greatly on the material system
chosen, deposition method, and process parameters.
Denser films can be fabricated by supplying high kinetic energy species (atoms
of the material to be deposited, ions, neutrals) to the surface. Hence, thermal and
E-beam evaporation techniques fall short of producing high-quality barriers, despite
exceptionally high deposition rates. Placing an auxiliary plasma between the source
and the substrate can improve barrier performance by densifying the films [101].
Magnetron sputtering, another widely used physical vapor deposition technique, is
a more preferred and versatile technique to densify films. Since with this technique,
there is a dense plasma confined to the cathode surface, acceleration of high energy
species to the substrate surface is enhanced [82, 90]. In addition, manipulation of the
magnet configuration to leak the plasma toward the substrate, using more advanced
power supply schemes such as pulsed DC, has been shown to enable highly densely
packed film morphology, which especially aids in improving water vapor barrier
performance [102, 103]. Examples have been reported for AlOx and AlOx Ny on
PET [82, 90, 99, 100, 102, 103].
One shortcoming of physical vapor deposition techniques is that they suffer from
“line of sight” film deposition, which makes the barrier films very sensitive to even
small anomalies on the surface that can create defects. PECVD and ALD are techniques with much reduced directionality of deposition and have been shown to produce superior barrier films for SiN [71, 79, 89, 104] and AlOx [76, 77], respectively.
For PECVD, when the substrate is placed on the powered electrode (RIE mode),
additional ion bombardment produces dense SiNx films with WVTR levels in the
10−4 regime. At the same time, compressive stresses can build up in the film due
to this high energy process and these may need to be controlled depending on the
application [105]. ALD, on the other hand, is perfect for producing highly conformal
films and recent developments using plasma-enhanced ALD have produced single
layer AlOx films in the 10−4 −10−5 g/m2 /day regime [76, 77]. Significantly, slower
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deposition rates for ALD compared to other techniques discussed here, however,
make it commercially unattractive for the flexible electronics application.
The materials system and its effect on the permeation of water vapor is a final
key aspect to consider. Tropha and Harvey [70] provided the first insight into the
mechanism of water vapor permeation by using activated rate theory to calculate
an activation energy for H2 O permeation. They deposited a series of SiOx coatings
on PET, polycarbonate(PC), polypropylene (PP), and polystyrene (PS) substrates
using PECVD. They show that regardless of the water vapor activation energy
(EA (WVTR)) for permeation through the four uncoated substrates, the activation
energy was always the same when each substrate was coated with SiOx . This is
significant because if the mechanism for water permeation were simply diffusion
through the constricted pores of the SiOx coating, then the temperature dependence
of permeation should be controlled by the temperature dependence of permeation
through the plastic film only. The fact that it is controlled by an activation energy
which is characteristic of the coating suggests that some sort of chemical interaction
occurs between the water and the coating. Suggested interactions include attachment of water molecules to Si-O or Si-dangling bonds within the SiOx pores [80].
Other studies on AlOx and AlOx Ny coatings have suggested that the level of interaction is coating-material-dependent as might be expected for a chemical process [82,
98–100].
As described in this section, considerable effort has been undertaken to develop
simple single layer barrier coatings, but their performance is not adequate for the
most demanding flexible electronics applications. The barrier properties are primarily limited by the presence of macro and micro defects, but so far a practical way to
eliminate these defects has not been demonstrated. As a result, the technical community began to develop advanced barrier films that can provide a good barrier in
spite of the presence of defects. These are described further in the next section.
13.3.3.2 Advanced Barrier Films
The first approach designed to provide a high barrier in spite of the presence of
film defects is illustrated in Fig. 13.7. The idea is to have multilayers of inorganic

Fig. 13.7 Concept of “defect de-coupling” gas permeation mechanism through multilayer
advanced barrier coatings
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coatings that are separated by organic coatings [25, 27, 42, 86, 105–110]. The
organic coatings themselves have inferior barrier properties to the inorganic coatings, but their purpose is to decouple the growth of a defect from one inorganic
coating to the other. In the ideal case, there is then no defect that spans the whole
thickness of the coating. Hence, water and oxygen molecules must follow a tortuous path through the defects to get through the whole coating and this presumably leads to a lower permeation rate. More recently, complex single layer coatings
which achieve the same kind of decoupling defects through the thickness of the coating have been developed [26, 28, 58, 59]. These achieve the decoupling by grading
the composition of the single layer coating in the thickness direction. Note that for
both the multilayer and the complex “multi-zone” single layer coatings, the lessons
learned in trying to improve simple single layers such as clean deposition environments, proper handling, smoothing the substrate surface, and the choice of suitable
material and deposition systems are all still critical to success. In this section, we
discuss the approaches introduced by Batelle/Vitex [25, 27, 42, 86, 106], GE [26,
28], and Dow Corning [105, 108] for achieving advanced barriers with an emphasis
on coating structure and properties, deposition techniques, and application to batch
and/or R2R processing.
Multilayer inorganic–organic films were first developed for capacitors at GE in
the early 1980s to realize a significant reduction in pinhole density in Al [84, 86,
111]. This method of depositing alternating layers of organic and inorganic layers on polymer substrates has since been applied to barrier technology by Batelle
and Vitex and has been shown to dramatically improve barrier quality compared to
simple single layer barrier coatings [25, 27, 42, 86, 106]. The organic layer is composed of a polyacrylate (PA) material and the inorganic “barrier” layer is chosen
from evaporated or sputtered Al or AlOx . PA is deposited using polymer multilayer
deposition (PML) [84, 86]. In PML, a desired choice of acrylic monomer fluid is first
degassed and then sprayed into an evaporator where it is converted into a molecular
vapour (flash evaporation). The evaporator is hot enough to vaporize the liquid but
not sufficiently hot to crack or polymerize it. The vapors are then drawn from the
evaporator into the lower pressure vacuum chamber and cryocondense on the substrate as a continuous liquid film. This film is subsequently irradiated by an electron
beam or a UV source to crosslink and form a smooth and uniform polymer film.
The assembly for PML deposition can be inline or incorporated into a conventional
vacuum web coater, which can also contain sputtering facilities, thereby facilitating
the deposition of alternating layers of PA and AlOx [86]. The first organic layer,
up to several microns, serves as a high-quality smoothing layer, able to coat over
surface features larger than 1.5 μm. The subsequent inorganic (AlOx in most cases)
therefore already contains a low density of defects. This full structure in some cases
is capped off with another PA topcoat, which serves to mechanically protect the
underlying fragile layers [84, 86, 112]. It has also been shown that this polymeric
topcoat sometimes improves barrier performance. This has been attributed to possible chemical interactions of this material with the walls of pores in barrier coatings,
thereby providing a synergistic effect [113, 114]. Water vapor transmission in the
low 10−6 g/m2 /day has been reported for 3–5 PA–AlOx pairs (called “dyads”) on
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polymer substrates using Calcium tests [24, 27, 42, 55, 56] and OLED shelf lifetime
tests [106]. However, Kapoor et al. [115] found that processes developed in batch
tools were not directly transferable to a R2R coating process. The barrier structure
(inorganic barrier layer thickness, number of dyads) was reoptimized, modifications
to the R2R coater and the R2R coating processes were implemented, and choice of
substrate material was reconsidered in order to minimize defects, improve barrier
performance, and improve coating uniformity. Similar considerations for batch to
R2R transition are applicable to all types of advanced barriers.
An alternative to the multilayer approach is the graded single layer approach
developed by GE. Here, the composition is graded between inorganic-like materials
and organic-like materials in a coating less than 1 μm thick using a parallel plate
capacitively coupled PECVD reactor [26, 28]. This was first developed in a batch
mode process capable of fabricating a complete OLED barrier substrate package
based on an experimental high heat Lexan® PC film which has a Tg around 240◦ C.
A schematic diagram of the batch process to make a functional substrate package is
shown in Fig. 13.8. The process starts with cutting and heat treating a film sheet at
elevated temperature to improve its dimension stability, and then mounting it onto an
aluminum frame [116]. The film/frame assembly is then cleaned with high pressure
DI water spray and isopropanol rinse, followed by baking in vacuum oven to dry
out moisture in the film. The next process step for this dried film/frame assembly
is spin coating an epoxy-based smoothing layer. This unique spin-on smoothing
layer provided an average surface roughness of 0.6 nm over 200 μm × 250 μm
area. The surface morphology of this layer, which is clearly superior to that of an

Fig. 13.8 Schematic of the plastic substrate fabrication processes in batch mode
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Fig. 13.9 Surface morphology of (a) bare high heat Lexan® PC film and (b) smoothing layer
coated high heat Lexan® PC film. The surface morphology was studied using optical profilometry

uncoated plastic substrate (Fig. 13.9), greatly reduces the number of defects in the
barrier coating. This concept is believed to be responsible for the several orders of
magnitude improvement in WVTR demonstrated in Fig. 13.10 for GE’s batch-mode
graded barrier, when deposited on the smoothing layer rather than on a bare plastic
substrate.
The graded barrier was coated with plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) and the barrier consists of SiNx or SiOx Ny inorganic and SiOx Cy
organic zones without a discrete interface. In this barrier structure, the organic materials effectively decouple defects growing in the thickness direction but, instead of

Fig. 13.10 WVTR for GE’s
graded barrier coating on
bare high heat Lexan® PC
film and on smoothing layer
coated high heat Lexan®
PC film
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having a sharp interface between inorganic and organic materials, there are “transitional” zones where the coating composition varies continuously from inorganic
to organic and vice versa. These “transitional” zones bridge inorganic and organic
materials which results in a single layer structure with improved mechanical stability and stress relaxation. The inorganic process utilizes a combination of silane,
ammonia, and on occasion, oxygen gases to create a material composition ranging between SiNx and SiOx . The organic process includes a combination of a Sicontaining organic precursor and Ar gases to create a Si-containing organic material.
The inorganic and the organic processes are tailored such that the resulting materials have hardness (inorganic material: 10–15 GPa, organic material: 1 GPa) and
elastic modulus (inorganic material: 50–100 GPa, organic material: 10 GPa) similar
to those of glass-like materials and thermoplastics, respectively. The graded barrier
structure is obtained by gradually mixing the inorganic and the organic processes. At
constant pressure and radio frequency (RF) power, each mass flow controller (MFC)
for each individual process gas is programmed to achieve continuous compositional
changes, while the plasma remains on, in order to achieve a gradual change in the
coating composition from inorganic to organic materials and vice versa. The thickness of the “transitional” zone is determined by the time to change the precursor gas
composition from the inorganic process to the organic process and vice versa. Bulk
WVTR values as low as 4×10−6 g/m2 /day at 23◦ C/50%RH have been demonstrated
with this UHB structure on high heat PC substrate with an epoxy smoothing layer
[58, 63]. Using the “defect imaging” type Calcium test described in Section 13.3.2,
barrier performance as good as glass encapsulation has also been demonstrated at
accelerated conditions with occasional defect-related corrosion, mostly due to occasional presence of particles or other surface anomalies. In addition to good barrier
performance, the continuous transition from inorganic to organic zones and vice
versa ensures excellent adhesion and the ability to tune the refractive indices of the
inorganic and organic zones by varying PECVD conditions. The latter capability
enables optical tuning without the need to optimize zone thicknesses. For PC substrates, it is necessary to add a chemical resistance coating to the backside of the
substrate. This is accomplished by taking the film/frame assembly back to the spin
coater to coat the backside of film with same smoothing layer as on the frontside.
Finally, an ITO coating is put down on top of the barrier using DC magnetron sputtering. As described in Section 13.4, this complete substrate package is compatible
with typical OLED fabrication processes.
GE has also reported successful transition of this batch process to a R2R type
process using a prototype R2R PECVD reactor (Fig. 3.11). The major components
of the reactor system are the web drive system, unique deposition stations, and the
PECVD electrodes. The web drive system is capable of handling an 8 -wide plastic web with highly precise web speed and tension control. To minimize surface
damage, the web drive components are designed not to touch the plastic surface
where the coating will be deposited. In addition, a bottom-up deposition process,
in which the coating is deposited on the plastic web from the bottom electrode,
prevents particles from falling onto the web surface, minimizing the possibility of
creating defects in the barrier coating. This proof-of-concept R2R reactor has two
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Fig. 13.11 GE’s
proof-of-concept R2R
PECVD coater for graded
barrier coating on plastic film

substations in one deposition chamber separated by a baffle which has an adjustable
opening that allows controlled mixing of reactive gases and thereby controlled grading in the barrier structure. A single pass of web through deposition stations can lay
down one inorganic zone and one organic zone along with a transition zone between
them. A graded single layer barrier with more zones can be constructed by continuously passing the plastic web back and forth between the two substations.
Using this reactor, the feasibility of both realizing a graded coating structure
and achieving high barrier performance using continuous R2R processing has been
demonstrated [117]. To date, WVTR values of ∼1×10−5 g/m2 /day have been
demonstrated for a three-zone R2R graded barrier coated PET film. Figure 3.12
shows a representative cross section TEM image for a three-zone R2R barrier coated
Si sample that was taped to plastic web. This clearly reveals a continuous contrast
change between an inorganic SiOx Ny zone and an organic SiOx Cy zone. Grading
was further evidenced by Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) study. EDS was
used to study the composition at five locations throughout the thickness of R2R
three-zone barrier (Fig. 13.12). One can see that the carbon/oxygen (C/O) ratio is
low in the SiOx Ny -rich zone (Location 1), and increases continuously when moving
through Location (2) to a maximum at Location (3), which is the SiOx Cy -rich zone.
The ratio then decreases continuously from Location (3) to Location (5). From Fig.
13.11, it is obvious that a continuous composition change between inorganic SiOx Ny
and organic SiOx Cy has been achieved. With this structure, GE recently reported a
water vapor barrier performance equivalent to that achieved with a batch mode process using both types of Ca test described in Section 13.3.2 [117].
A slightly different PECVD approach has been developed by Dow Corning. They
have varied the process conditions to obtain a SiOC stress buffer layer on top of
which they deposit SiC barrier films to form a low stress/high stress coating pair
[105, 108]. They reported 10−4 g/m2 /day for multilayers of these high and low stress
films made in batch mode on PET substrates. In order to transition to R2R processing, Dow Corning built a pilot scale R2R PECVD reactor using a high-density Penning Discharge Plasma (PDP) source, which is capable of coating PET films with a
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Fig. 13.12 Energy dispersive spectroscopy study of coating compositions at various locations in
graded barrier coating. Locations 1 and 5 are SiOx Ny zones, Locations 2 and 4 are transition zones,
and Location 3 is SiOx Cy zone

SiC:H barrier coating. The PDP source is a magnetically confined plasma source in
which the configuration of cathode and anode, in relation to the magnetic and electric field, is similar to a Penning Cell [118]. In Dow Corning’s R2R PECVD reactor,
the PDP sources are substantially covered by the plastic web, which substantially
reduces coating build-up on the electrodes and eliminates the need for frequent etchback plasma clean and other maintenance. Dow Corning’s SiC:H coating is based
on a graded stack consisting of a stress buffer layer followed by a barrier layer [105].
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The stress buffer layer is used to mitigate the high mechanical stress of the barrier
layer to the interface with the substrate. The SiC:H coating could be put down at
deposition rate above 125 nm·m/min and the R2R coated SiC:H barrier achieved a
WVTR below the 10−3 g/m2 /day MOCON detection limit [119].
At present, the use of a combination of inorganic and organic materials remains
the primary approach to achieving high barrier performance. The details of the permeation mechanism of water vapor through these structures are not well understood.
Several modeling approaches [75, 120] and a survey of Calcium test data of various
groups suggest that the mechanism of “defect de-coupling” mechanism is dominant.
Since the majority of advanced barriers contain either AlOx or SiNx as the inorganic
component, the two inorganic films shown to be the least reactive with permeating
water molecules (see Section 13.3.3.1), it is plausible that this mechanism is dominant. However, recently the question has arisen as to whether the reported values
of WVTR (mostly) by Ca test represent the true steady state permeation rate. In
particular, Graff and coworkers [25, 121] developed a model for multilayer films
based on Fickian mechanics and used it to argue that the structure in Fig. 13.7 promotes a significant increase in lag times for water vapor to “fill up” the structure,
but only a modest decrease in the actual steady state transmission rate (at best from
10−2 to 10−3 for structures with the least number of defects. In other words, it is
argued that the improvements in barrier performance shown for advanced barrier
films over single layer ones are due to an extended transient period because of the
highly increased diffusion path (Fig. 13.7). This argument is supported by Vogt et al.
[53] in their X-ray and neutron reflectivity measurements of such multilayer structures (using an undercured PA in dyads to ensure swelling – see Section 13.3.2).
They conclude that water accumulation at the oxide–polymer interface, characterized as strong adsorption of water to AlOx , creates a desiccant effect and this effect
is responsible for the long transient “fill-up” times they observe for such structures.
While these studies provide useful insights to better understand the water vapor permeation mechanisms, it should be noted that for similar barrier structures, steady
state, as opposed to transient, consumption of Ca has been reported [55–57, 59]
leading to WVTR values of around 10−6 g/m2 /day. In addition, for PECVD graded
barrier films, tritium diffusion tests where lag times are clearly discernable from
steady state behavior, WVTR values of 10−5 g/m2 /day have been reported after a
transient period of several hundred hours [54]. In general, the complexity of water
vapor permeation compared to other nonreactive permeants makes it difficult to pin
down one exact mechanism for moisture permeation at present and, as is the case
for simple single layer films (see Section 13.3.3.1), the materials used to construct
UHB structures can play a significant role in how water vapor permeates.
As clear from the discussion above, there have been significant strides in
advanced barrier films with barrier performance necessary for OLED packaging
and in developing R2R processes to make the films commercially viable. These
efforts have also been accompanied by developments in integrating OLEDs onto
polymer/barrier structures and integrating UHB coatings as a top encapsulation for
OLEDs. The final section discusses the challenges and developments in these two
critical device–barrier integration areas.
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13.4 Barrier–Device Integration
13.4.1 Substrate and Barrier Compatibility with OLEDs
The unique thin device structure of OLEDs has made them a natural choice for
flexible display applications. Flexible OLED display prototypes have already been
demonstrated on barrier-coated plastic substrates. A group from Pioneer Corporation built a 3 full-color passive-matrix OLED device (160×RGB×120 pixels) on a
single layer SiOx Ny barrier coated plastic substrate [122]. The first proof-of-concept
of a flexible OLED on an advanced barrier coating was a 128×64 passive matrix
(PM) monochrome display fabricated on a multilayer barrier coated heat stabilized
PET made by Vitex [24]. Quantitative tests of the compatibility of the Vitex multilayer barrier as both a substrate and a top encapsulation layer for an OLED have
also been performed. In particular, Weaver et al. [106] built an OLED test device on
PML barrier coated heat stabilized PET with glass lid encapsulation and achieved a
half life of 3,800 hours from an initial luminance of 425 cd/m2 measured at room
temperature environment. Chwang et al. [123] demonstrated a 5-mm2 OLED test
pixel and a passive-matrix flexible OLED device on a multilayer barrier coated heat
stabilized PET substrate with transmissive multilayer barrier coating direct encapsulation and reached a room-temperature half life (initial luminance 600 cd/m2 ) for
a test pixel of 2,500 hours.
In the following, the details of experiments performed to ensure the compatibility of GE’s graded barrier with OLED devices will be described. Compatibility
is best demonstrated by actual device fabrication since many unanticipated issues
such as the presence of particles, handling methods, resistance to a certain set of
solvents, stability during high-temperature steps, the effect of mechanical stress due
to sealing, performance of the transparent conductor, and shelf life tend to surface
at this stage. In order to test for these, two-layer polymer OLED devices consisting
of PEDOT/PSS [poly(ethylenedioxythiopene)/poly(sulfonated styrene)] as a hole
transport layer and a polyfluorene-based light-emitting polymer (LEP) layer were
fabricated onto an ITO and graded barrier-coated high temperature PC substrate
[28]. A series-connected architecture described elsewhere [124, 125] was employed
to enable a large emitting area. In particular, 10 devices consisting of eight seriesconnected elements, each with area 1.95 cm2 , were fabricated on a 15 × 15 cm2 substrate. Fabrication was accomplished using the fairly standard procedure described
below.
In order to enable device fabrication using conventional batch processing tools,
the substrate films were first affixed to 3 mm wide, 15 × 15 cm square titanium
frames by means of double-sided Kapton polyimide tape. The affixed film was
cleaned with isopropanol, then given a 10-minute dwell in an aqueous detergent
(Alconox) with ultrasonic agitation, followed by water rinsing and drying.
ITO patterning was accomplished using a photoresist and immersion etching.
The photoresist (AZ1512) was applied by means of spin coating and baked for
10 min at 110◦ C, producing a film 1 micron thick. The positive photoresist was
imaged through a glass mask using a UV collimated light source for 15 sec. The
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Fig. 13.13 15-cm square
flexible OLED on high heat
Lexan® PC substrate with
graded barrier

image was developed at room temperature for 1 min using OCG 809 (2:1). Following a water rinse and dry step, the exposed ITO was removed by immersion for
5 min in a 45◦ C solution of 10/10/1 hydrochloric acid/water/nitric acid. The sample
was rinsed with water, dried, and the photoresist removed by immersion in acetone. Residual materials were removed by a 10-min dwell in an aqueous detergent
(Alconox) with ultrasonic agitation, followed by water rinsing and drying.
Glass/Glass control

Device on GE
sample

With Desiccant
T=0
1/27,17:00

T = 24 h

T = 72 h
T = 144 h
2/02, 17:00
T = 208 h
2/05, 9:00

t=0
11/03, 6 pm
t = 39h
11/05, 9 am
t = 113 h
11/08, 11 am
t = 144 h
11/09, 6 pm
t = 279 h
11/15, 9 am

T = 304.5 h
2/09, 9:30
T = 2319 h
5/03, 14:00

t = 495 h
11/24,9 am

Fig. 13.14 Accelerated shelf lifetime test (60◦ C/85%RH) of UDC OLED test pixels on (a) glass
substrate and (b) GE graded barrier coated high heat Lexan® PC. All test pixels were encapsulated
with glass lid using epoxy edge seal with desiccant incorporated
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The active device layers were deposited by means of spin coating. In particular,
an aqueous coating of PEDOT/PSS (Baytron P VP CH 8000 from H.C. Starck) was
spin coated and baked at 110◦ C to produce a film of 50 nm thickness. The LEP
layer was fabricated using a solution of LUMATION∗ 1304 (∗ Trademark of The
Dow Chemical Company) in xylene. After spin coating and a 10-min bake on a hot
plate, a 70-nm-thick LEP layer was produced. A bilayer cathode made up of NaF
and Al was then evaporated onto the films through a stainless steel mask. Finally,
the devices were encapsulated with a 100-micron-thick foil of aluminum coated
with acrylic adhesive inside a glove box. The samples were then removed from the
glove box for testing.
Figure 13.13 shows a picture of the resulting substrate being bent with all devices
turned on at a brightness of ∼1,000 cd/m2 . At this brightness, the efficiency, as
measured in an integrating sphere, is 8 cd/A. This is comparable to that expected for
this LEP material [126]. It thus appears that the PC/graded barrier substrate package
is compatible with a polymer-based OLED device fabrication process.
The compatibility of GE’s graded barrier coated high heat PC film with OLED
fabrication processes was further confirmed by Universal Display Corporation
(UDC) for small molecule OLED devices. Small molecule OLED test pixels were
first fabricated on GE’s graded barrier sample using UDC’s standard OLED fabrication processes and then encapsulated with a glass lid using epoxy edge seal
with desiccant incorporated inside the test device. For comparison, glass/glass test
devices were also fabricated using the same methods and tested side-by-side with
devices on the graded barrier PC. Figure 13.14 shows the images of a test device
on the barrier film and glass/glass control devices after undergoing accelerated shelf
lifetime test at 60◦ C/85%RH. At 500 hours, though there were some black spots
1.1
Green OLEDs

Normalized EL

1.0

Lo-1000 cd/m

Glass control
(not optimized for lifetime)

2

0.9
OLED on GE plastic substrate

0.8

0.7
OLED on GE substrate encapsulated with glass IId with desiccant
Glass-to-Glass control device with desiccant (Lo = 955 cd/m2)

0.6

0.5
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0.1

1

10
Time (h)
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Fig. 13.15 Operational lifetime results for UDC OLED test pixels on (a) glass substrate and (b) GE
graded barrier coated high heat Lexan® PC. All test pixels were encapsulated with glass lid using
epoxy edge seal with desiccant incorporated. Test was carried out at room temperature and 50% RH
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forming, most pixel areas on the graded barrier substrate were still intact. The room
temperature operational lifetime test results were illustrated in Fig. 13.15 and it was
estimated that the OLED device on the barrier film sample has a half life 80% of
that of glass/glass control.
These test results show that barrier coated plastic films can potentially be used in
place of a glass substrate for both polymer and small molecule OLED devices.

13.4.2 Thin-Film Encapsulation
Another technology for realizing flexible OLEDs and other organic electronic
devices is thin-film encapsulation (TFE) (Fig. 13.1, scheme D). Currently, commercial OLED displays are encapsulated with a thin metal or a glass cap sealed to the
base OLED substrate with an epoxy seal [20, 127, 128]. In addition, getter materials
such as CaO or BaO are used inside this package to prolong the shelf lifetime of the
device [20, 128, 129]. This method of encapsulation limits the ability to produce a
fully flexible device. In addition, it is a slow and high-cost process and the standard
seal thickness is microns thick and therefore cannot provide adequate barrier without
the addition of a desiccant. It is the combination of these disadvantages of current
encapsulation technologies that have led researchers and companies to put effort
into developing TFE methods that can be commercially viable. Reduction of edge
seal thickness, reduction in processing tact time, and thereby reduction in cost along
with the potential for enabling full flexibility are the core advantages of this technology. On the other hand, development of TFEs presents unique challenges compared
to those outlined for plastic substrates. The substrate is now the OLED structure
itself, which is an inorganic/organic multilayer structure with multiple terminating
surfaces depending on the OLED architecture (metal cathode, organic layer, contacts, etc.). The barrier structure used for encapsulation therefore needs to be compatible with the underlying OLED and to exhibit low stress and good adhesion.
Especially for passive-matrix OLED displays, where cathode partition structures
can be microns high and have negative slopes, conformality of the TFE layer is
important to ensure continuous coverage of all active areas. Avoiding physical or
chemical damage to the OLED during deposition is also crucial since most active
organic materials tend to degrade at high processing temperatures and when exposed
to high energy species. Finally, an important aspect not generally noted is the ability
to properly encapsulate contact leads to the outside of the package to avoid any premature device failure. All these requirements should be fulfilled while maintaining
excellent barrier properties for TFE and maintaining electro-optical function of the
OLED after prolonged shelf life tests.
Studies to date have explored different TFE deposition methods with different
structures on a variety of OLED architectures for both solution-processed polymer
and evaporated small molecule devices [105, 123, 130–142]. There are two basic
OLED device architectures: “bottom-emitting” and “top-emitting”. In the “bottomemitting” configuration, active organic layers are deposited on top of a transparent
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substrate with a transparent conductive contact and then capped with a nontransparent low work function metal cathode, such as Ca capped with Al. In the “topemitting” configuration, the active organic layers are deposited on top of a opaque
or reflective substrate with a metallic contact and then capped with a transparent
conductive electrode. OLED display devices can be further subdivided into passivematrix (PMOLED) or active-matrix (AMOLED) depending on how the individual
pixels are driven. Combinations of these architectures can be fabricated on glass,
metal foil, or plastic substrates.
On glass substrates, most TFE studies have been reported on simple test pixels for bottom-emitting small molecule devices. Here, the PML-type multilayer
approach [27, 130] and the PECVD graded single layer approach [131] demonstrate
the longest shelf lifetimes with less than 10% pixel degradation at 60◦ C/90%RH
after 500 hours for the former and less than 10% pixel degradation at the same
conditions after 1,000 hours for the latter. The ALD method of Ghosh [136] is also
promising, with a report of negligible degradation after 1,000 hours at 85◦ C/85%RH
for top-emission small molecule OLEDs.
For passive-matrix display applications, promising results are achieved so far by
the deposition of a thick organic layer first to cover the cathode partition topology and subsequent multilayer film deposition [27, 130]. However, recently a very
conformal PECVD SiN process coupled with either SiOx or a topcoat [133, 134]
with ink-jet printed organic layers to make up a multilayer barrier [135] has been
demonstrated to be able to cover the cathode partition type of topology. In this
case, shelf lifetimes of 500 hours with some dark spot formation and edge leakage were reported at accelerated environmental conditions. The primary cause of
degradation in these studies is cited as relating to large particles of micron size,
which means there is still more work to be done to enable commercial viability. In
addition, as a general trend, the operational lifetimes of encapsulated OLEDs are
inferior to their glass encapsulated counterparts. This degradation is, in most cases,
due to dominance of fast-growing dark spots caused by moisture ingress through
defects in the barrier. Weidner et al. [105], however, showed in an experiment where
they glass encapsulated PECVD TFE-coated OLED and compared to simple glassencapsulated OLED, operational lifetime performance of the OLED/TFE was similar and in cases better than glass-encapsulated samples. This result indicates that
PECVD TFE does not adversely affect the operational performance of an OLED.
Several groups have also demonstrated TFE on OLEDs fabricated on plastic substrates with or without barrier. Chwang et al. [123] applied PML-type multilayer
coatings onto OLEDs fabricated on PET substrates with a similar barrier stack.
When compared at equivalent conditions, the all plastic structure displayed a lifetime of 2,500 hours, whereas the same TFE encapsulated device on a glass substrate
performed to 3,700 hours. The traditional all glass package decayed in 9,000 hours.
The same group demonstrated TFE encapsulation of an all plastic 80 dpi, passive
matrix display with an operational lifetime of 110 hours, with initial luminance at
110 cd/m2 . Recently, Yoshida et al. have demonstrated a flexible OLED display on
PET, encapsulated with a 3-μm thick PECVD SiN layer with a projected operational lifetime (to reach 50% initial luminance of 1,000 cd/m2 ) of over 5,000 hours.
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The same group also showed that, with identical encapsulation, negligible change
in OLED performance for a full-color OLED display (5.2 in. 1/4 VGA) after 500
hours at accelerated environmental testing conditions [143].
Significant ground has been covered over the last five years or so in making TFE
a commercially viable technology. Improving both operational and shelf lifetime
remains a challenge. Also, there is surprisingly little work on TFE of active matrix
displays, which are the most promising candidates for future, high information content, high-resolution displays; so more work in this field is necessary. Last but not
least, particle control, yield, and tact time, irrespective of the deposition method
for advanced barrier systems remain the primary challenges standing between TFE
being an excellent research level effort and TFE being a commercially viable solution for encapsulation of flexible organic electronic devices.

13.5 Concluding Remarks
Hermetic packaging of organic electronic devices is one of the most important
challenges that must be overcome before flexible electronic devices can become
a commercial reality. In this regard, thin-film barrier technology, especially on plastic substrates and also directly on the device, is a key enabling technology. From
this review, it is clear that there are now multiple advanced barrier technologies
that, at least in the research lab, can provide the right order of magnitude hermeticity. However, system integration challenges such as substrate deformation during
device processing, thermomechanical stability, and compatibility with the device
require more work and further improvements. Challenges also remain to demonstrate similar barrier performance using commercially viable R2R fabrication processes. Nevertheless, given the increasing rate of progress and increasing effort over
the last decade, it seems likely that flexible thin-film barrier technology will mature
in time to enable flexible electronics applications.
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